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Abstract
This research investigates the history, the transnational links, and mission of three
Nigerian-led Pentecostal Churches in metropolitan Atlanta in order to discover, describe
and analyze the relationship between such global flows and the stated goal of self
professed "reverse mission" in Atlanta, Georgia, in the United States ofAmerica.
Three Nigerian Indigenous Pentecostal denominations were purposively selected
for this study. The three denominations are the Redeemed Christian Church of God
(RCCG), The Gospel Faith Mission Intemational (GOFAMINT) and The Mountain of
Fire and Miracles (MFM). The sample size for this study consisted of three
denominations out ofwhich nine churches were selected in Atlanta, and the intemational
headquarters of the three selected denominations in Lagos, Nigeria and the U.S national
office of the three denominations. The data for this research was gathered through five
months of ethnographic field research in Lagos, Nigeria, and Atlanta, Georgia. The
research involves interviews conducted with eighty selected church leaders and members
who are engaged in transnational religious practices between Lagos Nigeria and Atlanta,
U.S.A. Three theories guided this research work: Social network perspectives, Migration
systems theory, and Social movement framing.
This study was able to identify the following emerging themes/patterns. First, the
history and pattems in the emergence of these churches reveals that they are started
through house fellowships or through evangelistic cmsades by mostly by members who
migrate to the U.S. A. as students, businessmen and professionals. The study established
that there are formal and infomial transnational ties and channels of communication. The
intemet is used by these churches as a tool for transnational communication and
networking. The study also found out that there are frequent flow of persons, products,
ideas, and money flow between the founding churches in Lagos and the branches in
Atlanta, with frequency of flow originating from Nigeria. The flow ofpersons is mostly
at the upper and middle level management of these churches. Furthermore, this research
found out these churches are presently in mission to mostly Nigerian/African
communities in Atlanta, although they express strong interest in reaching out to other
groups beyond the Nigerian community, and are indeed making efforts in this regard.
Finality this study establishes that reverse mission is a conception ofmission that is still
in the process of evolving.
This study concludes with the suggestion that this field of study is just emerging
and reverse mission is also evolving as a process. Further research is needed to validate
the findings of this research.
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH
Introduction
The migration of humans out ofAfrica at various stages has been part of the
African experience from prehistoric times. In the colonial period, Europeans and Asians
migrated to Africa; the major out-migration occurred in slave ships. In this postcolonial
era, migration from Africa (and other non-Westem countries) to the Westem world has
taken center stage. Andrew Walls describes it as the Great Reverse Migration after
centuries ofmigration out of Europe to the New World (2008:196-200). Castells and
Miller, in their book the Age ofMigration, provide a fitting description of the pervasive
nature of contemporary reverse migration (1993).
For too long, public discourse about African migration, particularly to North
America and Europe has tended to focus on the "pull and push" factors that lead to
migration and on the study of immigrants as bounded communities in diaspora. Heisler
explains the situation as follows:
Theory and research in intemational migration have centered on two basic sets of
Questions: Why does migration occur and how is it sustained over time? What
happens to migrants in the receiving societies and what are the economic, social
and political consequences of their presence? (2000:7)
Heisler's statement is important to this study because it buttresses the claim that
previous studies in intemational migration have focused on how migrants assimilate to
the new country. Anthropology has long held that immigrants are those "who uproot
themselves, leave behind home and country, and face the painful process of incorporation
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into a different society" (Basch et al 1994:48). Little attention was given to investigating
the connections or links that remain between immigrants and their country of origin. The
discourse has acknowledged privileged Westem society and ignored the society of origin.
Indeed, until recently, migration has often been viewed as a one way process that impacts
destination countries only. This view has been challenged by some migration scholars.
During the 1990s, a group of anthropologists, Caroline Brettel; Nina-Glick
Schiller, Cristina Blanc-Szanton and Linda Basch, suggested that intemational migration
is no longer a one way process. They observed that frequent and widespread flow of
people; ideas, information and resources exist, between the communities of origin and
destination. They define transnational migration as "the process by which immigrants
forge and sustain simultaneous multi-stranded social relations that link together their
societies of origin and settlemenf (Basch et a/. 1994:48). Their argument rests on the
following explanation:
The adjective "transnational" is used in the social sciences and cultural studies to
draw together the various meanings of the word so that the restmcturing of capital
globally is seen as linked to the diminishing significance ofnational boundaries in
the production, distribution of objects, ideas, and people (1995: 49).
Since then, the body of literature on the transnational activities of immigrants has
increased significantly (see Schiller 1992, Schiller, Basch and Szanton, 1994, 1995;
Keamey, 1991, 1995; Roger Rouse in Schiller et al 1992, Smith and Guamizo, 1994,
Levitt, 2001,2003, Brettel 2000, Fortes 2001 and Lewellen 2002).
Transnational migrants have multiple allegiances to places. Home for them is
complex and multi-dimensional (Nadje and Khalid 2002:8). Transnational migration has
to do with the flows of persons, ideas and goods, in both directions. As a theoretical
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construct about immigrant life, transnationalism is the study ofpopulation movements in
a world where improved modes of transportation and telecommunication have shortened
the distance and enhanced the extent, intensity and velocity of global interconnectedness
(Brettell 2000, Held et al 1999, Levitt et al 2003). However, as Schiller et al (1995:52)
also cautioned, "the tendency for today's migrants to maintain, build and reinforce
multiple linkages with their countries of origin seems to be facilitated rather than
produced by the possibility of technology bridging time and space." Enduring
transnational ties are not new because they were also factors in earlier flows, such as the
transatlantic migrations at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth
century. Yet, a significant difference exists between earlier and contemporary migration
because of the availability ofnew technologies of communication and transportation.
Such technology was never available to allow previous migrants to maintain enduring
transnational ties (Levitt et al 2003).
My trip to Nigeria the summer of 2009 illustrates the extent to which global and
rapid expansion in the technology of transportation is facilitating movement between
Nigeria and the USA. Delta Airlines operates four direct flights a week from the Jackson
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta Intemational Airport, U.S.A to Murtala Mohammed
Intemational Airport in Lagos, Nigeria. Muhammed Kashif (2009) of the Airline news
reported that Delta Arlines also operate three flights a week from JFK Intemational
Airport to the Nigerian administrative capital in Abuja. In addition, daily flights operate
from several other destinations in Europe, Asia and the Middle East involving major
airlines such as British Airways, Air France, Lufthansa, Virgin Atlantic, Alitalia and
KLM, while operating in and out of Lagos and Abuja. For example, during this last
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summer, Air France and KLM increased their number of flights out ofNigeria (Lagos
and Port Harcourt Airports) to Paris and Amsterdam from 24 to 27 flights a weeks. This
kind of increase is significant because it affords Nigerians and other travelers easy access
in and out of the country. Other Nigerian carriers, such as Belleview airline, also operate
daily flights to African and European countries. Nigerian carriers also have plans to
commence direct flights to the United States ofAmerica.
I flew to Lagos from Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta Intemational Airport on flight
number fifity. This was a Boeing 767 Airbus with approximately two hundred passengers.
Making a surreptitious count of the passengers during the twelve hour flight, I observed
that only about twelve White or African Americans were on the flight. The majority of
the passengers were from Nigeria, and the rest were from other African countries.
During a brief conversation with one of the flight attendants, I made some
inquiries conceming her experience flying the Atlanta route. She explained to me that
they have seen an increase in the number ofNigerians traveling the Lagos-Atlanta route.
She pointed out that the airbus often flies at full capacity except for a few first class seats.
Casual discussion with some of the passengers revealed that most passengers move back
and forth for business, religious, cultural, recreational and educational purposes. For
example, during my return trip, I spoke to one passenger who resides in Boston, but visits
Nigeria frequently to take care of family and some business concems. A retired professor
from one of the universities in Nigeria also told me that, since his retirement, he has been
moving between the U.S. and Nigeria for vacation; visit to families, friends and to
perform religious duties.
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Nkechi Onyedika of the Nigerian Guardian of June 12, 2009 reported that in July
2, 2009, Delta Airlines changed from using a Boeing 767 to using a Boeing 777-200ER
on the Lagos-Atlanta route. Announcing the new arrangement, the commercial manager
for West and East Africa, Bobby Bryan, said that the development was part of the
airline's plans to increase capacity in flights to Nigeria and other parts of the continent.
He also said that the change is due to an increase in passenger traffic. In his words, "the
flight would operate a two class configuration offering Delta's business and economy
class service and would seat up to 268 passengers." He noted fiirther that the B777
would provide the additional capacity of over 50 seats as well as a 20% increase in cargo
space, reducing baggage delays and serving the increasing cargo demand on the route
(Kashiff2009).
The point to note here is that improvement in the technology of transportation and
communication has made possible the reality for some Nigerians to live transnational
lives shuttling between Nigerian and the U.S. Strong economic and tourist links between
the countries is also facilitating the movement of religious groups between both
countries. This scale and speed ofmovement was not possible in until more recent years.
Other reasons for the intensification of transnational migration include the global
restructuring of capital, including changing fornis of capital accumulation and global
flow, and various nation-building projects supported by the home society, the host society
and/or the United Nations. Negative social factors exist, which include racism and the
difficulties involved in complete incorporation into the host society, problems associated
with dual citizenship, and the stigmatization ofThird Worid immigrants that relegates
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them to low paid occupations (Schiller et al 1995, Portes 2001, Nadje and Khalid 2002,
Vertovec 2003, Zeleza, 2002).
Transnationalism is a global phenomenon that can better be understood in the
light of globalization and economic uncertainty that facilitates the construction of
worldwide networks (Kostoryano 2009). Theoretically, globalization means the flow of
persons, goods and ideas (information, knowledge, beliefs and values) to and from sites
all over the world. Globalization has contributed to the intensification ofworldwide
social relations by bringing time and space down to a single point in which every time
and every place seems immediately present. To be sure, globalization is not the same
thing as transnationalism, although they share some similarities. As Keamey (1995)
rightly observes, transnationalism overlaps globalization but typically has a limited
purview. Global processes are largely debentured from specific national territories and
take place in global space; transnational processes are anchored in and transcend one or
more states. My view is that transnationalism is a subset of globalization. The focus of
transnationalism is on the cross-border relationship that takes place between two or more
nation-states.
The study of transnationalism is not too different from Diaspora studies even
though they are connected and sometimes overlap. Diaspora scholars do not agree on the
meaning of the term, but they recognize that the Jewish tradition is the originator of the
concept, although they also acknowledged the necessity to transcend entomology in order
to take full account of contemporary developments (Lewellen 2002, Vertovec 2000).
Vertovec views diaspora as a social fomi, a type of consciousness involving
aspects of collective memory, desire and awareness of identity or mode of cultural
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reproduction. To differentiate diaspora from other global flows, Keamey (1995:550)
describes that "diaspora people imagine themselves as a nation outside the homeland."
Keamey (1995:550) quotes Gonzalez who distinguishes diaspora from other pattems of
migration in that diasporas include a full cross-section of community members who are
dispersed to many parts of the world but still retain a myth of their uniqueness and an
interest in their homeland. Diaspora Studies focus on community formation, adaptation
to local culture, and the maintenance of identity. Often, ties with the home community
are lost or displaced (as when a people arrive in their present diasporic community after
several stages of living elsewhere, e.g., Sephardic Jews). Transnational studies focus on
the connections between an immigrant or diaspora community (insofar as they might
differ) and the homeland including the movement of persons, objects and ideas; back and
forth between diaspora and home communities.
Diasporas arise from some form ofmigration but not all migration involves
diasporic consciousness; all transnational communities comprise diasporas but not all
diasporas develop transnationalism (Vertovec 2000:7-10). In fact the argument could be
made that diapora is an extension of transnationalism since the major actors in
transnational space are also members of a diasporic community. Vasquez (2008:161-3)
points out that transnationalism has much in common with diaspora and very often the
terms are used interchangeably to refer to the immigrant experience of "bifocality." He
suggests that transnationalism "helps us capture simultaneity across present-day realities,
such that decisions taken in the host society have an impact in the society of origin and
vice versa." Important to keep in mind is the following reminder from Schiller et al:
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In the past immigrants were forced to abandon, forget or deny their ties to home
and subsequent generations' memory of transnational connections were erased.
Ties between diaspora groups and their home country were discontinued and
obscured by the prevalent narrative of nation until the cun-ent period of
globalization. (1995:51)
The above quote is comparing the diasporic life of immigrants and the current
transnational practices of immigrants across the borders of the nation state. It does not
imply that diasporic communities never lived transnational lives in the past, but the point
is that the current transnational activities of immigrants have increased due to
globalization.
Transnationalism does not mean the demise of the nation-state although it does
challenge it. Transnational practices take place in an imaginary "third space" abstractly
located in between national territories, while transnationals tend to become
deterritorrialized, fi-ee-floating subjects. Thus, "transnational practices, while connecting
collectivities located in more than one national territory, are embodied in specific social
relations established between specific people, situated in unequivocal localities at
historically determined times" (Smith and Guamizo 1994:1 1). In Exile Knows no Dignity:
African TransnationalMigrants, Whitehouse argues that "even as economic activities
become progressively more global, and social institutions are disarticulated from
territorially bounded communities, many migrants nonetheless define themselves in
highly 'localist' tenns according to their geographic place of origin" (2007:17).
The view of transnational migration presented in this work is also different from
cultural studies espoused by such scholars such as Appadurai (1990, 1996) and Hannerz
( 1 996), who deal with the products of culture such as hybridity, creolization and the
mixture of culture. Although overlap exists between these two areas of study, the focus in
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this study is on transnational social formations that span borders, rather than the wider
aspect of transnationalism (Nadje and Khalid 2002). The wider aspect refers to
transnationalism as a global culture.
The concept of 'Reverse Flow' is also commonly used in the literature. In Africa,
migration has served as a platform on which some African churches have pursued the
notion of reverse mission from Atrica to other parts of the world. As Kalu explains as
follows:
The emergence of indigenous Christian movements in the non-Westem world in
the late nineteenth century provides the background to the reverse direction of
missions. The 'reverse flow' initiative which entails sending African missionaries
abroad came partly as a backdrop of the moratorium by the Lutheran World
Foundation. The moratorium call was designed among other things to awaken the
Third World peoples to their responsibility, creating new goals and of formulating
a viable evangelical strategy towards Europe (2008: 365).
The perception is that the flow ofChristianity has been from Europe and America
to Africa. Thomas Oden has provided a recent reminder that a longer view of Church
History reveals that in the first millennium ofChristianity, the flow was from Afi-ica to
Europe (Oden 2007). Only recently, then, has the flow been primarily from Europe and
America to Africa. Still, African churches started emerging long before this decade. One
of the earliest African churches emerged in Europe in 1 93 1 . It was known as the African
Churches Mission (ACM) and was pioneered by Nigerian-bom Daniels Ekaette. The
church was located in Toxteth, one of the slums in Liverpool, United Kingdom. Ekaette
was trained by Scottish missionaries in eastem Nigeria following a spiritual experience
he had in 1922. The church he started in Toxteth flourished during Ekaette's ministry
until his death in 1964, after which it gradually shrank and disappeared in the 1970s
(Kalu 2008:277).
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During the 1960s, a new wave ofAfrican migrants came to Europe comprised
largely of students, civil servants and diplomats. Many of them became involved in
religious activities that either led to the establishment of branches of their home churches
back in Africa or even the founding of new ones. The African Initiated Churches (AICs)
were the most popular ones, established first in Great Britain (UK) and later in
continental Europe during the 1 960s and 1 970s. A good example is the Church of the
Lord Aladura (1964), Cherubim and Seraphim (1965) and the Celestial Church of Christ
(1967). From these beginnings they spread to other parts ofEurope and North America.
The Orthodox Coptic Church from Egypt stands out as another variant of churches
planted during this period (Adogame 2007:437).
The 1980s and 1990s saw the most spectacular growth for African immigrant
churches in the Northern Hemisphere. Increasing migration during this period occasioned
a concomitant proliferation of new religious communities. The religious landscape has
become increasingly diversified and complex with the recent entry of the
Pentecostal/Charismatic movements. With the Pentecostal and Charismatic varieties,
African churches have witnessed the most remarkable geographical spread and
multiplication.
Several writers (Adogame in Kalu 2007: 437; Olupona, 2007: 31; Handles 2008:
324-326; Kalu 2008; Miguda 2005; and Asamoah-Gyadu, 2007) have identified Nigeria
as the source of these churches. These include large groups with headquarters in Nigeria,
such as the Redeemed Christian Church ofGod (RCCG), the Deeper Life Bible Church
(DLBC), Gospel Faith Mission Intemational (GOFAMIN), Christ Embassy Church
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(CEC), the Church ofGod Mission Intemational (CGMI) and the Mountain ofFire and
Miracle (MFM), to mention only a few.
Kalu explains that, as part of the moratorium debate during the 1970s, questions
were raised as to whether cross-cultural mission was a biblically mandated monopoly of
the whites. They wondered: "Is it possible that Christians from the global south also
possess the mandate to evangelize the global north?" (Kalu 2008:277). To address this
concem, an experiment was initiated by the Lutheran World Federation who sent five
Tanzanian clergy to European Churches. Report has it that they were well received
although their mission was a failure.
According to Kalu (2008), the experiment failed because the Tanzanians did not
articulate a theology and ideology for mission, did not build and sustain their own
stmctures, did not express a strong evangelical passion and did not sponsor themselves.
They were like visitors doing field placement in white churches. Africans in the mainline
churches who started the reverse flow fumbled the ball near the goal post. Kalu further
noted that this is where the burgeoning numbers of Pentecostals came into the picture in
the 1980's, when the reverse flow initiated by the mainline churches was throttled by the
unresolved problem of racism (1980:277).
The emergence ofNigerian immigrant churches in the United States of America
is a recent phenomenon, yet they seem to demonstrate a strong passion and sentiments
conceming a reverse mission in North American religious space. Rachael Zoll (2006) of
the Associated Press and Daniel Watkins (2008) of the New York Times also reported
similar trends in their article on the explosion in Nigerian and African immigrant
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churches in the past 15 years and that most of the expansion is taking place among
Pentecostal and Evangelical Christianity. Zoll fiirther describes how religious fervor in
African Christianity has spilled over to U.S.
According to Handles (2008:31 1), post-1965 U.S. immigration policies have had
a significant impact on the rise of African migration to America. In 1960, the number of
people bom in Africa but living in the United States was a meager 35,355 (0.4 percent of
the entire foreign-bom population). By 1980, the African immigrant population had more
than quadmpled, and over the next two decades (by 2000) it increased by a fiirther 250
percent. From 1996-2005, over a halfmillion Africans took up permanent residence in
the United States. By 2005, the number of African-bom who lived in the United States
had grown to 1 .2 million and accounted for 3.5 percent of the foreign bom population.
Admittance ofAfrican immigrants accounted for 8 percent of the total.
At present more than 80 percent of the African foreign-bom population arrived in
the country after 1980; and 37 percent have resided in the country for less than five years.
The significance of these statistics is that the U.S. is now the preferred destination for
many African migrants. In terms of regional representation, the data shows that the
majority of the African immigrant population in the United State comes from
Anglophone (or ex-British colonies) in West Africa. Almost 60 percent ofWest African
immigrants arrived after 1990. Migrants from Nigeria outnumber all other nationalities
within the African foreign-bom immigrants followed (in decreasing order) by Ethiopians,
Egyptians, and Ghanaians. By 2005, Nigerians represented 13 percent of all Africans
foreign bom who had legally become residents in the United States (Handles 2008:388).
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Nigeria is a major player in the religious, economic and political scene in Africa
that needs to be investigated. It is the most populated black country in the world with a
population ofmore than one hundred and fiftymillion. It is one of the major producers
and exporters of crude oil in the world. The oil industry links the country with other
world economies in Asia, Europe and America. In the religious scene, Nigeria also stands
out as one of the countries where Pentecostalism is among the dominant faiths; and is
also major player in world evangelization. When sorted according to religious affiliation,
the data show that African Pentecostal and Charismatic churches constitute the largest
type of immigrant religious groups from Africa and are primarily evangelical (Olupona
2007, Handles 2008). These churches are very much connected with their sending
churches in Africa/Nigeria (See Appendix A for the Map ofNigeria).
Olupona (2000) points out the Pentecostal brand ofAfrican/Nigerian immigrant
churches have been the focus of research, with most projects focusing on analyzing the
status of these churches in the American religious space. The transnational cormections
between church organizations in the society of origin and immigrant churches in the
destination society in America remain as yet to be investigated. Need exists to
investigate this connection to see if there is any relationship between transmigration and
the reverse mission ofNigerian-led churches in the USA.
Several scholars have observed the neglect of religion as an important aspect of
the global system and migration process (Hayness 2001; Levitt 2003, 2004; Levitt et al
2003; Stepic et al 2005; Afe Adogame 2007a and Handles 2008). For example, Beyer
(2001 : 145-7) argues that religion is a global societal system as transnational as the
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economy or the nation state; therefore it is not surprising that migrants use religious
institutions to live out their transnational lives.
Migration studies have paid little attention to the relationship between the
religious practices of sending locations and the transnational spaces into which it extends,
since migration is a dynamic process that depends on flows of people, goods and ideas
(Fawcett 1989) Religious life has long been global. Globalization also facilitates the
growth of global religious networks of religious actors (Hayness 2001).
Contemporary immigrants extend and deepen these ties by transnationalizing
everyday religious life (Levitt 2004). Religion is a transnational phenomenon because
human and other flows often transcend arbitrary political boundaries. Transnational
religious connections consist of actual flows of peoples, goods, services and inforaiation
across national boundaries. They are facilitated by transnational organizations and
broader trends in the global political economy (Wuthnow and Offutt 2008).
This research is an attempt to extend the study of African immigrant churches
from a bounded time and space in diaspora communities to the present reality of
deterritorialized, globalized and transnational communities. The focus is the interaction
or links forged between the home and immigi'ant churches and how this interaction is
helping Nigerian-led immigrant churches to fulfill their missionary efforts in Atlanta,
USA.
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Statement of the Problem
There is, in the Hterature, a lack ofunderstanding of the transnational flows that
exists between Pentecostal Churches in Nigeria and Nigerian-led immigrant churches in
America, and how these processes affect the idea and practice of "reverse mission."
These churches claim that they are conducting "reverse mission" in American religious
public space, but no one has conducted a thorough analysis of the history and mission of
Nigerian-led churches in America.
This study will therefore investigate the flow ofpersons, goods and services, and
ideas to and from the sending congregation in Nigeria and the Nigerian-led immigrant
Pentecostal congregations in Atlanta, USA, and ask those flows affect the ability of those
churches to forge and sustain their mission. An understanding of the links between
"home" churches and "immigrant" churches should reveal how the notion of "reverse
mission" is being implemented and sustained in American religious space. The
overarching question is to investigate the various channels through which people, goods
and services, and ideas flow; discover and describe the persons, goods and services, and
ideas in the flow; and analyze the influence of the flows on the Nigerian-led immigrant
Pentecostal churches in Atlanta.
This research is designed to investigate the history, the mission, and the
transnational links ofNigerian-led Pentecostal Churches in metropolitan Atlanta in order
to discover, describe and analyze the relationship between such global flows and the
stated goal of "reverse mission" in Atlanta.
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A gap in the Hterature exists because of the absence of research that addresses
the transnational religious flows between Nigerian Pentecostal Churches and their
immigrant churches in the United States. Researchers have addressed other aspects of
Nigerian Pentecostalism. For example scholarly works have been written on the history
of Pentecostalism in Nigeria (Akinsanya, 2000, Ojo 2006 , Burges 2008, Kalu 2008);
African immigrant religion and the assimilation ofAfricans in America (Olupona and
Gemignani 2007, Handles 2008); and African and Nigerian Pentecostal missionaries in
Diaspora (Asamoah-Gyadu,2005 2008; Mwaura 2005; Adogame 2000, 2002, 2007a;
Beck, 2007 and Miguda 2007).
Most of the studies ofAfrican immigrants have focused primarily on the
experience of African immigrant religion in the United States ofAmerica. Some
examples are as follows: Linda Beck's (2007) study on West African Muslims in
America; Worku Nida's (2007) examination ofAfrican Religious Beliefs and Practices in
Diaspora, and David Daniel's (2007) study on Afiican immigrant churches in the United
States. Other studies have concentrated on African Diaspora Churches in America (Kalu
2007; Handles 2008, Gemignani 2007 and Akinade 2007).
Most of these studies focused on the impact of these churches in the destination
society in North America. Only a few studies focused specifically on the transnational
study ofAfrican immigrant churches; for example, Wisdom Tetty in Olupona (2007:
229) describes the transnational practices of Ghanaians and Ghanaians Diaspora churches
in Canada. Van Dijk (1997) also investigated the trans-subjectivity in the Ghanaians
Pentecostal Diaspora.
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The edited volume by Andre Corten and Ruth Marshall (2001) titled Between
Babel and Pentecost provides a comparison and overview of transnational practices of
Pentecostalism in Africa and Latin America. In this volume by Marshall and Corten,
several authors investigated different aspects of the transnational religious life of African
Pentecostal Churches in Ghana, Malawi, Burkina Faso, Benin and Congo Brazzaville
(2001 :2 16-304). Ruth Marshall wrote an essay on Mediating the Global and the Local in
Nigerian Pentecostalism (2001 : 80- 105) although her study did not focus on the trans-
border practices and flows ofNigerian immigrant Pentecostal churches.
A few doctoral dissertations have also investigated different aspects of
transnational practices of Africans countries. They include Nyemah (2007), who
investigated transnational migration and gender relations among Liberian immigrant
families in Halifax, Nova Scotia; Adeboye (2005), who also investigated "Transnational
Pentecostalism in Africa" with the RCCG as case study; Whitehouse (2003), who
researched African transnational migrants in the Congo; Brazzaville and Jones (2007),
focused on the Senegalese Global-Nation State; And fmally, Stanley Nwoji's (2009)
doctoral dissertation examined the missional status ofAfrican Christians in Diaspora in
the United States ofAmerica.
None of the above studies deals specifically with the transnational practices of
Nigerian-led immigrant Pentecostal churches in Atlanta. Therefore, a need exists to
investigate the history and transnational practices of these churches, along with how these
practices are supporting the notion of reverse mission in the American religious space of
Atlanta.
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Most studies have focused on single settings rather than on cross border
connections that migrants share with their home communities. I will investigate how
flows and linkages between sending churches in Nigerian are impacting the reverse
mission of destination churches in Atlanta.
I contend that the various strands of assimilation theories currently used in
anthropological literature to explain the experience of immigrant religion are only one
way to theorize the experience of immigrants in America. I will argue that transnational
practices between sending churches and immigrant churches provide a different
perspective to understanding the mission ofNigerian-led churches in America.
This study will necessarily interrogate ethnicity, race and migration scholarship
that has focused solely on immigrant incorporation into the American culture. This study
seeks to discover the ways that Nigerian-led Pentecostal Churches stay connected with
immigrant led-Pentecostal churches even as they seek to settle in Atlanta. It will
investigate the transnational practices of the selected denominations in Lagos, Nigeria
and Atlanta, Georgia. The choice of Lagos as the Nigerian site for this research work is
important because numerically it is the largest black city in the world, and in addition,
Lagos plays an important spiritual role in Africa and the world, along with being home to
a large number ofAfrican Initiated Churches (AIC), three ofwhich are investigated in
this research. That is why Anderson (2004:4) said that Lagos is arguably the most
Pentecostal city of the world, with a long history of independent African churches that
emphasizes spiritual gifts that goes back to the time of the 1918 influenza epidemic (See
appendix B for the map of Lagos).
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The choice ofAtlanta for this study is important for a number of reasons. First,
Atlanta is host to a large Nigerian population in the South. One of the three Nigerian
embassies in the US is located there making the city a constant attraction for Nigerians.
Second, previous research on African and other immigrants in the U.S. has focused on
the so-called "gateway cities" such as New York, Houston, Los Angeles, Chicago and
others (Schiller, Caglar and Guldbrandsen 2006; Jehu Handles, 2008). However, a recent
study by Griffith (2008,179) points out since the late 1980s,the midwestem and southern
United States have witnessed high levels of immigrants from Mexico, Central America,
Asia and Africa. Massey and Capoferro (2008) also demonstrate in their study that
Georgia ranks high as one of the new destinations for new immigrants in the U.S. Third,
in a personal discussion with the late eminent Nigerian professor of church history and
World Christianity, Ogbu Kalu at his home in Chicago (May 2008), he suggested the
need to focus research efforts on other U.S cities, such as Atlanta, which have been given
little attention in research. Kalu (2008:283) has also raised concem that research on
African immigrant churches has privileged a few mega Pentecostal churches and
advocated for research that describe the nature and practices of these churches. This study
is therefore in part a response to that call. Fourth, my choice ofAtlanta is also informed
by the fact that it is a closer research site from Wilmore, Kentucky, where I live. Last, 1
have already established connections in Atlanta with some pastors in the Nigeria
Ministers Fomm. The immediate past president of the Nigerian Ministers Fomm in
Atlanta, Pastor Johnson Adefila and the current president, Olatunde Adepoju, serve as
valuable resource persons for this study.
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Varieties ofAfrican/Nigerian religious communities and expressions exist in the
U.S. They include African Pentecostal and Charismatic Churches, African initiated
churches, specialized African ministries within major ("mainline") U.S denominations,
African Islamic traditions, and African indigenous religious (see Olupona 2007, Handles
2008, Miguda 2005 and Kalu 2008). Olupona observed that African Pentecostal and
Charismatic Churches constitute the largest type of immigrant groups from Africa and are
primarily evangelical, bom again Pentecostal sects (2007:31). Ojo (2006) argues that the
"Newer Pentecostal Charismatic Movemenf in Nigeria had its origin in the University
campuses in Westem Nigeria. From there it spread to other campuses and later to cities in
southem and northem Nigeria. From Nigeria the movement spread first to West Africa
and then to other parts ofAfrica (see Kalu, 2008, Miguda, 2005, Asamoah-Gyadu 2005
and Mwaura 2005). During the early 1980s the movement started spreading to different
parts of the world, including Europe and the United States ofAmerica.
The point to note here is that from its inception, the Nigerian Pentecostal
Movement was driven by the intellectual class; its impact has been felt in every strata of
Nigerian society. Due to vigorous evangelistic outreach in Nigeria, it has in its fold today
every social class and ethnic group. It is a movement that has spanned local, national,
continental and transnational borders. Thus the Pentecostal movement in Atlanta is
representative of a global movement with its Nigerian roots and characteristics. Therefore
important to study are its transnational flow and its effect on the sense ofmission.
Olupona (2007:7) identifies transnationalism as one of the themes in the study of
African immigrant religion in America that requires further investigation. He said that
Africans in America live transnational lives. Their social ties, economic ventures,
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political activities, and cultural beliefs and practices span the Atlantic, linking them not
only with their home countries but also with African immigrants in places such as France,
Great Britain and Germany.
Conceming the religious scene, Olupona opines that immigrant religious
communities provide a key site in which Africans actively articulate their complex sense
of self and identity in their new surroundings (2007:7). The process ofmigration is
shaped by linkages with the homeland as much as by experiences in the new land.
Olupona further explains as follows:
The notion of reverse mission is central to the way rcHgion provides meaning and
direction at different stages of the migratory process. A large percentage of
African community leaders and members view their migration to the United
States in the context of an evangelical mission to the West. Here the process of
migration becomes invested with agency beyond social and economic objectives
(2007: 8).
Some writers (Ojo 2006, Kalu 2008) have described the Pentecostal Church in
Nigeria as having been successflil because of its transfomiational leadership style,
indigenous identity, contextualization, extensive use of available social networks such as
the mass media; and mobilization of the laity. This study will explore the various ways in
which transnational linkages and flows affect the process of reverse mission.
Research Questions
Given this statement of the problem, specific questions need to be asked because
the answers will contribute to producing the solution to the problem. First, what is the
history of the selected Nigerian-led Pentecostal Churches in Metro Atlanta? Specifically,
within that history, what are the channels for transnational flows between the selected
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Pentecostal Churches in Nigeria and Nigerian-led Pentecostal churches in Metro Atlanta,
Georgia, USA? Where do they start, where do they end, and what routes do they take?
Second, what are the particular things that flow between Pentecostal Churches in
Nigeria and the Nigerian-led immigrant Pentecostal Churches in Metro Atlanta? Who are
the persons, what are the objects, and what are the ideas that flow? Do they flow by the
same channels? Do they flow at the same times? What accompanies each in their flow?
Third, what role do these transnational flows play in promoting, sustaining and
modifying the practices involved in the self-declared "reverse mission" ofNigerian-Led
immigrant Pentecostal Churches in Metro Atlanta? That is, how does the flow of
persons, goods, and ideas affect the understanding of the mission of the Church?
Assumptions and Claims
The issue here is that global migration links the fate of distant communities.
These linkages consist ofparticular flows of people, objects and ideas along particular
channels. Because the flows go both ways, which is the focus of transnational studies,
both the society of origin and the society of destination are influenced by the flow.
Pentecostalism, a movement that began in the 20"^ century, and has been especially
migratory and transnational since mission has been fundamental to its nature. The
Pentecostal movement sees the "world" as a place to move into and "possess" for Christ.
(Anderson 2007:392-3). As Poewe (199e:41-46) and Hexam and Poewe (1997) point out
that Pentecostal/Charismatic Christianity has the quality to become global and
transnational.
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The story ofPentecostaHsm is closely connected with the story of globalization,
migration and transnationalism. Pentecostalism is a movement within Christianity
stemming from numerous origins. Although historians agree that the movement emerged
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, its origin is highly contested (see for
example, Hollenweger, 1972, 1997; Lovett, 1975, 2004; Anderson 2004, 2008; and Kalu
2008).
Three waves are identified in the growth and expansion of the Pentecostal
Movement. The first wave is normally associated with Bethel Bible College, Topeka,
Kansas, in 1901, and the 1906 speaking in tongues at Azusa Street in Los Angeles,
California. Out of these two events in 1901 and 1906, the mainline Pentecostal
denominations grew. Although, as Kalu (2008:1 1) argues "Azusa street story is a local
North American story and the global dimensions ofPentecostalism is not the
geographical spread of a religious impulse and movement that started from North
America." Anderson (2008:13) also emphasizes the non-western origin of
Pentecostalism without minimizing the intemational significance of the movement
emanating from North America.' The argument conceming the origin of the movement
has also focused on whether Charles Fox Parham or William Joseph Seymour.^ The
second wave refers to the New Pentecostal Movement that started around the 1960s. The
' To be familiar with the various arguments, see Allan Anderson (2004:166-183) An Introduction
to Pentecostalism: Global Charismatic Christianity. Cambridge University Press: New York.
- See Walter J. Hollenweger (1997:18-20,326-331). Pentecostalism: Origins and Developments
Worldwide. Hendrickson Publishers, Peabody, MS. Allan H. Anderson and Walter Hollenweger (eds)
(1999:33-47). Pentecostal After A Century: Global Perspectives on A Movement in Transition. Sheffield
Academic Press Ltd, Sheffield, England; and Cecil M. Robeck, JR (2006). Azusa Street: Mission and
Revival. Thomas Nelson, Nashville, TN.
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third wave in the growth ofPentecostalism is referred to as the "Signs and Wonders"
movement, which started in the 1980s.
Significance of the Research
This study will provide a brief history ofNigerian-led Immigrant Pentecostal
Churches in Metro Atlanta in the absence of any history of these churches.
This study will give a good description of the transnational flows between the
selected Pentecostal churches in Nigeria and selected Nigerian-led Immigrant Pentecostal
Churches in Metro Atlanta, something no study has done up to this point in time.
The findings of this study will provide an analysis of the ministry of immigrant
churches in America in light of their stated goal of "reverse mission," something that no
study has accomplished up to now.
This study will contribute to the growing literature on mission in diasporic and
transnational communities that focuses on the emergence of churches from the Southem
Hemisphere in the northem continents.
Scope of this Research
The focus of this study is on migration, transnationalism and the process of
reverse mission between the sending Nigerian Pentecostal churches and Nigerian-led
immigrant Pentecostal churches in Metro Atlanta. This is not a study ofNigerian
immigrant churches in general. Nor is it a study of Pentecostalism in Nigeria, although
both of these areas will provide necessary context for this study. This study is limited to
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the transnational aspects ofNigerian-led churches in Metro Atlanta (See Map ofMetro
Atlanta in appendix D showing selected churches).
This study is also confined to "New Nigerian^" Pentecostal/Charismatic Churches
that started in Nigeria during the late 1 970s, not based, as earlier waves of
Pentecostalism, on Pentecostal movements fi-om America, but rather churches that were
founded and led by Nigerians. These churches have traveled with migrants to Atlanta.
This study does not include foreign-based Pentecostal Churches or Nigerian Initiated
Churches (NIC) that were founded prior to 1970. This study did not include non-
Pentecostal Nigerian-led Churches.
This study is limited to the processes of trans-borders ties, flows and links
between the sending and destination churches. The study does not deal with other culture
and identity issues, and particularly not with "assimilation" or "acculturation" ofNigerian
churches into American culture.
Definition of Terms
The following ternis need to be defined for use in this research:
Transnationalism. The term "transnationalism" is used in this dissertation in the
anthropological sense to describe the existence of connection and interactions ofmany
kinds linking people across borders of nation states and indeed around the world. It refers
For further treatment of the Newer Pentecostal Churches in Africa, see Allan Anderson
(1999:144-165). An Introduction to Pentecostalism for discussion on Charismatic Movement and the New
Pentecostals. Pages 159-165 discuss the New African Pentecostals. See Also Allan Anderson (2001:167-
1 82). African Reformation: African Initiated Christianity in the 20''' Century. Africa World Press Trenton,
NJ.
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to the actual ongoing exchanges of information, money, goods, stories and other
resources as well as regular travel that members of both the home and diaspora
communities may undertake with others in the homeland or elsewhere within the
globalized community (Vertovec 2002).
TransnationalMigration. The term "transnational migration," and its variations
adjectives "transmigration" or "transmigrant," will be used as synonymous tenns in this
research. Transnational migration also follows the anthropological perspective. This
perspective defines transmigration as a process by which immigrants forge and sustain
simultaneous multi-stranded social relations that link together their society of origin and
settlement. A transnational migrant is one who maintains active, ongoing
interconnections in both home and host countries and perhaps with communities in other
countries as well (Lewellen 2002:151). This interconnectedness might be social, political,
economic, cultural and religious.
Globalization. Different perspectives exist on the meaning of globalization.
Globalization is used in this study to mean the increasing flow of people, information,
goods, services, and other resources across national borders that have reached a volume
and complexity never before seen (Tiplady 2003:2), This research agrees with the
defmition of Ted Lewellen that "contemporary globalization is the increasing flow of
trade; finance, ideas, and people brought about by the sophisticated technology of
communications and travel and by the worldwide spread of neoliberal capitalism"
(2002:7). It is the intensification of global interconnectedness, suggesting a world full of
movement and mixture, contact and linkages, and persistent cultural interaction and
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exchange. It speaks of a globahzed world full ofmotion, with increasing and complex
interconnectedness. Inda and Rosaldo (2008:4).
Reverse Flow/Reverse Mission. This research uses the term "Reverse Flow" and
"Reverse Mission" as synonymous terms. The terni refers broadly to the out flowing of
missionary impulse from the Global South to all parts of the world. The perspective
adopted here emphasizes the south-south as well as south-north linkages. Reverse flow
also describes changes both in the identity ofmissionaries as well as in the direction of
missionary flow (Miguda 2005:216). The view of reverse flow presented in this research
is in line with the broader understanding articulated by Kalu (2008:269) who describe
"reverse flow" as the influx ofChristian leaders from the Global South to different parts
of the world. Kalu said the terni originated in the nineteenth century, when a forward-
looking missionary anticipated a "a blessed reflex" when the sending churches of the
West would be challenged and renewed by the churches then springing up in Africa,
Asia, and Latin America. Other synonymous terms are "reverse mission" and "South
come to North."
Nigerian-led Immigrant Churches. The terni "Nigerian led-churches" is used in
this study to refer to immigrant churches that are founded and led by Nigerian leaders in
the religious space of the United States of America. These churches perceive themselves
as "intemational churches" to signify that the congregation is not only for
Nigerian/Africans. They label themselves not in exclusive but in inclusive terms, even
though that concept does not always materialize in practice. These churches are
indigenous Pentecostal Churches founded in Nigeria.
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Pentecostalism. The tenn "Pentecostals" and "Pentecostalism" is used in this
research in a broader sense, which is defmed by Robert Anderson (1979:4) in Allan
Anderson (2004:14) as a "movement concemed primarily with experience of the working
of the Holy Spirit and the practice of spiritual gifts." It also embraces Allan Anderson's
(2004:14) use of the term to include "all the different forms of 'spiritual gifts'
movements; referred to as 'Pentecostal and charismatic' and 'Neopentecostal
movements.'"
African Pentecostalism. The term "African Pentecostalism is used broadly in this
research work as defined by Hollenweger (1972:149) and Allan Anderson (2000:26-27,
2004:103-4) and it refers to "any African church or movement that stresses the
experience of the Spirit and the practice of Spiritual gifts. It includes the older AICs;
mission related Pentecostal churches and the post 1970 African founded Pentecostal
churches, fellowships and ministries. The Nigerian-Led Pentecostal denominations
selected for this research can also fit into this category.
Mission. The understanding ofmission used in this research is based on the
defmition ofChristopher Wright's (2006:22-23) description ofmission as "our
committed participation as God's people, at God's invitation and command, in God's
mission within the history ofGod's world for the redemption of God's creation." Mission
refers to "God's redemptive, historical initiative on behalf of His creation" (Tennent
2010:54-56). The emphasis in these definitions ofmission is that mission should be
understood first and foremost as God's redemptive purposes and initiatives in the world
apart from any initiative undertaken by the church. The church is participating in this
mission at the invitation and command ofGod. The focus ofmission is the redemption of
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God's creation. Thus God's mission should not be separated from the mission of the
church. This understanding ofmission is grounded on the fact that our mission flows
from, and participates in the mission of God. The understanding ofmission here is not
limited to the Latin verb mitto (to send), which view mission primarily as being sent, but
embraces the broader view ofmission articulated by Wright (2006:23), which stresses a
more general sense of a long-term purpose or goal that is to be achieved through
proximate objectives and planned actions. This broad perspective ofmission could be
applied to any group or organization in terms of specific task or assignment aimed at
accomplishing the wider mission.
Research Methodology
This is a qualitative research and I utilized a combination of ethno-historical
analysis and semi-structured and unstructured interview to gather needed information.
Description of the Field of Study
This is a multi-site research conducted in Metro Atlanta, Georgia, and Lagos,
southwestern Nigeria. Atlanta is a geographical area in the State ofGeorgia, in the United
States ofAmerica. This area includes cities within a fifty miles radius from downtown
Atlanta. Lagos is a geographical area in the present day Nigeria. Lagos is the commercial
capital ofNigeria, and the 2006 population was approximatelyl 7 million. The population
for this study consists of three selected denominations ofNigerian-led Pentecostal
Churches in Lagos, Nigeria, and their branches in Atlanta, Georgia. A non-probability
pui"posive sampling was used to select 9 churches from the 3 denominations that met the
criteria test for this study. Puipose sampling was used for this study because of the
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flexibility to select each sample element purposively "because of the unique position of
the sampling elemenf (Schutt 2006:155-56). Churches were selected based on the
number of churches and spread ofbranches. Thus four churches were selected from
RCCG, three churches from MFM and two from GOFAMINT (See appendix D for
selected Churches in Atlanta).
The churches were selected based on the following criteria:
(1) They are "indigenous Pentecostal" Churches founded by a Nigerian and the
intemational headquarters are located in Nigeria.
(2) They are immigrant churches in Atlanta led by a Nigerian pastor.
(3) The church maintains active connection with the intemational headquarter
church in Nigeria.
(4) The church frames and understands its vision as being on a "reverse mission"
to reach out to people in the American religious space.
These criterions are in line with the purpose of this study and enable the
researcher to narrow his study to this sample size. The three denominations from which
the ten churches were selected for this study are as follows:
The Redeemed Christian Church of God (RCCG)
Mountain of Fire and Miracle Ministries World Wide (MFM)
Gospel Faith Mission Intemational (GOFAMINT).
(See Appendix C for the Location of these Churches in Lagos, Nigeria)
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Sampling Technique
Participants are selected for this study using the snowball sampling technique.
Snowball (chain) sampling technique (also described as network or respondent driven
sampling) by Benard (2006:192) was used in selecting participants for this study.
Snowball/chain sampling methods are two important network samplings used for locating
information-rich key informants within the migration network. As the theory shows,
immigrant transnational activities take place within the network of kin, family and
relations. The snowball sampling process begins by asking well-situated persons (in this
case the GO and senior leaders) who know about the transnational activities of the
selected Nigerian-led Pentecostal Churches and are able to provide information on
potential interviewees. I specifically ask GOs (or their personal assistants),
denominational leaders and directors ofmission to suggest potential church members
when 1 could contact. The snowball gets bigger and bigger as new infomiation about
prospective informants is accumulated until the required sample size is achieved (Patton:
236) or the church is saturated. The snowball approach enabled me to ask questions of the
pastors/denominational directors ofmission questions such as "are you familiar with any
of your members who could provide infomiation on this study?" A list ofprospective
participants is then accumulated and prospective participants contacted are contacted
prior to the interview. Most of the contacts were reached through phone calls in order to
schedule appointments.
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Sample Size
I contacted 1 00 respondents, but only eighty of them were valid for my research
who met the criteria required for this study. Thus the sample size used for this study is
comprised of eighty participants from both the Lagos and Atlanta sites. The Atlanta site
is made of fifty-five participants (made up of thirteen from MFM, twenty-five from
RCCG and seventeen from GOFAMINT) as shown in Table 1 below. A total of nine
churches in Atlanta were selected for this study (four from RCCG, three from MFM and
two from GOFAMINT). As shown in table below, from the Nigerian site in Lagos, a total
of twenty-two participants were selected for this study (ten from MFM, eight from RCCG
and seven from GOFAMINT). These participants were selected from the intemational
headquarters of these churches in Lagos. The leaders comprised of the Overseers, pastors,
director ofmissions were selected using purposive sampling because of their positions in
the Church.
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Table Showing Selected Churches and Sample Size
Denominations Sampled Number of Type ofParticipants Number of
Churches participants
Mountain ofFire and 3 Members/workers 6
Miracles(MFM) Pastor 3
Director/overs
eer ofmissions 2
Redeemed Christian Church of 5 Members/workers 11
God(RCCG) Pastor 6
Director/overseer of 4
missions
Gospel Faith Mission 2 Members/workers 8
Int'l(GOFAMINT) Pastor 3
Director/overseer of 3
missions
Int'l Headquarters of three 3 Members/church
Selected in Lagos, Nigeria works 6
Pastor/directors of
Mission 19
Total Sample Size 13 80
Data Collection Procedure
The data for this study was collected using the following methods:
Interview
The first set of data for this study was collected through the use of interview. This
involved the use of (face-to-face and one -on -one) in person interviews, plus through the
telephone and intemet in some cases. As shown in Table 1 above, a total of 88 interviews
were conducted with pastors, mission leaders, church workers and members from
branches of the three selected denominations ofNigerian-led immigrant churches in
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Atlanta, and the intemational headquarters in Lagos, Nigeria. A breakdown of
participants selected for the interview is shown in Tablel above.
A list ofpotential interviewees was generated using purposive and snowball
sampling methods described above. Interviewees were then contacted. I conducted a
follow up interview with some of the participants in the U.S. through phone calls. I made
a second trip to Nigeria and Atlanta in May and July of 2010, to do a few follow up
interviews mostly with the pastors and directors ofmissions to clarify issues that were not
clear during my first interview.
I used an interview protocol to guide me in asking questions and recording
answers. I made use of a combination ofhandwritten notes and an audio recorder to
record information during the interview. The reason for this was to ensure that the
weakness inherent in each of these methods would be overcome. Moreover, in a number
of instances my informants rejected my use of audio recording during interviews because
they were either not comfortable or felt distracted. Participants were given the freedom to
choose what they wanted.
Ethno-history
The second type of data for this study was collected by means of ethno-history.
Ethno-history is a research strategy that aims at the precise use ofhistorical methods to
study the history of a particular people (Sutlive et al 1986: ix). The ethno-historical
method was used in this study specifically to gather information on the history of
relationship, particularly the history of the flow of persons, ideas and goods between the
selected denominations/churches in Atlanta and the site of the headquarters of these
churches in Nigeria. The goal here was to listen to the life story of interviewees on why
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and how transnational flows has been sustained over time and what they perceive to be
the impact. The steps included the establishment of contact with a vital informant such as
the pastors and leaders, and the compiling of a list ofpotential interviewees.
Available Church Documents
The third type of data for this study was collected through available official
church /denominational documents and publications such as newsletters, program
brochures and online information. The collected documents were scrutinized to determine
if they contained relevant and useful information for this study. The official web pages of
selected churches were also scrutinized for relevant infomiation for this study. The
authenticity of the documents and its contents were verified by checking with important
informants with the church, and by comparing their consistency with information
gathered during my interview session.
I used a contact summary form developed by Miles and Huberman 1994 (in
Schutt, 2006:332) to summarize my individual interview notes. The contact summary
form covers four important informational points used in the fieldwork:
1 . What were the main issues or theme that stmck you in this contact?
2. Summary of the infomiation you got (or failed to get) on each of the
targeted questions you had for this contact.
3. Anything else that stmck you as salient, interesting, illuminating or
important in this contact?
4. What are new (or remaining) target questions you have in considering
the next contact with this site?
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Obtaining Organizational Access
In Lagos, Nigeria
I personally contacted the GOs at the intemational headquarters of the selected
denominations to obtain permission for their churches to participate in this study. In
addition to my letter of introduction from the Post Graduate Office at Asbury Theological
Seminary, I was required to write a separate application to the GOs. Because Pentecostal
Churches in Nigeria are highly centralized in administration, I needed approval from the
GOs before I could interview any of the participants in both the Lagos and Atlanta sites.
A written and verbal explanation on how this study will benefit participating churches
was explained to church leaders and participants. I also explained the kind of information
I would be asking participants and gave an approximation of about how long the
interview would last. Most interviews lasted for about an hour. In some instances
interviews lasted for one and half to two hours.
In Atlanta, Georgia
In order to gain access to prospective informants in Atlanta, 1 had to contact the
U.S. National leaders of these churches at Floyd, Texas; Houston, Texas; and Baltimore,
Maryland. I spoke with these leaders on the phone and also exchanged emails with them.
The leaders ofRCCG and MFM were contacted directly via phone from the intemational
headquarters and instmcted to grant me access to church members and available church
records/documents but 1 had to follow up with them using with several emails and phone
calls. The next level was for me to contact the overall leaders (Regional Coordinator for
MFM, State Coordinators for RCCG and GOFAMINT) in Atlanta to request access to
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members and church documents. The last level of request for access was from the local
assembly pastors. The pastors helped in contacting some of the church members to
participate in the study.
Data Analysis and Interpretation
First, I organized the data from my field research for analysis. I used the research
questions in this study as a reference point in organizing my field data. I rely on the
analytic strategy suggested by Mile and Hubennan 1994 (in Yin 2006:103). The relevant
steps that helped in the organization of this work include the following:
� Putting information into different anays.
� Making a matrix of categories and placing the evidence within
such categories.
� Tabulating the frequency of different events.
Second, the data from this study was coded for analysis. 1 coded the data from the
Nigeria Headquarter as NHQC and the data from the U.S. was given the code USAT.
This enabled me to differentiate between the Lagos and Atlanta data. The data was also
arranged and coded according to the three denominations and the churches involved in
the study.
The third phase was the transcribing of the interview data and analyzing the
church documents. The transcribing of the interviews required consideration of all the
relevant themes raised by respondents.
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Lastly, findings were interpreted and presented using a narrative analysis. The
focus here was the life story of the people interviewed during field work. This stage also
involved comparative analysis of the data from the three denominations to detemiine
emerging pattems, themes, and important relationships and differences. I used different
colors ofmarkers to identify the different themes emerging from the data
Ethical Issues
Extreme care was taken in order to protect the identity of each individual who
participated in this research. Individuals were required to provide their names or
addresses only if they so desired. They had a choice in whether to provide their email
address and phone numbers were requested to facilitate contacts for the purpose of setting
up appointments and for later contact use if they indicated interest in the findings of this
research. Utmost care was taken when reporting on the views ofparticipants and in a few
cases 1 used pseudonymous names. Participants were given the choice to participate or
opt out of the research at any time they wanted. Participants were reassured on the limited
use of the infomiation obtained from their interviews.
Theoretical Framework
The following theoretical framework guided the organization ofmy study:
� Social Network Perspectives
� Migration Systems Theory
� Social Movement Framing
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Social Network Perspectives
Social network perspective was originated by Elizabeth Bott (1971) in her study
of kinship. UlfHanerz (1996:181) suggested that network analysis constitutes the most
extensive and widely applicable framework for the study of social relations. It is a
method of social abstraction and analysis.
Several writers in the field ofmigration studies have utilized the social network
perspective in analyzing the movement ofpopulations, which are cmcial in the study of
transnational migration (Keamey 1986, Portes 1996, Douglas Massey et al 2008,
Vertovec and Cohen 1999, and Brettell 2000). Social network analysis is a tool for
research and method of analysis in anthropology. Network analysis explores the ways in
which social relationships are forged and how social systems are constmcted (Brettell
2000:106-7). Immigrants have often utilized social networks as an important link in the
migration network that connects immigrants and non-migrants across time and space.
Boyd (1989) argues that social networks link the population of origin and the
diaspora community. Alejandro Portes and Robert Back (1995) conceptualize migration
as a process of network building, which depends on, and in tum reinforces social
relations across space.
Vertovec and Rogers (1995) claim that the advantage of the social network
perspective is that it foregrounds aspects of interpersonal relations that cut across
institutions and borders. Migration is a dynamic process that creates social networks.
Charles Tilly (1990:84) claims that "the effective unit ofmigration were (and are) neither
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individual nor household but sets of people linked by acquaintance, kinship and work
experience," that is, families and associations.
According to Stephen Vertovec (2003), social networks provide the channels for
the migration process itself Boyd (1989) also theorizes that migration is a process that
both depends on and creates social networks. Networks connect migrants across time and
space. Once begun, migration flows often become self sustaining, reflecting the
establishment of support networks between migrants in the host society and friends and
relatives in the sending area. These networks link population in origin and receiving
countries and ensure that movements are not necessarily locked in time, unidirectional or
permanent (1989:641).
Interpersonal relationships are the basis of all social activity. Social links give rise
to a network. A social network is a web of relationships that links people to one another.
A Migration network grows through interpersonal relationship. Thus, this theory becomes
relevant in this work since it helps me examine the nature and frequency of network ties
between individuals and between churches in the countries of origin and destination. A
series of interaction and exchanges take place within the social networks. They are
referred to as flows because of the way they move back and forth. Social networks can
also serve as important channels of communication, and they play an important role in
the formation of social groups.
The concept of social network perspectives was used as a theoretical lens to
describe, analyze and interpret the history and presence ofNigerian-led immigrant
churches in Atlanta. The view ofmigration presented by this theory is the sense in which
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the rehgious experience ofmigrants shapes and influences the process ofmigration. The
argument here is that migration is a dynamic process that many immigrants infuse with
economic, political, cultural and religious meanings. The history of immigrant churches
will be presented to show the historical linkages between churches in the sending country
and the immigrant churches in Atlanta.
Migration Systems Theory
Migration systems perspective presented below enabled me to address research
questions two and three that focus on the history and types of flows between sending
churches and Nigerian-led immigrant churches in Atlanta. Scholars differ as to what
constitutes a "migration system approach." Migration system refers to two or more places
linked by flow and counter-flows of people. Mabongunje (1970) was one of the earliest
writers to apply the system analysis approach to the study of intemal migration. Later,
Kanaraglou et al (1986) applied the systems theory in their study. In particular, they use
the concept of equilibrium, which explains that a change in any part of the system will
lead to a corresponding adjustment elsewhere in the system.
The survey of Fawcett and Amold (1987) reveals the importance of considering
both the sending and receiving societies ofmigrants. Their study listed six benefits of
approaching transnational studies from a system perspective. A social systems framework
includes the following six general characteristics:
1 . Focuses attention on both ends of the migration flow, with a corresponding
necessity to explain stability and mobility.
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2. Examines one flow in the context of other flows, or one destination in relation to
altemative destinations.
3. Highlights the diverse linkages between places, including flows of information,
goods, services and ideas, as well as people.
4. Suggests comparison between places, thus calling attention to disparities and
imbalances that are a source of the energy system.
5. Brings into focus the interconnectedness of the system, in which one part is
sensitive to changes in other parts.
6. Reinforces the view ofmigration as a dynamic process, a sequence of events
occurring over time. (1987:672-673).
By the 1980s, the need to use a systems approach in analyzing the intemational
movement ofpeople was recognized. Monica Boyd noted that "networks connect
migrants across time and space and that these networks link population in origin and
receiving countries and ensure that movements are not necessarily linked in time
unidirectional or permanent (1989:641). Fawcett (1989) developed a conceptual
framework for linkages in a migration system. His approach takes a broad view ofwhat
constitutes linkages. This approach does not deal exclusively with the flow of people,
which is the basic pre-requisite to defining a migration system. This framework includes
other elements that are wholly dependent on the people in the system. They include such
equivalent linkages as communication; observable linkages, such as trade flows; and
linkages that are conceptual, such as economic dependency. This view takes into account
the human and the non-human flows in the social systems.
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This is in Hne with the suggestion ofVasquez (2008:151-184) on the importance
of the network approach as a theoretical and methodical approach in the study of
immigrant religion or what he termed "religion in motion." Vasquez's contribution
emphasizes the importance of informal networks. Networks must be re-conceptualized
from the assumption that they are always "closed, linear systems that automatically
integrate constituent parts in a harmonious whole" (2008:168). Networks assume
different meanings that evolve across time and space. Network analysis will enable me to
account for infomial exchanges of transnational actors such as religious elites, itinerant
pastors, family, and friends.
The reason I adopted the system perspective is because it forces me to pay
attention to both ends of the migration flows - both the origin and destination countries.
System approach also allows me to examine one flow in the context of another flow;
make comparisons between places and analyze what changes (if any) have occurred over
time. Furthermore, this framework will enable me to examine migration as a dynamic
system that focuses on the interconnections within the migration system while taking into
account the human and non-human flows. Finally, this theory provides a useful
framework for me to describe the various flows of people, resources, and information
between churches in the country of origin and destination country in the USA.
Social Movement Framing
Social movement framing is a part of social movement theory. Social movement
framing was helpfiil in discussing research question three, which deals with how the links
and flows from churches of origin in Nigeria affect the notion of reverse mission of the
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Nigerian-led immigrant churches in Atlanta. According to McAdam, McCarthy and Zald
(1996:2) the concept of social movement framing is "the collective process of
interpretation, attribution, and social construction that mediates between opportunity and
action." The concept of framing refers to the process ofnegotiating conscious, shared
meanings and definitions that people use to legitimize, motivate and conduct their
collective activities. This step in the research is called the "framing process" by social
movement sociologists because it is a process of negotiation often undertaken within and
across different contexts ofmeaning.
Fernando Bosco (2001) points out that the framing process facilitates conscious
and strategic efforts by groups of people to fashion a shared understanding of the world
and of themselves that legitimates and motivates collective action. Vertovec (2001)
observes that in the field of intemational migration, social framing is used to describe the
core process of ethnic community formation whereby groups in migration are also in a
minority, and thus self-consciously reflect upon their identities, symbolically define
group boundaries, and organize themselves for political empowerment.
Vertovec (2001) also points out that the transnational migrant groups have much
to gain from such negotiations provided by the framing process. Such negotiations can
raise questions among groups as to who we are, who is not part of us, and how we
(perhaps differently our women, men, and our children) are to act properly, or morally or
politically in relation to the perceived conditions of location A or B.
The emergence of transnational social movements is often explained with
reference to changing (i.e. globalizing) political opportunity structures and avenues of
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resource mobilization (especially electronic modes of communication and financial
transfer). Contemporary migrant transnationalism shares many of these similar bases
(2001:656).
In this study, the concept of social movement framing was adopted as a
methodical tool to analyze the networks that connect churches from the country of origin
with Nigerian-led immigrant churches. The study will show how actors in the country of
origin share common values, discourse and information with actors in the destination
country.
The rationale for using social movement framing is because it will serve as a
theoretical lens through which the researcher organizes how these immigrant churches
perceive and frame their existence in the American religious space. Social movement
framing will also serve the purpose if this research in that it will enable me to examine if
any link or relationship transnational migration and reverse mission exist. Social
movement framing will serve as a guide in describing how these churches negotiate
conscious shared meanings and definitions with which they legitimize, motivate and
conduct their collective action in American religious space.
Biblical and Theological Foundations of this Research
This section deals with the biblical and theological basis for doing mission in this
era of intensified movement of people across national borders. This section reveals that
examples are in both the Old and New Testaments that demonstrate the movement of
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people across borders is ofmissiological significance and can be employed in the
advancement of the gospel.'*
The fact of our time is that people everywhere are on the move. The
unprecedented traversing of national borders by immigrants can be grounded in the Bible
because transnational migration is intimately linked with the divine purposes, and holds
promise for the propagation of the faith. Christianity is a migratory religion and from
history, the movement of people across national borders has been instmmental to the
expansion ofChristian faith. The story of the Bible from Genesis to Revelation is also
about the movement of people. Andrew Walls (2002) observe that the book of Genesis
could as well be termed the book of "migrations." As Jehu Handles rightly observes:
The biblical record-from the expulsion ofAdam and Eve from the garden of Eden
Genesis (3:21) to the magnificent vision of the Apostle John, who is exiled on the
Island of Patmos in Revelation (1 :9) reveals a profound intercormection between
human mobility or dispersion and the unfolding of salvation history. The same
link is manifest throughout the history ofChristian mission. (2008:1)
The Biblical records suggest a striking connection between human mobility and
the salvific purposes of God. Carroll (2008:86) argues that the Old Testament is full of
accounts of people who move or have settled in other places. Immigrants are part of the
fabric ofbiblical history-immigrants and refugees are people above all. We can leam
much about the Christian faith from immigrants, refugees and strangers. As Handles
The following books were also consulted in writing this section ofmy work: Enoch Wan, Luis
Pantoja, Jr., and Sadiri Joy Tira, editors, (2004) Scattered: The Filipino Global Presence; which has
articles titled "The Phenomenon ofDiaspora: Missiological Implications for Christian Mission" and "Is
Diaspora Missions Valid? Disciple-Making Among Filipino Kababayans."
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(2008:142) points out, "Throughout the Old Testament, God's plan of salvation and
redemptive action repeatedly unfolds within the trauma and travail of displacement, up-
rootedness and migration." Migration is one of the central motifs in the Old Testament.
Andrew Walls (2002:3) said that migration seems to be basic to the human condition. He
pointed out that the first recorded migration in the book of Genesis took Adam and Eve
out ofparadise. He describes the situation as follows:
But the expulsion from Eden (Gen. 3:23) is not the only migration described in
the Genesis narrative, for it moves on swiftly to the wanderings of Cain (Gen.
4:12-16) and soon after that to the mass diffiision of people in Babel (Gen. 1 1 :8-
9). The theme of the second book in the Old Testament, Exodus is also about the
migration of the Israelites. (Walls 2002:3)
The Old Testament is replete with examples ofpeople who live the migrant
lifestyle. For example, the patriarchs, Abraham (Gen. 1 1-12), Isaac (Gen. 24, 26), Jacob
(Gen: 31 and 46ff), and Joseph (Gen 37ff) were all immigrants. Similarly, the
Babylonian captivity between 605-539 B.C. reveals the immigrant status of the Jews in a
foreign land and the pains of dislocation in exile (Psalm 137:1-9). Equally, the book of
Esther and Daniel demonstrates the role of enforced mobility and exile in missionary
activities.
From these examples, the movement of people as in the case ofAbraham, Isaac,
Jacob and Joseph and the nation of Israel may have probably resulted in the diffiision of
their faith since the means was impossible to separate their belief in Yahweh from their
daily stmggles.
Using the New Testament, one can also argue that the establishment of the
Church reveals the intersection ofmigration and mission. The missionary impulse is
intrinsic to the Christian faith and missionary activity. The spread of the gospel was
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linked to migrants' movement and networks. The new Israel is composed of "foreigners
and migrants." The mission to the Gentiles was spearheaded by migrant refugees from
Antioch (Walls 2002, Handles 2007, 2008). For example, the history ofChristianity
within the Roman Empire demonstrates the fact that immigrants' communities retained
ties with their home locality, while travelling from one part of the Empire to another for
trade, work or some other reason. Walls argues this in the following manner:
It was the migration of Jemsalem Christians following the attack on Stephen, that
brought cross-cultural missions into being (Acts 8:1-4), first to the people of
Samaria, then to the Ethiopian Eunuch, and eventually, with momentous
consequences, to Greek speaking pagans at Antioch. There is evidence to show
that different congregations with roots in different parts of the Empire, maintained
network of communication with churches in their places of origin and that one
can also visualize how migration based-communities would have acted as
evangelistic and support agencies. (Walls 2002:5)
The history ofChristianity also reveals the role of the movement of the population
in the expansion of the faith across borders. The Great European migration of the 1 6"^
century stands out as a case in point. Several scholars (such as Walls and Handles) have
pointed to it as a cmcial factor both in Christian advance and in Christian decline. For
example, Andrew Walls (2008:195) stated that in some cases this migration led to the
complete decline ofChristianity, while in other cases it led to its expansion.
Notwithstanding, the Great European migration is generally recognized as having
contributed significantly to the expansion ofChristianity outside Europe. The most
striking event has been the coming to the Christian faith by people from the non-Westem
world, which resulted in the substantial growth of Christianity and the creation of a new
world order.
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In the contemporary world where improvement in the technology of
transportation and communication has heightened the interconnectedness of the world,
migration continues to serve as an important catalyst ofmissionary action and
advancement. The shift in the center of gravity ofChristianity from the North to the
Global South reveals the powerful links between migi-ation and mission. This is due to
the fact that the Great European migration has now gone in reverse, resulting in the
migration of people from the Global South. This has also resulted in the unprecedented
movement ofChristians from the Global South to the North. The potential of this
migration as a great missionary force has been recognize by several scholars (Walls,
2002, 2008; Escobar 2003; Handles 2008; and Corrie 2007). As Handles points out
conceming the South-North migration "the emergence ofnon-Westem missionary
movement in conjunction with global migratory flows represents a major tuming point in
the history ofChristianity." He says that "never before has the course ofmissionary
movement been this multi-directional, disparate and global" (2007:226).
Jehu Handles (2008:296) interprets the South-North migration as purely
religious. He said that the South-North migration movement is essentially a religious as
well as a missionary movement owing to the pervasive religiosity of non-Westem
Christians and the fundamental fact that every Christian migrant is a potential missionary.
Walls (2002, 2008) also explains that the new migi-ation from the non-Westem to the
Westem world, is the great fact of our time and it has momentous consequences for
mission.
The point to note in this section is that transnational migration is not a new
practice, although it has been intensified in this age ofmovement of people that came
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with the improvement in the technology of communication and travel. A strong biblical
support exists as to why the Church should view contemporary trans-bordermigration as
a movement that may advance or hinder the spread of the gospel. The heightened
migration from the Southem to the Northem hemisphere should be interpreted not only in
terms of economic and political significance but also in terms of its religious significance
for both the countries of origin and destination.
Summary of Chapter One
This chapter has examined the background to this study, which covers the
introduction, assumptions and claims, purpose of the study, statement ofproblem,
research question, significance of study, scope of the research and definition of temis.
The chapter also examines the theoretical framework, research methodology, ethical
issues, biblical and theological foundations for this study.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The hterature review is organized under the following headings:
� Transnationalism and Transnational Migration
� Religion and Transnational Migration
� Pentecostalism and Transnational Migration
� Reverse Flow and Reverse Mission
Transnationalism and Transnational Migration
Three seminal research works on transnationalism and transmigration by Linda
Basck, Click Schiller and Blanc-Szanton, published in 1992, 1994 and 1995 respectively
set the stage for research in this field. The main theses of these books are summarized
below.
Glick Schiller, Basch and Blanc-Szanton (1992: ix) edited the book: Toward a
Transnational Perspective on Migration:Race,Class,Ethnicity and Nationalism
Reconsidered, in which they explain that transnationalism as a concept is rooted in the
relationship between the sending and receiving societies. They view transnationalism as a
social process whereby migrants operate in social fields that transgress geographic,
political and cultural borders. They write that as a theoretical constmct about immigrant
life and identity, transnationalsim aptly suits the study ofpopulation movements in a
world where improved modes of transportation as well as the images that are transmitted
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by means ofmodem telecommunication have shortened the social distances between
sending and receiving societies.
In their book Nation Unbound Basch, Glick Schiller and Blanc-Szanton (1994:21-
47) clarify their understanding of the concept of transnationalism further by saying the
following:
We define transnationalism as the process by which immigrants forge and sustain
multi-stranded social relations that link together their societies of origin and
settlement. We call this processes transnationalism to emphasize that many
immigrants today build social fields that cross geographic, cultural, and political
borders. Immigrants who develop and maintain multiple relationships-familial,
economic, social, organizational, religious, and political-span borders we call
"transmigrants" (1994:22).
They emphasize that an essential element of transnationalism is the multiplicity of
involvement that transmigrants sustain in both home and host societies. They emphasize
the continuing ways in which the current day immigrants constmct and reconstitute their
simultaneous embeddedness in more than one society and how noted transnational
processes are increasingly viewed as part of the broader phenomenon of globalization
that has brought about the emergence of ties that serve as key nodes of flexible capital
accumulation, communication and control.
Glick Schiller, Basch and Blanc-Szanton (1994:21-47) provided the theoretical
framework for understanding transnationalism. They anchored the framework for the
study of transnationalism as a discipline based on four theoretical premises:
1 . Transnationalism is intricately linked to the changing conditions of global
capitalism and must be analyzed with global relations between capital and labor.
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2. Transnationalism is a process by which migrants, through their daily life
activities, plus social economic and political relations create social fields that cross
national boundaries.
3. Bounded social science concepts that conflate physical location, culture, and
identity can limit the ability of researchers first to perceive and then analyze the
phenomenon of transnationalism.
4. By living across borders, transmigrants find themselves confronted with and
engaged in the nation building processes of two or more nation states. (1994:21-47).
Furthemiore, they identify transmigration as an area of study within the larger
area of intemational migration by explaining that "a new concept of transnational
migration is emerging that questions the long held belief in anthropology which views
immigrants as persons who uproot themselves, leave behind home and country, and face
the painful process of incorporation into a different society" (1994:48), They stress that
in anthropology interest has increased in the flows of culture and population across
borders, and an effort to reconfigure anthropological thinking to reflect current
transfomiations exists in the way that conception of time and space is experienced and
represented. The authors suggest the following reasons for transnational migration:
Global restmcturing of capital based on changing fomis of capital accumulation
has led to deteriorating social and economic conditions in both labor sending and
labor receiving countries with no location a secure terrain or settlement.
Racism in both the U.S.A. and Europe contributes to the economic and political
insecurity of newcomers and their descendants.
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The nation building projects of both home and host society build political
loyalties among immigrants to each nation state in which they maintain social
ties.
Schiller et al observe that those sectors of the current immigrant population who
fmd themselves racialized as "Hispanic," "Asian," or "black" fmd that even if they obtain
a secure position, they face daily discrimination in the pursuit of their daily life activities
(1994:50).
On the emergence of the term "transnational" Portes (2001 : 185) quotes Randolf
Borne, who "as early as 1916 use the term transnational in the title of his classic article
'Transnational America,'" Portes notes that Bome had argued that the country was a
doing a disservice to itself and immigrants by pressuring them to conform to a
homogeneous world, losing in the process their distinctive cultural heritage. Bome must
have been referring to the intentional policy of assimilation adopted by the American
govemment to force immigrants to change from their culture and become like Americans.
Schiller, Basch and Szanton (1995:48-63) explain that the term "transnational" was
widely used in the 1960s by students of economic processes to refer to the establishment
of corporate stmctures with established organizational bases in more than one nation
state. The adjective "transnational" has been use by some scholars to mean an abatement
of national boundaries and the developing of ideas or political institutions that spanned
national borders. They further said that the adjective "transnational" is used in the social
sciences and cultural studies to draw together the various meanings of the word so that
the restructuring of capital globally is seen as linked to the diminishing significance of
national boundaries in the production, and distribution of objects, ideas, and people.
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Keamey (1995:547) explains that globalization flows have contributed to the
increased transnational activities. He expresses that globalization is "the intensification of
worldwide social relations that link distant localities in such a way that local happenings
are shaped by events occurring many miles away and vice versa. Keamey argues that the
recent increase in the volume and velocity of transnational flows of infomiation, symbols,
capital and commodities is what justifies the common interest in transnationalism. He
theorizes that transnationalism overlaps globalization but typically has a more limited
purview, whereas global processes are largely de-centered and take place in global space.
Transnational processes are anchored in and transcend one or more state. He argues that
transnationalism is the term of choice when referring, for example, to migration of
nationals across borders of one or more nations. Similarly, transnational corporations
operate worldwide but are centered in one home nation. Keamey said that transnational
calls attention to the cultural and political projects of nation state as they vie for
hegemony with other nation states (1995:548). Globalization is mediated by migration,
commerce, communication, technology, finance, tourism, etc. and entails a
reorganization of the bipolar imagery of space and time as expressed in the
anthropological worldview. Keamy is here describing the difference between
globalization and transnationalism and pointing out that transnationalism refers to
movement across the borders of nation state and that globalization flows are speeding up
transnationalism.
Based on empirical research conducted by the network on transmigration Portes
(2001:181-183) theorizes on the reasons for the justification of transnationalism as a
separate field of study by explaining that "not all migrants are transmigrants" and, that
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relative to other forms ofmigration, transnational practices are still quite limited in
absolute and relative numbers. However, their relative and small number does not detract
from them their theoretical and practical significance. Portes (1996:188) opines that
actions conducted across borders falls into four broad categories:
Those conducted by national states
Those conducted by formal institutions that are based in a single country
Those conducted by formal institutions that exist and operate in multiple countries
Those conducted by non-institutional actors from civil society
Portes (1996:188) drew attention to the stigmatization ofThird World immigrants
as those with low- paid occupations and subjects ofwidespread discrimination offers
strong incentives for newcomers, especially the more educated and better connected, to
mobilize their transnational networks in search of altematives. Portes (1996:74-77) also
observes that globalization has contributed in speeding up the process of transnational
connections.
Caroline Brettell (2000:104) focuses on theorizing migration in the field of
anthropology. She emphasizes that as a theoretical constmct about an immigrant's life,
transnationalism aptly suits the study ofpopulation movement in a world where improved
modes of transportation as well as the images that are transmitted by means ofmodem
telecommunications have shortened the social distance between sending and receiving.
Fawcett (1989:672-673) also shed some light to our understanding ofmigration
and transmigration as a system. Fawcett' s contribution helps in our understanding of the
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migration system that is defmed as two or more places linked by flow and counter- flows
of people. The author explains that although the migration system depends on the flow of
people, it also depends on important elements that are wholly dependent on the people in
the system, such as their forms of communication and other observable linkages such
trade flows, etc. The study listed six benefits of approaching transnational studies from a
system perspective. They include the following:
Focuses attention on both ends of the migration flow, with a corresponding
necessity to explain stability and mobility.
Examines one flow in the context of other flows, or one destination in relation to
altemative destinations.
Highlights the diverse linkages between places, including flows of infomiation,
goods, services and ideas, as well as people.
Suggests comparison between places, thus calling attention to disparities and
imbalances that are source of energy system.
Brings into focus the interconnectedness of the system, in which one part is
sensitive to changes in other parts.
Reinforces the view ofmigration as a dynamic process, a sequence of events
occuiring over time.
Monica Boyd (1989:637-641) also argues for a system approach in understanding
the migi-ation process. Boyd's contribution is the identification of the role of family and
personal networks in intemational migration. She contends that migration streams are
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stimulated by social networks and that social networks are important in the etiology,
composition, direction and persistence ofmigration flows. She insists that transmigration
is different from the static view that conceptualizes migration as a onetime event from
place A to place B. Rather, the system approach focuses attention on stability of
movements in both the sending and receiving areas; examines flows within the context of
other flows; and emphasizes that flows ofpeople are part of, and often influenced by
flows of goods, services and information.
In their book, the Age ofMigration, Castles and Miller (1993:3) provide valuable
information on developments in the field of intemational migration. They provide
valuable information on the historical development of intemational migration. A section
of this book is important to this research because it links development in transport and
communication as aiding transnational migration. The authors observe that the
movements ofpeople take many forms, and that migratory network developed, linking
areas of origin and destination, helping to bring about major changes in both. Migration
can change demographic, economic and social stmctures, and bring a new cultural
diversity, which often brings into questions national identity (1993:3). They reported that
large-scale movements of people arise from the accelerating process of global integration.
They noted that migrations are not an isolated phenomenon. Movements of commodities
and capital almost always give rise to movement of people. Global cultural interchange,
facilitated by improved transport and the proliferation ofprint and electronic media also
leads to migration. In their comparison of the migration movement around the world.
Castles and Miller (1993:8) identify globalization ofmigration - the tendency for more
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and more countries to be affected by migratory movement at the same time, as one of the
factors hkely to play a major role within twenty years of their writing.
Ludger (2001) contributes to this research by arguing for the existence of what he
terais "pluri-locally," which spanned transnational spaces as social realities that grow
from either the grassroots by intemational migration, or through a complex top-down and
bottom-up process. Ali and Koser (2002:2) express the lack of consensus and clarity
surrounding the concept of transnationalism, pointing out that different authors employ
different approaches based on their disciplinary background and different national
contexts. While acknowledging that an overlap between global and transnational
processes exists, they maintain that whereas global processes are often de-centered from
specific national territories, transnational processes are anchored not only in, but also
transcend one or more nation-states. They reject the view that transnationalism has
replaced the existence and importance of nation-states, a position that I also hold. They
also differentiate between transnational migration and transnational cultural studies.
Transnationalism, they explain, focuses on social formations that span borders rather than
the wider aspects of transnationalism as defmed by Vertovec (1999), including the view
of transnationalism as a type of consciousness or mode of cultural reproduction. They
fiirther differentiate between 'transnationalism from above' and 'transnationalism from
below'. The former is synonymous to globalization and is concemed mostly with macro-
economic processes that are not anchored in temtories. Whereas transnationalism from
below "examines relationships that emanate from, yet span two or more nation-states, and
crucially where 'everyday' people are the principal agents" (1999:2). However, some
scholars (e.g. Portes 1999:219 and Vertovec 1999) are of the opinion that
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transnationalism is primarily concemed with the social, economic and political links
between migrants and their home countries, and with the interdependence of these links
with the globalization of capital. They insist that these links have to be intense and
continuous and should involve a significant number ofpeople to be considered
transnational. However, Jackson, Grang and Dwyer (2004:) disagree with this claim by
arguing that the scale of intensity should not be the defining factor for transnational
studies since the level and extent of transnational activities varies depending on the
different actors. Naje and Koser (2002:8-13) propose the following defining
characteristics of transnationlism: multiple allegiances to places; the meaning of 'home'
for transnational migrants is likely to be complex and multi-dimensional; and
transnational migrants maintain economic, political, and social networks that span several
societies (2002:8-13).
Lewellen (2002:151) points out that transnationalism challenges the popular
understanding of the meaning of community in anthropology, noting that the
anthropological view of community as having definable boundaries that separate the
insider and outsider makes migrant communities appear to have very ambiguous and
fluid boundaries. He said that transnationalism is often defined in temis of social
networks and these networks usually follow economic linkages, lines of capital that unite
the group within an interweaving of trade, finance, and remittances; and by instant
communication.
Caroline Brettell (2003:1) examines the different perspectives from which
scholars in the field of immigration study the subject. She points out that a shared set of
questions usually asked conceming migration relates to why people move, who moves,
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and what happens after they move (2003:1). She writes that different disciplines such as
economy, geography, political science, anthropology and sociology have placed different
emphases in addressing this question. Anthropologists for example, have tended to work
at both ends of the migration process, beginning in the country of origin and asking what
prompts individuals to leave their particular communities and what happens to them in
their place of destination, including, if and how they remain connected to their places of
origin. According to Brethel (2003 : 1 ) different disciplinary approaches also mean
different theoretical approaches and units of analysis. Macro approaches to migration
focus on broad population flows and the political and economic constrains, and
opportunities that influence these flows. Although anthropologists work at the micro and
"messo" levels, they do engage the macro level because they are interested in the
stmctural and historical context in which people act, including the decisions they have to
make as migrants. Brettell (2003: 48) quotes Schiller (1999:96) who formulated careful
distinction among the following: (1) transnational cultural studies that focus on "the
growth of global communications, media, consumerism, and public cultures that
transcend borders to create a global ecumene'\2) globalization studies that call attention
to "the recent reconfigurations of space and polity and the growth of global cities; and (3)
transnational migration studies where scholars are
" concemed with the actual social
interactions that migrants maintain and constmct across borders." She noted that Schiller
speaks of transmigrants rather than transnationalism. "Transmigrants are people who
claim and are claimed by two or more nation-states into which they are incorporated as
social actors, one ofwhich is widely acknowledged to be their state of origin.
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Peggy, Josh and Stephen (2003:567) provide a scholarly perspective on
transnational migration in their explanation that transnational migrants are embedded in a
multi-layered social field and that to tmly understand migrants activities, their lives must
be studied in the context of this multiple strata. Conceming the nature and extent of
transnational practices, they theorize that not all migrants are engaged in transnational
practices, and those who are, do so with considerable variation. They identify the
following two different levels of transnational involvements: (1) Comprehensive
transnational practices by those whose practices involve many arenas of social life, and
(2) Selective transmigrants by those individuals who take part in only a few transnational
practices.
Alejandro (2003:873-880) reviews the current scholarship on transnational
migration and recommends the following five theoretical convergences that have
achieved a measure of consensus among most scholars in the field and justify
transnational migration studies as a discipline (2003:873-880):
1 . Transnationalism represents a novel perspective, not a novel phenomenon.
2. Transnationalism is a grassroots movement. The bulk of transnational activities
are the initiatives of common people who participate in durable economic and
other ties across borders. Immigrants are not the only private actors engaged in
this kind of venture.
3. Not all migrants are transnationals. Transnationalism is grounded, as a new
theoretical lens in the field ofmigi-ation based on the activities of only a minority
of members of this population.
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4. Immigrant transnationalism has macro-social consequences. Despite its limited
numerical character, the combination of activities of regular transnational activists
with the occasional visits of other migrants adds up to a social process of
significant economic and social inputs for countries and even nations.
5. The extent and forms of transnationalism: transnational activities are quite
heterogeneous and vary across immigrant communities, both in their popularity
and character.
Stephen Vertovec (2003:641) also reviews current scholarship on transnational
migration since the 1990's and points to the availability of a substantial and growing
body of literature concerning the way migrants' lives are affected by sustained
connections with people and institutions in places of origin or elsewhere in diaspora.
On the relationship between past and present transnationalism of immigrants, they
observe that while continuities with the past exist, transnationality is emerging as a
phenomenon of ever-greater intensity and scope (2004:1 1), and in spite of historical
continuities a growing consensus persists that contemporary transnationals are different
from the past in terms of range and depth, density and significance.
Schiller, Caglar and Guildbrandsen (2006:613-15) focus in their article
contributes to my study because these authors propose a different framework for the
study of immigrants, settlement and trans-border connections that is not dependent on the
ethnic group as either the unit of analysis or the sole object of study. They observe that
research on immigrants' settlement has focused on bounded ethnic populations with a
shared identity and mode of incoiporation. The focus of their study is on the processes
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and social relations rather than on cultural identity or function, and this enables them to
investigate multi-level ties within and across boundaries of nation states and facilitate the
discussion simultaneity. They observe that very rarely have U.S. based scholars
addressed the relationship between the religions practices of the sending locality and the
transnational space into which it extends.
Religion and Transnational Migration
As it will be observed in this section of the literature, the religious life and
activities of transnationals have not been adequately accounted for in the literature.
Several authors have stressed this neglect and call for research in this important aspect of
the migrants' activities.
Susanne Rudolph (1997:1-19, 256) points out that religious movements go
missionizing across state boundaries, sometimes in alliance with supportive states, and
sometimes in the face of resistant states. Sometimes they move into a space in which the
role of nation states fades away. She said that religious organizations are driven by
spiritual enthusiasms that have social and transcendental meanings, creating networks
and communities about which the state scarcely knows.
Ebaugh and Chafetz (2000:3-16) investigate immigrant reHgion in America,
explaining how the ethnic identity of immigrants was maintained as some sort of fixed
idea that continues in religious practices, social events, and cultural activities, while they
work toward incorporation into American life. This study however, failed to account for
the transnational religious life of immigrants, which is mentioned occasionally in a few of
the case studies, but is not emphasized. The limitations of this work notwithstanding, it is
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significant because it highlights the importance of immigrant religion in American
religious space, which is how immigrants are impacting American religious space.
Ebaugh and Chafetz (2002:1-1 1) survey the transnational networks of different religious
faiths, such as the Catholic, Protestant and Buddhist faiths in America. This study
investigates the various networks that connect these religious groups across borders. The
book sheds more light on the use of network analysis to understand the dynamics of the
religious life of transnationals migrants. The book fiirther examines the network ties
between individuals, local level corporate bodies, and intemational religious bodies.
Hayness (2001 : 144-1 45) observes that the literature on transnationalism has
devoted little attention to religious phenomena because transnational linkages have
usually been studied in intemational relations literature but, Hayness shows that world
religions such as Islam and Christianity have grown to become global religions through
the dynamics of transnational religious communities across local and national boundaries,
and that globalization is likely to facilitate the growth of transnational networks of
religious actors. The author shows that the development of religious communities was
greatly enhanced by the ease of interpersonal and intergroup communications, which
aided in spreading their messages by linking them with like minded groups across state
boundaries.
Peggy Levitt (2003:847-49) in her article, You Know Abraham was Really the
First Immigrant investigates the transnational life of religious groups. She says while
migration scholars generally acknowledge the importance of the economic, political and
social activities of trans-migrants, the ways in which religious identities and practices
help migrants to sustain membership in multiple locations has been largely neglected in
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the Hterature. She also points out that most of the research on the transnational religious
activities ofmigrants focuses on the receiving countries in Europe and North America.
Thus a gap exists in the literature and the need for research to investigate immigrants'
religious lives in ways that do justice to the countries of origin and destination. She points
out that study on transnational migration in the American context is intended largely to
counterbalance race, ethnic and migration scholarship that has focused on immigrant
incorporation in America. Levitt's research therefore challenges the prevailing
scholarship and understanding about immigrants' political and economic integration by
showing that religion is one way that individuals stay connected to their host
communities even as they put down roots in the United States. She observes that
research on the religious practices of transnational migrants is linked to the literature on
global and diasporic religion because transnational migration households, congi^egations
and communities are sites where diasporic, global and transnational religions are created.
Levitt suggests the following levels and components of transnational religious fields
(2003:850):
Individual transnational religious practices including such things as, formal and
infomial devotional practices enacted alone, in groups, and/or in popular
institutionalized settings. Examples of this could be tithing, periodic
contributions to home country religious groups, fundraising, hosting visiting
religious leaders, consulting home country religious leaders, and pilgrimages.
Both objective and subjective dimensions ofmigrants' religious experiences must
be taken into account. The organizational context should also be accounted for in
which transnational migrants enact their religious lives. The ties among local
transnational organizations and their host and home countries, including regional,
national, and intemational counterparts.
She emphasizes that one way migrants stay connected to their sending community
is through transnational religious practices. The unobservable dimensions of religious
life have not been given adequate attention due to the lack of analytical tools needed in
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order to studying them. The transnational practices of immigrants are usually reinforced
by the organizational context within which they take place.
Peggy Levitt (2004:1-18) argues that religion has long been global and that
contemporary migrants extend and deepen ties by transnationalizing everyday religious
life. The article identifies three pattems of transnational religious organization:
a) Extended pattern, which allows migrants to move seamlessly between sending
and receiving countries,
b) Negotiated transnational organization incorporating migrants into an emerging
set of cross border organization, and
c) Recreational transnational religious groups, which strangely reinforce
members ties to the home country.
Levitt's essay is important because it provides some guidelines and methodology
for investigating the cross border religious practices of immigrants. To understand the
role of religion in transnational migration, the author suggests that we must build from
the ground up by examining the ways in which ordinary individuals live their everyday
religious lives across borders and explore how these activities influence their continued
sending and receiving. We also have to explore how these changes in the country of
origin and destination country transfonn one another over time. The study should also
examine how the local sending and receiving of the country's religious organizations
respond to migration and what changes, if any, trigger these at the regional, national, and
intemational organizational levels.
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Stepick, Karen, Vasquez and Holdaway (2005:24-25) in their book Immigrants
Faiths: Transforming Religious Life in America, survey immigrant's rehgious practices
in America and explain that religion plays a significant role in the life of immigrants. The
research findings also show that immigrants' religious practices can be advanced
transnationally- i.e. immigrants cultivate religious ties across national boundaries. The
major world religions such as Christianity, Islam and Buddhism became widespread
because of transnational ties. They spread by spanning national boundaries. They
observe certain religious organizations have been transnational for millennia. The
transnational religious ties brokered by contemporary migrants are only beginning to be
explored. The literature identifies two types of transnational ties. The first is horizontal
transnational ties - referring to those ties linking comparable local level groups; the
second is vertical or extended transnational ties - which refers to transnational religious
ties that can flow from below, that is between individuals and local organizations, or from
above, such as through the intemational Catholic Church.
Michael Wilkinson (2007:382) examines the different types of global flows. He
determines three important ways, among others, in which space is transfomied. One is
through the migration of people. The second is through the flow of ideas, particularly
religion. The third is through the flows of goods. Migration has increasingly become a
focus in numerous disciplines including history, sociology, geography and anthropology
but these studies have paid no attention to how the 'new' immigrants arriving in North
America develop important links with 'home' and how these links in tum transfomi life
in the U.S.
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Stepick (2005:12) in his article God is Apparently not Dead: The Obvious, the
Emergent, and the Still Unknown in Immigration and Religion, analyzes what is known
and unknown about immigrant faith in America. He claims that many immigrants in the
U.S. frequently advance religious ends transnationally and that scholars of
transnationalism have gone beyond simply demonstrating that transnationalism exists, but
rather they are concemed with what difference transnational religious life makes in the
lives ofmigrants. Stepick identifies transnational religious life of immigrants as one of
the emergent themes in American religious space. He noted that the world religions such
as Christianity, Islam and Buddhism all spread by spanning national boundaries
(2005:24).
Wuthnow and Offiit (2008:209-232) demonstrate in their article that religion is
not only instantiated in local communities and national societies, but is also linked with
networks that span societal borders. Transnational religious connections consist of actual
flows of people, goods, services, and infomiation across national boundaries. The authors
suggested that it is important to study migrant communities in order to understand what
they bring to American religion from their countries, or in order to show that they retain
closer ties with those places than was possible for earlier waves of immigrants. The
authors pointed out that flows/networks connections are one way to view religious
transnationalism. The categories of flows identified are flows of people, resources,
religious products and infomiation.
In her book, God Needs No Passport: Immigrant and the Changing American
Religious Landscape, Levitt (2007:12-13, 17) argues that many religious institutions were
founded on universal claims and have always been worldwide in scope. She said that
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"religion is the ultimate boundary crosser, and that God needs no passport because faith
traditions gives their followers symbols, rituals, and stories they use to create altemative
landscapes, marked by holy sites, shrines." She also reminds us that religion has never
obeyed political or ethnic boundaries.
The review of literature on transnational religion shows that although religious
faith is usually transmitted transnationally across national boundaries, scholars have not
given much attention to investigating transnational practices of immigrants in either the
home or destination societies.
Pentecostalism and Transnational Migration
This section ofmy work examines the literature on Pentecostalism and
transnational migration. This section also examines the transnational practices of
Pentecostalism in Africa.
Randall Balme (2003:54) argues that the Pentecostal movement within
Christianity is transnational and migratory. He points out that the Azusa Street revival in
Los Angeles in 1906, marked a significant inter-relationship between evangelicalism and
migration. He noted that those affected by the revival have funneled through and around
North America, Latin America and throughout the rest of the world, thereby planting the
seeds for the immigration of Pentecostalism to the United States a century later.
Beginning late in the twentieth century, evangelical immigrants began amving from
around the world, but primarily from Latin America, Africa (especially Nigeria,
Zimbabwe and Liberia), India, and South East Asia (especially Korea and Philippines).
The import of Balme's statement shows that the Pentecostal movement is transnational,
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although his conclusion conceming the impact of Azusa Street revival may not be
completely tme.
Wilson (2007:385) argues that Pentecostalism is a good example of how religion
is transformed under the condition of globalization. It illustrates well what happens when
flows ofpeople and religious ideas mix and mingle, cross borders and boundaries, and
interact and constmct new social spaces. Wilson describes how the story of
Pentecostalism is wrapped up in the story of globalization, migration, religious
reconfiguration and hybridity.
Afe Adogame (2005a:540) examines African migration in the context of the
globalization discourse. Adogame observes that indigenous Nigerian Pentecostal
Churches have been embarking on transnational mission activities by planting churches
in Europe, the U.S.A., Canada and other parts of the world. For example the AICs and the
Pentecostal/Charismatic Churches have also shaped African Christianity through their
increasing involvement in the global stage. They have increasingly taken to proselytizing
in North America and Europe, viewing the region as "new abodes' and promising
"mission fields" (Adogame 2005a:504).
Adogame states that these churches 'constitute intemational ministries' that have
implications on a global scale." As part of an increasing phenomenon ofwhat they tenn
'mission reversed' or 'remissionization ofChristianity to a secularized west,' these
African churches have systematically set out to evangelize the world. He explains that
African migration is a significant ingredient and consequence of globalization, and the
mobility of this demographic group fonns an integi^al part of the global phenomenon of
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intemational migration serving as a viable instmment of religious and cultural expansion
(2005a:541).
Adogame observes that local and global religious networks are assuming
importance for religion both in Africa and the Diaspora (particularly in Europe). He
identifies the range and nature of this inter-religious network to include the following:
new ecumenical affiliations, pastoral exchanges, prayer networks, financial support,
special events, and conferences (2005a:543). He further opines that religious and social
ties among African migrants, and between migrants' religions and their home contexts,
have local and global implications. Some of these groups frequently organize programs
that are local in nature but have a global focus that links them with others worldwide. The
increasing vigor geared towards charting and maintaining intra-religious networks is
linked to religious, political, social as well as economic concems.
Finally, he observes that the motivations for engaging in inter-religious networks
are complex and varied. While most African churches see this as a vital strategy for
global mission, others see it as a way of improving their status in the host community.
Adogame also notes that African religions in diaspora are also making use of new
technologies in the transmission of their religious messages; they also make use of the
World Wide Web, which has become a way of identifying with the global religious
landscape.
Andre Corten and Marshall-Fratini (2001) compare the transnational nature of
Pentecostalism in Africa and Latin America. They show that trasnationalism is the
everyday reality of Pentecostalism in many African and Latin American countries. The
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transnational character of contemporary Pentecostalism takes on a new significance in the
context ofprofound changes in the stmcture of the intemational scene. In her paper,
Mediating the Local and the Global in Nigerian Pentecostalism, Ruth Marshall (2001 : 80-
96) cites the case ofPentecostalism in Nigeria as an example of one of the ways in which
Pentecostal Christianity connects local actors to global networks. She also shows this as
an example as one of the ways in which local access to media technology enables the
dissemination of local appropriations of these images and narratives locally and globally,
creating a constant process of circulation between global and local. Added to this
circulation of images and narratives is the movement ofpeople in connection with these
transnational communities. She observes that evangelists from Korea, Brazil and Nigeria
preach at conferences in Manila, Atlanta and Accra. They also open branches not only in
the Muslim North but also neighboring Benin, Liberia and Ghana, London, Manchester,
New York and Toronto. She observes that the new charismatic type of Pentecostalism in
Nigeria creates a moral and physical geography whose domain is one of transnational
cultural inter-penetration and flow. She shows that individual Nigerian converts re-
imagined their lives as 'delocalized subjects.' The process involves the converts'
participation in transnational networks of images, personalities, discourses and ideas. In
analyzing the constmction of new identities, Ruth makes the links between everyday
practices and the work of individual imaginations in their redefinition and the political
consequences. She demonstrates that the media is not simply a tool for dissemination of
representations, but central to the imagined fonn of the community.
Edith Miguda's (2003:216) article on "Encountering History: Christianity and
Identity in Nigerian Diaspora Churches" identifies the following three types ofNigeria
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immigrant churches: first, branch churches in diaspora with mother churches or
international churches with headquarters in Afiica such as RCCG, GOFAMINT, MFM
and Deeper Life Bible Church (DLBC); second, churches started in and have
headquarters in diaspora, such as the Kingsway Church in Keith, Ukraine, and the
Embassy of God Church in London; and third, para-church groups or inter
denominational groups that operate as loose prayer or church groups (this group includes
churches and prayer groups founded by Nigerian churches leaders and diaspora groups).
She points out that some of these churches draw a larger number of congregants from
Nigerians in diaspora, although she also observes that "this does not necessarily make
these churches 'Nigerian churches' in the sense that they serve predominately or are
predominantly Nigerian congregations." She said that labeling these churches as
Nigerian gathering in diaspora may inform, as much as it obscures, the ministry of these
churches because the reaches of these churches (spiritual and otherwise) are beyond
Nigerian and African needs. Second, such a label is a term that marks out these churches
as measuring up to a norai, usually vested in "mainline" churches. Lastly, it subjects the
identity of these churches to a double standard description. For example, a Baptist
Church remains a Baptist Church even if it is made up ofpredominantly white, black or
multicultural members. Miguda points out that "description of numerical attendance and
composition of Sunday service" serve as markers of the role and identity of these
churches but may also obscure their role and limit the scope and the reach of these
churches. This restrictive scope leads some scholars to conclude that these churches are
failures because they are unable to engage with white Americans. However, the point
must be made that the ministry and success ofNigerian Diaspora Churches cannot be
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evaluated based only on whether or not they are reaching out to white
Americans/Europeans. Miguda emphasizes that "such claims missed the innovative
initiatives of these churches, which are designed to reach a wide audience through diverse
means in host nations and beyond." She contends the following:
While membership in number plays an important role, these churches identify
themselves and their mission in a broader framework than may be represented in
terms ofnumerical attendance at Sunday Service. The fact is that these churches
are often evangelistic and charismatic in character points to a multiplicity of
locations and compositions as significant markers of the church's reach, growth,
and perhaps even membership. Regardless of size or national origins, African
churches share common a common character of exuberant worship, heavy
emphasis on prayer, and a strong mission to plant churches and win converts
(2003:223).
Therefore, important to keep in mind is that the identity of these churches
includes mission work, and their evangelistic vision transcends the Nigerian community
to include others in their context ofministry in diaspora. The targets of their mission
remains varied with marked degrees of success and challenges among both disaporic
communities and those from the host nations. They also employ different strategies in
communicating their messages, of evangelism and personal witnessing like the following:
friendship evangelism; lunch time prayer meetings; Christian messages in offices, car
windows, doors; telephone calls, and email messages. Miguda (2007:224) observes that
"while quantifying the level of reach may be difficult under these circumstances, it does
not minimize their wide and far reaching impact," and "the spinoff from the evangelistic
strategies of African churches into 'mainline' or to the growth of Christianity in the host
nation, remains to be investigated."
Thus it becomes clear from the above that in evaluating the ministry of
Nigerian/African churches in diaspora, important to keep in mind is the vision, mission,
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varieties, complexities and ministries of these churches. Probable difficulty remains in
capturing the contributions of these churches to the host and diaspora communities by
judging them on the basis ofmany white Americans and other present groups. We should
bear in mind is the difficulty at this stage to fully evaluate the fiiture of these churches.
The mission and ministries of these churches is just evolving and we do not fully
understand what lies in the future.
Gyadu-kwabena (2008) identifies the following types ofAfHcan churches in
diaspora:
Interdenominational fellowship by migrants who felt unwelcome in established
churches of Europe on racial grounds
Mainline denominations such as Ghana Methodist, Nigerian Anglican, or
Ghanaian Roman Catholic Church
Classical Pentecostal Churches-e.g. Church of the Pentecost founded in Ghana
Neo-Pentecostal Churches such as KCC in London and God's Embassy Church in
Ukraine
Autochthonous Charismatic Churches
Ogbu Kalu (2008:282) writes that scholars have studied immigrant churches from
different perspectives. In his analysis of African immigrant communities in diaspora, he
records that a major problem of reporting about African immigi^ant religion exists
because of the complexity connected with the changing pattems, sizes, and experiences
of a wide range of immigrant communities. He said that some studies have focused only
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on Charismatic Christianity, while a few have paid attention to African mainline
churches, and that the Pentecostal studies have tended to focus mostly on a few mega
churches to the exclusion of the smaller ones. Kalu observes a regional bias is in the
coverage of these churches particularly the ones from West Africa.
African religious presence in the West intensified in the 1980's. Kalu notes that
many immigrant churches stmggle due to low attendance and inconsistent membership
made up ofpeople who work different shifts at their low paying jobs. Kalu observes that
another danger of describing the successflil few is that the description hides larger
questions about the impact on sending and receiving contexts or host perceptions
(2008:283). Kalu raises a valid question conceming the study of immigrant churches
when he asks that "as a process of reverse flow, have these churches been successful in
attracting a wider band ofpopulation outside their ethnic and national bases?" In
response to this question, Kalu observes that the membership of these churches is
comprised of ethnic groups from the home countries, noting the different types ofAfrican
Christian presences based in the Global North, but who are primarily serving African
immigrants. He reiterated the fact that the AIC was the first to establish presence by
catering to their members who emigrated to Europe and North America. The AIC in the
U.S. has been able to attract Afrocentric African Americans because of the attraction to
the spirituality of Ethiopianism. Kalu suggests that the data from Europe reveals some
kind of affinity between African churches. West Indian churches and Caribbean
Christians.
In the case of the U.S. religious space, Kalu (2008:284-85) describes the situation
as being very different where African churches mesh neatly into African America and
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Latino/spirituality. He suggests that three forces pull these churches in different
directions. First, common socio-economic and political problems call for a united
response. Thus the condition ofmarginality induces ethnic cohesion. Second, the
recmitment strategy seems to follow along the lines of family, friends, and members'
ethnic group, or former members of one's church may result in the formation of
ethnic/vemacular churches. Third, a missiological vision to evangelize the whole world
motivates some congregations to reach for multi-racial and multi-ethnic status. Most
African immigrant churches start with lay immigrants. Some of the founders may later
acquire theological training or request a trained pastor to provide pastoral leadership.
Many combine pastoral responsibilities with secular employment. Most of these
congregations are lay-driven and this encourages growth and expansion. Polity is
important to them because the linkage means that control may be coming from the
intemational department/headquarters at the home base. Most Pentecostal Churches
centralize the posting of pastors, thus tension may exist between the home board and
missionaries. A few of them have established regional and intemational offices for the
posting of pastors. Some immigrant congregations are founded by leaders in the home
base, thus they are seen as branches of the home church. Sometimes an affluent
congregation in Africa may sponsor an overseas branch as mission project. This pattern is
predominant among Evangelical and Pentecostal types of churches. Sometimes these
churches are started with the goal ofmobilizing members in diaspora to support the
church at home (Kalu 2007:284-286).
Kalu (2007:286) says the complexities in studying immigrant presence in
America are also due to the activities of itinerant evangelists, and the growth of
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house/prayer fellowships among immigrants. The reality exists of a continuous flow of a
large number of iterant ministers from Africa to the northem globe forministry purposes.
Some visiting pastors minister to African churches and house fellowships. Many of these
house fellowships hold programs on Saturdays to avoid conflicts with church services on
Sundays. Others simply visit occasionally. A problem remains in keeping track of the
ministers and number of house churches/fellowships. Conceming cross cultural mission
of immigrant churches, Kalu (2007:288) explains the following:
Certain conclusions about cross cultural mission are possible: The volume and
variety of cross-cultural mission among African Pentecostals is extensive. Other
churches and religious groups have recognized the potential that is related to the
growth of the African immigrant population whose salience is recognized based
on their religious zeal, propensity to use religion as an identity shaping and
survival force, and financial capacity. Mission to immigrant communities has
become a core aspect of all brands of contemporary African Christianity.
Kalu's perspective and analysis of the complex nature and problems of studying
African immigrant presence in the West is important because it has infonned us on the
status and cross-cultural import of the movement. What Kalu is advocating is for research
to become all encompassing and begin to account for all aspects ofAfrican immigrant
presence in the Global North.
Adogame (2005a:430) noted that scholarly discussions on transmigration and
diaspora have been "hijacked by economic and political issues. Religious issues have
most often been glossed over by scholars and the prevailing circumstances of space-time
compression, demographic influxes and shifts have far reaching implications on the
interconnectedness of local-global spaces." Religion is both an ingredient and
consequence of globalization. The demographic considerations of religions help to
reconfigure the interdependence between religious praxis in the communities of the
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migrants' homelands and in the diaspora. Population mobility serves as a viable
instmment of religious and cultural expansion, transmission and renegotiation. Religious
conviction can be a central motive for migration or a support for organizing refugees in
exile. Adogame also examines the local-global religious networks ofAfrican immigrants
in diaspora. He notes that the transnational linkages between the "home" and the "host
societies" are assuming increasing importance for African migrants. He identifies the
scope of these transnational networks (2005a:443).
Jacob K. Olupona and Regina Gemignani (2007:7) edited a volume titled African
Immigrant Religions in America, in which the authors examine the practices of the three
dominant religions in Africa: Christianity, Islam and the African traditional religion. The
authors attempt to map the nature of the African immigrant religious communities, their
accomplishments and social impact. They identify six overarching themes in African
immigrant religion in America (2007:3-24), which include social identity,
transnationalism, migration as a process, civic engagement and political incorporation,
and gender relations. The book also examines the different types ofnetworks forged by
these religious groups between the U.S., Europe and Africa. They describe that Africans
in America lead transnational lives. Their social ties, economic ventures, political
activities and cultural ties span the Atlantic, linking them not only with their home
countries, but also with African immigrants in European nations such as France, Great
Britain and Germany. Immigrants' religious communities serve as key sites in which
Africans actively articulate their complex sense of self and identity (2007:7). This work is
also significant because it demonstrates that among African churches in the U.S, the
Pentecostal brands are the fastest to spread and have a stated mission in order to
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evangelize their context. The section on reverse mission examines the African Christian
presence in the U.S., particularly the Pentecostal Churches. The religious identity of these
churches is examined to understand the role of these churches in the American religious
space. The authors view these churches as an integral part of the development in world
Christianity, and the importance of non-Westem Christianity in a Westem context.
Border crossing and itinerancy are essential characteristics of these churches (2007:89-
101). The role of African initiated churches is also examined and the author contends that
identifying African churches in disapora mainly as "Africans" ignores other aspects of
the mission of these churches. These churches should be studied in the light of the fact
that many of them see their relocation to the U.S. as part of a "divine plan that allows
them to move with their faith and plant new churches in the West." (2007:106-7). For
example, the article by Wisdom J. Tettey (2007:229-49) investigates transnationalism
among Ghanaians Diaspora in Canada. Tetty notes the transnationalization of these
churches and how the diasporization ofmembership provides a means whereby Ghanaian
congregations in Canada participate in, influence, and are influenced by the mother
church in their countries of origin. Similar reciprocal relationships exist between those
churches that were founded in Canada and their branches in Ghana.
Jehu Handles (2008:2002-96) in Beyond Christendom: Globalization, African
Migration and the Transformation of the West, examines the history of the Christian
movement since the fourth century. He employs the theories of globalization and
migration to explore and evaluate the missionary dimensions of the rapidly expanding
South-North migration. Handles argues that "owing to the pervasive religiosity of non-
Westem societies, South-North migration is essentially a religious movement, insofar as
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it involves Christians." He based his argument on the fimdamental premise that every
Christian migrant is a potential missionary; and that the new immigrant congregations are
performing a vital missionary function by their very presence (2008:297). He continues
that the new immigrant congregation represents the face ofChristianity to many
marginalized people in America. Handles examines the status ofAfrican immigrant
churches in America and identifies African-led Pentecostal Churches as the most
predominant and aggressive of these churches in the pursuit of their goal of evangelism
(2008:324-373). He identifies the four categories ofAfrican church presence in the U.S.
A as follows: (1) The Abrahamic Type, which has its origin in the initiative of an
individual African migrant,(2) The Macedonian Type, which came into existence through
the missionary sending initiative ofministries and the movement that are African
founded, (3) The Jemsalem Type refers to African established or African-led churches
with African membership who are associated with Westem mainline denominations and
operate under their ecclesiastical stmcture and polity, and (4) the Samuel-Eli Type refers
to church association rather than church fomiation. These churches maintain different
types ofmissionary presence and have contributed in rejuvenating Christianity in the U.S.
Reverse Flow or Reverse Mission
The use of the term "reverse mission" or "Reverse Flow" in scholarly and public
discourse on African migration and mission in the Westem World is fairly recent. Some
scholars (Olupona and Gemignanni 2007:8, 45,328; Wahrisch-Oblau 2001: 467-83,
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2008:1-2)^ make reference to this term in their writings. A few scholars (Handles
2003:146-153; Adogame 2007a: Miguda 2005:217; Ojo 2007 and Kalu 2007) have given
the subject extensive treatment. My presentation of reverse mission in this section draws
from the works ofKalu, Adogame and Ojo. According to Kalu (2008:270) reverse flow
describes the influx of Christian leaders from the Global South into the North. Reverse
mission initiative entails the sending ofAfrican missionaries abroad. Adogame
(2010:67) defines "reverse mission"^ as the conscious missionary strategy by mother
churches in Africa of evangelizing the Diaspora and the West.
Kalu (2007:272) reports that "reverse flow" originated from the mainline
churches when "in the nineteen century, a forward-looking missionary anticipated a
'blessed reflex'^ when the sending-churches of the West would be challenged and
renewed by the churches then springing up in Africa, Asia and Latin America." Kalu
notes that this terminology was reinvented as "reverse flow" in missiological discourse in
Africa during the late 1 970s as part of the debate on indigenization, moratorium and the
decolonization of the African church.^ Kalu explains that the "Moratorium was a more
strident and different form of the indigenization project because it reflected Afiican
' See www. Lausarmeworldpulse, July 2008 Issue to access the article of Walirisch-Oblau
For further reading on subject of "reverse mission" by this author see Afe Adogame 2000: 406-
407; 2004a; 2004b: 497-98; 2005b, 2007) and Mathews Ojo (2007:380ff) "Reverse Mission" In Jonathan
Bonk (ed) The Rutledge Encyclopedia ofMission and Missionaries. New York, NY: Rutledge.
'' For an understanding of the idea of a "blessed reflex," see Wilbert Shenk (2001) Recasting
Theology ofMission: Impulses from the Non-Western World. Intemational Bulletin ofMissionary
Research 25, no.3 and Kermeth R. Rose (2003) Blessed Reflexes: Mission as God's Spiral ofRenewal.
International Bulletin ofMissionaiy 27, no.4 (162-168).
" For further reading on Church, Mission and Moratorium by Ogbu Kalu, see The History of
Clu-istianity in West Africa, 1980, Longman Group Ltd, 365-374.
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impatience with the nature, pace, and results ofmission initiated indigenization. John
Gatu, the secretary- general of the Presbyterian Church in Kenya was the initiator of the
call for Moratorium during his visit to the United States in 1971. Kalu points out that
during his visit he embarrassed his hosts by declaring that he had not come to beg for
money or personnel, but to request that missionary aid in money and personnel should
cease for at least five years (2007:276). Adogame (2010:67) observes that the Westem
World was stunned and this "revolutionary stand generated heated conversation, rebuttals
and criticisms from various quarters," particularly from those in the West.
Kalu argues that was in the course of this debate the impulse and character of
reverse flow was articulated. The argument was that theologically, moratorium was
unacceptable because of the Pauline imagery of soma that views the Church as one body
and one part cannot prevent the other from performing a mandatory task. Mission was the
reason for the Church, the command ofChrist. This would also imply that Africa has the
mandate to do cross cultural mission. Thus the question was raised as to whether cross
cultural mission was the exclusive monopoly of the whites and it was wondered if
Christians from the Global South also had the mandate to evangelize the Global North.
The point of emphasis here is that the Moratorium served as a compelling and rallying
call to reverse the flow ofmission work from South to North (200:276-7). As Kalu
(2008) explains further in the following:
Moratorium generated reverse flow concept, and grounded its rationale and it's
characteristic. But Moratorium also created confusion over its original meaning.
Does it consist of mission from the Global South to the Global North, from the
fonner missionary-receivers to foraier missionary-sending contexts? Or does it
represent the out-flowing of impulses from the Global South to all parts of the
world (2008:267).
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Kalu is of the view that the first is the narrower perception of flow and the second
is a broader view that traces the south-south as well as the north-north linkages. Kalu is
making a very important point because of the tendency of some writers to view reverse
flow as primarily to the Global North without accounting for the south-south flow, which
is why some have employed other tenns such as "South comes North" (Miguda
2007:217) to refer specifically to mission to the Global North. The Moratorium
challenged the Africans to evaluate dependence on the West and possible strategies for
"self-reliance that have challenged definitions ofmission but also altered the uni-
directionality of it that characterized earlier conceptions" (Adogame 201 0:67). He
continues his explanation as follows:
Although the moratorium failed to produce a fornial radical and systemic halt to
the influx ofWestem missionaries and mission resources to Africa, it nevertheless
raised a question mark that resulted in reflexivity and stmctural adjustment by
Westem missionaries regarding their mission resources. It served as an eye-
opener for many about the changing dynamics ofmission and religious expansion
in which Africans were not only looking inward for self-reliance, but outwardly
with a mission mandate to evangelize what they now refer to as "the dark
continent ofEurope," "the prodigal continent" or "the dead West" (2010: 67).
One of the positive outcomes of this empowemient of the Third World Christian
was that it brought changes in mission practices. It also fostered cooperation and
partnership as demonstrated in the early 1980s by the Lutheran Church in Tanzania,
under the Lutheran World Federation when they sponsored five pastors to serve in
various parishes in Gemiany. Thus the reverse-mission agenda became a very popular
feature among new African churches, with pastors and missionaries commissioned to
head already existing branches or establish new ones in the Diaspora. The growth of
missionary endeavors from Africa and other parts of the non-westem world gained
momentum in the 1990's, in a way that challenged Christianity in the West but also in the
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rest of the world (Adogame 2010: 68, Kalu 2008:277 ). By the 1990's some Third World
church leaders had achieved some measure of success through the founding of the Third
World Mission Association (TWMA) in Portland, Oregon, U.S. in 1989.^ This moved
the non-westem church to the center stage ofmission work that was once dominated by
the West. TWMA is an association of mission sending agencies from Africa, Asia and
Latin America established to enhance the capacity to undertake missionary endeavors and
transform non-westem mission agencies into a global force in World Christianity (Ojo
2007:380).
Adogame (2010:69) observes that by the 1990s many churches had progressed to
define their mission as witnessing to Westem societies and churches that were dying
numerically and spiritually, and by the closing decade of the 1990s, reverse mission
gained recognition due to the increasing number of immigrants from Africa, Asia and
Latin America to Western countries. Ojo explains the situation in the following manner:
Confronted by the secularization ofWestem society and the decline of church
attendance and public piety, these migrants took up a revivalist agenda. At the
same time, these immigrant Christians looked at the Westem churches as being in
a state of apostasy, and in a spiritual wildemess needing re-evangelization
(2010:69).
1 must state that this picture is more representative of the Church in Europe than
the U.S. During the 1 990s many African churches in the West were achieving some
measure of success with many African-led churches evangelizing both whites and
American communities in diaspora, though they recorded success among African
communities. Migration continues to provide an avenue for African churches to mobilize
See http://www.sti-ategicnetwork.org/index.php?loc=kb&view=v&id=4673&fto=541&
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for outreach in their new context in diaspora. Afe Adogame exphcates the significance of
reverse mission in the following quote:
For the Westem churches, reverse mission has brought a major shift in mission
understanding, and has provided better sensitivity to, and appreciation of, the
multi-cultural nature of Christianity in the twentieth century. Missionary work
has changed to become multi-lateral rather than unilateral, itinerant missionaries
have grown, while mission understanding has moved from cultural transplantation
to contextualization. This reverse trend in missions offers the old heartlands of
Christianity a model for renewal and a call for stmctural reform of the Church in
order to grapple with the challenges ofmigration (2010:71).
From the above review, we see that reverse mission was birthed during the call
for Moratorium in Africa during the 1970s. The background for the call for Moratorium
was the lack of satisfaction and insincerity in the missionary version of indigenization.
The concept ofMoratorium started as a conscious missionary strategy intended to
evangelize the African Diaspora and Westem Churches. The concept was later expanded
to include Asia, Africa and Latin America. Reverse mission should be viewed in the
broad sense to include mission from the Global South to southem countries, diaspora
communities and churches in the Global North. Reverse mission also involves the
conscious and unconscious efforts to refonn the Church in the West.
Summary of Chapter Two
This chapter reviews the related literature for this study. Key concepts in this
study such as Transnationalism and Transnational Migration, Religion and
Transnationalism, Pentecostalism and Transnational Migration, and Reverse Flow were
critically examined. Transnationalism refers to social fonnations that span borders while
transnational migration refers to the multiple allegiances that immigrants have to places.
Transmigration is accepted as a subfield within the discipline of intemational migration.
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Transnational migration is a new way of theorizing about the life of immigrants that is
different from the earlier perspective that emphasized the assimilation of immigrants.
Transnationalism is not novel; however, changes in global processes such as the
technologies of transportation and communication have made contemporary
transmigration more enduring and sustaining in ways that were not possible in previous
generations. The literature also examines the factors that encourage immigrants in the
United States to forge transnational lives. Until recently, the literature on
transnationalism has focused on the destination countries with less attention given to the
contribution of countries of origin.
The literature further reveals that the transnational religious life of immigrants
spans across borders. The religious life ofmigrants has not been given adequate treatment
in the literature. It is diffused through family, individual and organizational networks.
The literature also identifies the different types of flows that take place within the nodes
and hordes of transnational flow.
Pentecostalism is presented in the literature as an example of a religious
movement that has been transnational in its nature and essence. The literature examines
the transnational practices of Afi-ican and Nigerian Pentecostal Churches. A gap exists in
the literature on the transnational practices between churches in the countries of origin
and immigrant-led churches in destination countries. The literature identifies different
kinds of transnational networks through which immigrant religions difflise across
borders.
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Finally, the literature also examines the concept of "reverse flow" or "reverse
mission." Reverse mission was developed during the Moratorium debate of the 1970s in
Africa. It is used in the literature to denote the conscious effort of church leaders of the
Global South to establish churches in the Global North. The literature also examined the
nature and status of reverse mission in Europe and America. The next chapter will now
trace the historical development of the selected churches in their historical context in
Lagos in southwestem Nigeria.
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CHAPTER THREE
HISTORICAL CONTEXT:
CHRISTIAN MISSION AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF
PENTECOSTALISM IN NIGERIA
This chapter provides information on the historical development ofChristianity in
Nigeria, particularly Westem Nigeria, the context in which the three Pentecostal
Churches selected for this study developed.
History ofChristianity in Nigeria
Christianity first came to West Africa between the 15"^ and 18^'^ centuries when
Portuguese explorers brought some Roman Catholic missionaries to the Kingdoms of
Benin and Warri. This first attempts to introduce Christianity in Nigeria by the Catholic
missions to Benin City from 1472 -1707, and the Kingdom of Itsekiri (Warri) between
1574 and 1807, were unsuccessful (Isichei 1995: 61-63; Ayayi 1965, 2-3; Korieh and
Nwokeji 2005:14). Ayandele (1966: 3) observed that these attempts by the Portuguese
missionaries were futile, feeble and sporadic.
The modem missionary movement in Nigeria started in 1 842 through the efforts
of Thomas Birch Freeman and William de Graft of the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary
Society (WMMS) and Church Missionary Society (CMS). They started the Wesleyan
Methodist Church in Badagry and the Anglican Church in Abeokuta in 1 842 and 1 843,
respectively. In southeastern Nigeria, the Free Church of Scotland sent missionaries in
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1846, to commence mission work around Calabar (Isichei 1995:171). By 1857, the
gospel had already reached Igbo land during the second Niger expedition. The strategy
adopted by the missionaries was to work from the coastal areas to the hinterland. By
1850, Thomas Bowen, an American Southem Baptist missionary, arrived in Badagry and
started mission work. Within two months the Southem Baptists had also established a
mission station at Abeokuta and later at Ogbomosho in 1 855 (Ojo 2006:5). In the later
part of 1 851, Christian missions occupied Lagos after the British Naval Force occupied
the city. In the same year the CMS established a station at Ibadan, a major city in the
interior of southem Nigeria. The Baptists also established a mission station at Ijaye. The
Roman Catholic Mission re-entered Nigeria in the 1 860s and established their first
mission stations in 1963 at Abeokuta and Lagos. In the southeastem part ofNigeria, the
missionaries also started mission stations. The Church of Scotland Mission arrived in
Calabar in 1846, where it started work among the Efik and Ibibio (Ojo 2006:6).
The colonial era brought new impetus for mission work in Africa and Nigeria
with missionaries stmggling to fulfill their mission by deciding to join forces with the
agents of the colonizers. Until the early 20"^ century. Christian work was dominated by
the Roman Catholics, Anglicans, Baptists and Presbyterians. Ojo (2006:6) points out that
"by the late 19"^ century, indigenous leaders trained by the missionaries have emerged
and this ensured some stability for the Christian missions." Thus with the aid of schools
and medical work, Christianity was fmnly established in southem Nigeria.
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The Development of Pentecostalism in Nigeria
Different authors have written on various aspects of the development of
Pentecostalism in Nigeria.
'� For example, Mathew Ojo (2008) focuses his writing on the
development of the Pentecostal/Charismatic Movement in the 1970s attributing it to the
existence of evangelical Christianity in the campuses ofhigher institutions in Nigeria,
particularly in southwestem Nigeria. He identifies three stages in the development of the
movement viz: (1) The Aladura Movement of 1930, (2) The 1952 and 1954 Latter Rain
revivals in the Southem Nigeria, and (3) Evangelistic meetings conducted by some North
American evangelists in 1960. Ojo pointed out that the Charismatic movements in
Nigeria are primarily indigenous and that they are authentically African.
In his Nigerian Christian Revohition, Richard Burgess (2008) tells the story of
Pentecostalism in Nigeria by examining the development of the movement in
southeastem Nigeria during and after the Nigerian civil war. Burges demonstrates that the
movement was an indigenous effort that started with the Scripture Union in secondary
schools and Evangelical Churches in Igbo Land.
'� For a discussion of other aspects of PentecostaHsm in Nigeria, the following are useful resource:
Ruth Marshal (1992) "Pentecostalism in South eastem Nigeria." In Paul Gifford (eds) New Dimensions in
African Christianity. AACC, Nairobi, Kenya; Rosaline Hackett, "Enigma, Varieties: New Religious
Movement in Nigeria Today."In A.F Walls and Wilbert Shenk (eds). Exploring the New Religious
Movement: Essays in Honor of Harold W. Turner. Mission Focus Publishers, Elkliart, India, 131-142.;
Rosaline Hackett (1998). "Charismatic/Pentecostal Appropriation ofMedia Technologies in Nigeria and
Ghana." .loumal ofReligion in Africa 28 no 3,258-277; Rosaline Hackett (1987) New Religious Movements
in Nigeria. Mellen, Lewiston, NY; Rosaline Hackett (1989) Religion in Calabar: The Religious Life and
History of a Nigerian Town, mouton de Gmyter, 1989; and Mathews Ojo (1995) "The Charismatic
Movement in Nigeria Today." Intemational Bulletin ofMissionary Research 3,1 14-18.
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In his own analysis, Olufunke Adeboye (2007) traces the development and growth
of the movement to the 1930 Aladura Revival Movement in southwestem Nigeria. He
identifies three phases in the development of the movement. The first phase was the
Aladura movement of the 1930s; the second phase covers the period from the 1970s and
the 1980s; and the third phase is the contemporary period, which started in the 1990s and
extends to the present. Adeboye writes that this phase has witnessed the development of
neo-Pentecostalism, which is the emergence of indigenous, new Pentecostal Churches
that emphasize the "Faith Gospel" characterized by teachings on prosperity and healing.
Ogbu Kalu (2008) argues formultiplicity of sources in constmcting Pentecostal
historiography in Nigeria. Kalu acknowledges the contributions made by the scholars
cited above, but he insists that the history of Pentecostalism should take into account the
different revival movements that have occurred from the beginning ofChristianity in the
country. The history of Pentecostalism presented in this chapter depends substantially on
Kalu's analysis of the movement, while integrating the views and contributions of other
scholars in order to present a balanced perspective on the development of the movement.
The Prophetic Movement and the Development of Pentecostalism
The prophetic movement in Africa is an important genre in the Pentecostal
discourse because that movement laid the foundation for the growth of the Pentecostal
movement in modem Africa. Kalu traced the quest for spiritual power and identity in
Africa to the prophetic movement that flourished between 1900 and 1960. He points out
that "the prophet tilled the soil on which modem Pentecostalism thrives in Africa," noting
that the prophets were "closer to the grain ofAfrican culture in their response to the
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gospel and so felt the resonance between the charismatic indigenous worldview and the
equally charismatic biblical worldview" (2007: x). Kalu explains the situation in the
following manner:
In 1910, the year that European missionary leaders gathered in a conference on
The Mound, Edinburgh, to map the future ofmission in Africa and the rest of the
world, Wade Haris trekked from Grebo Island through the Ivory Coast to the Gold
Coast, baptizing, healing, teaching new chomses and charismatizing the religious
landscape. The charismatic fire that he lit became more important for the future of
Christianity in Africa than the grand Edinburgh conference of 1910 that shut out
African voices. (2007: x)
The seeds that Wade Harris and other African prophets sowed later sprouted in
the interwar years and established the roots ofmodem Pentecostal movements. Kalu says,
"a charismatic wind blew through the African continent in the post independent period
that first hit the youths and women, and later overawed the resistance of the mainline
churches" (2007: xi). Kalu further argues that scholars have tended to start and end the
story ofAfrican Pentecostalism with contemporary, urban emergent cultures ofAfrica,
and have lost sight of the vitality of the movement as it engages the village public (where
most Africans live and have their being) and later in a reverse flow with the Westem
public. Other examples of early prophets include the following names:
Garrick Braide, who ministered in the Niger Delta of southeastem Nigeria and
between 1914 and 1918;
Joseph Babalola who spearheaded the 1930s revival in southwestern Nigeria; and,
Simeon Kimbangu's ministry in the Congo in 1921.
The point to note in Kalu's argument is that the prophetic movement played an
important role in laying the foundation for the development ofPentecostalism, yet most
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histories do not recognize the contribution. This means situating the beginning of the
movement in the mral areas and villages where the prophets moved from village to
village to propagate their messages and call people to repentance. As Kalu observes,
revival occurred at different times in African Christianity right from the early insertion of
the gospel into a community with many experiencing localized revivals. The frequency
increased between 1910 and 1947 when revivals of wide provenance (beyond the country
of origin) occurred.
The Rise ofAfrican Indigenous Churches
The late 19"^ century witnessed the rise of local agency in African Christianity in
movements that founded African hidigenous Churches (AIC). These were churches that
seceded from mission churches. In Nigeria they were called the African Churches and
elsewhere in Africa they were called Ethiopian Churches. From the 1 880s, there was
agitation by the local leaders against the non-involvement ofAfrican leadership in the
churches and for the churches to become more indigenous. In Nigeria, most of the
agitation occurred in Lagos. Ojo (2007:6) points out that in March 1888; the Church in
Nigeria was shaken by schism within the Baptist Church in Lagos. The Rev. W. J. David
seceded and started the Native Baptist Church. A similar trend was witnessed in the
Anglican and Methodist Churches in 1891, 1901 and 1917. The Aladura Churches
appeared in southeastem Nigeria in the 1920s and fi-om there, the movement spread to
other countries in West Africa.
The phenomenon ofAfrican indigenous churches refers to a wave of indigenous
initiatives that occurred all over Africa at different times before the First World War, and
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especially during the influenza epidemic of 191 8. These churches are known as Aladura
in West Africa, Zionists in Southem Africa and Abarobo in Eastem Africa. These
churches tended to emerge from mainline churches and tended to emphasize the
pneumatic resources of the newly translated bibles (Kalu and Duncan 2007: 246-247).
The AICs emerged as a reaction to various aspects of colonialism such as monopoly of
power in the church, strangeness of the polity, ethics, doctrine, dullness of liturgy and
mode of expressing spirituality. Also political and religious confiision was occasioned by
religion without power represented by mission Christianity, and power without religion
embodied by European imperialism (Idowu, 2007: vi).
Yet, Kalu (2008:25-26) cautions us against explaining and interpreting the
movement based on a "separatist theory" that fails to account for the deep spiritual
yearning for the pneumatic Christianity that motivated the action the AICs. Many of the
AICs were birthed through a prophet who emerged from the ranks of the Christian
tradition with claims of a special revelation or message from God. Indeed, the argument
can be made (with a few exceptions) that virtually all the AICs trace their emergence to a
charismatic, prophetic leader who often claimed a traumatic religious experience that
served as a tuming point in their life. Also some Puritan and Fundamentalist expressions
ofChristianity occurred within the boundaries of the mainline churches. These
movements challenged the existing status quo, i.e., the doctrines and liturgy of the
mission churches. Examples of such include the following:
The Ibibio Revival of 1927 in Eastem Nigeria that occurred in the Qua Iboe
Church;
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the Kaimosi Revival that occurred within French Africa Mission/Quakers in
Westem Kenya in 1927;
the Balokole Revival that occurred in Anglican Church in 1930; and
the Ngouedi Revival, which occurred among the Swedish Orebo Mission in 1947,
and gave birth to the Evangelical Church in the Congo (Duncan and Kalu
2007:247-248).
A lack of consensus among scholars exists conceming the definition ofAfi-ican
Initiated Churches. Harold Tumer provided a provisional defmition when he described
them as "churches founded in Africa for Africans." Adogame and Jafta explain the short
comings in this defmition via the following statement:
While this definition may appear to hold water especially when located within
the specific milieu within which Tumer first wrote, contemporary demographic
profiles and expanding religious geographies of these churches now renders his
definitional gaze suspect, myopic and short sighted (2007:273).
Adogame and Jafta' s critique refers to the changes in the demography and
geography of these churches in the late fifties when Tumer did his seminal research and
during the expansion of these churches in the 20"^ century. For example, Tumer might not
have envisaged that these churches would spread to other West African countries and
then to Europe and America. The tmth is that when compared to the milieu in which
Tumer did his research, these churches have indeed rendered his definitional gaze suspect
and short sighted.
Some of the terminology used to describe AICs include: "African Initiated
Churches," "African Indigenous Churches," "African Instituted Churches" and "African
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Intemational Churches." No agreement holds as to which of these phrases clearly and
accurately describe the phenomenon. However, Adogamen and Jafta offer a helpftrl
definition when they refer to AICs in the following manner:
the movements which emerged from the dawn of the twentieth century either
within or outside the institutional frameworks of the mission and mission oriented
churches such as the Ethiopian-type churches in South Africa, the African
churches in West Africa and the mainline churches in East Africa. (2005b: 274)
Adogamen and Jafta (2005b:247) suggest two pattems in the emergence ofAICs.
The first strands are groups that emerged from already existing mainline churches. This
category includes "prayer bands," "societies" or "bible studies classes." The second
category consists of groups that were neither part of the mainline churches nor
experienced any institutional friction or disengagement at their take-off stages.
Kalu (2008:65) views the AIC as the second response to the missionary message
in Africa; the first response was by the Ethiopians. But unlike the first challenge posed by
the Ethiopians who promoted cultural nationalism in a religious stroke, the AICs
confronted the muted pneumatic elements in missionary theology and practice. Following
Kalu's thesis, one can therefore argue for continuity in the development of
Pentecostalism out of the AICs in Africa and Nigeria.
Adogamen and Jafta (2005b:274) cautioned that, in evaluating AICs, "one must
refrain from assuming that all AICs are virtually identical because the phenomenon is
wide and complex." Also a difference exists in worldviews, rituals and organizational
stmctures, as well as differences in their foundations, although they also share various
attributes in common.
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The 1930 Aladura Revival and Pentecostalism in Nigeria
The influenza of 191 8 provided the background for the emergence ofAICs in
West Africa, particularly in Nigeria. Social and political unrest was evident due to the
style of the colonialism and the inability ofWestern medicine to address the existential
crisis of the time. AICs emerged as an altemative to this problem with strong emphasis
on prayer, healing, prophecy, dreams and visions (Shaw 2010:57, Adogame and Jafta
2005b:276). Adogame and Jafta describe AICs as emerging from the mid-1 920s onwards
as an interdenominational society among the Yomba ofWestem Nigeria preaching faith
in prayers and renunciation of the devil and all his works manifested thi-ough idol
worship and the use of charms."
The earliest group in Nigeria was the Chembim and Seraphim (C&S), which
started as interdenominational societies and were formalized as a church in 1925. The
Christ Apostolic Church (CAC) came as a direct product of the fusion between the
Precious Stone Society (PSS) or Diamond Society (DS) (prayer groups within the
Anglican Church), the Nigerian Faith Tabemacle (NFT) and the Great Revival Event of
the 1930 (Ojo 2007:32-33). Adogamen and Jafta (2005b:277) explain the church that
emerged from this merger under the leadership of Joseph Bablola, Isaac Akinyele and
David Odubanjo commenced unofficially as a prayer group within the Anglican Church.
Owing to a myriad of factors, such as opposition by the mission churches and the colonial
' ' See Harold Tumer (1967) History of an African Independent Church 1 : the Church of the Lord
Aladura, Oxford University Press. Harold Tumer (1968) African Independent Church 2: The Life and
Faith of the Church of the Lord Aladura, Oxford University Press; and J.D.Y Peel (1968) Aladura: A
Religious Movement Among the Yomba, London: OUP seminal research on African Independent
Churches with particular focuses on the Aladura Movement in Westem Nigeria.
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administration, the movement metamorphosed through different names until 1943, when
it was officially registered under the name Christ Apostolic Church. They observe further
the Church of the Lord-Aladura (CLA) was founded by Josiah Ositelu in 1930, after his
suspension from the Anglican Church. The Celestial Church represents the second strand
of Aladura that emerged rather independently from the mission churches through the
visionary experience and charismatic initiative of Samuel Bilehou Oschoffa (Anderson
2004:121).
According to Mark Shaw (2010:57) the 1930s revival ofApostle Joseph Babalola
lies at the chronological and spiritual heart of the Aladura Churches in Nigeria, churches
that in the last few decades have spread around the world. Babalola organized a great
revival at Oke-Ooye, Ilesa, during which people came from far and wide. Among the
many miracles that took place during the revival was the raising of a ten year old boy
from the dead, sometime between July 16 and July 19, 1930. The boy was the only son
and last bom of the three children of one Mr. and Mrs. Ogundipe. The boy's name was
John Obi Ogundipe, who was bom July 20, 1920, about two months after the death of his
father. It was the very simple prayers of Babalola and calling of the boy's name that
brought him back to life. The important point to note here is not the raising of the boy,
but the impact it had at the cmsade. Unverified report has it that daily attendance at the
cmsade rose from 2,000 to 3,000 in the first week and up to 40,000 by the end ofAugust
(2009: 9-13).
The Revival led to many conversions and impacted many lives and churches in
Ilesha and beyond. One commentator describes the event as follows:
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(Babalola) succeeded in the areas where the missionary churches had difficulties
because he did not only preached about a God far away but brought Him near to
his audience through the signs and wonders he perfonned in the name of the Lord.
He tapped into the thought pattem perception of reality and the concepts of
identity and community, which prevailed within the primal worldview of African
societies (Fulfillment 2009:13).
The Babalola Revival played an important role in the growth and expansion of
many of the AICs in Nigeria because its impact was widespread (Shaw 2010:60,
Anderson 2004: 1 1 8, Maintaining the Fire 2009: 13). Idowu (2007: 1 2) describes Oke-
Ooye as marking "a watershed in the annals of the church not only in Nigeria but in the
entire West Africa sub-region," because its scale and magnitude was more than previous
revivals in other parts ofNigeria and West Africa, such as that ofWilliam Hady Harris
and the Garrick Sokari Braide Revival of the Niger Delta in southeastem Nigeria. Ojo
details the movement in the following quote:
The greatest growth of Christianity in Westem Nigeria occurred in the
1930s and 1940s when prophetism and the healing ministry of the Aladura
movement attracted thousands to the Christian faith... the events of 1930
and thereafter took the Christian faith to the grassroots and led to the
establishment of several independent churches within a short time in the
history ofChristianity in the country. (2007:7)
One important question often raised in the literature ofPentecostalism in Nigeria,
concems the relationship between AICs and the Pentecostal Churches in Nigeria. Ojo
(2006:7) addressed this issue when he said the following:
Charismatic movements have now emerged to build upon this Christianity that
goes to the grassroots, though from a different perspective. In no sense should
charismatic movements be seen as an ambivalent form Christianity... although
both Aladura churches and Charismatic movement share some common features,
they differ in essential ways. (Ojo 2006:7)
Idowu (2008: 34) also argued for continuity of the Aladura and the Modem
Pentecostal Movement in Nigeria, by claiming that what may be called the Pentecostal
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Movement in Nigeria today, was bom during the 1930 Revival. He gives a simple
description of characteristics in the following quote:
All the usual features that usually characterize a Pentecostal experience or revival,
and for which the Pentecostal move may be judged-such as salvation, spirit
baptism, divine healings, demonstration of the power of God through signs and
wonders, were also present during that revival. (2008: 34)
Idowu also said that the revival also led to the birth ofChrist Apostolic Church, a
leading Pentecostal Church in Nigeria today, which in tum gave birth to numerous
Pentecostal churches in Nigeria, including the three churches in this case study. Most of
the leaders of present day Pentecostal Churches in Nigeria were at one time or the other
members, even ministers, in the Aladura Churches. For Idowu (2008:34), therefore,
Joseph Babalola, the central figure of the 1930 Revival, could be regarded as the Father
of Pentecostalism in Nigeria.
Kalu (2008:72-73) argues in this vein when he says that "as the spirit revival that
occurred around the globe in the 1970s hit Nigeria, many Aladura groups abandoned the
use of candles and other instmments and became fully Pentecostal." He points out also
that some founders ofNigeria mega Pentecostal Churches' had Aladura backgrounds,
such as David Oydepo ofWinners Chapel or Living Faith Church, and Mike Okonkwo of
the Tme Redeemed Evangelical Church (TREM) and Victory Christian Mission (VCM)
in Enugu, South eastem Nigeria. Kalu explains the connection further in the following
manner:
In the genesis of the classical Aladura movement in Nigeria, there were many
connections between those churches that mutated into Pentecostalism and those
that remained Aladura. Both rejected some of the resources of traditional religion,
but by different degrees. A classical Aladura group, such as the Christ Apostolic
Church (CAC) has a pedigree running from Faith Tabemacle through Welsh
Apostolic church to modem Pentecostal congregations. It used a close reading of
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the Bible to express caution toward certain esoteric dimensions in the church of
the Lord Aladura. (2008:71)
The verdict is that the sameprovidential outflow of the Spirit operated in the early
AICs and later flowed into modem Pentecostal movements, mediated directly
through African religious genius, and linking some of the by-products. The
caveat, however, is that there was religious shift from one to another, indicating
that they were not the same. (2008:73)
Kalu is arguing for continuity but at the same time recognizing the religious shift
from the Aladura to the modem Pentecostal Movement. This shift is also demonstrated in
the contested areas within the AIC and the modern Pentecostal Movement. More than
four decades ago, Harold Tumer (1965:144-151) set the tone for this discussion when he
drew attention to some of the pagan features in Africa independent churches. In his
categorization he first separated the "healing homes" (Nativistic), the eccentric prophets
(charlatans messianic) who claimed to be one or the other of the trinity, and occultist
spiritualist groups (Vitalistic) who quest for power. Second, are the Revivalistic fomis
such as the Ogboni Fraternity, Godianism and Africania. Third, he drew attention to the
Christian elements in the Zionist forms and also pointed out the residual cultic elements.
Tumer had hoped that the founders would address the non-Christian elements. Although
Tumer made this observation many years ago, his contribution is still very valid today
because it reminds us that not every group known as AICs are genuinely Christian in
practice. Kalu (2008:77) also address this issue when he pointed out the contested areas
within AICs. They are listed below:
Modes of receiving and transmitting spiritual power-dreams, visions, laying of
hands, anointing with oil, prophetic speaking, and intuition or the still, small
voice;
Crisis control-discemment, diagnosis, cleansing, deliverance, and healing;
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Rituals of rejuvenation, re-covenanting and re-enchanting the world ancestral
cults, festivals (especially agricultural); and.
Empowerment rituals - for life force, tangible material things such as goods and
wealth, and intangibles such as status and power.
Important to keep in mind are the contested areas between AICs and the modem
Pentecostal Churches. These contested areas explain the reasons why some of the modem
Pentecostal churches disassociate with some in the AIC fold and call for a complete
break. However, as noted earlier many of them have purged the group ofnon-Christian
elements. Also important to heed is the waming of Kalu (2008:77) conceming the
romanticization of the AICs by Westem sociologists who have led to the erroneous belief
that any group that identifies as AIC is authentically Christian.
The Role of Foreign Pentecostal Churches
The contact of the Aladura Movement with the doctrines and teachings of foreign
Pentecostal Churches during the 1 960s also contributed in solidifying the doctrinal base
of the Aladura movement. These groups included the Faith Tabemacle and the Apostolic
Church that were both connected to the Aladura Movement. As Adeboye (2007:27)
rightly observes, the Apostolic Church connection contributed to reinforce the basic
tenets and inclination of the Aladura Movement.
Also important during this period was the emergence of the foreign Pentecostal
Churches from Britain and the USA, after 1931. For example, the Assemblies ofGod was
established in 1940, the Full Gospel Apostolic Church in 1955, and the Apostolic Faith
and Foursquare Gospel Church in 1955. V/e can see here that foreign Pentecostal
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Churches also have played an important role in the development of Pentecostalism in
Nigeria. Kalu (2008:42) explains that most of the mission Pentecostal Churches came to
Nigeria through invitation from the indigenous who had already started a church. For
example, the Assemblies of God came into Eastem Nigeria through the invitation of five
young men who founded the Church ofChrist in 1939, because they were expelled from
Tme Faith Tabemacle for speaking in tongues.
The Pentecostal /Charismatic Movement of the 1970s
Mathews Ojo (2006:2) claims that the most remarkable development within
Nigerian Christianity since the Aladura Revival of the 1930s is the emergence of the
Charismatic Movements from the early 1970s. According to Ojo, the increasing
influence of the Pentecostal Movement in Nigeria in the 1960s and 1970s was to some
extent part of the world-wide spread ofPentecostalism, and in relatively short order the
Nigerian movement became part of this phenomenon. Education indirectly exposed
many youths to Pentecostal teachings that were spreading worldwide, mainly due to the
media. Pentecostal emphasis stimulated further growth and creativity among evangelical
students in campuses. The result was the rise of the Charismatic Renewal Movement with
Baptism of the Holy Spirit as a prominent feature. Other features of that Revival
included speaking in tongues, healings, miracles, holiness and prophecy, but speaking in
tongues is the most enduring feature.
Commenting on Charismatic insurgence during this period, Kalu (2007:88) claims
that, in the Nigerian context, the BORN AGAIN movement included both the Pentecostal
and Charismatic Movements. He described the movement thus:
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It has acquired various hues and become complex but its origin was a wave of
charismatic movements among the youth of various denominations that occurred
in different parts of the country challenging the parent groups who allegedly
suffered from "power failure." (Kalu 2008: 8)
Kalu said that the charismatic goals were both to re-evangelize the mainline
churches as well as to win new souls for the kingdom. Evangelism and passion for the
kingdom remained central to whatever followed. Kalu noted that this third phenomenon
did not benefit from the proverbial resources of extemality.
Adeboye (2007:26) describes developments during this period as a "renewal" or
"awakening" in the previous Pentecostal tradition, although he acknowledges that the
agency has now been taken over by younger, more educated folks; there was some
continuity with the old - that is the Aladura movement started in the 1930s. The socio
economic environment in the aftemiath of the Nigerian Civil War created a fertile ground
for the development of the Pentecostalism movement during this period. The
Rehabilitation and Reconstmction program after the civil war, the political debate
towards retum to civil, the creation of twelve states out of the existing three regions and
the census of 1973, among others happenings, were major social and political events
during this period. The social effects were political instability, turbulence, frustration,
discontentment and agitation throughout the country. Thus, the Pentecostal/Charismatic
movement framed its message around the social-political uncertainty of the post civil war
context (Ojo, 2007:13; Adeboye 2007:31; Burgess 2008:83-99, Kalu, 2008:90). Kalu
(2008:87) says that the Pentecostal Movement during this period was driven by young
Puritan preachers from secondary schools who catalyzed the modem Pentecostal
Movement and gave it a new stamp taken from the previous genre. Kalu describes the
mood as follows:
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Keeping an eye on periodization, it becomes clear that there was a major
difference between the charismatic flares of the early period and the phenomenon
of the post- 1970 period. Most parts ofAfrica witnessed a sudden surge in young
puritan preachers in the 1970s who signified a new cycle of revivalism that swept
through the continent in the post-independence period, bringing with them a
religious tradition whose face has changed drastically in every decade and whose
fiill import is still in the making (2007: 87).
Kalu is refeiTing here to earlier attempts ofAfrican Christian initiatives such as
the Aladura and Zionist Movements in Nigeria and South Africa, and the present post
1970-revivalism that has signified a new cycle of revivalism in Africa. Although it has
carried different shade and complexity, its origin was a wave of charismatic movements
among the youth of various denominations that occurs in different parts of the country,
challenging the parent groups that had, in the eyes of the youth, become lethargic. The
goal of the Charismatic group was to evangelize the mainline churches as well as to win
new souls for the kingdom. Evangelism and passion for the kingdom was the central
motive of this group. Kalu further writes of the movement in the following manner:
Nigeria has historically witnessed a number of charismatic stirrings between the
years 1924 -1975. First, were the scattered flares of 1914-1939 which were not
part of the Aladura movement, but which ended with the emergence of Christ
Apostolic Church. Second, were the specifically Aladura movements; and third,
the 1 970 phenomenon. It is possible to weave connections among the three and to
show the differences. The third phenomenon did not benefit from the proverbial
resources of extemality. It significance was to challenged the indigenization
model by mission churches with a charismatic religiosity and intense
proclamation of the gospel (2008:88-89).
Kalu (2008:89) identifies five major components in Nigeria that culminated in the
new Pentecostal/Charismatic resurgence of the 1970s:
The Hour ofDeliverance Ministry that operated in Lagos before the Nigeria-
Biafra Civil War started;
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The Charismatic explosion that occurred within Scripture Union in eastem
Nigeria between the years 1967 to 1975; The emergence of the Hour ofOur
Freedom Ministry in the midst of civil war in 1969 and its bloom in eastem
Nigeria;
The growth of the Christian Union Movement in Nigerian Universities;
The Benson Idahosa ministry that linked the new Christianity with American
televangelists.
A major development during this period was the Scripture Union. Kalu (2008:89)
argues that the Scripture Union (SU) can be used as a marker to reconstmct the spiritual
temper of the times and to demonstrate how the various groups cooperated under the fire
of the Holy Spirit. The SU was introduced into Nigerian Protestant secondary schools
from Britain in the 1950s. It was an interdenominational group that focused on Bible
study, prayers, hospital ministry, and served as the character fomiation component of
mission education. When the Nigerian Civil War broke out in 1967 and schools were
closed, SU's traveling secretary. Bill Roberts, decided to hold Bible classes for students
around SU house at Umuahia. The house cell soon developed into a prayer camp with
ministries of village evangelism, conversion and deliverance, as well as reliefwork. The
Scripture Union Revival spread like wildfire as young people foraied evangelistic and
prayer bands in the villages.
By 1970, the center of Charismatic influence passed to the students of the
University of Ibadan and Ife when members of the Christian Union (CU) started to speak
in tongues during their Tuesday prayer meetings and later organized national conventions
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to arouse other universities. In 1962, the CU broke away from the Student Christian
Movement (SCM) after accusing it ofbecoming spiritually lukewami. Pa Elton, who then
lived in Ilesha, was also instmmental in promoting charismatic spirituality among the
young people and his preaching on the Holy Spirit baptism resulted in disunity among the
students. This disunity set the stage for the emergence ofPentecostalism in Nigeria.
Mathew Ojo (2006:3 1) prefers the term "Charismatic" to distinguish it from the previous
Pentecostal Revival in Nigeria, and argues that the "baptism of the Holy Spirit had been
taught and practiced in the country from the 1910s, but it was only in the 1930s that it
ftilly developed." Ojo claims that until the 1930s Nigerian Pentecostalism was unrelated
to the Pentecostal Movement, which originated from Azusa Street in Los Angeles. Kalu
also wrote the following conceming Azusa Street:
Undoubtedly, the Azusa Street Revival is very important, but it is a North
American event, and a certain movement that first called itself Pentecostal. . .but
other regions experienced the move of the Spirit independently, therefore there is
a need to reconstmct the historiography of the movement worldwide (2008:13).
In his book. Spreading the Fire, Allan Anderson (2007:1-13) attempts to correct
the Azusa Street data by making visible the non-westem nature of Pentecostalism in the
early twentieth century without minimizing the intemational importance of the movement
emanating from North American. Anderson presents developments in other continents of
the world such as Asia and Africa to support his argument that other regions of the world
experienced the move of the Spirit at the same time that the Azusa Street event was
taking place. Kalu rightly observes the following:
The argument that African Pentecostalism has African roots does not ignore the
roles of a variety ofmissionary influences. The implication is that many of the
classical Pentecostal groups came into Africa on the invitation of the indigenous
Christian (2008:41).
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This is particularly true with the development ofPentecostalism in the West
African states of Ghana and Nigeria. In Nigeria, for example, indigenous Pentecostal
groups were the ones who invited foreign Pentecostal missionaries to the country. On this
basis Ojo (2006:31) argues that the Pentecostal movement in Nigeria could be traced
from an indigenous religious movement that goes back to the revival ofGarrick Sokari
Braide of the Anglican Church in the Niger Delta in the 1910s. Braide's followers
emphasized purity in the Christian life and the leading of the Holy Spirit. The Braide
movement did not have widespread impact due to opposition by the white missionaries
and the colonial administration. After Braide's death in 1916, his followers established
the Christ Army Church in order to caixy on with his movement.
This was followed two years later by a meeting of some believers under the name
of Precious Stone Society or Diamond Society. This group met regularly for prayers at
Ijebu Ode under the leadership of J. B. Shadare, a warden at St. Savior Anglican Church.
The society became popular in 1918 when it announced that it had found the cure for the
influenza epidemic that had killed many people that year. This cure, which came through
a heavenly vision of one its members, Sophia A. Odulami, attracted much attention to the
group because this was the first time that the power of prayer and divine healing was
publicly acknowledged.
Ojo (2006:33-34) says the Diamond Society did not remain long in the Anglican
Church because of opposition from the leadership. In 1920 the Diamond Society came
into contact with Pastor A. Clarke, leader of the Faith Tabemacle Congregation of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA. The Diamond Society then became affiliated with the
Faith Tabemacle in 1923. The desire of the Diamond Society was that the Faith
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Tabemacle would send missionaries to the society, but they did not. Rather they
appointed some Nigerian brethren as ministers over the Faith Tabemacle Congregations
that had been established at the time in Lagos, Ibadan, Zaria, Kaduna, Minna, Jos and
Umuahia. David Odubanjo was made the presiding pastor of the Church in Nigeria.
In 1926, Faith Tabemacle also came in contact by correspondence with another
church, the Faith and Tmth Temple Mission, which had its headquarters in Toronto,
Canada. This church sent six missionaries to Nigeria in 1928. Two of them died in Lagos
due to their refusal to take malaria drags or listen to medical advice. In 1930, revival
broke out in the Faith Tabemacle Church. This revival was connected with the emergence
of the Aladura Churches as a new and indigenous religious movement. Unable to get any
help from the Faith Tabemacle in the USA, they wrote to the Apostolic Church ofGreat
Britain requesting missionaries. The Apostolic Church decided to send three men to
Nigeria in 1 93 1 . They reached Lagos in September 1 93 1 , and met with many members of
the Faith Tabemacle Church who had been baptized with the Holy Spirit by evidence of
speaking in tongues. Ojo (2006:34) explains the process further in the following quote:
Pentecostal practices in Nigeria antedated the coming ofApostolic church
missionaries to Nigeria. In addition, the prophetic ministry was gradually
developing, since the final decision to invite the Apostolic Church ofGreat
Britain was taken through prophecy. The missionaries then visited some Faith
Tabemacle churches in the interior. After some negotiations, the Faith Tabemacle
decided to affiliate with the Apostolic Church ofGreat Britain in accordance with
the decision of the leaders, so 'The Apostolic Church Nigeria' was adopted as a
new name to replace the existing name of Diamond Society and Faith Tabemacle.
The 1970s were also important in the development ofPentecostalism in Nigeria
because of the America connection. Kalu (2008:1 8) reports that African contact with
American Pentecostalism was occasional during the late fifties, however, the tempo
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increased in the 1970s and escalated during the 1980s with the use of television
programs, books, video and cassettes. For example, Ojo (2008:36) reports that many
notable evangelists such as Rev. John Stott, who visited Nigeria in 1962, held a mission
at the University of Ibadan mainly for Christian students.
Ojo's work (2006:36) reveals that the mid-1970s witnessed the greatest influx of
American Pentecostal literature into the country. Among these were the booklets and
tracts ofT.L.Osbom, Oral Roberts, Kenneth Hagin, Gordon Lindsay and Morris Cemllo,
all ofwhom were prominent American tele-evangelists. According to Ojo the cmsades
of this time marked a major shift in Nigerian Christianity:
Young people were the ones mostly attracted to the evangelistic meetings, mainly
because English was the language of expression, though with translation into
Yomba and other Nigerian languages. Youths endured the rigors of these
meetings with unending clapping, singing and jumping, very often standing
throughout the three or four hours while these meetings lasted. Older people could
not meet these demands. Through these cmsades Pentecostal emphasis such as
miracle and healing spread among the literate young population in the country
such that by the late 1970s the Pentecostal Movement had become a major force
to reckoned with in Nigerian Christianity. (2006:37)
Ojo (2006:38) describes the first recorded contact with the Pentecostal Movement
on a university campus was in August 1967, when Pastor S.G. Elton was invited to
address the preparatory meeting towards the fomiation of the Nigerian Fellowship of
Evangelical Students (NIFEST) held in Ilesha. Elton's address at the NIFEST meeting
was on the baptism of the Holy Spirit. Another figure in the Charismatic Revival in
Westem Nigeria was Pastor Kashibu, a minister of the Assemblies ofGod Church at
Ibadan. He was invited by the Ibadan Varsity Christian Union (IVCU) in late 1 969 to
give a series of talks/seraions on the baptism of the Holy Spirit, after which some of the
students claimed to have received the Holy Spirit.
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Other important figures include Elder M.A. Marioghae who had been a president
of SCM in 1963/64. He was invited by the Student Christian Movement (SCM) to lead a
mission team to the University of Ibadan. During his Saturday meeting he organized an
all night prayer meeting for people who desired the baptism of the Holy Spirit and among
the few who attended, some received the baptism of the Holy Spirit. A direct major
influence of the Pentecostal Movement on Evangelical Christianity on the campuses was
through the ministry ofMike Oye and Muyiwa Olamijulo, graduates of the University of
Ibadan, who were both Scripture Union Traveling Secretaries from 1966 to 1972 and
1969 to 1978 respectively. Both of them were invited regularly as guest speakers to
Christian Union (CU) activities at Ibadan and Ife (Ojo 2006:39).
Kalu (2008: xi) notes that the 1980s proved a heady period for Pentecostalism in
Nigeria due to vast political and socio cultural changes. This period was characterized by
the extensive use ofmedia to engage the indigenous and emergent culture. This has
enhanced, reshaped and endangered Pentecostal missionary strategy. This period was also
characterized by the emergence ofhighly educated young ministers who established
megachurches.
The 1990s also witnessed major developments in the Charismatic Pentecostal
Movement. This is a trend that has continued to date and is still emerging. Kalu argues
that Pentecostalism intensified during the 1 990s through a vigorous evangelization
program. Adeboye (2007:29) describes this period as the third phase in the development
of Pentecostalism in Nigeria. He said that this phase witnessed the emergence of neo-
Pentecostal Churches, which are indigenous new Pentecostal Churches that place
emphasis on the "Faith Gospel" characterized by teachings on prosperity and healing.
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This indigenous brand of PentecostaHsm is often traced to American preachers such as
Kenneth Hagin, Kenneth Copeland, Oral Roberts, E.W. Kenyon, A. A .Allen and John
Avanzini (Adeboye 2007, 30). The literature ofKenneth Hagin, T.L.Osbom, Oral
Roberts and the evangelical preaching ofR. Bonnke contributed in no small measure
toward the growth of this movement. Kalu claims that the explosive growth ofAfrican
Pentecostalism intensified during the 1990s through a vigorous evangelization program.
The data shows that American influence has been part of the Pentecostal Charismatic
movement in Nigeria particularly from the 1 970s and eighties with the visit ofAmerican
Pentecostal tele-evangelists and the distribution of Pentecostal literature, which was
widely read on the university campuses in the south.
Conceming the development of the movement in Eastem Nigeria, Ojo (2006:60)
reports that it started simultaneously in Eastem and Westem Nigeria around 1970.
However, he claims that in Eastem Nigeria, the "movements were essentially evangelical
renewal and spiritual rehabilitation led by the Hour of Freedom Evangelistic
Association." The renewal in Eastem Nigeria started with the activities of the Scripture
Union under the leadership ofBill Roberts shortly before the Nigerian Civil War and its
progress was slowed down by the war. Because the war devastated the towns, the
movement progressed more in the mral areas before surfacing in the towns after the civil
war. The main features of the renewal in the East were evangelism, witnessing, and
Christian growth, and these were in line with the emphasis of SU.
According to Ojo (2006:63), the Pentecostal movement in Northem Nigeria began
later than in the South. The reason for this is due to the peculiar religious terrain in the
North, which was dominated by the Islamic religion. Ojo identifies three disHnct phases
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in the development of the Charismatic Movement in the North. The first phase from 1974
to the late seventies was the era when Christian Corpers (graduates from Nigerian
universities serving the nation on a compulsory one-year-service to the nation) laid the
foundation of the renewal. The second phase was from the late seventies to the mid
eighties, when Southerners who had settled or were settling in the North sustained the
growth of the movement. The third phase began in the mid eighties and was an era when
indigenous Christians assumed leadership roles in the movement and contributed in
making the movement reflect the regional and cultural factors in the North.
Kalu (2007:89) also recognizes the contributions ofuniversity graduates from the
southem regions ofNigeria who served in northern Muslim regions under the compulsory
National Youth Service and founded the "Corpers as Preachers" project as one of the
trends that led to the development of the movement in Northem Nigeria. He also points
out that the founding in 1971 of the "Corpers as Preachers" project was an initiative by
many university graduates from the Southem region who served in the Northem Muslim
region ofNigeria. The three churches selected for this research are indigenous Nigerian
churches that could be situated within the genre of the Aladura Movement in Nigeria.
The root of these churches can be traced to the 1930s Revival Movement that resulted in
the foimation of Aladura type churches and the Christ Apostolic Church (CAC).
The founder of the RCCG, Rev. Josiah Olufemi Akindayomi was one of the
leaders of Chembim and Seraphim (C&S). He later joined CAC and the Apostolic
Church ofWest Africa before starting the RCCG. Similariy, the founder ofGOFAMINT,
Dr. R.A. George was a Bible study leader with the CAC branch in Iwaya, Lagos state.
After several failed attempts at merger with other indigenous and foreign churches, the
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merger fmally settled down to stai1 the GOFAMINT Church. The MFM leader was also
a leader at the CAC branch in Lagos before he started the church. Although MFM started
in the late eighties as a neo-Pentecostal Church, its link with the CAC is unmistakable.
The RCCG and GOFAMINT are example of churches that mutated into fiill blown
modem Pentecostal congregations.
As Mark Shaw (2010:57) rightly observes "the Babalola Revival of 1930 lies at
the chronological and spiritual heart of the Aladura churches ofNigeria, churches that in
the last few decades have spread around the world." Shaw's statement is valid because
the three churches selected for this case study are churches whose founders were directly
or indirectly impacted by the 1930 Revival, ignited one of the greatest mass movements
in Nigeria and West Africa. These churches have spread to different parts of the world
with the Pentecostal message and this study affords us the opportunity to examine the
transnational practices of these churches. The next task in this section is to briefly
examine the history of the three selected case study churches.
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History of the Three Case Study Churches
History of Mountain of Fire and Miracles
The Mountain ofFire and Miracle Church (MFM) was founded in 1989 at the
home ofDr. Daniel Olukoya with twenty- five people at the first meeting. This church is
known throughout Nigeria for its aggressive prayers and is popularly called, "a Holy
Ghost fire filled church." From the sitfing room ofOlukoya, the Church moved to 60 Old
Yaba Road, Alagomeji, Lagos, on April 24, 1994, from where it moved to its present site
at 13 Olasibo Street (Fulfilment 2009: 23-24). The growth of the Church is due in part to
its aggressive prayers and deliverance programs. The Church claims to have the largest
single congregation in Nigeria with some 120,000 worshippers present in a single
meeting. MFM is arguably one of the fastest growing indigenous Nigerian Pentecostal
Churches.
Olukoya holds a first class honors degree from the University of Lagos, Nigeria,
and a PhD in Molecular Genetics from the University ofReading, United Kingdom. He
has been variously described as an evangelist, teacher of the Word and a prophet.
Olukoya is a researcher with well over seventy scientific publications (see
http://www.mountain-of-fire.com/About%20DKO.htm) to his credit, along with over
seventy Christian publications (see http://www.mountain-of-fire.com/Publicafions.htm)
The MFM claims to be "a full gospel ministry devoted to the revival ofApostolic
signs. Holy Ghost fireworks and unlimited demonstration of the power of God to deliver
to the utmost." The ministry trains believers in the art and science of spiritual warfare and
describes itself as a do-it-yourself gospel ministry, "where your hands are trained to wage
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war and your fingers to do battle" (Psalms 144:1, KJV). The MFM teaches "absolute
holiness within and without as the greatest spiritual insecticide, and a pre-requisite for
heaven." (see http://www.mountainoffire.0rg/about_us.html#vision).
Olukoya was a member of Christ Apostolic Church (CAC), Makoko Branch in
Lagos. The first twenty three founding members of the MFM invited for prayer meefing
at Olukoya's home were also members of the CAC. Explaining, the circumstances that
led to the founding of the church. Pastor Kehinde Adegbolan (2009:37), a founding
member of the MFM, said that "the goal ofOlukoya was not to start a church; rather he
wanted it to be a regular gathering for the purpose ofprayer." Adegbolan explains
further:
Olukoya did not plan to set up a church but was directed by God to go ahead and
start MFM, which name, he said was handed down to him during one ofhis
personal prayer sessions, we all came from CAC, Christ Apostolic Church, Oloto,
and we moved from CAC Oloto to CAC Makoko, our General Overseer, Dr.
Daniel Olukoya was our preacher and teacher at Makoko, along the line we
discovered that it is fime for us to spread the gospel again, so we had to move
away from CAC Makoko and we started a prayer meefing in G.O's house, the
prayer meeting was not to start a church but for revival and for things to change
and before we could say Jesus is Lord, God took control, and things started
happening that beat our imagination. What we didn't plan started manifesting and
before you know it, the ministry started. (2009: 37)
Adegbolan is making a case for the divine origin of the MFM as a ministry started
by Olukoya through God's instruction. He claims that God spoke to Olukoya during one
ofhis prayer sessions. This claim by Adegbola is similar to the stories behind all the
churches featured in this research.
Akinola (2007:8) reports that the founder ofMFM believes "in the apostolic
ministry of Joseph Ayodele Babalola and that Babalola was the first minister of God used
by the Almighty to ignite the fire of Christian revival in Nigeria in the 1930s." Akinsola
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also believes that Babalola and his team ofprayer warriors no doubt influenced Olukoya
in his passionate commitment to aggressive evangelism and demonstrations of the power
of God. He cites as evidence the fact that Olukoya often makes reference to Babalola as
"his predecessor in building up prayer eagles" (2007:8).
MFM churches are some of the fastest growing in Nigeria today because the
teachings of the Church on prayers and deliverance have a wide appeal among Nigerians
and other African people who seem to flock into the Church for prayers, revival and
solutions to their prayers. Unconfirmed reports from MFM estimate that the
denomination has more than 5,000 churches in Nigeria and is present in most Nigerian
cities, state capitals, local govemment headquarters, senatorial districts and mral
communities. The Church also claims to be at the forefront of evangelization in Africa.
The Church has many branches in many African countries. Outside Africa, the Church is
spreading quickly with new branches in Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Australia, North
America and the Caribbean. The Church has more than 500 branches worldwide as of
2005 (see http://www.mountain-of-fire.com/branches.htm).
Administratively, the General Overseer is the head of the Church and is assisted
by four Assistant General Overseers (AGOs). The AGO is supported by eight Senior
Regional Overseers. There are forty-one Regional Overseers across Nigeria and twenty
others oversee the Church's missions abroad. The ministry also has a number of senior
pastors and many assembly pastors who cater to the needs of the Church (Fulfillment
2009:25). The most notable pracfice of the MFM is deliverance and deliverance
ministration is cardinal to the operation of the Church. The emphasis placed by the
Church on deliverance is premised on the argument that a spiritually faulty foundation
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provides a strong hold for the devil in any life. Two kinds of deliverance programs are
held at the intemational headquarter church on a daily basis. In all MFM branches,
deliverance ministration from the works of the devil remains a cardinal teaching and
practice.
The Church also practices some tribal deliverance for such groups as Igbo,
Yomba and other ethnic groups in Nigeria to deal with issues that are specific to
particular regions in Nigeria (Fulfilment 2009: 26). The Church teaches that deliverance
is not an exercise meant for a few within the church suffering from demonic disturbances.
Everyone in the Church needs deliverance of some sort, depending on background and
exposure to sinfiil acfivifies. To be delivered, one must show the willingness to be free
and demonstrate a vowed aggression against the adversary (the devil). Deliverance in the
Church is free of charge.
The Church teaches a do-it-yourselfway ofpraying where individuals are trained
to pray and receive answers to their problems instead of looking to the pastor. The
method of praying is often loud and accompanied by body movement. This aggressive
mode of prayers has been the most controversial aspect ofMFM. Some people feel too
much emphasis is on praying, waging warfare with satanic forces and decreeing the death
ofhuman enemies. The Church responds to this criticism by maintaining that such an
aggressive way of praying is an aid to spiritual warfare and a check against being
overwhelmed by the flesh (Fulfillment 2009:25). Adogame describes the phenomenon as
follows:
The MFM, through its preoccupation with the epistemology of demons and the
extensive appropriation ofwarfare rhetoric such as "warfare prayers," "battle
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cry," "bullets of fire," "spiritual terrorists," "deliverance by fire," "sword of
deliverance," "prayer warriors," has carved out a niche for itself in African
Pentecostal discourse (from
http://www.cesnur.org/2005/pa_adogame.htm, 17.Accessed April, 10, 2010).
A very important feature ofMFM is the establishment of various schools of
ministries to train workers for specific areas of the ministry. More than nineteen f such
schools ofministries exist, such as, the school of deliverance, evangelism, prayers, prayer
warriors, God's Violent Army, mission outreach and territorial intercessors, to mention
just a few (Anonymous 2009:24). In terms ofbelief and practices the MFM website states
the following:
The Bible is the pure and undiluted word of God. It is preached openly
and its teachings adhered to in the MFM.
The Holy Trinity viz - God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy
Spirit.
Deliverance as the will and desire of God for his children according to
Obadiah 17, which says "but upon Mount Zion shall be deliverance and
there shall be holiness and the house of Jacob shall possess their
possessions."
Holiness within and without as the only way of living a fulfilled Christian
life and going to heaven.
Salvation by which man will be saved as a finished work of God given to
man by grace through belief in our Lord Jesus Christ and also the
congregation of believers.
The Baptism gift and fmit of the Holy Spirit.
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Water baptism as an outward show of an inward transformation;
Sanctification
The hfe, death and resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Divine Healing
Stewardship: God crested whole world with all things therein and man is
accountable to God.
Those who die in the Lord will be translated during the coming of the
Lord so as to be with the Lord forever.
Jesus Christ will come with his angels to rapture all Saints dead and alive.
There will be a "New Heaven and New Earth." (From:
http://www.mountainoffire.org/about/mfmtoday.htm)
Vision and Mission Statement
Following are the goals and aims of the Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries:
To propagate the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ all over the world.
To promote the revival ofApostolic signs, wonders and miracles.
To bring together children of God who are lost in dead churches.
To train believers in the art and science of spiritual warfare; thus making
them an aggressive and victorious anny for the Lord.
To train believers to receive Holy Ghost baptism and fire, as well as a
daily walk and relationship with the Holy Spirit.
To tum the joy of our enemies to sorrow. That is why we always have a
deliverance ministry wherever we are. If you do not believe in
deliverance, you are not supposed to be in MFM.
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To build an aggressive end-time army for the Lord. MFM is an end-time
church where we build an aggressive end-time anny for the Lord.
An end-time church is defmed thusly: church where a sinner enters with
two options. He either repents or does not come back, contrary to the
present day church where sinners are comfortable and fmd things easy and
convenient.
To deliver those who have become slaves to pastors, prophets and
apostles.
To build up heavenly-bound and aggressive Christians. The priority in
MFM is for people to achieve heaven. It is not a worldly church.
To build up prayer eagles, in order to purify the Pentecostal dirtiness of
this age. (From http://www.mountainoff1re.0rg/about_us.html#vision).
As can be deduced from its vision statement, MFM is a neo-Pentecostal Church
whose epistemological and doctrinal teachings are based on deliverance, holiness and
miracle and healing. They claim to provide total deliverance from the bondage of sins,
and satanic and ancestral powers. MFM recognizes itself as a full gospel ministry
committed to the revival of apostolic signs, Holy Ghost fireworks and the unlimited
power of God to deliver to the uttermost. Existing church literature and sermons are
replete with battle language.
MFM has constmcted a sacred space known as "Prayer City" that represents the
intemational ritual city of the ministry and is an actual camp site. The prayer city is
viewed as a fulfillment of prophecy given to the founder of the Church. The prayer city is
built on more than 54 fifty-four hectares of land. It can accommodate more than 100,000
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worshippers in a single meeting. Fervent prayers go on in the city for twenty four hours.
Several programs such as the monthly "Power Must Change Hands" (PMCH),
deliverance, cmsades, conferences, open night vigils and leadership training take place at
the Prayer City. The most popular ofMFM programs is the monthly interdenominational
service known as "Power Must Change Hands," which meets every first Saturday of the
month. It is viewed by the Church as a solution focused evangelistic program.
Participants are expected to fast and pray for the entire day and break their fast after the
congregational prayers on Saturday. Another important program ofMFM is the seventy
day annual Prayer and Fasting Program, ofwhich members of the Church are encouraged
to participate (2009, 29). The goal of this program is to deal with persistent problems in
the lives ofbelievers that have defied regular prayers. Olukoya explains the process as
follows:
Some mountains will not fall unless they are bombarded with the artillery of
prayer and fasting. The weapons of fasting and prayers have been known to do
wonders when other methods fail. In addition, some breakthroughs are impossible
unless there is regular, consistent, concerted, constant bombardment ofprayers.
(Fulfillment 2009:29)
During the seventy day prayer and fasting, the Church produces a list of twenty-
one prayer points, a scripture confession, devotional songs, praise worship and prayer of
praise and thanksgiving, and this is distributed for daily use by members. The Church
also holds an annual all night anointing service at the prayer city. In its mode ofworship,
MFM does not use dmms and other traditional instmments, although it uses the organ,
guitar, the piano and several other instmments. Indeed, MFM music reflects more of a
Westem type ofmusic and instmments, as reflected in other churches such as the RCCG.
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Picture 1: MFM Prayer City,
MFM Prayer City Gate I^^j^^ p^y^^ ^ity
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History of Gospel Faith Mission International (GOFAMINT)
The Gospel Faith Mission Intemational (GOFAMINT) started with just a few
people in the form of a Bible study group in a small living room in the outskirts of Lagos.
The rise of the Gospel Faith Mission Intemational as an indigenous Nigerian Pentecostal
Church is traced to Brother Reuben Akinwalere George (later to be known as Pastor (Dr.)
R. A. George, who was the leader of the Christ Army ofBand of the Christ Apostolic
Church (C.A.C) at Ebute Metta, Lagos. The Church started as a Bible study group, when
on the May 3, 1955, Brother George and his wife. Dupe, along with other brothers, rented
a bungalow at 9 Omotola Street, Iwaya, Yaba Lagos. Prior to his relocation to Iwaya,
Brother George and these brothers were part of the CAC branch. This group started Bible
studies and prayer meetings while it went for Sunday worship at C.A.C. Ebute Metta
(GOFAMINT, 2004:13-15). Several people began to join the Iwaya group for Bible
study, including Elijah Oludele Abina, who later succeeded George as the General
Overseer of the Church. The CAC kept sending ministers to help the fledging church at
Omotola.
Affiliation and Attempts at Mergers
On July 24, 1958, the Omotola church started to exist independently after
severing its affiliate status with C.A.C. After breaking from C.A.C, the Omotola church
became affiliated to the Apostolic Faith Mission of South Africa also located at Ebute
Metta. The reason given for this affiliation was the desire to leam and know the Lord
more. This yearning for deeper spiritual experience motivated this group to affiliate with
the Apostolic Faith Mission of South Africa. At that fime the leader of the church was
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Pastor Akindolie, later to be known as Akindayomi and founder of the Redeemed
Christian Church of God (RCCG). In this new alliance with the Omotala church, the
Apostolic Faith Mission of South Africa was the senior partner in the affiliation. Thus,
they appointed the first class ofworkers for the Omotala church on August 20, 1958, and
in December 1958, Pastor R.A. George and two others brothers, Akemebola and
Omndun, were ordained as pastors of the new church by Pastor Akindolie. Brother R.A
George then became the first full time pastor of the Omotola church. The two other
ordained pastors had their memberships at the Ebute Metta church. On April 11,1 960,
Brothers D.O. Akinremi and R.G. Akapo were also appointed Sunday school teachers by
Pastor Akindolie. This affiliation brought with it some distinct changes in the worship
style of the Omotala church, such as the stopping of the heavy dmmming characteristics
ofC.A.C, holding Sunday school in the moming for all ages (not only for children) as
was the practice at C.A.C.
Sometime around 1 960, the affiliation with the Apostolic Faith of South Africa
ended abmptly due to a disagreement on doctrinal matters. The disagreement was as
result of difference in the belief conceming the eradication of sin. The Willoughby
Assembly believed in the total eradication of sin in man; while the Omotola church held
that sin could be "forgiven" or "covered" according to Psalm 32:1. With this separation,
the Omotola church adopted the name Apostolic Faith Mission ofWest Africa. In order
to meet its daunting financial challenge to carry on its mission, the Omotola church
continues to seek affiliation with both domestic and foreign established churches. For
example, they met with the Church ofNew Jemsalem (a local Nigerian congregation)
with headquarters at 9 Fairegun Street, Brickfield Road led by Pastor Tunde Ogunsanya,
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to seek a working relationsliip that would enable them to share church equipment. This
arrangement did not last. Then the Omotola church came into contact with another church
known as Gospel Mission, Palm Avenue, Mushin, Lagos, under the leadership ofPastor
J.O.Smith. Discussion between both groups�the Gospel Mission and the Apostolic Faith
Mission ofWest Africa progressed well and they were able to strike a deal that resulted
in the surrender of their respective names while combining certain aspects of their names.
Thus the Apostolic Faith Mission ofWest Africa retained "Faith" while the Gospel
Mission retained "Gospel." Mission was also adopted since it was found in both names.
This resulted in the adoption of the name "Gospel Faith Mission." The merger agreement
also resulted in Pastor R.A. George being moved from Iwaya to the Palm Avenue Church
in Mushin. With the exit ofPastor George at the Iwaya Church, E. O Abina was ordained
as the fiill time pastor for the church on December 22, 1963, by Pastor R.A. George
(GOFAMINT 2004: 26-28).
As it was with previous mergers, the merger with the Gospel Mission abmptly
came to an end in 1963. The Mushin church reverted to its previous name. By this time.
Gospel Faith Mission had established a new assembly at Ibadan. The Iwaya church still
retained the name Gospel Faith Mission, while the Mushin church reverted to its foraier
name. Gospel Mission. After the break with Gospel Mission, Pastor R.A George moved
to Ibadan in order to pastor the church while pastor Abina continued as the Iwaya pastor.
After the breakdown with the Gospel Mission, the Gospel Faith Mission decided to
struggle and stay on its own and never sought affiliation. The leadership of the church
concluded that the church was not destined to stay on its own. Gospel Faith Mission was
incorporated as a distinct church on October 9, 1967; with Pastor R.A. George serving as
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the pioneer General Overseer ofGospel Faith Mission until his death on November 9,
1987 at age sixty. Pastor E.O. Abina (then Lagos District Overseer and Deputy General
Overseer) was installed as successor to George on January 8, 1988. The Church became
known as Gospel Faith Mission Intemational (GOFAMINT 2004:31).
From its inception GOFAMINT placed a premium on the subject of salvation
because of its belief that is the basic and fundamental starting point in the Christian race,
which is that salvation is the primary task and occupation of God the Father, Jesus Christ
son and believers in Jesus. Thus the church framed its statement to emphasize the
importance ofproclamation. The mission statement of the Church is as follows:
To preach the word ofGod and bring people into the
membership of God's family;
To teach the word of God to enhance freedom.
To promote Christian maturity and bind the people to God for service.
To live the word ofGod to demonstrate the new life in Christ to the world,
and ensure security of the believer. (GOFAMINT 2004:6; also from
http ://www . gofamint . org) .
Expansion and Growth in Nigeria
GOFAMINT has also pursued aggressive evangelization in Westem Nigeria and
beyond. By 1958, it started a branch at Bariga in Lagos at 1, Olomnkemi Street. Another
branch was established at Ikot-Ekpene in southeastem Nigeria after an evangelistic
cmsade by R.A. George. Progress was also made in establishing new branches at Ibadan
and Mushin, Okitipupa, Badagary, Akure, Benin City, Sapele, Abeokuta and Ekiti.
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During the 1970s the Church was planted in many cities in southwestem Nigeria. By
1 972, a member of the Church, elder N.D. R. Omojugbagbe relocated to Kano and started
a GOFAMINT branch there. The Kano branch was comprised ofmostly members from
Westem Nigeria. Between 1971-72, the Church also started a church in Eastem Nigeria.
Pastors R.A. George and E. O Abina along with brother B.U.Okoro organized a series of
mini-cmsades and street meetings that gave birth to the Owerri branch. From Owerri the
Church spread to Umuowa in 1976. Branches were also started at Port Harcourt,
Ohkelem and Umuhu.
Expansion in Africa, Europe and America
By the later part of 1976, GOFAMINT was present in Benin Republic, Ghana,
Cote D' ivoire, Liberia and other African countries (for details of the Church's mission in
Nigeria and other African countries, see GOFAMINT 2004:35-88). By 1983,
GOFAMINT had started its first branch in London and the following year a branch was
started in U.S.A. The Church presently has branches in Europe, America, Canada,
Philippines, Australia, Israel and Brazil.
Leadership, Administration and Ministries
The General/International HQs headed by the General Overseer (GO), is assisted
by a Deputy General Overseer (DGO), Assistant General Overseers (AGO), General
Secretary, Assistant General Secretary, and other heads of departments (Missions, Youth,
Men, etc). The next level in the administration of the Church is Regional Pastors (assisted
by the Inspectorate Pastor). The District Pastors (DP) (assisted by Assistant DP and
District Evangelist) are the next in command. Zonal Pastors report to the District
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Pastors. Last, but not the least, is the Local Assembly Pastor, Associate and Assistant
Pastors. The numerical strength ofGOFAMINT in Nigeria is about 120,000, while the
numerical strength for Lagos is about 27,000. Currently eighty-one districts and nine
regions are in Nigeria. (Interview #67; see also http//: www. Gofamint.org).
The present GO, Dr. Abina has continued to shepherd the Church from where his
predecessor stopped. Through various programs he has initiated such programs as
Operation Reach All and Vision 2010. He has motivated and strategically placed the
Church in the map of the Nigeria Indigenous Pentecostal Church. The Church has about
twenty one ministries and , some ofwhich include printing press, audio visual unit, child
and student evangelism unit, gospel news magazine in English and Yomba, mission
department, power house ministry and board of foreign missions (for a complete listing
of departments, see GOFAMINT 2004:131-139). Due to expansion of the Church to
other African countries, the name Gospel Faith Mission Intemational was adopted in the
1980s.The national headquarters ofGOFAMINT is at Ojo in the outskirts of Ibadan while
the intemational headquarters is located at Kilometer 40, Lagos-Ibadan Express Way in
Lagos. The Church owns a forty-three acre intemational convention center known as
"Gospel Town." The convention center is comprised of the convention auditorium or
auditoria, lodging facilities for convention participants, a Bible college and a high school.
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Picture 2: GOFAMINT Camp Ground, Ibadan,
Nigeria
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History of Redeemed Christian Church of God (RCCG)
The Redeemed Christian Church (RCCG) was founded in 1952, by Josiah
Olufemi Akindolie who hails from Ondo in southwestem Nigeria. He was baptized at the
Anglican Church when he was eighteen years old and probably adopted the name Josiah
as a mark of his new Christian identity. Four years later, he left the Anglican Church to
join the Chembim and Seraphim(C&S) Church at Ondo in southwestem Nigeria. From
the C&S he joined a different denomination known as The Apostolic Faith Mission of
South Afiica. In 1952, "Pa" Akindayomi as he was fondly called experienced a
miraculous call to start a new church. The name of the church was revealed to him in a
dream. Although he could not read nor write, he was instmcted to copy the symbols that
appeared to him in the vision and he painstakingly copied it onto a wooden board. He
took the board home to some of his relatives in Lagos who read the name written on it;
Redeemed Christian Church ofGod. Akindayomi fijrther revealed that God had told him
in the vision that this church would spread to the ends of the earth and would still be
serving faithfiilly when the Lord retumed to the earth in the Second Coming. The Church
started at Willoughby Street, Ebute-Metta, Lagos as a house fellowship called the Glory
of God Fellowship. The fellowship started initially with nine members, but before long
the Church spread rapidly. The Church continued to meet at Willoughby Street until they
were able to relocate to its present site of the headquarters church at 1 -5 Redemption
Way, Ebute-Meta, Lagos (fomierly la Cemetery Street). Josiah became the first general
overseer ofRCCG and he grew the Church until his death in 1 980, at the age of 7 1 . At
the time of his death the Church had about forty branches mostly, in southwestem
Nigeria. The Church was predominantly a Yomba church and had no presence in eastem
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and northem Nigeria. The members ofRCCG were also very poor (Adeboye and Mfon
2004: 206; Adeboye 2007: 31-37).
The Redeemed Christian Church of God (RCCG) has a vision to spread the Word
ofGod to the ends of the earth. It is a Bible believing church, where the teaching and the
missionary approach emphasize that proper conduct and the moral behavior ofpeople
should comply with the tenets of the Holy Bible. The Church has an appeal to all types of
people worldwide and is determined to plant churches within a driving distance of ten
minutes in every community ofpeople, regardless of their various geographical areas.
Adeboye (2007: 36) classified the growth ofRCCG into three successive phases. The first
phase covered the period from 1952 to 1980, during which the founders laid the foundation of the
Church. The second phase is dated from 1981 to 1989, during which the founders worked hard to
re-engineer the Church in response to stimuli from the Pentecostal community in particular, and
the wider society in Nigeria. The third phase is the contemporary period from the 1990s until now.
The second phase of the growth of the Church is significant because it coincided with the
appointment of Enoch Adejare Adeboye as the substantive general overseer of the church. He was
appointed by the founder, J.O Akindayomi. Prior to joining the RCCG in 1973, Enoch Adeboye
was a lecturer in mathematics at the University of Lagos. He became one of the interpreters to Pa
Akindayomi, translating his semions from Yomba to English. He was ordained a pastor of the
Church in 1975. We give credit to Adeboye for the unprecedented growth and expansion witnessed
by RCCG from 1990 to date. Adeboye has re-engineered the Church by increasing the membership
base to include the educated elites and addressing the problem ofpoverty within the Church. One
of the revolutionary ideas Introduced by Adeboye was the introduction of the idea of "model"
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parishes. The model parishes are under the leadership of young professionals and members of the
upper middle class. The model parishes are local assemblies established primarily to reach out to
professionals, entrepreneurs, and leaders in govemment, politics and academics (Adeboye and
Mfon 2009:10). Between 1990 and 2004, the RCCG exploded due Primarily to the visionary
leadership of the General Overseer, Pastor E. A. Adeboye. This period was marked by an open
declaration of the goals and vision of the Church. The mission statement of the Church was made
available to all the parishes. During this period the Church witnessed significant growth
particularly in the setting up of new parishes.
Mission and Vision Statement
As stated on the RCCG website, the mission and vision ofRCCG as received by
the General Overseer (G.O.), Pastor E. A. Adeboye, and communicated to the Church is
as follows:
To make heaven.
To take as many people with us as possible.
To have a member ofRCCG in every family of all nations.
To accomplish No. 1 above, holiness will be our lifestyle.
To accomplish No. 2 and 3 above, we will plant churches within five minutes
walking distance in every city and town of developing countries and within five
minutes driving distance in every city and town of developed countries. (From:
http://rccg.org/our-vision-mission)
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RCCG is an evangelical Pentecostal Church that teaches, among other things, the
centrality of Jesus and the Bible. The Church also emphasizes miracles, healing,
deliverance and speaking in tongues. The Church organizes the monthly Holy Ghost
Service, which is an all night miracle service that is held at the Redemption Camp during
the first Friday of every month and is attended by thousands ofworshippers from Nigeria
and beyond. Established initially as a prayer camp outside the Lagos Metropolis in 1983,
the Redemption Camp is significant for several reasons. First, it serves as a spiritual
retreat center where members receive spiritual touch during the monthly Holy Ghost
Convention, the annual RCCG Congress and other church programs. Second, the camp
has grown into "a holy city" that provides a safe haven for more than 20,000 inhabitants,
mostly RCCG members. Socially, it is a melting pot in which RCCG culture is being
distilled to all classes, tribes and parishes within RCCG. The camp also embodies the
'visions' and 'dreams' of the RCCG since it serves as the physical space and institutional
channel where RCCG prophecies are expected to be fulfilled. Lastly, the camp is also
significant in that it serves as the transnational outreach center ofRCCG since it
promotes trans-cultural and intemational exchanges during its Congress that draws
participants from different nations (Adeboye 2007:47- 48). Apart from weekly prayer
services observed in RCCG branches, regular prayers is held at the RCCCG intemational
headquarters twenty hours. The Church also observes a month of prayers that is observed
by all its branches worldwide.
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Administration
The Church is headed by the General Overseer (GO), the Deputy General
Overseer (DGO). The GO is also assisted by seven Assistant General Overseers who
constitute the Governing Council ofRCCG. The country is divided into regions with a
regional pastor. The next level is the province, which is under the supervision of a
provincial pastor. Several provinces are in a region and the provincial pastors report to
the region pastor. Next in the chain of command are the area pastors who are under the
supervision of the provincial pastor. Last, but not the least, are the parish pastors who are
under the supervision of the area pastor.
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Picture 3: Alter at RCCG Parish, Festac, Lagos, Nigeria
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Summary of Chapter Three
This chapter has examined the context in which the three selected churches started
in Lagos in southwestem Nigeria. The chapter has demonstrated that Pentecostalism
started as an indigenous movement in the villages where most of the people live, and later
spread to urban centers in Nigeria, and that possibly the churches moved to the city as
village people moved to the cities in the 1 960s and 1 970s. The Prophetic Movement laid
the foundation ofPentecostalism in Nigeria and was carried on by the Aladura
Movement. Although foreign Pentecostal Churches contributed to growth of the
Pentecostal movement in Nigeria, the movement has been driven mostly by local agency.
This chapter shows that a multiplicity of factors culminated in the Pentecostal revival of
the 1970s. The Prophetic Movement, the Aladura Revival of 1930s, the Scripture Union
in eastem and westem Nigeria, British and American Pentecostal preachers and
literatures, all contributed to the growth of the movement. The three churches examined
in this chapter share a common history because of association with the 1930s Revival of
Apostle Joseph, which resulted in the emergence of the Aladura Movement and the Christ
Apostolic church (CAC). All three founders of these churches have been leaders of the
CAC, and have adapted and acquired the characteristics of the modem day Pentecostal
and neo-Pentecostal Movement in Nigeria.
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CHAPTER FOUR
HISTORY OF THE SELECTED NIGERIAN-LED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCHES IN THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA
Introduction
Three Nigerian Pentecostal Churches in the Atlanta area have been selected for
study (see previous chapter). They are The Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries
(MFM), the Gospel Faith Mission Intemational (GOFAMINT), and the Redeemed
Christian Church ofGod, North America (RCCGNA). This chapter will examine the
questions ofhow these churches emerged into American religious space, how the
churches are organized, and what the relationship between the Atlanta churches and their
Nigerian headquarters has been. Data from my field research in Nigeria and Atlanta is
used in this analysis.
I also employed my first theoretical framework known as social network
perspective in my analysis of this chapter. A social network is a web of relationship that
links people to one another; it grows through inter-personal relationship. Social network
perspective was used to describe, analyze and interpret the history and presence of
Nigerian-led churches in the American religious scene in Atlanta.
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Historical Development of Mountain of Fire (MFM) in the USA
MFM is an intemational ministry with a presence in every continent of the world
with its intemational headquarters in Lagos, Nigeria. Since MFM was founded by Dr.
Olukoya in Nigeria twenty years ago, the Church has continued to make progress in the
intemational scene due in part to aggressive evangelism and a deliverance ministry that
has spread throughout Nigeria, and from there to different parts of the world. The first
intemational branch ofMFM started in London, from there the Church moved to the
Americas USA and Canada, and to other regions such as Eastem Europe, the Caribbean,
Asia and the Middle East.
History ofMFM in the United States of America
The history of the MFM in the United States is very sketchy due to the paucity of
data and the inability of the U.S. national office to supply the needed information. The
leadership ofMFM at both the U.S. National Headquarters and the Regional
Headquarters at Atlanta were not willing to volunteer the needed infomiation on the
historical development of the Church. In one of the church locations in Atlanta the pastor
shielded some of the members who would have provided valuable information from
participating in the interview. Notwithstanding, I was still able to devise other means of
reaching a few of the leaders who provided useful infomiation on this section of research.
According to Pastor Paul Campbell, the U.S. and Caribbean Region Overseer and
Vice Chainnan of the MFM U.S National Monitoring Council, the first MFM branch in
the USA started in New York as a house fellowship in 1 996 (email correspondence
3/17/2010). Like most African immigrant churches in the U.S., MFM started as a prayer
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meeting in the house of one of the members and later culminated in the starting of a
church. As Campbell points out, this has been the pattem for spreading the church from
city to city in the U.S. and it has been difficult to keep track with the trend and
documentation of how MFM churches have developed. MFM has very strict guidelines
on how to start a church, including the presence of a trained pastor and at least a
minimum of fifteen members. The New York branch was the first to start. Members and
leaders who migrated to the U.S. from Nigeria for work or study have been instmmental
in spreading the church. Sometime after starting as a house fellowship/prayer group, the
group will seek approval from intemational headquarters to start a new branch along with
requesting financial and ministerial assistance. Sometimes fiill-time pastors are sent from
Nigeria (interview #47). At other times trained pastors who are already in the USA are
requested to take over pastoral leadership in the new congregation.
The U.S national headquarters ofMFM is at the Houston Main Branch Church
located at Mission Park Place, 14931-C Bellaire Blvd, Houston, TX 77083. MFM is now
present in more than twenty-six States in the U.S. with more than forty branches spread
across the eastem, southem, westem and northem regions ofU.S. The head ofMFM in
the U.S. is an Assistant General Overseer (AGO), Pastor Ade Adetayo, who also doubles
as leader ofMFM in Canada. Each state is under the control of a regional pastor who
oversees all the branch pastors and churches within the region.
Washington, Cahfomia, Arizona, Ohio, Kansas, Delaware, Colorado, Indiana, Florida,
Washington DC, Virginia, Oklahoma, North Carolina, New Jersey, Minnesota, Maryland, Texas,
Tennessee, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Illinois, Pennsylvania and Georgia
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History ofMFM Church in Atlanta, Georgia
The history of the MFM Church in Atlanta is based on my interview with Pastor
Ayo Michael Balogun, and other leaders in the Atlanta region. Balogun is the Region
Overseer in charge of the Georgia Region. He and his wife have been with the Church
from the beginning. The first branch of the Church in Atlanta was established in the year
2000 through the efforts of Pastor Ayo Balogun and his wife. Pastor Siyanbola Balogun,
who is also the pastor for Norcross Assembly located on Jiimny Carter Boulevard. Prior
to the starting ofMFM at Atlanta, both of them lived in the Afianta area and served as
evangelists with the Christ Apostolic Church (CAC), another Nigerian-led Pentecostal
Church in the Atlanta area. At the fime ofmy research, 201 0, the MFM had four branches
in Atlanta. The branches are at Jimmy Carter Blvd at Norcross; Memorial Drive at Stone
Mountain; Kingston Courts, offFranklin Road, Marietta; and Peachtree Industrial Blvd in
Doraville. These four branches comprise the Atlanta region ofMFM. Each of these
churches has an assembly pastor who reports to the region overseer. The locations reveal
the extent of spread of the Church to major cities in the eastem, southem and westem
coasts of the USA.
According to Pastor Ayo Balogun and Siyan Bola (interview #43 and 44), the idea
and motivation to start a MFM Church in Atlanta came about when a member of the
MFM in New York gave Balogun a book, titled "Prayer Rain," written by Dr. Daniel
Olukoya, the founder of the MFM. Balogun explainedas follows: "The first fime I started
reading this book, my heart was captivated by one of the prayers which read 'Oh Lord,
incubate me with your Spirit.'" Balogun noted that "after this prayer I was awakened by
the Spirit of God in me in a new and fresh manner to the point that 1 picked up my phone
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and called on Dr. Olukoya in Nigeria, and surprisingly he answered my call." Balogun
explained his phone conversation with Olukoya as follows:
After the initial introduction, 1 asked Olukoya why there was no MFM church and
teaching in the Atlanta city. This was how my relationship with Olukoya started.
He later sent to me in the mail some of his MFM publications such as books,
audio and video tapes from Nigeria. The publications contain Olukoya's teachings
and preaching, and it was instmmental in helping me understand the more about
the ministry and teachings ofMFM (Interview #43).
Another related development that drew Balogun closer to the MFM Church and
motivated him to start a branch in Atlanta was a special program hosted by the MFM
branch in Baltimore, Maryland. This program was known in the MFM circle as "Power
Must Change Hands" (PMCH), and this particular one was held in April of 2000.
Balogun explained his excitement as follows:
My wife and I happened to travel to Maryland to attend the program and we were
richly blessed with what we heard and saw there. We were not only blessed but
we came back from the program fired up with a desire to see a branch of the
ministry started in Atlanta (interview #43).
On our retum from Maryland, I phoned Dr Olukoya to let him know I attended
the PMCH program at Maryland and that I am now ready to take the next step to start a
branch ofMFM church in Atlanta. Olukoya was happy and immediately gave me the go-
ahead to start something-a branch ofMFM in Atlanta (Interview #43).
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Picture 4: Pastor Ayo Balogun ofMFM, Atlanta with William Udotong
When Pastor Balogun and his wife retumed from Maryland, and then received the
blessing from the GO in Nigeria, they immediately started strategizing on how to
actualize the dream of starting an MFM branch in Atlanta. They started first by praying
and asking God for direction. Then they located accommodation to be used for the church
and paid the lease for a year and with a down payment on the building, they started
making plans to host a "Power Must Change Hands" (PMCH) Program in Atlanta.
PMCH is a very popular MFM program held monthly at "Prayer City" located at the
headquarters of the church in Lagos, Nigeria. The PMCH program in Nigeria usually
attracts more than a million people from different denominations in Nigeria. It is usually
held on Saturdays and is preceded by fasting and prayers that start on Friday, a day
before the PMCH. This program, which is one of the high points of the MFM prayer and
deliverance ministry, has been duplicated in almost every branch of the church
worldwide. The program involves evangelism followed by deliverance.
Balogun printed posters and flyers to invite as many as possible to the program.
Invitations were also mailed to several homes and businesses. The program was held on
the first Saturday of June 2000, with about fifty persons in attendance, out ofwhich
twenty five decided for Christ and then joined MFM in Atlanta after the program. These
twenty five new members joined Pastor Balogun and his wife, Bola, to form the nucleus
of the MFM Church in Atlanta. Thus the first MFM Church in Atlanta started in 2000,
with Pastor Ayo Balogun, his wife Siyanbola and twenty-five members. The Church
started at Norcross, Georgia, on 4852 Jimmy Carter Boulevard, Suite C (See
www.mfmatlanta.org).
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Most of the founding members ofMFM are from Nigeria and other African
countries. Since the Church started, continuous contact has been made between the
intemational headquarters of the church in Nigeria and the national headquarters in USA
for ministerial support and training. Within three months after the Church was planted
(i.e. May-July), the attendance increased from twenty-five to fifty members. By the end
of the 2000, the Church was recording above fifty members in attendance, and by 2001,
the average aftendance recorded was 1 00 consistent members. As of the time of this
research in the early part of 2010, Norcross Church has started three other branches
through the direct and indirect efforts of the Atlanta Headquarters. The process of starting
new branches of the MFM in Atlanta include identifying and paying rent on a possible
place ofworship, identifying some the MFM members from area of the church plant, and
finding a pastor for the new church.
Three out of the five pastors (including the region overseer) in the Atlanta region
are women. The Regional Headquarter Church at Norcross spearheaded the planting of
new branches in order to make room for newcomers and to reach out to more people by
spreading the Church in the Atlanta area. From the research data, we see that MFM
Region Headquarter Church at Norcross has spearheaded the starting of new branches of
MFM at Doraville, Stone Mountain, and Marietta.
Sometime in 2000, three new branches were planted in Atlanta. The Norcross
Church experienced the first "break out" that year and planted a new branch at Stone
Mountain, Atlanta. The term "break-out" is used here to describe the process whereby
already existing members of a particular MFM branch church intentionally move from
their present branch to start a new one. This means that some members of the Norcross
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branch who went to start a house church will later blossom into a full congregation.
Pastor Moses Anani was posted from North Carolina to head the new branch at Stone
Mountain. Some months later another break-out from the branch at Stone Mountain
occurred as some members from the Marietta, Atlanta area started a new church. To start
this church they organized the monthly outreach known in the MFM circles as Power
Must Change Hands (PMCH). Most of the people who attended the program were
Nigerians and a few from other African countries. The assembly at Marietta is under the
leadership ofPastor (Mrs.) Bola Adetujoye. The headquarter branch at Norcross also
started a new branch at Doraville, which is under the leadership of pastors Dennis and
Ohunene Aramude. Presently the average attendance for all four churches in the Atlanta
Region averages 350 members. The MFM in Atlanta is in its infancy and is reaching out
to Nigerians in diaspora as well as making efforts to understand connect with people in
its context of the Atlanta.
The practices and teachings of the MFM Church in Atlanta are similar to that of
the headquarter church already discussed in chapter two of this dissertation. My personal
experience and observation worshipping in branches of these churches in Nigeria and
Atlanta leaves me with the impression that these churches still operate more like Nigerian
than American churches. For example, the worship, preaching and praying style reflects
a Nigerian congregation, though the leaders and members believe a departure exists from
Nigeria in the way the church operates. The churches in the Atlanta region hold four
major weekly programs, which include the following: Sunday worship sei"vice, Monday
Bible teaching, Wednesday revival and Friday prayer rain (prayer meetings). The
monthly Power Must Change Hands (PMCH) program is major. Also special monthly
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prayers are held for different designated groups in the Church, such as women, men and
youth.
Some of the practices of the Church, such as its style ofprayer and deliverance
would appeal well to Nigerians who form the majority of the membership of the Church.
But these practices should be made relevant to visitors who desire to become part of the
Church. However, the MFM leaders and members understand that the mission and vision
of the Church is to reach out to the larger community, and not to only Africans/Nigerians
in Diaspora.
Relationship Between MFM Atlanta and MFM International Headquarters
in Lagos, Nigeria
Not much information is available on the relationship between MFM U.S. and the
intemational headquarters in Nigeria. However, my research data still suggests that an
ongoing relationship exists between the daughter church in Atlanta and the headquarter
church. First in evidence is the regular ministerial support fi-om the MFM intemational
headquarters in Nigeria to its branches in Afianta and other cities in USA. This comes in
the fonn of short term visits for the purpose ofpreaching or teaching during special
programs in a branch church. The second form ofministerial support is the sending of
full time pastor who has the requisite immigration documents to enter the U.S to serve as
pastor ofMFM branch in Atlanta. This ministerial support is for the purpose of teaching
and building the manpower capacity of the MFM in USA. For example, senior ministers,
such as the GO, Regional Overseer and Assistant General Overseer, visit regularly to
hold special programs at the various branches MFM in Atlanta.
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Second, the vision and mission of the U.S. church is driven by the vision from the
intemational headquarter church. My observation in most of the assemblies visited in
Atlanta reveals the similarity and closeness of vision between the U.S. branches and the
intemational headquarters. The U.S. church continues to maintain and practice the
deliverance focus of the MFM. The GO has also held training programs in Canada
(which were attended by workers and leaders from U.S, Canada and the Caribbean in
2008). The conference was aimed at preparing MFM leaders in North America to
continue maintaining the vision ofMFM. In addition, the video and audio messages of
the GO are often played during worship services and leadership training programs.
Third, evidence from this research developed to suggest that pastors and leaders
from MFM branches in America attend leadership conferences and meetings. MFM
pastors and leaders are required to attend such meetings at least four times in a year,
although the top level leadership, such as the region pastors, attends more regularly - at
least five to six times in a year. The goal of these regular meetings and conferences is to
provide a fomm in which the intemational headquarters can train, teach and impact the
ministerial life and practices of the pastors and leaders ofU.S church.
While the pastors in the MFM U.S. are given the freedom to mn church programs
to meet the needs in the context of the church in Atlanta, the individual church is
ultimately controlled and directed from the intemational headquarters in Nigeria. The
intemational headquarters have established a monitoring unit at the U.S headquarters at
Houston, Texas, for the purpose of observing and reporting back to the GO in Nigeria.
My discussion with Pastor Campbell (interview #47) reveals that his office regularly
monitors churches to make sure that they are confoiming to standards required ofMFM
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and sends reports of his findings regularly to Nigeria. I also leamed that control of the
pastors is practiced by requiring them to attend regular leadership meetings in Nigeria at
least three or four times in a year. The regular meeting is meant to keep the pastors
spiritually fit in order to carry out their assignments. During such visits the pastor is
required to attend seminars and teachings aimed at keeping each pastor at par with
developments at the international headquarters ofMFM. The U.S. church is also expected
to attend the MFM's annual intemational convention presided over by the GO and senior
ministers of the Church.
Thus, the top and middle level leaders ofMFM, such as GO, AGOs, Region
Overseers (ROs) and Departmental heads travel back and forth between Nigeria and the
U.S. In addition, some members who are pastors and workers travel regularly because
they work with oil companies or do business that requires movement between both
countries, and in some cases they plan their trip around the time of church programs in
the U.S. or Nigeria. This group also involves those who take their vacation to the U.S
primarily to engage in some kind ofministry. The leaders traveling from Nigeria to the
U.S. often bring along with them MFM publications from the intemational headquarters
such as devotional books, workers' training manuals, video and audio tapes, food stuffs
and letters to friends. They also bring with them their sennon/teaching notes. Those
traveling to Nigeria often take church reports and calendar of events that they submit to
the Headquarter Church in Nigeria. They also caixy with them such things as Bibles and
audio tapes as gifts for friends.
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History of Gospel Faith Mission International (GOFAMINT) in
USA
The GOFAMINT began a new branch across the Atlantic in 1972, when the late
Evangelist Adeolu Eniola at a Mission Convention at Oshodi in Lagos, prophesied that
the Church would expand to Europe. This prophecy was fulfilled in 1983, when a branch
was started in London by a member of the Church who went there for theological
training. Presently, more than six branches ofGOFAMINT are in different countries in
Europe. A year after the London branch started a new branch was also started in the U.S
(GOFAMINT 2004:89-91).
The Gospel Faith Mission Intemational U.S. is a branch of an indigenous
Nigerian Pentecostal Church that started in Nigeria in the 1950s and was brought to the
U.S. by immigrant members of the GOFAMINT who came to the U.S. to fiirther their
education. The Gospel Faith Mission in the USA started through the efforts ofPastor
Francis Aremo and Michael Masada who relocated from Nigeria to Washington, D.C.
While they lived in Washington, they were worshiping at the Christ Apostolic Church
(C.A.C) branch in Washington, D.C. The idea of starting a branch ofGospel Faith
Mission was considered when in November 1 984, Pastors Aremo and Masada along with
Elder Akinsanya started three days of prayer and fasting that lasted from November 21-
23 (GOFAMINT 2004: 95). At the end of the fasting period, they reported receiving a
clear message from the Holy Spirit that told them the following: 'This church is like a
seed ofmustard; though small, it will grow to a gigantic tree and become a haven for
weary souls" (GOFAMINT 2004:97). The three ministers agreed to start Sunday
worship service on November 25, 1984. Four members were present during this maiden
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worship service: Pastor Aremo and his wife Olamiju, Pastor Masada and Elder
Akinsanya. GOFAMINT U.S. was incorporated on June 6, 1985, in Washington, D.C.
and was granted 501 (3C) status as a non-profit organization in the USA. However, it was
not until July that the GOFAMINT rented a hall at 1400, 5th Street NW, Washington
D.C. to serve as a worship center. Attendance at that time was between thirty-five and
fifty- five people.
The Washington D.C. branch started a new assembly in New York in October
1991, under Elder Fassan and later under Pastor Olatuja. By 1992, the Church bought a
building at Brentwood, Maryland. Some leaders and members of the Washington D.C.
church were moved to the new branch in Maryland due to a space problem. Pastor
Odagbodo was in charge of the D.C. church, while Pastor Andrew Ikenebomeh and Elder
Akinsanya were appointed to take charge of the Brentwood Assembly. GOFAMINT in
the U.S. now has two branches in the city ofNew York, two in Los Angeles, a branch
each in Philadelphia and Baltimore, branches in Califomia and Texas, and three branches
in Georgia (although one of the Atlanta branches was recently merged). GOFMINT has
a population of over three thousand members in the USA (ninety-seven percent of
membership are ofAfrican origin, and most of them Nigerian).
At the beginning of its U.S. mission, the goal ofGOFAMINT was to cater for the
spiritual well being ofChristians, particularly its members relocating from Nigeria to the
U.S. The decision to focus on GOFMAINT members was due to the observation that
bom again believers who were on fire for the Lord when they anived from Nigeria,
tended to lose their zeal or get lost in the crowd once they arrived in America (interview
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#16 and 17). The understanding then was that many of the members stop going to church
due to inability to find a lively church or fit into the American style ofworship.
Administrafively, GOFAMINT in USA is govemed by a National Execufive
Board. The Board is made up the National Overseer (currently Pastor Francis Aremo),
the Associate National Overseer (currently Peter Odagbodo), the secretary, treasurer and
a few senior Assembly pastors. A monthly meeting is also held of all the Assembly
pastors in the USA. The U.S National Headquarters is located at Brentwood, Maryland.
History ofGOFAMINT Churcli in Atlanta
One of the main strategies employed by GOFAMINT in starting new branches is
"modeling" and "reproductive" evangelism. Through these approaches GOFAMINT
members are taught to see themselves as soul winners who model their lives after that of
Christ, the great soul winner, and to evangelize and win souls with the goal of starting or
reproducing a vibrant GOFAMINT church wherever they go. To put it in another way,
members of the GOFAMINT are taught to see themselves as missionaries in whatever
context they find themselves, and should work hard to firlfill the Great Commission by
evangelizing and starting new branches of the Church. This is how the Gospel Faith
Mission Church started in Atlanta - through the efforts of a member of the Church who
relocated from Califomia to Atlanta.
At the center of this story conceming the beginning ofGOFAMINT in Atlanta is
Mrs. Tayo Audu, a registered nurse and manager of a medical facility in Afianta. She
worships at the Jonesboro branch ofGOFAMINT, where she doubled as youth leader and
Sunday school teacher. The beginnings of the GOFAMINT church can be traced to the
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prayer meeting she started in her hving room in 1996, after she relocated from a
GOFAMINT branch in Los Angeles, Califomia, to Atlanta. When she moved to Atlanta
she started shopping for a church to attend since Atlanta did not have a branch of the
GOFAMINT Church. Her search for a church family led her to visit several
congregations in Metro Atlanta, who were mostly white American congregations
(interview #54). Tayo explained that she was somehow disappointed because most of the
churches did not satisfy her spiritual needs and longings. The human relations aspect of
the churches was not very encouraging because she did not feel welcomed. She also had
some concems about the moral laxity prevalent in most of the churches she visited. She
kept praying about the situation and at one point she felt pressed to do something. She
started a fellowship. In her own words, she describes the event as follows:
In 1 996, 1 decided to phone the GOFAMINT headquarters in Nigeria to speak
with the General Overseer, Dr A.O. Abina about my situation and requested for
pemiission to start a branch of the GOFAMINT church in Atlanta. The GO
obliged and gave me the go ahead and in 1 996 I started a house fellowship in my
sitting room. The house fellowship later developed into a Bible study group
(interview #54).
Tayo and a few other members embarked on aggressive evangelism and invitation
of neighbors and friends to the Bible study. The response was very positive as people
came from different parts of Atlanta to attend the Bible study. Pastor Andrew
Ikenebomeh, the present pastor of the Jonesboro Assembly also confmned that
GOFAMINT in Atlanta started after the 1996 Olympic Games, in a room in Jonesboro
(interview #56). One of the early members who worked with sister Tayo is an American
lady called Sister Karen, who also relocated to Atlanta from Los Angeles. According to
Tayo she was of immense help and instmmental in bringing many white friends to the
Bible study. By 1997, the house fellowship was gi'owing and Tayo decided to invite the
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General Overseer from Nigeria to visit Atlanta and commission the Bible study group
into a fall fledged church. That year the GO came from Nigeria for the commissioning
along with some ministers from Nigeria and other ministers from GOFAMINT U.S
headquarters such as pastor Aremo, Adakpo and Sunday Audu. They held the first
Sunday worship service in the sitting room of Tayo. There were seventeen invitees during
that worship service.
In 1997, the U.S. headquarters church decided to send Pastor Andrew
Ikenebomeh (GOFAMINT pastor from Nigeria who was a student at Maryland Bible
College) to assist the new Church. Although he was a student pastor Andrew was already
engaged in pastoring a branch of the Church in Maryland. During the later part of 1 997,
he was appointed to serve as the first substantive pastor of the Jonesboro branch. Because
of space problems and the proximity to members, the church service was moved from
Tayo's sitting room to Karen's home. The ftinctions of the church stayed there for most
of 1997 and in 1998, and then moved to a rented space at the WMCA building in Atlanta.
As Tayo pointed out, the GO and other senior ministers of the church from Nigeria had
been paying regular visits to the Atlanta Church since its inception for teaching, training
and discipleship. She noted frirther that when the GO visits, he spends time in personal
counseling and praying with members, and when he is in Nigeria he still prays and
counsels with members over the phone. She said that GO has been providing long
distance spiritual care to the Atlanta Church from Nigeria (interview #54).
One of the challenges that has impacted GOFAMINT in Atlanta is the lack of a
pemianent worship center. The church has continued to operate in rented properties since
its inception. The church has been moving from one rented property to the other for
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various reasons, such as proximity to members, inadequate space and the high cost of
rent. This frequent movement has made the church unstable and resulted in losing some
of its members in the process. A second branch of GOFAMINT was started at Forest
Park, Atlanta, and Solomon Ajadi was appointed as pastor. Pastor Ajadi served as the
pastor of the Forest Park Assembly and the national evangelist ofGOFAMINT in the
U.S. Because ofhis frequent travel as national evangelist, the growth and progress of the
Forest Park Branch was slow and the leadership decided to eventually merge this branch
with the Jonesboro Assembly. Due to the relocation, this particular church lost many of
its members. The constant travel of the pastor and high cost of renting the fellowship hall
resulted in the closure of the Forest Park branch in 2008.
There is a third branch ofGOFAMINT in Duluth, Atlanta. The Duluth branch
started in 2008, and is currently meeting at a hotel conference room. This church is under
the pastoral leadership ofYemi Bamidele and his wife. GOFAMINT Duluth is composed
of ninety-eight percent African Americans. This church has a dynamic pastor who has
chosen to do things differently in terms of outreach to the local people. Only the pastor,
his wife and two other brothers are from Nigeria.
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Relationship of GOFAMINT U.S/Atlanta with the International Headquarter
Church in Lagos, Nigeria
Research and church documents show that GOFAMINT U.S has enjoyed very
strong support from its intemational headquarters in Nigeria. (GOFAMINT 2004:99).
Such area of support includes ministerial support. In 1 987, the board of elders of
GOFAMINT US met and requested a full time pastor from Nigeria. In the summer of that
same year, the General Overseer granted the request by sending Pastor Clement
Ohwonigho from Nigeria as the first full time pastor in the GOFAMINT U.S
(GOFAMINT 2004:100). Similarly, in 1990, pastor Peter Odagbodo, who was a full time
pastor in Nigeria, relocated to the US and became a member of the pastoral team. In
1991, Pastor Andrew Ikenenbomeh, also a full time pastor in Nigeria, came to the U.S. as
a student and joined the GOFAMINT as a pastor. The work of the church also received a
boost when Pastor Sunday Audu, his wife and two children joined as permanent residents
in the U.S. He came as a full time minister sent by the headquarter church to aid in the
growth ofGOFAMINT (2004:103). To strengthen the U.S. church. General Overseer
Pastor Abina also brought Pastor Paul Adeyemi Akapo, a full time pastor from Nigeria,
during the U.S. annual National Convention in August 1996. This input from Nigeria
tremendously helped to strengthen and position GOFAMINT USA for growth.
Also of significance is the input from intemational headquarters. By 1997, the
headquarter church took steps to establish the U.S Church. For example, the Executive
Council in Nigeria created the Senior/Resident pastor hierarchy (2004:104) in order to
help the GOFAMINT U.S. flinction well administratively. With this development,
Pastors Odagbodo and Audu were named the senior and resident pastors respectively.
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Both my field research and church documents confirm the existence of a strong
network among GOFAMINT churches across the Atlantic. For example, in 1988, Elder
Adesipe from the London branch was invited to help with the work in the U.S. He
worked from 1988 to 1989. Similarly, Pastor D.O. Akinremi visited from Canada at the
early stages of the Church in U.S. In pursuing the Vision 2010 of the Church, the
individual churches often work together. For example, during the official inauguration of
the GOFAMINT assembly at Manila in the Republic of the Philippines, on November 30,
2008, leaders ofGOFAMINT leaders from North America, Europe and Africa) were
present ( GOFAMINT 2004:1). As the GO, Dr. Abina states, VISION 2012 has become a
uniting force to which all the leaders of the Church are committed at home and abroad.
The inauguration ceremony in Manila was marked by the feeding ofmany children and
adults, plus clothing and other charity materials were distributed. GOFAMINT members
from Nigeria, Europe and the U.S. sent money, clothing and food items (Gospel News
2009:1).
During my field research in Atlanta, I visited the Jonesboro Assembly of
GOFAMINT on the very Sunday that one of the pastors, Pastor Ajibade (interview #55),
the USA national evangelist, retumed from Australia after spending three months
working with the newly planted Australian GOFAMINT. During my interview with him,
he explained that the Australian mission was made possible due to the enormous sacrifice
made by GOFAMINT in Nigeria and other branches. He noted that it has been a united
effort by all the churches.
From its inception, the USA Church has also enjoyed regular visits by the GO and
senior ministers of the headquarters in Nigeria. These leaders have demonstrated strong
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commitments in supporting the U.S. mission and seeing to its growth and success. For
example, the current General Overseer, Pastor Abina and Pastor D.O Akinremi visited
the US in 1981 . The following year the late General Overseer along with Pastor D.O.
Akinremi and elder N.B. Fadipe also visited the USA (GOFAMINT 2004:106). These
visits were mostly pastoral visits for puiposes of evangelization, teaching and
strengthening the Church. During the same year the fonner and cunent General Overseer
along with other ministers such as Pastor A.O. Kute and elder Fadipe visited the USA for
a three day cmsade. In 1986 the cunent GO and the former general Evangelist of the
Church came and held a revival program at different locations. The GO also visited in
1987. In 1990, the GO visited with Pastor S. O. Shodeinde, the treasurer of the
GOFAMINT and in 1992, he visited with Pastor N. D. R. Omojugbagbe.
The practice of the General Overseer is to visit GOFAMINT US during the month
ofAugust in order to attend the USA convention. As expected, the GO is usually the
special guest speaker during the US Convention. Besides teaching and preaching during
the convention, the GO "stays back for a couple ofweeks visiting Assemblies in Los
Angeles, New York, and Atlanta conducting revivals, preaching, teaching, holding
meeting with ministers, workers, members and settling issues among them"(GOFAMINT
2004:107 ). Indeed sister Tayo (interview #54) confmned that what she likes most about
GOFAMINT is the fact that the GO spends time with members of the Church when he
visits. The GO continued to visit and bring ministers from the headquarter church to
minister in the USA Church. Thus in 1994, he came with Evangelist Amos Awoseni. In
1988, it was the tum of evangelist Mathew Olaniyi Salako and in 1999 he brought
Evangelist Ezekiel O. Falade with him.
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The GO, along with other ministers, has been conducting an annual three days
ministers' seminar in the USA since April, 1997. The seminar is usually held in different
cities where GOFAMINT has a branch. For example, the 2001 seminar was held in Los
Angeles and Pastor Samson Kolawole was featured with the GO. Also of note is the fact
that the wife of the GO Matron Felicia Abina, has been visiting the USA Church
regularly with her husband since 1987, but consistently from 1994. Her focus has been on
developing the women and children's wing of the Church. Also important to state is that
several ministers from the Headquarters Church have been visiting local branches (at
their invitations) to hold special programs.
Due to some restmcturing at the intemational headquarters in Nigeria and the
starting of the GOFAMINT Intemational Convention, which is held in Nigeria every
August, the GO decided to focus his attention on planning and preparing for the
convention, which has made it impossible for him to be physically present at the U.S
convention in July. The GO now visits the GOFAMINT U.S .during the Annual
Ministers and Workers' Conference held in April. Also, special /occasional visits occur to
some U.S. assemblies during the year. But the GO is always represented during the U.S.
convention by a delegation from Nigeria. For example, the Deputy GO, Professor Samuel
Exile, and other senior ministers represented the GO in the July 2010 U.S, convention.
The U.S National Overseer, the deputy and possibly other ministers will also attend the
August convention in Nigeria.
GOFAMINT USA also enjoyed initial financial support from the headquarter
church in Nigeria at its inception. For example, some financial support was provided
from Nigeria when the Washington D. C, branch bought the first building. Also, the
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church building at Philadelphia was purchased by the intemational headquarters in
Nigeria.
The intemational headquarters has also served the purpose ofproviding vision
and providing the needed stmcture for the U.S. Church to pursue its mission. For
example, they have put in place a Board of Foreign Mission. This board is responsible for
the foreign mission and all policy matters on the different branches of the church and
mission fields outside Nigeria. The drive of the church toward global evangelization has
also impacted the U.S. mission. General Overseer, Pastor Dr. A. O. Abina gives details
in the following quote:
In our efforts to reap the already ripe harvest. The Gospel Faith Mission
Intemational in Nigeria launched a program tagged Vision 2010 on Febmary 24,
2007. Our aim is that by the end of the year 2010 the Gospel Faith Mission
Intemational would have planted churches in the seven continents of the world,
Asia, Africa, North America, South America, Europe, Australia and Oceania and
Antarctica. (Abina 2008:51)
The Church claims that through VISION 2010, it is advancing the Kingdom of
Christ on earth. According to the GOFAMINT bulletin. Vision 2010 was launched in
Febmary of 2007 for the purpose of rallying individual GOFAMINT churches and
members in Africa, Europe and America to work towards fulfilling the Great
Commission as a mandate from Christ (Gospel News 2009:1-2).
In any exchange, the question prevails ofwho is in control. The general vision
and direction of the U.S. Church comes from the intemational headquarters. However,
the control from Nigeria is very minimal. For example, instead of pastors and leaders
traveling frequently to Nigeria for programs, it is the GO who travels to the U.S., along
with other leaders from Nigeria, for the Annual Workers and Ministers' Conference. In
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actual practice, the U.S. Church is given the freedom to administrate with minimal
interference and control from Nigeria. This was alluded to by the second in command in
the U.S. national office. Pastor Peter Adagbodo (interview #59), when he said that "from
its inception, the goal of the GOFAMINT intemational headquarters is to build a U.S.
Church that is self-governed, self financing and selfpropagafing." Peter explains what he
means by stating that GOFAMINT U.S. maintains a healthy relationship with the
Nigerian headquarters and leaders, but is less dependent on them for all its needs. He
acknowledged that the U.S. Church still adheres to the vision of its founding fathers in
Nigeria, reports regularly on the state of the Church in the U.S., and receives general
direction and leadership from the GO in Nigeria.
History of Redeemed Christian Church of God (RCCG) in the
USA
The Redeemed Chrisfian Church of God is an indigenous Nigerian Pentecostal
Church founded during the early 1950s. The transnational practices ofRCCG cut across
Africa, Europe, U.S, Asia and other parts of the world. Since 1981, the RCCG has
witnessed growth in its parishes worldwide. Adeboye (2007:40 48) describes this growth
in RCCG parishes as an "open explosion." As of 2009, at least 6,000 parishes of the
RCCG were in Nigeria. On the African scene the RCCG is present in most countries
including Cote dTvoire, Ghana, Zambia, Malawi, Zaire, Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda,
Gambia, Cameroon, and South Africa. In Europe, the Church boasts of several branches
spread across England, Gemiany, France and other European countries. In North
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America, the Church is present in the USA, Canada, Mexico and Brazil In the United
States parishes exist in almost all fifty states.
The Redeemed Christian Church of God, U.S. started its first parish in Detroit,
Michigan, in 1992. As of 2009, the Church has over 400 parishes and is still growing.
The RCCGNA (North America) is comprised of the US, Canada and the Caribbean
Islands. The leadership of this region hitherto rests on the shoulders of twenty-six Zonal
Coordinators who form the Board ofCoordinators with a Chairman. But in October,
2009, a major policy shift occurred in which a new zonal naming convention was adopted
leading to the creation of nineteen new zones named after the states in which they are
primarily based. For example, zones in Texas are now called TX zones, Maryland is MD
zones and in New York, NY zones etc. As of 2009, RCCG U.S. had a total of forty-two
zones in the RCCGNA (interview #37).
According to Adeboye (2007:46), the RCCGNA seems to have witnessed
phenomenal growth in the number of its churches and zones in the USA. Adeboye
observes, "RCCG parishes have thrived more in United Kingdom and U.S than in the
African nations" (2007:46).
According to the chief administrator officer (Patrick Mejeidu, Interview #37) of
RCCG headquarters in Floyd, Texas, in 2009, the Administrative ami of the RCCGNA
was also expanded to accommodate three key officers, namely ChiefOperation, Chief
Financial and ChiefMinistries officers with their respective supporting staff The Church
recently acquired an additional 95 acres of land in Floyd, TX; thus bringing the total
purchased by the church to over 600 acres of land at that site. The chief administrative
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officer of tlie RCCGNA pointed out that "we are developing this land to serve as the HQ
for RCCG, NA, a permanent site for all our Conventions and God willing it will also
serve as the campus for RCCG, NA University in the near future. Already there is a
conference center and an office block on ground as well as few other stmctures." The
Church is in the process of constmcting one of the biggest churcli/event auditoriums in
North America. When completed, it will seat over 100,000 worshippers.
The Atlanta Church was founded around the time of the 1996 Olympic Games.
Nigeria won the football gold medal and much excitement covered the city. Dolu Segun
capitalized on the joy and frenzy of the Olympics by inviting many Nigerians in the city
for a church worship service. From there he was able to gather a handfiil of Christians
who started meeting together.
History ofRedeemed Christian Church of God (RCCG) in
Atlanta
The RCCG began in Atlanta in 1996. Two different but related accounts exist of
how the RCCG started in Atlanta. Two groups were working independently of each other
to start the RCCG in Atlanta. Four important figures played significant roles in starting
the Church; they are Pastor John Adefila, Pastor Dolu Segun, Kunle Akinjodu and Niyi
Adefowupe.
According to Pastor Johnson Adefila (interview #21) the idea of starting an
RCCG congregation in Atlanta started somefime in 1995, when the GO visited the U.S.
Adefila, who is now the Zonal Coordinator for Georgia, Zone One, traveled to the USA
with his family in 1989. The story has it that the General Overseer, Enoch Adeboye,
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visited the U.S in 1995 and was living then with one Ademola Toye in Texas. It was
Toye who facilitated a phone call between the GO and Adefila. The GO discussed with
him his vision to start a RCCG in Atlanta and discussed the possibility of him helping to
facilitate the process.
Adefila was willing to help but felt that he should be given some time to work his
way to the center ofAtlanta where he could have access to the people. Adefila, residing
then at Covington, a suburb ofMetro Atlanta, requested time to relocate to Atlanta. His
reasoning was that it would be difficult for him to work effectively with the people in
order to start a church when he was living far away from the people. Plus, being in a
suburb was a long distance phone call from Atlanta. He felt that members would not be
excited to work with a pastor who was living far away from the people and could only be
reached through a long distance phone call.
By the time Adefila relocated to Atlanta, he found out that Niyi Adefope had
already started a church. The church he started was then known as Clirist Assembly for
All Nations, and it started around May 1996, as a House fellowship. Adefila joined
Adefope and lent a helping hand in fomiation of the new church. According to Pastor
Adefila (interview #24), "a month after that, that is in June, Dolu Segun, who was a
practicing lawyer in Lagos and parish pastor for Opebi Parish in Lagos, visited Atlanta
and brought money from his Parish to start a branch of the RCCG in Atlanta." Thus Dolu
Segun started the Atlanta Central Parish at Clarkson County's Women Center, and later
moved to Decatur in December of 1996. The Church stayed in that venue from 1996 to
2003 before moving to its present pemianent location at 3810 Waldrop Road, Decatur.
The commissioning service was perfonned in 2003 by GO Pastor Enoch Adeboye.
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The second account has it that Pastor Dolu Segun, a lawyer by profession and
pastor in charge ofOpebi Parish in Lagos, visited the USA in 1996. He met with the
current pastor ofKings Court Parish, Kunle Akinjodu, who had just relocated from Lagos
to Atlanta with his family in 1995. Prior to relocating to the Atlanta, Akinjodu and his
family were part of the RCCG in Opebi Parish. Akinjodu pointed out that when he was
leaving Nigeria for the USA, Dolu Segun instmcted him to explore the possibility of
starting the RCCG branch at Atlanta. Another member ofOpebi Parish, who travels
regularly between Nigeria and the U.S., Iburonke Oluwole (interview #23), also said the
following:
Sometime between 1996 and 1997, when I was still in Nigeria, the pastor ofmy
Parish, Dolu Segun discussed with me his desire to start the RCCG church at
Atlanta and in 1996 while I was still in Nigeria, Dolu Segun traveled to Atlanta
primarily to start the RCCG branch and he retumed back to Nigeria after
accomplishing this task.
Ronke also said that when she relocated to Atlanta two years after Dolu Segun's
visit, she made enquiries about the church started by Dolu Segun and she was directed to
the Atlanta Central Parish where Johnson Adefila was the pastor. Important to note is that
Ronke is sfiU one of the Deacons of the Afianta Central Parish (Family Praise Chapel)
and she visits Nigeria two to three times a year to attend church programs. Furthemiore,
Adeoti (interview #1 8),who is a retired RCCG pastor, also pointed out that the Atlanta
Church was founded around the fime of the 1 996 Olympic Games in Atlanta City, and
that when Nigeria won the gold medal in football there was much excitement among
Nigerians in the city. He also said that Pastor Dolu Segun, a parish pastor from Nigeria,
whose visit coincided with the Olympic Games, capitalized on the joy and frenzy
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occasioned by Nigeria's victory in order to bring some Christians and other Nigerians
together to launch a branch of the RCCG in Atlanta.
The two accounts on how the RCCG started in Atlanta could be an indication of
the leadership conflict between the team from Nigeria and the team that was already in
Atlanta working. Perhaps the Nigerian group wanted to be in charge and get the credit for
starting the church. The two different but related accounts might also be a reference to the
fact that each group did not want to lose its part of the story. Whatevermight be the
reason, I sensed during my interview that the tendency was for one group to elevate its
own version of how the church started while playing down the role of the other group.
Kunle Akinjodu (interview #24) said, during the early part of 1996, he started
looking for property to start the RCCG in Atlanta, and later that year Pastor Dolu Segun
visited Atlanta and in June 1996, they started the RCCG branch. According to Akindjodu,
"We started what could be described as the first RCCG branch at Stone Mountain in
Atlanta." He continuted with the following:
While we were planning to start this church at Stone Mountain, we later leamed
that similar move was already being made by one Niyi Adefowupe to start RCCG
church in Atlanta, this arrangement went on independently and unknown to us
(interview #24).
Thus two RCCG branches eventually emerged in Atlanta; the first one was
through the efforts of the Atlanta group led by Niyi Adefowupe, his wife and Johnson
Adefila, while the second was started by the group led by the RCCG parish in Lagos
through the efforts ofDolu Segun and Kunle Akinjodu.
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Picture 6: Pastor Johnson OF RCCG Central Parish, Decatur, Atlanta
with William Udotong
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Efforts were made to merge the two in order to make a single church and avoid
duplication of efforts, but it never came to fmition due to some major differences
between Dolu Segun and Niyi Adefope. Eventually they decided to go their separate
ways. Dolu Segun had wanted Akinjodu to serve as the pastor of the church they started,
but Kunle Akinjodu was not willing to accept the position of pastor. Akinjodu explains,
"The fact is that at that time I was not ready to pastor the church at Stone Mountain
because I saw myself then, more as a business man more than a pastor" (interview #24).
Another move to reconcile the two new parishes under a single leader occurred, but this
second attempt did not work either because Dolu Segun and Niyi Adefope could not
reconcile their differences. The point of contention between these two servants of God
has to do with control of the new church. On the one hand, Dolu Segun who came from
Nigeria with the authority to plant a new parish wanted to be in control of the church and
wanted Adefowupe to come under his leadership. Adefowupe, on the other hand wanted
to be in charge of the new church and wanted Dolu to come under his leadership. This
stmggle for control resulted in disagreement among these two leaders conceming how the
new church should be mn and under whose direction.
In August, 1996, Brother Adefila, who was then helping to assist Niyi Adefope,
was made the pastor of the Atlanta Central Parish - the parish started by the Dolu Segun
group from Nigeria. Prior to assuming responsibility as the RCCG pastor, Adefila was
serving as the President of the African Fellowship and Associate Pastor of the CAC,
Bethel Fellowship in Atlanta. Since 1996, he has been the pastor of the Family Praise
Chapel (also known as Atlanta Central Parish) and the Zonal Coordinator for Zone 8,
which was then comprised of Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Florida, and the Caribbean
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Islands. After the 2009 restructuring ofRCCGNA zones, Johnson became the zonal
Coordinator for Georgia 1 , which comprised mostly churches in the state ofGeorgia. He
is also the immediate past President of the Nigerian Ministers' Fomm in Atlanta. Under
his leadership the RCCG in Atlanta has witnessed significant growth and expansion. He
has developed the church in Atlanta from two parishes, started in 1996, to the present
nine parishes as ofApril 2010. In fact, most of the RCCG parishes in Atlanta started
through the leadership efforts of the Atlanta Central Parish. The RCCG in Atlanta is
made up of the following parishes: Family Praise Chapel in Decatur, Fountain of Life
Chapel in Fayetteville, Kings Court Chapel at Roswell, Grace Assembly at Stockbridge,
Mount Zion Parish at Lake City, Christ Assembly for All Nations in Marietta, City of
David Chapel at Norcross, Family of Faith Chapel, New Life Assembly at Columbus and
Praise Chapel at Douglasville.
Other moves occurred to start other parishes between 1996 and 1997. For
example, the City of God Parish was started by Emmanuel Osakwe from Nigeria, but this
church did not last because Osakwe later led the church away firom RCCG. Thus, most of
the members followed Osakwe, while a few stayed with RCCG. Pastor (Mrs.) Folahan
Adefope organized the remaining members under a new parish she named Christ
Assembly for All Nations. She sei-ved as pastor of this parish, although it did not last for
long. However, two parishes emerged from this moribund Church. They are the Fountain
of Life Parish at Fayetteville and Kings Court Parish at Roswell. (See Appendix D for
Map ofAtlanta showing RCCG churches selected for this Research).
As already observed, the Family Praise Chapel or the Atlanta Central Parish
spearheaded most of the church planting efforts and the expansion of the RCCG in
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Atlanta and beyond, to states such as Alabama. After ensuring the stability and growth of
the Atlanta Central Parish, Pastor Adefila focused his attention on the opening of a new
parish. He set up a mission wing of the Church headed by a director. Pastor Adefila
(interview #21) describes in the following:
The attendance at Family Praise Chapel grew to about 200 members and we felt
we needed to expand to other parts ofAtlanta Metropolis and beyond. We moved
to Birmingham, Alabama to start a new branch during our second year and by the
third year we move to Riverdale, Atlanta to start another branch (interview #21)
The church at Riverdale used a hotel conference room as accommodation for six
months before moving to an office suite where it stayed from 2000 to 2005. Due to the
growth of the Church, the church relocated to a rented accommodation in an office park
at Riverdale. The problem became acute when they grew to about 250 members and the
office park could not accommodate the Church. In 2006, the parish bought a property that
they used until 2009. By 2009, the parish purchased a property worth $1.5 million at
Lake City that has a seating capacity of 500 members. The Church occupied this property
in June 2009, (Interview #35). Presently the Church has a numerical strength of 350
members. This church also planted two new branches of the RCCCG at Montgomery,
Alabama, and Macon, Georgia, respectively. The Family Praise Chapel also started a
Parish at Synei-ville known as Pease Assembly in 2005; they also started a parish at
Douglasville known as Grace Chapel.
Another important point to note is that the drive toward church planting came as a
result of a vision from the headquarter church in the year 2000. The drive was to plant
new parishes of the RCCG all over North America. As Akinjodu (interview #24) rightly
observed, "By the year 2000, the intemational headquarter church launched a new drive
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to start new branches all over North America. This drive was unprecedented and in
Atlanta new parishes were started in places such Marietta and other places." In 2003,
Pastor Kunle Akinjodu spearheaded the starting of a new parish in Roswell known as the
Kings Court Chapel, where he now serves as the pastor.
The Atlanta Central Parish served for the several years as the zonal headquarters
for Georgia, Alabama, Florida and the Caribbean Islands. Due to the growth of the
RCCG, the zones were restmctured with each state given autonomy to operate as a zone.
Georgia was divided into two zones: Georgia One and Georgia Two. Georgia One is
comprised of parishes in southem Georgia and is made up ofnine parishes, while
Georgia Two is comprised of parishes in North Georgia and is made up of eight parishes.
The numerical strength or average attendance for Georgia One is about 3,000 members.
Pastor Johnson Adefila is assisted by Pastor Tunde Akinjodu as Zonal Coordinator. Also
a positive drive is in place to ensure that each ofRCCG parishes owns a befitting worship
center.
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Picture 7: RCCG Atlanta Central Parish, Decatur
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In terms of practices, each parish of the RCCG in Atlanta continues to hold three
major weekly programs similar to that of the intemational headquarters in Nigeria. The
services are the Sunday Worship, Bible study (known as 'digging deep') and prayer
meetings. Each parish decides on the date and timing for it programs. In addition, the
Church also organizes the monthly 'Holy Ghost' service.
Relationship between RCCGNA/Atlanta with the International
Headquarters in Lagos, Nigeria
The RCCG in Atlanta has maintained regular relationship with the intemational
headquarters in the following ways. First, from the conception of the vision to open a
church in Atlanta, the GO was directly involved with the decision both in Lagos and
Atlanta. When he visited the U.S., he phoned Pastor Johnson Adefila and discussed his
vision of starting a branch of the church in Atlanta. Besides, the money to execute the
Atlanta church plant was raised among RCCG churches in Lagos and from there Dolu
Segun was commissioned to visit Atlanta in order to supervise the starting ofRCCG
branch.
Iburonke (interview #23) reported that plans to start the Atlanta Church have been
going on for a number years in Lagos, before the arrival of Dolu Segun. At the inception
of the U.S. mission, the state of Georgia was adopted as a mission field by Lagos
Province 3, where Brown Oyitso (interview #2) cuirently serves as provincial pastor. For
many years the Lagos Church has continued to support the work in Atlanta with human,
material and financial resources. Pastor Oyitso (interview #2), who is also Chaimian of
the Central Mission Committee in Lagos said, that as "far back as 1996, Lagos Province
3 adopted Georgia as a mission field." The Nigerian headquarter church regards the
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Atlanta Church as one of its outposts and daughter churches and always refers to Dolu
Segun as the one responsible for establishing the Church. He visited frequently to see
about the welfare of the Church. Thus the history of relationship with Nigerian and the
Atlanta Church show that from its inception the Nigerian Headquarters had direct and
indirect input conceming the growth and development of the Church. My view is that the
leadership conflict between the Nigeria and Atlanta group at the launching of the Church
may be cormected to the issue of control, i.e., who is in control of the new church.
Given the leadership stmcture of the RCCG, the relationship with the Nigerian
headquarters also reveals a significant amount of control from the Nigeria Intemational
Headquarters of the Church for the branch to achieve church planting goals. From the
beginning of the U.S. mission, the GO visits at least every year to preside over the U.S.
annual conventions, the Workers and Ministers' Conference, and visit branches to preach
and commission new parishes. This has put the stamp of the GO as the head of the
church.
As Pastor Johnson (interview #23) explains, the Nigerian headquarters still has
supervisory oversight over pastors and leaders in the U.S., and from time to time erring
pastors may be suspended from pastoral responsibilities and be call back to Nigeria for a
while or could be re-assigned to a different parish in Nigeria. Moreover, the fact that
some members still participate in the RCCG conferences and retreat at the Nigerian
headquarters also means that they continue to look up to the GO as the spiritual father
and head of the church. The pastors and leaders in the U.S. Church travel to Nigeria
regularly for training and to report on the progress of the work. The point I am making
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here is that at the leadership level, the Nigeria headquarters still controls and give general
direction to the work through the U.S. National Office.
To reiterate, regular visits occur between the Nigeria and Atlanta Church. For
example, pastors Brown Oyitsu, Dolu Segun and Ezekiel Oduyemi and other ministers
from Nigeria have been visiting regularly since the Atlanta Church was launched in 1996
in order to hold special programs. During these visits, these ministers engage in teaching
and preaching at the different parishes. They participate in the training of pastors and
leaders during special seminars and conferences. Through these regular visits and
teachings, U.S. leadership continues to contribute and influence happenings at the Church
and has served the purpose ofmotivating the Church to pursue its vision in the American
context. Also of note is the fact that the GO has personally visited some parishes in
Atlanta to hold special programs. For example, in 2003, he paid a pastoral visit to the
Atlanta Central Church (Family Praise Chapel) to teach and commission the new worship
center and administrative office of said church. Similarly, in 2008, he visited Kings
Court Chapel at Roswell to commend them for their many achievements and to motivate
and encourage them to continue in the work of evangelism.
Finally, the vision of the Atlanta Church as well as the whole U.S. Church is
impacted and driven in a significant way by the vision of the intemational headquarters to
reach the nations with the gospel. We have already seen the mission statement in chapter
two. The last part of the mission statement says that "... we will plant churches within 5
minutes walking distance in every city and town of developing countries and within 10
minutes driving distance in every city and town of developed countries." My intei-view
reveals that the GO and the leaders have continued to use this vision statement as way of
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motivating the leaders and members of the U.S. church to plant more churches. The
impetus campaign launched in the year 2000 to double the number of churches in each
zone was a vision that came from the intemational headquarters of Church. This
unprecedented drive doubled the number of churches in Atlanta as new parishes were
planted as a result of this mandate. The point to take from this analysis is that indeed a
regular relationship exists between the intemational headquarters in Nigeria and the U.S.
branch in Atlanta. Substantial control of the U.S Church by the GO and other leaders
from Nigeria still exists. The Church still influences the vision and direction of the entire
individual the churches, although the parish pastors are given the liberty to administer
their churches within certain guidelines.
Summary of Chapter Four
This chapter has examined the history of the three denominations selected for this
study in the U.S. The history presented in this chapter reveals developmental pattems that
are unique to each of the three churches in the case study. I demonstrated in chapter two,
these are three Nigerian indigenous Pentecostal Churches with similar historical roots
going back to the Aladura Movement of the 1930s. In this chapter, I have attempted to
show how these churches are developing in the Diaspora. The first pattem is the house
fellowship model as in the case ofGOFAMINT. The second model is evangelisfic
meeting such as the PMCH progi-am of the MFM. The third pattem is the intentional
church plant in which the victory of the Nigerian football team during the 1 996 Atlanta
Olympic Games was used as a platfomi to gather Nigerians for the launching of the
Church. In addition, the history also shows that most of the cases involved splits and
mergers. Most involve someone coming to the U.S. and then being encouraged to start a
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branch of the Church (and not that denominations send people who are mostly
missionaries). This chapter also reveals that these churches are started by laymen/women
as home fellowship. Much later a trained pastor is appointed or sent to provide pastoral
leadership. In all three cases, important to note are the human agencies who spearheaded
the vision to start these churches, such as Ayo and Siyanbola Balogun ofMFM, Sister
Tayo Abdul ofGOFAMINT and the efforts ofNiyi Adefope, Johnson Adefila, Dolu
Segun and Kunle Akinjodu ofRCCG. This chapter also reveals that, from the beginning,
these churches have maintained relationships with the intemational headquarters in
Nigeria. The intemational headquarter has supported the mission of these churches
through supplying both short and long term ministers, the provision of financial support
during times of need, funding programs for teaching and training members and workers,
and by regular visits from the GO and senior ministers who allow headquarters to provide
general vision and direction. This chapter also shows that substantial control and
supervision is in place from the Nigerian headquarters. In all, this chapter provides
infomiation conceming the historical development and emergence of these churches.
The next chapter analyzes the channels of transnational flows and movements between
the founding churches in Lagos, south-western Nigeria and the daughter churches in
Atlanta, Georgia.
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CHAPTER FIVE
TRANSNATIONAL FLOWS, MOVEMENTS AND CHANNELS
Introduction
The focus of this chapter is to examine the transnational practices of the three
selected Nigerian-led Pentecostal Churches in Atlanta. Specifically this chapter will
examine the nature of transnational flows from the intemational headquarters in Nigeria
of these selected churches.
This chapter will therefore examine:
The flow of persons from the Nigeria intemational headquarters to the branch
churches in Atlanta.
The kinds of products that move from the intemational headquarters of these
churches in Nigeria to Atlanta; they include literature, such as daily devotional guides;
audio and video tapes; and, training manuals from the different departments. In order
words, what kind of religious products flow/move between Nigeria intemational
headquarters and the branches at Atlanta?
The fonnal and infomial communication channels through which ideas and
infomiation flow between the international headquarters and the selected churches in
Atlanta.
The issues addressed in this chapter deal with transnational flows, channels, and
movements of persons, products, ideas and infomiation. This chapter draws extensively
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from data collected during this researcher's field research in Nigeria, Atlanta and the U.S.
headquarters of the selected churches. Attempt will be made to compare the nature and
pattem of the flows, movements and channels among the three selected churches.
The second theoretical lenses (migration system theory) guiding this research
also infonned my analysis in this chapter. A migration system theory explains the
relationship of two or more places linked by flows and counter flows ofpeople, ideas,
goods and services. The advantage of the migration system is that it focuses my analysis
on both ends of the migration flows and highlights the diverse linkages between the two
places of Lagos, Nigeria, and Afianta, Georgia. The migration system informed my
understanding and analysis of the linear (formal) and non-linear (informal) networks of
transnational actors such as religious elites, itinerant pastors, families and friends
involved in transnational religious practice.
Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries (MFM)
The Mountain of Fire and Miracles is one of the newer Nigerian Indigenous
Pentecostal Churches that has witnessed growth in membership in Nigeria, Africa, and
other parts of the world during the last twenty years. The data from my field research in
Nigeria shows regular flows/movements of persons, religious products, infomiafion,
ideas and communication between the intemational headquarters in Nigeria and MFM
churches in Atlanta and other branches in United States ofAmerica. This section is
organized under the following headings:
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Movement and Flows of Persons
Most of the people who move regularly between Nigeria and the U.S. are senior
ministers of the Church, such as the General Overseer (GO), Assistant General Overseers
(AGOs), Region Overseer (ROs), and Rectors of the various Schools ofMinistries. By
"regularity ofmovement" I mean that these leaders travel at least three to four times a
year and spend anywhere from three to six weeks during each visit. The movement and
flow of persons from Nigeria is not limited to the U.S. alone but also include European
and Asian countries such as the United Kingdom, Ireland, Canada, China, Korea and
Philippines. A few of the leaders are occasional travelers to the U.S; meaning that they
travel only once a year or every other year.
In almost all cases, the movement of these leaders is financed by the MFM
Intemational Headquarters in Nigeria. These leaders see themselves as short-tenn
missionaries to the U.S., sent by the intemational headquarters to accomplish specific
ministries. These short term ministers are usually scheduled for different reasons such as
teaching and preaching during church services, evangelistic outreaches and training of
workers. My interviews with Olajide, Diya, and Audu, Ajibade respectively (interviews
#8, 9, 10 and 11) reveal flow/movement ofministers from Nigeria to Atlanta for the
following purposes:
Training of church workers
Preaching and teaching in revival services
Specialized training in specific ministry areas such as deliverance,
intercessory prayers and evangelism
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Training of pastors and leaders.
Special outreach programs such as cmsades and the commissioning of a
new church.
Ministering during special programs such as during the Seventy Days of
Prayers and Fasting, and.
Special emissaries from the head of the Church in Nigeria during special
programs such as the U.S. Convention, and special deliverance meetings.
Also noteworthy is that a few of the leaders also arrange their annual vacations or
holidays to coincide with their short term ministerial visits in the U.S. in order that they
can also use the time to visit family and friends.
In temis of gender, the flow within the MFM is dominated by male leaders.
However, a few women, such as the wives of GOs and ROs, visit with their husbands and
are also involved in preaching and teaching with their husbands. These women leaders
also take part in various aspects of training, including the training ofwomen and children
leaders.
Mrs. Augusta (Interview #45) said that the MFM is a "do-it-yourselfministry,"
that is, one in which every believer is trained to be ready at all times to personally
participate in the task of soul winning, spiritual warfare and deliverance instead of relying
on the pastor for solutions. Therefore, the General Overseer (GO) sometimes prefers to
send senior ministers to represent him in the U.S. Balogun remarked that this is an
intentional strategy of the leadership of the MFM to develop competent and dependable
ministers within the rank and file of the leadership. The MFM philosophy ofministry is
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to "train the hands" of everyone so that they will be equipped to deal with the basic issues
in ministry without always resorting to the leadership for quick answers and solutions to
their questions. Most of the branches of the MFM in the USA visited by these leaders are
located in cities such as Colorado Springs, Atlanta, Baltimore, Denver, New York,
Washington D.C, Philadelphia, Houston, Chicago, Arizona, Los Angeles and
Minneapolis. Important to state is that few of the leaders have moved from the
intemational headquarters to the MFM U.S as frill time missionaries.
A regular flow of the leadership exists from the MFM U.S. to the intemational
headquarters for church related programs such as conferences and meetings. The
Assistant General Overseer (AGO) travels four to five times a year, the Region Overseers
travel three to four times a year, and assembly pastors travel at least twice a year. The
movement of leaders from the U.S. to Nigeria is more regular and more consistent among
the MFM than the other two churches in this study. When asked to discuss sending
missionaries to the U.S., Paul Campbell (interview #47), MFM Region Overseer for USA
and the Caribbean, pointed out that sending missionaries to the U.S is complicated. The
MFM Intemational Headquarters does send missionaries on both a short and long terni
basis, but those sent travel to the U.S. because there is a MFM branch in need and has
petitioned for a pastor from the intemational headquarters. Others are posted from a
country where they were serving before in order to assume greater responsibilities in the
U.S. mission. Some leaders serve who already have immigration papers to enter the U.S.
and they automatically have become pastors when an opening arises for a pastor. Lastly,
short terni ministers visit from time to time for preaching, specialized training in such
areas as evangelism, deliverance and prayers. The point to note here is that MFM sends
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ministers on short term as well as long term ministerial assignment. The movement of
persons is a two-way flow; ministers' move to U.S. for ministry related assignment and
MFM ministers in the U.S move back and forth to Nigeria for conferences and
specialized training.
Movement and Flows of Religious Products
Leaders and members carry all sorts of items with them as they travel. Here we
are interested in religious products that are carried back and forth. The research reveals
the following religious products flow from Nigeria to the U.S.:
Church training manuals use for training workers and leaders in such areas
as prayers and deliverance.
Church publications such as books by the GO and other senior ministers.
They include Prayer Rain, Christian discipleship books and daily
devotional guides.
Audio and video tapes of the GO and other senior ministers.
Deliverance supplies such as anointing oil and sand from "Prayer City."'^
Prayer city is tiie ritual and spiritual space ofMFM located in Lagos, Nigeria, where prayers are
offered for twenty hours (See chapter 2 for detail explanation of the concept of prayer city). The idea of
bringing a "sack of sand" from the prayer City to the U.S is to enable the worshippers in MFM branch
the U.S church connect with ongoing prayers at the prayer city, As they touch the sand while praying,
they are symbolically partaking in the many blessings that worshippers at the prayer city enjoy. I
attended worship service at the MFM branch at Marietta where Mrs. Bola Adudoye is the pastor and she
explained to her congregation during her preaching that the sand from the prayer city is merely
symbolical and is meant to connect worshippers in the church and the "Prayer City" in Lagos. Through
this ritual, members can visualize and imagine themselves as being part of the praying congregation at
the prayer city and equally partake of the miracles, salvation and deliverance that take place there as a
result of answers to fervent consistent prayers (interview #41).
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Lazams (interview #40) explained that MFM Intemational Headquarters provides
"books and manuals, audio and video recordings of the GO and other senior ministers
from the church and training manuals for different aspects ofMFM ministries." Frances
Bede (interview#42) ofMarietta, who has been a member of the MFM church in the
Nigeria and London and is now in the MFM branch in Atlanta, U.S., said that literature,
CDs, and training manuals flow regularly from Lagos to MFM branches. Some of the
Assemblies in Atlanta are working on setting up bookstores that stock most of these
books from Nigeria. For example, during my visit to the MFM Atlanta headquarters Ayo
Balogun (interview #43) showed me the church library he is building made up ofmostly
books written from the Nigerian headquarters ofMFM. For now, most of these materials
flow through the networks of friends, family members and church leaders.
Flow ofMoney
Evidence from this research suggests that in the MFM, money actually flows fi-om
both directions to support short term mission work and pastoral staff The intemational
headquarters normally provides initial support for the few full time missionaries/pastors
enabling them to setfie in the U.S., after which the local branch is expected to assume full
responsibilities for providing for the missionary. Similarly, the intemational headquarters
also covers the expenses of short term missionaries but they also expect the local church
in the U.S. to provide financial support to cover the local expenses of the ministers while
in the U.S. (interview #47). For example, when the present Assistant General Overseer
for the U.S. and Canada was moved from Gambia, where he was serving as MFM
missionary, the intemational headquarters in Nigeria covered his initial movement
expenses, enabling him to settle in Texas. After he settled, the local assembly at Texas
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took over responsibility. Ayo Balogun (interview #43) also observed that headquarters
does provide financial support for short tenn ministers from Nigeria, but also added that
MFM branches in the U.S. also provide for ministers' expenses while they are in the U.S.
and sometimes pay for airfare back to their place of origin.
Communication Channels
Formal Networks of Flows and Movements
Informafion, ideas and news fiows from MFM Intemafional Headquarters to U.S.
branches through two major pattems. The first is the formal communication between
Nigerian Headquarters of the Church in Lagos, and the U.S. headquarters of the MFM in
Houston, Texas, located at 14931-C Bellaire Blvd, Houston, TX 77083 (See web page at
http://www.mfmhouston.eom/l 14.htm). The U.S. headquarters also doubles as the
Caribbean Regional Headquarters. The Assistant General Overseer (AGO) in charge of
USA and Canada, who is the head of the U.S. office, then communicates to the Region
Overseers, who in tum communicates with the Assembly pastors. Official
communication is maintained mainly through phone calls, emails, fax and the postal
service. Annual and quarterly reports conceming the progress of the MFM USA Church
is also routed through these official means via the office of the AGO to Nigeria. The U.S.
Nafional Headquarters has a phone line, a fax service and email service
(mfinhouston@vahoo.coin). The offices are also connected to the intemet.
An important finding of this study is the extensive use of the intemet as a means
of communicafion and disseminafion of information to the MFM branches worldwide.
The MFM Church uses the intemet as means of keeping members infonned ofmajor
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programs that require participation of all the branches, such as the Seventy Days Fasting
and Prayers. A well fumished intemational office at the intemational headquarters in
Lagos is fully equipped with high speed intemet, telephone and fax machine. The
intemational office operates a cyber cafe for use by intemational delegates during
programs in Nigeria. The head of the intemational office, Bolaji Ojumn (interview #10)
said that through the cyber cafe the intemational office exchanges regular emails with
leaders outside Nigeria who are visiting the intemational headquarters for various
programs, arranges for airport pick ups and accommodations at the Guest House. He said
that email traffic is usually very high during the Intemational Convention and Pastors
Meeting due to many participants coming from outside the country. Also, a high demand
exists for intemet service because intemational delegates would like to keep in touch with
their families while in Nigeria. No way is available of ascertaining the volume of email
because no records are kept of these interactions. The Church has a functional website
where members can access the GO's message either by downloading or live streaming.
The MFM website'"* has an online store where members can purchase books, tapes and
other materials of the Church. I observe that almost all branches ofMFM in the U.S. own
a website that has links to the intemational headquarters. This is also tme ofmany
branches in Europe.
See MFM intemational headquarter in Nigeria webpage at www.mfm.org. The Atlanta website
is www.mfmAtlantanta.org website @www.mfmatlanta.org. Also, see
http://www.mfmatlanta2.org/about.html for the branch at Riverdale. For the branch at Doraville, see
http://www.mfm-geoi gia.org/. For the Marietta branch, see http://mfmgamarietta.org/.
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Informal Network of Flows and Movements
The second way that infomiation and products flow from the MFM headquarters
to the U.S. is through the informal network of friends and families within the MFM
churches. The evidence from this research suggests that many leaders and members who
travel to the intemational headquarters in Nigeria come back with religious products such
as books, manuals and tapes for family members and friends who requested such
products. For example, when 1 visited Nigeria in November 2009, 1 brought back to the
U.S. a box of devotional and Christian books published by RCCG for the daughter of one
of the RCCG pastors in Lagos, Emmanuel Chioma, who asked me to assist in mailing
these items to her where she resides in Colorado Springs. Similarly, the Methodist
Archbishop of Lagos, Most Revd. Joseph Ajayi requested that I carry a box containing
seven devotional books to mail to his friends. Interesting to note is that on this trip back
to the U.S., I had to send materials to Colorado, Florida, Atlanta and Wilmore from my
base at Nicholasville, Kentucky. Many of the pastors and leaders also said that many of
their members requested them to buy books and tapes from the intemational
headquarters. Many pastors also purchase Christian literature and video or audio tapes
for use at the branch churches in the U.S. This infomiation illustrates the important role
of infomial networks as important channels of flows.
During my field research at the MFM Intemational Headquarters in Nigeria, I met
two MFM members from New York and Colorado Springs who attended the MFM
International Congress and Twentieth Anniversary Celebration. I met them at the
bookstore where they were purchasing boxes of books and tapes to take the U.S. The
MFM sister from New York, Mrs. Sandra (discussion held on 12/23/2010) was
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particularly exited and told me she was purchasing extra copies for her family and
friends. The sister, Nimota Kelani (discussion held onl 2/1 8/201 0),who is a co-pastor,
told me she will be paying for two suitcases of excess luggage because she is taking
materials to many members ofher church in Colorado.
1 also spoke with several pastors during my interview who reported that whenever
they visit, they purchase several religious materials for members at their request. At this
stage of the development ofMFM, products and information flow mostly through
informal rather than fornial networks in the Church. Channels of flows and movement
take place outside the official networks, and these are only hinted at in this research.
Movements exist from Lagos to Atlanta, New York to Lagos, and Lagos to Colorado. I
also leamed that some products flow back to Lagos through this informal network; items
such as Christian books, especially Bibles; and technological gadgets such as cell phones
and computers meant to assist pastors and members with their work in the ministry. (See
Appendix E showing Pattems of Flows in MFM)
Relationship with the International Headquarter Church in Nigeria
The research data from Nigeria and Atlanta shows a very strong relationship
between MFM U.S/Atlanta and Nigeria that has continued to benefit the Atlanta and
other U.S. churches. This tie has contributed in no small measure in promoting and
sustaining the MFM mission in the U.S. Through this relationship, MFM Intemational
Headquarters has continued to monitor and supervise the mission of the MFM in the
USA. The relationship also helps in forging transnational network among MFM churches
in not only the U.S, but also in Canada, the Caribbean and many countries in Europe.
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Through this network the intemational headquarters has been able to bring humans,
materials, financial resources together to pursue its mission in the U.S. and other parts of
the world.
This relationship is also forged through joint programs such as prayer meetings
anniversary celebrations. The first of such programs is the "Seventy Days ofFasting and
Prayers" (see for further infomiafion at http://www.mfiiihouston.com/46.htm). This
program is observed throughout MFM branches worldwide. Detailed infomiafion on how
to organize the prayer and fasting, prayer points for each day and general conduct during
the fast usually originate from the intemational headquarters. The prayer and fasting join
MFM members worldwide to jointly pray together for the success ofMFM. In addition,
the GO visits the U.S. every year to hold cmsades and workers' training programs. For
example, in 2003 and 2004, the GO held a cmsade at the U.S. National Headquarters in
Houston. Through these programs, Olukoya has continued to provide vision and direction
for the MFM in the U.S.
The second is the Intemational Convenfion and Anniversaries of the Church. The
Church expects all its pastors and members who are able to be present at the convention
in Lagos. My field research in Nigeria coincided with the Third Intemafional Convention
and the Twentieth Anniversary Celebrations, which took place November 1 8-22, 2009.
This celebration was preceded by a weeklong Ministers' Conference of the Church that
was attended by ministers, pastors, delegates and workers from different parts of the
world. The American delegation was made up ofmore than fifty delegates, most of
whom were from Nigeria, then other African countries, the U.S, South America and the
Caribbean Islands.
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The Intemational Convention is a period of concentrated teaching on the vision
and mission ofMFM and impartation of vision by the leadership. In this way the mission
of the church is fully communicated on a much wider platfoim. The MFM places much
emphasis on the training and retraining of it pastors and leaders and the pastors and
leaders are expected to travel regularly to Lagos for purposes of training. I observed that,
of the three denominations in my case study, MFM pastors travel to Nigeria more than
the other two. My field research shows that the MFM pastors and leaders travel to
Nigeria for church-related meetings between three and four times a year, although it is
more frequent at the top level of leadership. This may be due to the fact that the Church is
new to the American religious landscape and the GO's sense that a need for regular
training. Also underscored is the importance the Church attaches to seeing its church
planting succeed. It is important to point out that relationship with headquarters has
resulted in spiritual support for the Church, since prayers go on night and day at the
intemational headquarters. But plans also exist for provision ofmore training sites in the
U.S. in order to curtail the cost and time of travelling to Nigeria (Inteiview #45).
The GOs have control over MFM branches, including the U.S. For example, when
I visited the Intemational Headquarters in 2009 and 2010 for my research, I had to apply
to get the approval of the GO in order to interview any of the pastors. Similarly, in order
to interview U.S. leaders, I had to get approval from the Nigerian Headquarters. Not one
of the pastors was willing to talk with me without approval from Intemational
Headquarters.
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Emerging patterns of Flows/Movements in MFM
The pattem of flows within MFM is just emerging because they are just now
setting up administrative stmctures. The first pattem is that official travel ofpersons,
products and ideas occurs from Lagos to Dallas and from there to the Region Overseers
and to the branches. That is, Dallas is a node in the network, the gate through which
everything that comes to America passes. The second pattem is the infomial channels
also exist from Lagos direct to New York and from there to various branches. The third is
the direct fiow ofproducts from Lagos to Atlanta, which occurs when pastors go for
training.( See Appendix E for Pattems of Flows in MFM).
Gospel Faith Mission International (GOFAMINT)
The research data from Nigeria and Afianta also revealed regular transnational
fiows, movements of persons, goods and infomiation between GOFAMINT in Nigeria
and GOFAMINT branches in the U.S. And, like MFM, the flow of persons, products and
ideas follows both formal and infonnal channels.
Movement and Flow of Persons
The field research from Nigeria consistently points to the fact that regular flow of
persons exists, mostly at the senior management level of the Church, such as the GO,
AGOs and, in few cases, at the middle management cadre of the Church. This group
includes the Region, District Overseers and Heads ofMissions Department. A constant
fiow of personnel from the intemational headquarters to its branches in the U.S. The GO
pays an apostolic visit at least three times a year - during the U.S. Convenfion, the
Ministers and Workers' Conference and special visits to some branches of the Church.
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The GO also visits different branches of the Church. For example, since its inception in
1996, the GO frequently visits the Atlanta branch twice a year to preach and counsel with
members, workers and pastors. The frequency has however decreased since 2008 due to
demands in other countries, such as the Philippines and Australia, where the GO is
supervising the opening of new branches. The AGO and the National Evangelist from
Nigeria also visit regularly during conventions and special programs and sometimes to
represent the GO when he is unable to attend U.S programs. Other leaders visit at least
once a year or occasionally.
The purpose of the visit is primarily to revive and strengthen the churches through
preaching, teaching, and prayer conferences. The data also shows that besides visiting for
the purpose of helping the U.S. Church, some of these leaders also use their time in U.S.
for the purposes of taking a vacation and visiting family and friends. The GOFAMINT
leaders visit most of the major cities in the U.S. where the church is located, such as
Baltimore, Los Angeles, New York, Atlanta, Philadelphia, Chicago, Washington D.C,
Houston and Dallas. The findings reveal that the GOFAMINT Intemational Headquarters
sends ministers mostly for short term ministerial support to its branches. These could be
pastors and head ofmission departments who are invited by a particular branch of the
U.S. Church. In some cases the Intemafional Headquarters Church sends senior ministers
to hold special programs like they did in 2001 and 2002, when Richard Usenu (interview
#14) was sent from Nigeria to hold prayer conferences in GOFAMINT branches in the
U.S.
During the early stages of the U.S. church plant, a few of the ministers with
immigration documents were asked to relocate from Nigeria to help with the work in U.S.
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The first set ofministers who spearheaded the planting of the GOFAMINT branches in
Washington, D.C. and Maryland were the GOFAMESfT pastors who came to the U.S.as
students, later regularized their immigration status. As Peter Odagbodo, the Deputy
National Overseer ofGOFAMINT, U.S, reports:
The intemational headquarters in Nigeria provides training for workers and
leaders here in the U.S. The GO comes to the U.S. regularly for training,
preaching and teaching. Evangelist and personnel from Nigeria visit from time to
time to hold special programs such as cmsades, revival services, the U.S.
Convention and during the Seventy Days of Fasting and Prayer in January.
(Interviews #59)
Persons also move from the U.S. national headquarters. The research data from
GOFAMINT in Atlanta and other U.S. areas shows that movement of church leaders and
pastors to attend programs at the intemational headquarters has not been consistent. Tayo
Abdul (interview #54) admitted that visits to the intemational headquarters for programs
have not been as they were at the inception of the church. Solomon Ajayi (interview #61)
also said that he attends the Intemational Convention at least every other year due to
financial cost. Ajayi said that in 2009 and 2010, mostly the top leaders (the Nafional
Overseer, the Assistant National Overseer, and secretary) who attended programs in
Nigeria, attend the U.S. National Office. Another factor that has affected attendance of
U.S. delegates is the introduction of the Intemational Convention. Ajayi explains that the
Intemational Convention convenes in August, while the U.S. Nafional Convention
convenes in July. Travel to Nigeria is difficult for members and leaders t because of the
expense and other commitments they have during the U.S. National Convention.
Moreover, many members are not comfortable leaving their jobs again, after taking some
time off to attend the U.S. National Convention. , movement from the U.S. to Nigeria is
taking place mostly at the top leadership level. However, an increase in travel in 2008
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occurred because, in that year, a greater number ofU.S. delegates attended the Fiftieth
Anniversary Golden Jubilee celebrations in Nigeria because each assembly was mandated
to sponsor delegates to attend the Church's intemational headquarters (interview #54).
According to Solomon Ajayi (interview #61), for the past two years the GO has
not been unable to attend the U.S. convention for the same reasons as the other leaders.
Therefore, the GO now sends the Deputy GO to represent him as the special guest
speaker. The GO also ministers during the convention through a pre-recorded audio
and/or video message. Still not clear is how this shift may have impacted the morale and
growth of the GOFAMINT U.S. However, the GO now visits during the month ofApril
to hold the Ministers and Workers' Congress, which affords him the opportunity to teach
and recast the vision and direction of the Church. He also uses the opportunity to visit
other branches of the GOFAMINT in U.S., and visits other times during the year
depending on invitations.
Given the impact Pentecostal leaders play in the life of their followers, whether
far or near, necessary to investigate in this shift is the timing of the GO's visits. The
research data suggests that GOFAMINT U.S. is not maintaining as strong a link with the
headquarters as they were during the early days of the U.S. mission. Mrs. Tayo
(interview#54) speaks to this concem when via the following:
Links and relationship with the headquarter church is not as very strong
as it ought to be. The relationship is mostly at the leadership level and
regular reporting to the intemational headquarters. At the initial period
when the Church started in U.S, there were regular short tenn visits than
what it is now (intei-view #59).
My personal obseivation is that the General Overseer of GOFAMINT believes in
people and wants to entrust the mnning of the Church to faithfiil men and women who
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can continue the work, even in his absence. This observation was confirmed by Solomon
Ajayi (interview #61) said the absence of the GO is not a problem, because he has not
built the ministry around his personality and other ministers are equally respected. He
wants the Church to propagate itselfbeyond him, that is, he wants to build the Church so
it can stand on its own. I was a witness to this when I attended the GOFAMINT
Minister's Conference at Ibadan, Nigeria. The GO was away on a church plant in
Australia. However, he did preach to the pastors through a video recorded message,
which was projected on a large screen. I observed that the meefing went well under the
supervision of the Deputy National Overseer, and participants were very receptive to the
preaching and teaching of fellow pastors. This is an atfitude that is not usually seen in
most Pentecostal gatherings that revolve around the charisma of the leader. The Secretary
of the Executive Committee ofGOFAMINT and the Secretary ofMission both claimed
their goal is to establish GOFAMINT, U.S. as a church that is driven from within
America. Similarly, Seyi Adejorin (interview #58) noted that the Church in the U.S. is
semi autonomous when he said, "The system is somewhat decentralized to allow
GOFAMINT church to adapt to the realities of its context in America."
Atlanta serves as hub to GOFAMINT members who travel to Nigeria. They travel from
different U.S. areas, such as Washington D.C, Maryland, New York, Califomia and
Chicago to catch Delta Airline's non-stop flight to Lagos from Atlanta. Many of them
purchase electronic tickets at the Delta Airline website. The current cost of a flight is
between $1,100 to $1,500, depending on the flight's season of the year and actual time of
booking the flight.
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Channels of Flows/Movements of Information, Ideas and Communication
The flow of infonnation seems to follow foramal lines, that is, from GOFAMINT
Intemational Headquarters in Nigeria to the U.S. Headquarters in Baltimore, Maryland,
and then, from there to Assembly Pastors. The Church seems to have a well-stmctured
line of communication that is strictly adhered to by the leadership and members of the
Church. Communication takes place through phone calls. The U.S. headquarters in
Baltimore, Maryland, maintains two phone lines, a fax machine (although it is not used
often) and an email account (info@gfTni.org). Communication with Nigeria via email is
regular, although I could not ascertain the volume of such communication. All the offices
and computers of the officers at the secretariat are connected to high speed intemet. The
use of telephone for communication is very regular; the traffic increases during planning
meetings for special programs when input is required from the intemational headquarters.
Hard copy of reports and some information (such as church and Sunday school reports,
report of the U.S National Convention and Ministers' Conference) are usually sent
through the U.S. postal service and DHL courier. Written letters conceming the
relocation of a member from Nigeria to the U.S. and vice versa are often sent through
members. The GOFAMINT Headquarters in Atlanta also maintain two phone lines and
an email account. However, infomiation also flows through unofficial networks since a
few leaders/members who move back and forth cairy infomiation between the
Headquarter Church and the U.S. branches.
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Flows/Movement of Religious Products
Products that flow from the Intemational Headquarters to U.S. branches include
the following:
Church published religious books printed at the Lagos Intemational Headquarters.
Media tapes (CDs and video recordings) of the GO and senior ministers recorded
during programs in Nigeria.
Sunday school publications from the press in Lagos, Nigeria.
Training materials for workers.
Relationship with International Headquarters
The branches in the U.S. have continued to maintain a constant relationship with
the Intemational Headquarters through regular submission ofprogress reports, which are
usually routed through the Assembly Pastors to the U.S. leaders. The report from Atlanta
is sent by Pastor Andrew Ikenebomeh to the U.S. National Overseer, Pastor Aremo at
Brentwood, Maryland, and then to the office of the GO (Pastor Abina) at the Intemational
Headquarters. Also, programs are held in all the branches of the Church, worldwide. For
example, the month of January is dedicated as month of prayer in all GOFAMINT
branches. This prayer month is centrally organized from the Intemational Headquarters
and the message, text and prayer points are always fi-om Nigerian Headquarters. This is
one fime that the U.S. Church joins the headquarters and other branches around the world
in order to pray together.
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Flow ofMoney
As stated earlier, at the commencement of the GOFAMINT U.S., funds flowed
from the Intemational Headquarters to support the movement of pastors moving from
Nigeria to the U.S. Also, financial support for the GOFAMINT U.S. was made to
purchase property for the Church. The Intemational Headquarters also financially
maintain the Global Partners Fomm, which is made up ofGOFAMINT members from
around the world who are willing to contribute financially to primarily support global
outreach of the Church. Members of the U.S. Church also contribute to the Gospel
Partners Fomm. The GOFAMINT U.S. also raises support for the GOFAMINT outreach
program in the Philippines and Australia.
Transnational Network and Connections
The research data from Nigeria shows that the flow of persons, religious products
and infomiation is not limited only to the U.S branches. Evidence suggests a constant
flow from headquarters in Nigeria to African countries such as Kenya, Cameroon and the
Gambia, as well as to Brazil, the United Kingdom, Ireland, the Philippines and, beginning
in the later part of 2009, Australia. A strong peripheral flow exists between U.S. branches
and branches in the U.K. This relafionship has enabled both groups to join hands with
the intemational headquarters in order to sponsor mission outreaches and church
planfings in some countries such as Australia. A link exists between Maryland in the U.S.
and Calgary in Canada. The reason for that link is because the intemational office
sometimes prefers to send infoimation and materials to Canada through the U.S., because
it is easy to mail from Maryland or Califomia to Canada. Second, the GOFAMINT U.S.
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and GOFAMINT Canada have forged a strong transnational relationship and ties that
have enabled them to support each other. Through these transnational networks the GO of
the Church has successfully mobilized funding from members across the Atlantic to
support the VISION 2010 mission program of the Intemational Headquarters. (See
Appendix F Showing Pattem ofNetwork Connections in GOFAMINT). This is not a case
of the periphery rebelling against the center because there is already an awareness of the
existing transnational links and networks between the Intemational Headquarters in
Nigeria, the U.S National Headquarters and GOFAMINT in Canada.
Emerging Pattern of Flows/Movements
Information, communication and religious products flow from Lagos, Nigeria to
the U.S headquarters at Brentwood, Maryland, and from there to the branch pastors.
Sometimes they flow directly from Lagos to Atlanta, cutting out Brentwood. The second
pattem is the infonnal flow/movements through friends and families from Nigeria
(Lagos) to Atlanta. Members purchase books, tapes and food from Lagos and send to
Atlanta, and from Atlanta they mail to Maryland, New York and Califomia. The third
pattem of flow is between Maryland and GOFAMINT Canada. (See Appendix F
Showing Pattems of Flow in GOFAMINT).
Redeemed Christian Church of God (RCCG)
The RCCG is the third case study for this research. It is the oldest of the three
Nigerian-led Churches in this research. This section on the RCCG also examines the flow
of persons, religious products and ideas, news and infomiation between the RCCG
Intemational Headquarters in Nigeria and it branches in the U.S. and Atlanta.
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Flows/Movements of Persons
The flow of persons, from the RCCG in Nigeria to the USA and other countries
seems to be tlie most aggressive and ambitious when compared to the other two churches
in this case study. For example, the RCCG in Nigeria is endowed with financial, human
and other resources needed to pursue its transnational ministry, particularly its reverse
mission to America. The fiow of persons is mostly from the top leadership - senior and
middle level leadership of the Church, although some of the members who can afford the
funds, also live transnational lives. The GO visits at least three or four times annually to
preside over the U.S. Annual Convenfion, the Annual Minister's Conference and the
Festival of Life, which all convene in different locations in the U.S.
The GO usually visits with an entourage of selected senior pastors and special
assistants during the North America Annual Convention that is held in June, the
ministers' conference in April, the Festival of Life Congress in D.C, and special Bible
teachings and the dedication of new branches.. For example, the GO visited Atlanta to
commission and dedicate the Atlanta Central Parish m Decatur, Georgia. Similarly in
2004, the GO visited Atlanta to commission the new church building of Kings Court
Parish in Roswell. The GO utilized the opportunity of his visit to teach, motivate and
challenge the churches to do more outreach to their communities. Pastor Tony Odunwa
(interview #35) the parish pastor for Lake City infonned me that his parish is planning to
invite the GO in 201 0 for the dedication of their new church property.
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In addition to the GO, many other senior ministers of the Church, minister during
the North America Annual Convention and localized meetings in the parishes. For
example. Pastor Brown (Interview #1), the Provincial Pastor for Lagos Province 3, visits
U.S. cities regularly for zonal and parish programs. The Lagos Province 3 adopted
Atlanta as one of its mission fields in the U.S. and has sponsored several trips in the area
to support the RCCG work in Georgia. Besides the GO and top leaders, lay men and
women in the Church who are working with the petroleum, banking and
telecommunication industries in Nigeria, also move back and forth on a regular basis.
They arrange their annual vacations in such a way that it will afford them opportunity to
assist with the RCCG mission. These lay volunteers have contributed in no small way in
expanding the mission of the RCCG in the U.S. Most of the leaders who visit the U.S.
also come with their wives. For example, the wife of the GO is always a speaker during
the U.S. conventions. She also organizes special seminars and teaching sessions with the
women.
The research data from the RCCG, U.S, Headquarters and Atlanta, indicates that
movement ofpeople from the U.S. branches is mostly among top and middle level
leadership. The Chairman of the Board ofCoordinators travels frequently to Nigeria at
least three or four times a year. The Administrative officer, senior ministers and zonal
coordinators also travel once or twice a year. The RCCG requires its pastors to attend an
important and major leadership meeting at the Intemational Headquarters in Nigeria. A
few of the members and workers who can afford the airfare also travel at least every other
year.
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Some pastors and members travel frequently who maintain business and family
ties in the U.S. and Nigeria. For example, Pastor Kunle (Interview #24) of Kings Court
Parish, Roswell, travels to Nigeria every six weeks for business. Similarly, Mrs. Ronke
Oluwole (Interview #23) a deacon at Family Praise Chapel, travels regularly between
Nigeria and the U.S.; at least four or five times each year to attend most of the programs.
She is privileged to have children who reside in Nigeria and the U.S. who can finance her
travels.
Flow of Religious Products
Religious products flow regularly from Nigeria to Atlanta. However, the volume
of flow is reducing significantly because of airfreight cost. Some of the products such as
teaching manuals can now be downloaded from the intemet. In addition, pemiission has
been given to the U.S. national office to produce a version of Sunday school materials.
The following religious products flow regularly between the RCCG Nigeria to the USA:
Religious publications of the Church such as "Open Heaven."
Audio and video tapes
Magazines produced by the Church such as "Redemption Light" and
"Testimonies" Sunday school and workers training manuals
Flow ofMoney
The RCCG data from Nigeria also shows that funds flow to the USA. The funds
are primarily used to support short terni ministers to the U.S. convention and the workers'
conferences. Branch churches and provincial headquarters also sponsor short terni
missionaries to hold special programs for branch churches. However, financial support
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for full time missionaries happened only at the early stages of the USA Church. Johnson
Adefila (interview#21) explains in the following:
Intemational Headquarters in Nigeria contributes money through the
central mission fiind to take care of the needs ofnew Parishes. Such
assistance may range from helping with the purchase of land and building
of church. This was the status quo when the U.S mission was taking off
The mle presently is to provide a $10,000 refundable loan to any parish
that is starting new. This fund is from a central mission fund in which
most of the RCCG churches in the U.S and other Diaspora churches make
contributions to.
Also, many lay have the financial capability to sponsor themselves on short term
mission to the U.S. Funds also flow from RCCG U.S members to Nigeria in form of
individual donations to support RCCG mission (such as the African mission initiative)
and special projects, http://www.cesnur.org/2005/pa_adogame.htm, IT.Accessed April,
10, 2010). This flow can be initiated via a targeted message to some selected, financially
secure members in the U.S. It can also be carried out through direct appeal during church
services. The third pattern is fimd raising by the GO via the intemet whereby members in
diaspora churches are challenged to make a financial commitment (on a graduated level
of giving such as $1million' $500,000; $250,000) to special projects such as constmction
of the Redemption Camp, or the retreat and convention center in Lagos.
Flow/Movement of Information, Ideas and Communication
The RCCG in Nigeria is well stmctured with clearly delineated fonnal and
stmctured lines of communicating and transmitting infomiation. The U.S. national office
at Greenville, Texas, is under the leadership of the Chaimian of the Board of
Coordinators, Pastor James Fadele. The national office is equipped with a general phone
line that can be accessed by the public. A voice message routes calls to the different
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departments or operator. The officers have designated phone hnes. Most calls from
Nigeria go directly to the designated officer. A fax service is used occasionally in sending
information to Nigeria, Canada and Europe. High speed intemet and email are used
frequently for communication between with Nigeria. All the offices have computers that
are connected to the internet. The administrator, Patrick Majeidu (intei-view #37) said that
email communication between the U.S and Nigeria is very regular, although he could not
ascertain the volume. The U.S. office also uses the services of the United States Postal
Services and the DHL. The headquarters in Atlanta also operates a functional office with
a secretary. The office has wireless intemet service and phone lines for communication.
Informal and non-stmctured means of transmitting information are also used. Officially,
communication flows from Nigeria to the Chairman Board ofCoordinators, who is the
head of the Church in U.S. The board chairman also transmits inforaiation to the zonal
coordinators, who then pass it onto to the area leaders who send to the parish pastors.
Levels of communication flow from intemational headquarters to its U.S
headquarters comes in the fomis of their website (see www.rccg.org), emails, telephones,
and the fax. The RCCGNA also owns a web site (See rccgna.org) and the website serves
a channel for communicating with its members. Most parishes in Atlanta operate
websites' ^ The website provides a means of streaming messages from the GO via
intemet TV. Also members can connect to live transmission of the Holy Ghost Night
For example see www.rccgkingscourtchapel.orgfor Roswell Parish; See cityofdavidatlanta.org
for City of David Parish; www.rccgfpc.org for Family Praise chapel.
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from Lagos. The onhne store provides members with the opportunity to order books and
tapes '^
Use of Internet
The media arm of the Church is known as Dove Media. They cover the Annual
Convention by providing online video streaming. Also the Life-Way Radio and
Television, which is a privately owned outfit, does live intemet streaming ofmajor
programs from Lagos to members in U.S. In fact the Live-Way Radio and Television
promotes other Nigerian Church programs such the Mount Zion movies.
Transnational Connections and Networking
RCCG maintains a very active transnational network to North America, the
Caribbean and Europe. Active movement exists of persons, religious products, news and
information to many countries in these continents. The intemational headquarters links
the churches together through a transnational network that pulls resources and personnel
from different branches to support the mission of the Church. For example, the North
America National Convention brings leaders and members not only from Nigeria, but
from other RCCG from European countries; Brazil; and Caribbean nations such as Haiti,
Barbados, and Bahamas. This transnational network moves resources, visions and creates
partnerships that transcend national borders. This transnational network has resulted in
the pulling together of financial resources available for use for the RCCG mission. This
transnational network has therefore become a platform organization and mission of all the
See the link for RCCG video and audio streaming at http://media.rccgnet.org/ and link to
comiect to the Holy Ghost service live from Lagos at http://liveway.tv/live/holy-ghost-service
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churches. The wife of the GO, Pastor (Mrs.) Folu Adeboye launched the African Mission
Initiative, which is aimed at mobilizing the RCCG in Europe and America to support the
spread of the gospel in Africa and other developing countries. The vision and mission of
the African Mission Initiative is as follows:
Promote the spread of the gospel in Africa, and around the world.
Promote the development of sustainable holistic programs in Africa and around
the world.
Provide services that will improve the quality of life of children, youth and
families in Africa and around the world.
Encourage all missions to sustain themselves through business venture (Africa
Mission Report for 2009, 2).
Emerging Pattern of Flows, Movements and Channels
The first pattem flows within RCCG show that at the official level
information/communications and products flows/move from Lagos, Nigeria to Floyd
Texas (RCCGNA) and from there to Atlanta. The second pattem of flows is directly
from Nigeria (Lagos) to Atlanta for ftirther production and distribution to U.S branches.
The third pattem is the flow of information, communication and religious products
inforaially through friends and families from Nigeria (Lagos) to Atlanta. The fourth
pattem is from Floyd, Texas to Toronto and Ontario in Canada and from there to other
cities. (See Appendix G for Pattems of Flows in RCCG).
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Summary of Chapter Five
This chapter has examined the movements/flows and channels of transnational
migration between the intemational headquarters of the three selected Nigerian
Pentecostal Churches and their branches at Atlanta. The research established the fact that
there are regular movements/flows of persons mostly at the senior and middle level
managements of the Church. The movement is mostly for short term mission work to
various branches across the U.S. Also in existence is the flow of religious products and
finance. Information fiows in fornial and informal channels. Information, communication
and ideas fiow through official channels such as emails, intemet, phone calls, faxes,
postages and through infonnal channels such as friends and family networks. The
selected churches also maintain different levels (such as very strong, strong and weak) of
relationship with the Intemational Headquarters in Nigeria. For example, GOFAMINT
tends to maintain a weak relationship with Nigeria, while RCCG and MFM maintain very
strong relationships. The development of strong transnational networks has resulted in the
pulling together of resources for the pursuit of reverse mission in U.S, Europe and other
parts of the world. In the next chapter I shall examine the reverse mission of these
churches in the American religious space in Atlanta.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE REVERSE MISSION OF NIGERIAN-LED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCHES IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA, USA
Introduction
This chapter examines the missional practices of the three selected Nigerian-led
Pentecostal Churches in Atlanta, Georgia. The focus here is to understand how these
churches are thinking and talking about mission.
This chapter therefore examines the sense ofmission, status, nature, stmcture,
activities and prospects ofNigerian-led Pentecostal Churches in the American religious
space in Atlanta. At issue here is whether these churches are in mission. In order to
evaluate the mission of these churches, 1 will rely on the operational definition ofmission
already presented in chapter one of this research. The following four elements stand out
in this understanding ofmission and will be used in evaluating the mission of the three
selected case study churches:
(1) God is the initiator ofmission, it is His mission, (2) The purpose of God's
mission is the redemption of His creation, (3) The Church is in mission at God's
invitation, and (4) The mission of the Church is achieved through planned action of the
Church geared towards fulfilling the ultimate mission of God, which is the redemption of
God's creation.
In addition, this analysis shall be guided by the third theoretical framework
adopted for this study- Social movement framing. Social framing perspective is important
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in understanding, justifying, interpreting, and constructing the mission of these churches
in the American context in Atlanta, Georgia. This framework is helpfiil in analyzing how
these churches define, legitimize their mission and ministries, and what motivates their
collecfive religious practices between Lagos, Nigeria and Atlanta, Georgia. Finally, it
will be useful theoretical framework for exploring how these churches negofiate their
identity as churches in mission in a transnafional space. The mission of the three churches
will be examined in the following order: MFM, GOFAMINT and RCCG.
The Mission ofMountain of Fire and Miracles (MFM) in Atlanta
The MFM is a Nigerian-led Pentecostal Church that claims to be an
intemational ministry with a mission to carry the gospel to different parts of the world.
The Church, which started in Nigeria, is now present in the U.S. and other countries of
the world. Thus, the MFM describes itself as having a strong sense ofmission.
However, my analysis and critique will show whether or not this is a valid claim. MFM
describes itself as an "intemational deliverance ministry whose teaching is needed in
every nation including the USA" (lnterview#40). The mission statement ofMFM as
stated on the church website is similar to that of the Nigerian website. Here I will
mention only three of aspects the mission statement that are relevant to this research:
To propagate the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ all over the world.
To promote the revival of apostolic signs, wonders and miracles.
To bring together children ofGod who are lost in dead churches.
(see http://www.mfiTiafianta2.org/about.html)
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From the above mission statement, the stated claim of the MFM is that they are in
mission to spread the gospel or good news of Christ all over the world. Implicit in this
understanding ofmission is the fact that the gospel they are propagating is from Christ
and that the redemption of the world is connected to the preaching of the gospel. The
MFM is making claims to a global mission that should extend to every part of the world.
Mission for the MFM is broad and it includes divine intervention through supernatural
acts in God's creation and creatures. This could be reference to the "deliverance"
emphasis for which the church is known. The third aspect of the MFM mission noted
above is outreach to Christians, perhaps through revival and re-evangelization, to renew
and deliver believers considered to be spiritually dead. When evaluated with the view of
mission presented in this research, the MFM mission could be said to originate from God
because of the reference ofChrist as the one whose Gospel MFM is propagating. Thus,
they are participating with Christ in his mission in the world. The reference to "promote
the revival of apostolic signs, wonders and miracles" and "to bring together children of
God who are lost in dead churches" could be references to the Church's participation in
the redemption ofGod's creatures. However, the meaning of "outermost" part of the
earth is not clearly defmed and could be subjected to different interpretations. The MFM
seems to have a well-articulated mission statement to guide its mission. The next step in
this analysis is to investigate whether the thinking and practices of the MFM in Atlanta
confomi to its missional ideals.
Justification for MFM Mission and Churches in Atlanta
The MFM leaders who move regularly between Nigeria and Atlanta justify the
Church's presence in American religious space on the grounds that the Church is
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fulfilling the mandate of the Great Commission, which commands them to take the
gospel to the end of the world. As noted earlier, the meaning of the "world" remains
ambiguous. Pastor Eniola Olajide (Interview #8) pointed out that
The MFM mission in Atlanta is to spread the gospel, and that people in
America, as in any other country, are in need of the gospel message. MFM
is sent on a mission by God to rescue the dying world, ofwhich the people
in America are included.
Olajide' s statement is important because it keeps recurring in my interview with many of
the pastors and church leaders. My interpretation of the statement ofOlajide and others
(based on several probing questions I directed to those who made this statement) is that, it
probably reveals their perception of the state of the Church and Christianity in America.
Possibly, they are observing a Christianity, which to them does not seem to measure up to
the Christianity that is close to the world of the Bible, thus the view ofAmerica as a
country to be reached with the gospel. My second interpretation is that this statement
might also reveal the inner struggle within these churches to define and explain their
purpose and mission in America. Possibly they see themselves not fitting into the mold of
how the Westem Church has defmed what mission is and who a missionary is. I might
possibly be over interpreting the data, but the important point to note is that these
immigrant churches are churches who are still wrestling with the question of their
purpose and mission in America. These churches have arrived into the American
religious scene with an understanding ofChristianity and mission that is different from
that of the society in which they find themselves and as such, the stmggle exists to first of
all understand themselves before they can to do any kind of effective ministry. Eniola
added, "the MFM view mission as taking the gospel message to the world in obedience to
the command of Christ." The understanding ofmission suggested here is that mission is
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rooted in the behef that it is God who is sending MFM on mission in Atlanta, and that
MFM is here to fulfill the divine mandate of God commanded by Christ. This mission
entails the sending of the Church to spread the gospel in the world, as a fomi of
obedience to the command ofChrist. From this perspecfive therefore, God is the sender
while the MFM is merely an ambassador carrying out the instmcfion of the sender.
Olajide' s statement may also reveal a stmggle by these churches to understand the
American world. Certainly the American world is different from the world referred to in
Matthew's gospel, and also different from the non-Chrisfian context to which
missionaries in the West went to evangelize. The American context is different in that it
has earlier received the gospel, and in this society mission probably needs to be
redefined, perhaps, into different categories. Thus, MFM wrestles with the question of
what it means to do mission in this new context: Is its mission to evangelize Nigerians in
diaspora? Is its mission to preach to the lost in Atlanta? Is its mission to post-Christian
America? For Westem missionaries who traveled during the age of the Empire with deep
cultural pride and a disdain for the host culture, they had answers to this questions. They
knew exactly how to deal with the people in order to bring them under total submission.
However, for church leaders and believers from Nigeria, who have been tmsted into the
frontline ofministry in the American context through the process ofmigration,
marginalized Christians from the "periphery" who immediately find themselves at the
"center," believers who are poor and now fmd themselves in the context of affluence and
full of suspicion about Christianity as practiced in their new context, these questions are
real questions that beg for answers. In my view, these are real quesfions with which these
churches are dealing right now, which will definitely define the mission of these
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churches. These are not easy questions. But a certainty is that mission cannot be
understood and done in the same way that it was understood and done during the era of
Cliristendom (although I recognize that we are still dealing with the great grand children
of Christendom and for that reason Christendom is not yet a forgotten issue).
On a similar note, Pastor Oladipo Diya (interview #9) anchored the reason for the
regular movement of the MFM ministers from Nigeria to U.S. on the conviction that the
Church is indeed contributing to the ftilfdlment of the Great Commission and thereby
energizing Christianity in America. Diya said that "the hand of God is upon his
messengers from Nigeria/Africa. . .thus the movement ofwomen and men of God from
Nigeria and other African countries is helping to re-energize the worship of God in
America." Oladipo further expressed that "in recent time America has lost the spiritual
tenacity of its founding fathers and this is the dispensation (or God's timing) for the
Africans to take the gospel back to them" (interview #9). Here again, mission is
associated with the Great Commission. The Great Commission is given a different
meaning: that is energizing Christianity in America. The acknowledgement exists that
God is the One doing the sending ofAfrican Christians to American religious space.
Mission is also interpreted to mean some kind ofministry of presence that MFM is
perforaiing in Atlanta. Mission in America is also anchored on the assumption that
America as a nation has deviated from the spiritual foundations of its founding fathers. It
is not clear to me from where this idea comes, but 1 do know a general saying among
Nigerian Evangelicals that says the founding founders ofAmerica were Evangelical
Christians.
Explaining the Church's understanding ofmission further, Oladipo said
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the following:
The church believes mission has to do with the Great Commission from
Christ. That is taking the gospel message to the outemiost part of the
world as instmcted by Jesus in Mathew 28:19-20, so that people will be
bom again. Mission is seen as a command and a mandate to move out and
reach the lost for Christ (interview #9).
The view ofmission presented here identifies America as the "outemiost part of
the world," This phrase coined from Matthews 's Gospel refers to "people groups" who
are yet to be reached with the gospel. 1 have suggested some possible answers to this
recurring question; 1 will merely add that, it might reflect the respondent is ignorant of
the meaning and use of this term in the Gospel of Matthew. However, one should also
keep in mind that the Pentecostals view their "world" ofministry as a place to be
conquered for Christ (Anderson 2007:289-294). Mission is also understood as "taking
back" the gospel to America. The idea ofmission as "taking back the gospel" to America
is close to the understanding of reverse mission. Pastor L. Audu (interview #10) also
supported the claim ofOlajide and Diya when he said that the mission ofMFM is
"carrying the gospel to the ungodly in order to deliver them and save their soul-that is
leading people to find salvation in Jesus Christ." Although he recognizes the fact that
MFM in Atlanta is comprised primarily ofNigerian/African membership, he emphasized
that the mission ofMFM is to reach out to many beyond the Nigerian community.
Although the understanding ofmission is to "save souls," or "lead people to find
salvation in Christ," this understanding ofmission seems to be tme only with the
Nigerian community, to which the Church is reaching out. An admission exists here that
the MFM is composed ofmainly Nigerians in Atlanta. As demonstrated in chapter three,
ninety-eight percent ofMFM members in Atlanta are Nigerians. The remaining two
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percent are African Americans and people from the Caribbean Islands such as Haiti, who
seem to resonate well with the spirituality of the MFM. We can deduce from Audu's
statement that mission outreach beyond the Nigerian community still remains an
aspiration and an agenda that the MFM has yet to realize. Apparently, the thinking among
the leadership is that somehow if they could gather a critical mass ofNigerians then they
might be able to extend their influence beyond the Nigerian community to the wider
society in Atlanta. Notwithstanding, mission to the Nigerian community should also be
seen as valid mission although it is limited in scope to a particular group in diaspora.
Wole Ajibade (Interview #12), Region Overseer at MFM headquarters in Mushin,
Lagos, explained the MFM's view ofmission as follows: "It is a mandate to reach all
nations with the gospel of Christ. It is a mandate to reach the unreached. It is not the
movement or transfer of believers from one church to another." The understanding of
mission here contradicts point number three in the mission statement of the MFM which
is to "bring together lost children of God in dead churches." To the contrary, a major part
ofMFM ministry in Atlanta has been outreach to Nigerians in diaspora who perhaps are
from the so-called dead churches. Thus we see here that the church is contradicting and
not living up to its stated missional ideals. Justifying the presence of the MFM in the
American religious space Ajibade has this to say: "People in America, like people in any
other country in the world need to hear the gospel." He emphasizes that "although the
MFM Church in Atlanta and other U.S. cities is made up predominantly ofNigerian
membership, the outreach is also targeted to other nationalities. The goal of this Church
remains to reach out to everyone" (interview #12). Here again is an admission of the fact
that outreach beyond the Nigerian community remains a goal that is yet to be achieved
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and that there is the conscious desire for the MFM to employ outreach beyond the
Nigerian community.
Leaders of the MFM in the U.S. also justify the establishing of the MFM
churches in Atlanta by pointing to the intemational focus and mission of the Church with
the goal of reaching many. The Church also believes that its outreach to Nigerians and
Africans in Atlanta should be seen as mission. Ayo Balogun of the Atlanta headquarters
(interview #42) said the MFM believe that "mission is primarily to help people find
Christ as Savior and that mission is holistic - body, spirit and soul." Pastor Syanbola
added that the focus of the MFM mission is deliverance that affects the total person - that
is, ministering to the spiritual as well as the physical needs of the people. She explains
further that MFM is opening branches in Atlanta "primarily to win souls for Christ
whether they are Africans or Westemers. They are all souls for whom Jesus died. Mission
is for every nation and there should be no barriers." Mrs. Augusta, MFM church secretary
in Atlanta (interview #46) collaborated Bola's statement by stating the following:
MFM should be established in every city because people need the
gospel...MFM is an intemafional ministry in its vision and calling and the
church is doing working hard to reach out to other groups beyond the
Nigerian community in Afianta.
The deliverance aspect ofMFM mission is emphasized here. The goal ofmission
is deliverance. Deliverance means ministry that is complete (holistic) and brings freedom
to body, spirit and soul. Mission is not limited to a particular group. It is for lost souls
iiTCspective of color, nationality or language. Mission is stretched to include the spiritual
as well as the physical needs of people. Suffice it to say these statements suggest that
MFM in Atlanta perceives and defines itself as a church in mission that is not limited to
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only Nigerians in diaspora, although it is aware that so far its mission has so far impacted
mostly the Nigerian/African community in diaspora (i.e., "people like us"). The MFM
articulates its understanding ofwhat it means for a church to be in mission, but in
practice, MFM has not gone beyond doing ministry within the Nigerian community.
Paul Campbell (interview #48), the region Overseer of the MFM U.S. in Houston,
Texas, also contributed to this discussion when he summarizes MFM understanding of
mission by saying that the following:
People who questioned why MFM is doing ministry in U.S are ignorant of
the fact that there are a lot of un-churched people in America who need the
gospel as do people from other countries... there are many people in
America who do not go to church, and there is no country that is 100
percent Christian. The need is there and there are people to be reach all
over the place and the lost are found in every country of the world. Even
many who migrate to America still need to be reached with the gospel.
Campbell further explains in the following one of the lessons he has leamed as a full
time MFM pastor in the U.S.
My perception of America as a Christian nation has been completely
shattered because of my personal encounter with many un-churched
people and people who have dropped out of the church as well as the
enormous spiritual decay taking place in the country reminds me that there
are people everywhere who need to hear the gospel. This is another reason
why such churches as MFM are in America to contribute in reaching out
to the un-churched.
Campbell further explained the MFM perceive mission as "reaching out for the
evangelization of the lost," noting that the goal of the MFM is to reach to people in their
own contexts. Cambell's statement explains the perception of the MFM conceming
Christianity in America, the state of the church and the spiritual decay, which 1 have
alluded to elsewhere in this research. This suspicion seems to create the justification for
the need for mission work in America. Thus because America is no longer the same,
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Campbell seems to be saying that this is a motivation for them to define their purpose and
mission. This leads me to raise the issue of whether reverse mission is a conscious or
unconscious move by MFM and the two churches because it seems to me it is being
defmed and redefined in the context ofministry. I believe it is both, although as in the
case of GOFAMINT it started as an unconscious activity. Reverse mission as a conscious
activity in GOFAMINT started in the context ofministry in U.S.A. For the RCCG,
reverse mission started as a conscious and intentional process to take the gospel to the
U.S.A.
Mrs. Bola Adetuye (interview #41), the MFM pastor at Marietta said that the
MFM believes "mission is reaching out to the enfire world with the Gospel. It is taking
the gospel message to non believers and those who have dropped out of the Christian
faith." She also added that MFM is an intemational church with a mission to reach out to
as many as possible. She claims that the MFM is moving in the direction ofproviding
holistic ministry that will bring transformation to body, spirit and soul (interview #43and
44). From the above, we can infer that different claims to mission exist in the MFM.
They include the following: "reaching unbelievers," "taking the gospel... to those who
have dropped out of church," "reaching immigrant communities," and "providmg holistic
ministry."
Other leaders of the MFM in Atlanta such as Lazams (interview #40), Francus
(interview #42) and Lekan (interview #46,) said that the MFM view ofmission is
obeying the command of Christ to "go into the world and preach the gospel to every
creature as presented in Matthew 28:19-20." Although, MFM considers its outreach to be
to the Nigerians and the Afiican diaspora, MFM is looking foiward to a ftiture in which
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they can reach to others beyond the Africans in America. To be sure, MFM is engaging
its community through various ministries aimed at touching hves.
MFM Outreaches in Atlanta
I asked my respondents at MFM in Atlanta what they are doing to reach beyond
their Nigerian audience. According to Lazams (interview #41), who has been Assistant
Director of Evangelism and Mission since its inception in Atlanta, MFM has been
strategizing on how to do ministry beyond its immediate community. So if the church has
been strategizing since 1 996 without positive results a need exists to evaluate its strategy.
But this could mean a veiled admission of the fact that cross cultural ministry in the U.S.
has been a challenge to the MFM. He noted that the mission team meets with the pastor
each week to discuss ways in which to reach the community with the gospel. Pastor
Adetuyoye supported Lazams' statement by noting that "because of our conviction that
this church should not be only for Nigerians, we keep on asking ourselves how can we as
a church serve our community"(interview #41). She said that so far her church is working
with the following programs:
Organize monthly deliverance and prayer outreach to minister to the
spiritual and physical needs of people in our community. (She said so far
this program has witnessed encouraging participation particularly from the
Hispanic community but no person outside the African community has
become a member of the church from this program.)
Social and community outreach such as a monthly pizza party and food pantry.
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Hold a Health and Wellness Fair organized annually by health workers
within the Church.
Translating some of the MFM publications into Spanish as a fomi of
outreach to the large Hispanic population in the community.
Making the worship style more accommodating to the people by
discouraging the use of vemacular language and modemizing the style by
introducing songs that are familiar to the audience.
Introducing major celebrations in American culture (such as Thanksgiving
holiday, Mothers and Fathers day celebrations) to the church calendar.
Monthly cookouts targeting the Hispanic community.
Weekly street evangelism and the distribution of evangelism literature.
Providing accommodation for the homeless.
So far, my field research shows that these outreaches have not yielded new
members beyond the Nigerian community in Atlanta. Yet, I feel it is too early to evaluate
the success and or spiritual impact of these programs since most of them have just
recently been introduced. However, Mrs. Adutuyoye and Augusta reported that they have
had good turnout during the monthly deliverance program, health and wellness seminars,
and the community pizza parties. Most people who responded were from Hispanic and
African American families. Adetuyoye added that a few of them have attended Sunday
worship as a result of this program but none of them have decided to become a member
ofMFM. According to Augusta (intei-view #45), "the response from the Hispanic
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community is unpredictable and inconsistent." So, all we have are MFM's claims to be
organizing these outreaches with the intention to engage its community. The data
however shows that the MFM is thinking about its context ofministry and how to impact
it. Equally, the success recorded in the interpretation of evangelism materials and
booklets into Spanish and the changes introduced in the style ofworship could not be
evaluated because these initiatives were going on at the time ofmy field research. This
leads me to wonder whether the success of these churches should be evaluated based on
the number and color of people who show up during Sunday services. Possibly, could
these churches still be making impact in the lives ofbelievers and the church in Atlanta?
Again, the time is too early to evaluate all of these events.
A recent follow up made in May 2010, shows that the project is yet to be
completed. A few white Americans have attended the MFM Sunday worship and in most
cases they never show again. Thus, obviously MFM in Atlanta is still comprised mostly
ofNigerian membership. My interview with the MFM U.S. National Overseer (interview
#45) also indicates similar pattems in other branches ofU.S. cities. Indeed, my interview
with many of the pastors who move between Nigeria, Europe and the U.S. suggests
similar pattems in most European countries, particularly in Great Britain, Ireland,
Gemiany, France and Switzerland. This means that MFM is a church in diaspora that has
succeeded in reaching out to, and sustaining its Nigerian community in diaspora,
although MFM perceives its mission as going beyond the Nigerian community. Is
engaging Nigerians in diaspora considered mission? Is outreach to Nigerian and African
families in diaspora who are non-believers a valid mission? I would say yes, because
these are souls that are part of God's earth who must also be redeemed through the gospel
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ofChrist. Research is still needed to evaluate the number ofNigerians and Africans in
diaspora who have been reached with the gospel, but this is a valid ministry in its own
right. These churches should not be regarded as not being in mission because they are not
reaching people from different cultures. Perhaps, they have succeeded well in doing
mission through the E-0, E-l-A and E-l-B, typology'^ of evangelization proposed by
Hunter in McGavran (1970:63-72) Perhaps some kind of homogeneous unitprinciple
(HU)'^ suggested by McGavran with a group mentality is at work here. Therefore, MFM
is a church in mission to its people in diaspora context.
When evaluated against the understanding ofmission advanced by the MFM, one
can also argue that these churches are engaged in a very exclusive and mono-cultural type
ofmission work in the American context in Atlanta. Still, much needs to be done to move
these churches in the direction of outreach beyond the Nigerian community. Although the
MFM still faces the challenges of implementing strategies for outreach beyond the
Nigerian community in Atlanta, making the worship services and sermons relevant in the
context ofministry, and reaching to diverse groups such as white Americans, Hispanics
and others, the fact remains that many of them do benefit from private counseling,
deliverance ministration and reception of religious products from the church (books,
audio and video tapes). Some of the people who do not come to the MFM churches in the
In Hunters typology E-0 represent evangelizing people who are already in the church but not
now active followers of Christ. E-l-A represents evangelizing our intimates, of our culture, but not in the
church. E-l-B represents evangelizing people of our culture and sub-culture, but neither our close friends
nor in church. E-l-C represents evangelizing people of our culture but of a different sub-culture, not in
Clu-ist.
For a treatment of the Homogeneous Unit (HU) principle, see Understanding Church Growth
by Donald McGavran (1980:223-244), revised edition by William B. Eermans and Publishing Company:
Grand Rapids, MI.
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U.S. also have access to the website and are taking advantage of the MFM web page to
purchase materials from the online store.
The MFM leaders in Atlanta explained that although they have been making
efforts to reach people in their context, the task has not been easy due to some challenges
of doing ministry. The following are some explanations of the challenges of doing
ministry in the U.S., and the reason why some of the Nigerian-led MFMs have remained
predominantly Nigerian/African congregations. Balogun (interview #42) feels an intemal
schism exists among some Nigerian Pentecostal Churches in the Atlanta metro area that
hinders any cohesive effort to plan and execute effective outreach beyond the Church.
This schism breeds a narrow and ethnic type vision. Balogun is here referring to the
division within Nigerian Pentecostalism, which is caused by close competition because
the Pentecostal Churches in Nigeria are prone to building "empires" around themselves.
It is not an understatement to say that the complexity and variation in Nigerian
Pentecostalism has made the movement prone to divisions and disagreements. For
example, those who lean toward holiness teachings tend to disassociate with those who
lean toward the 'prosperity gospel." Similarly, those who lean toward holiness teaching,
view those who lean towards deliverance as being esoteric. These variations in practices
and different doctrinal emphases tend to polarize the Pentecostal movement in Nigeria.
Seemingly, this tendency has, perhaps been imported to MFM in Atlanta.
The third problem is the fact that American churches are strongly divided along
ethnic lines, particularly between African and White Americans. Balogun is not sure of
how much this has contributed but he feels that there may be a spill over to Nigerian
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churches. Here Balogun is merely acknowledging a factor which may or may not be
related to why the MFM is not reaching the people cross-culturally.
Another reason for a predominantly Nigerian membership, as pointed out by Mrs.
Augusta Williams (interview#46), is that the conservative teachings of the MFM, such as
the strict dress code for women, might be also be factors. This is a mere speculation;
but, perhaps this reason justifies the inability ofMFM to reach beyond the Nigerian
community. I did not interview Euro-Americans to for confirmation or denial of this
observation.
The MFM U.S. is making efforts to present a church family and environment that
is friendly and welcoming to different groups. Balogun (interview #43) pointed out that
"the church model we are operating here in Atlanta is an 'Americanized Nigerian church'
with more of American worship songs. We are also making evangelism relevant to the
cultural context." Attempts are made by the leadership in Atlanta to create the worship
style and practices of the MFM churches to be such that non-Nigerians will feel
comfortable. Thus, the MFM now designates the first Sunday of every month as African
Praise Sunday in order to give Nigerians/Africans in the congregation opportunity to
worship God in their Nigerian style and expression. My personal observation is that even
with some of these reported changes, my impression after worshiping with a few of the
branches is that they were operating as typical Nigerian Churches.
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Impact of Movement Between Nigeria and tlie U.S.
The MFM research data from Nigeria and Atlanta also points to the fact that the
regular movement ofministers from Nigeria to the U.S. has broadened MFM's sense of
mission and the need for outreach with the gospel beyond the Nigerian community. Most
of the leaders interviewed said that transnational travel from Nigeria to America has
significantly impacted their view ofmission. "First, traveling affords me the opportunity
to see the need ofbringing the gospel good news of God's deliverance to other parts of
the world and the ministry opportunity of leading souls to Christ and see new churches
started"(interview #43). Ajibade said that travel between Nigeria and the U.S. "has
personally challenged me to see the spiritual needs ofpeople in different parts of the
world, including the U.S." Second, it has challenged him "to see the spiritual needs of
people in different parts of the world." Third, it has opened his eyes on the need to train
missionaries before sending them into the field, and also the need for a focused outreach
beyond the Nigerian community in diaspora.
This analysis reveals that the MFM does indeed view mission as the
propagation of the gospel. Mission for the MFM means being sent by God to carry the
gospel ofChrist to the lost for redemption The Church also views mission as holistic, and
that it should lead to the total deliverance or liberation of God's creation. The analysis
also shows that the MFM is not living up to its stated mission ideal with respect to its
mission statement of reaching different groups in their own contexts ofministry in
Afianta, Georgia. This means the MFM as a church is not living up to its claim of doing
ministry cross culturally. So far MFM is engaged in various activities aimed at reaching
people beyond the Nigerian communities, but it has not yielded conversions outside the
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Nigerian community. However, the MFM has focused most of its mission on the
Nigerian and African communities in Atlanta because it is intentional in planning and
executing programs that are beneficial to the Nigerian communities in the diaspora. So
far, MFM is succeeding in maintaining and keeping believers in the diaspora community.
GOFAMINT Mission in Atlanta, USA
Justification for GOFAMINT Mission in Atlanta
GOFAMINT started its transnational mission work in Great Britain in 1986, with
its first church in London. Since then GOFAMINT claims to be on a mission of taking
the gospel message to different parts of the world. The statement of purpose of the church
is as follows:
To preach the word ofGod and bring people into membership in God's family;
To teach the word ofGod to enhance freedom, promote Christian maturity and
bring the people of God for service and;
To live the word of God to demonstrate the new life in Christ to the world, and
ensure security of the believer.
GOFAMINT's mission statement can be summarized in three words: To
"preach," "teach" and "live." The three are connected because preaching is directed
towards evangelizing the non-believers so that they will be converted and become
members of God's spiritual (the invisible church) and the physical family (the visible
church). Those who are converted and are members ofGod's family are to be taught the
Word in order that they can become mature believers who are prepared for service in
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God's visible church. Here GOFAMINT places strong emphasis on the importance of the
Church as a family and the place for maturing believers. Thus the purpose ofmission or
reaching the lost is to ensure that a physical church is established to continue the ministry
of the organization. The third emphasis in GOFAMINT's mission is empowering
believers to thorough teaching in order to practically live out the life ofChrist in their
daily lives. Thus practical Christian living becomes a powerfiil tool for witnessing in
words and deeds to non-believers. As noted in chapter two, for more than five decades
GOFAMINT has pursued an aggressive evangelization program in Nigeria, Africa and
beyond. Now GOFAMINT has established branches in Europe and America, is the need
is necessary to discover whether it is living up to its missional ideals. No doubt, the
mission statement of GOFAMINT is centered on God as the one who initiates the work
ofmission because he is the one who empowers Christians to preach the word ofGod,
bring people to saving knowledge ofChrist and prepare them for service in his kingdom.
But we must note that GOFAMINT's mission in the U.S. has evolved over the years. At
the inception of the U.S. mission the Church was focused more on preserving its
members who migrated to U.S. The following analysis explains in detail.
Joseph Kayode (interview #13), assistant General Overseer of the Church
(Nigerian Headquarters) in charge ofmission and church planting said the following:
"from its inception the Church has always placed strong emphasis on local and foreign
missions because of the belief in mission as the primary responsibility of the Church." He
added that the goal ofGOFAMINT in the U.S. is to reach people for Christ and to
preseive its members in the faith. But, Richard Usenu, Nigerian District Pastor (interview
#14), is of the view that GOFAMINT in the U.S. has focused on what he described as
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"mission/ministry of preservation." He said that "for a long time now, GOFAMINT's
U.S. mission has focused on preservation of its members more than on reaching people
outside the church." Daniel Aghanenu (interview #16), GOFAMINT's Head ofMission
in Nigeria, said "the church views mission as a divine mandate for taking the message of
Christ to all tribes of the world in obedience to the Great Commission. The church has
always focused on reaching out in obedience to Christ's command." He also explained
that GOFAMINT has always focused on the following two levels ofmission: 1)
monocultural mission- reaching a particular group, and (2) cross cultural mission-
reaching across cultural boundaries. In his assessment of the GOFAMINT mission in the
U.S., Richard expressed the following:
The case of the U.S has been different because the focus of the Church
there has been mostly on reaching out to Nigerian and other Africans. This
approach is very inclusive and is a limited approach and understanding of
mission as taught and practiced by the church. The GOFAMINT Church
in the U.S. has focused on "transfer of churches" as a dominant model of
outreach. This has resulted in a predominantly Nigerian membership of
the U.S church (interview #16).
By "transfer of churches," Richard is referring to the practice whereby the
GOFAMINT members who relocate to the U.S. for schooling or employment start a
church based on members from Nigeria. Thus, what has happened in this case is not the
planting of a new church but the transfer ofmembers from one location (Nigeria) to
another location (U.S.). Aghanenu further added that "the mission department at the
International Headquarters of GOFAMINT... is concemed about it and is working hard
to coiTcct this impression by setting up mission schools to train our pastors and mission
leaders in the U.S. and other countries." Aghanenu seems to link the problem to lack of
education and lack of understanding of cross cultural ministry.
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The above suggests that the GOFAMINT has been concemed with ensuring that
its members who migrate to the U.S. are helped in order to continue and remain in the
faith. This means that the Church freezes, so to speak, the first point in its mission
statement, which is "to preach the word ofGod and bring people into membership of
God's family." However, this must not be interpreted to mean that GOFAMINT's
mission in the U.S. has not been able to bring new members into the Church. Rather, this
means that the mission statement was interpreted to be inwardly focused on making sure
its members were kept in the faith. What was the reason for this state of affairs? The
answer can be found in the response by Ohonigbo.
Clement Ohonigbo (interview #17), fomier GOFAMINT Pastor at the
Washington D.C. branch between 1987-1990, (now Assistant General Overseer for
Training and Special Duties in Nigeria), explains that the purpose, goal, and mission of
GOFAMINT is to reach out to everyone in the community. Conceming the U.S. mission,
he emphasized that, at its inception, the Church had a very limited view and goal of
ministry, which was to "to follow up our members in America so they did not get lost."
He suggested that the Church's approach to mission in the U.S. could be appropriately
described as more mono-cultural than cross-cultural. He further suggested that
GOFAMINT U.S. should change its approach by adapting the Church to the American
context. So the focus ofmission was to keep or maintain believers in the faith. While the
idea of preservation is commendable, it can, in the long mn, be very dangerous and it is
not a valid fonn ofmission because it may eventually lead to the attrition and death of
any church.
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Other leaders interviewed in Nigeria, such as Mathew Salako and Joseph Kayode,
expressed similar concern about the inclusive focus on its Nigerian membership in U.S.
by GOFAMINT. This focus on membership preservation has also been acknowledged by
the founding fathers of the Church in Nigeria and U.S. in its official publication dealing
with the history of GOFAMINT worldwide. The publication stated that "at the center of
the pioneers' objective was the spiritual well-being of Christians coming to America from
Africa, particularly Nigeria" (GOFAMINT 2004:97). The publication further puts the
issue in proper perspective:
It was observed that bom again believers on fire for the Lord in their
homeland, tend to lose zeal or get lost in the crowd once they get to
America. A part of the problem might be their inability to find a lively
church here. They got lost in the crowd without any recognition or care or
simply became victims of the prevailing prejudice and racism in some
churches. The pioneers strongly believed that creating a favorable
atmosphere for their people to worship would help them to feel at home,
relate better and grow deeper in the Lord. (2004:97-98)
Thus the goal of the "pioneers" ofGOFAMINT U.S. was primarily to address the
spiritual and social needs of its members who had just relocated. In line with this need,
the Church was founded to provide "a favorable atmosphere for their people to worship,"
which means creating an environment for them to feel at home, relate to one another, and
grow in their walk with God. This was the foundation of GOFAMINT's mission in the
U.S.
Thus, GOFAMINT has a vision to fulfill the Great Commission that entails
taking the gospel to different parts of the world. The mission also involves teaching
believers to live out their new lives in Christ.
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GOFAMINT in the U.S. is comprised primarily ofNigerian Church members
who relocated to the U.S for educational and employment purposes. From its inception,
the U.S. mission of GOFAMINT has been, for the most part, focused on a ministry of
preserving it members and growth through the transfer ofmembers from one location to
another. The focus of the Church has been the preservation of its members and the
building of churches where the spiritual lives ofmembers could be nurtured. The
ministry of the church has been exclusive and in-ward looking. This seems to be the
pattem of the Church in Europe and America. The thinking of some the leaders is that the
heavy Nigerian composition of the Church in Europe and America might be due to the
large concentration of its members in these areas. However, this is not tme of other
places, such as Philippines, where the membership is composed mostly of the
indigeneous (Interview #55 with Samson Ajadi).
My interview with leaders and workers in GOFAMINT U.S. suggests a move in
recent time has been to reposition the Church in the U.S. in order that it can fulfill its
stated mission to reach beyond the Nigerian community. For example, Andrew
Ikenebomeh (intei-view #56) alluded to this when he said that although the church has
focused mostly on its members and the Nigerian community, a gi'owing awareness exists
among the leaders in Nigeria and the U.S. that the U.S. is a growing mission field, and is
therefore the need to reach many with the good news of Christ. This thinking has come
as a result of the transnational travel back and forth between Nigeria and the U.S. by
leaders of the Church who have expressed some concern about the focus of the U.S.
Church, particulariy concerning the Nigerians. Some younger and some older leaders
whom I interviewed (such as Yemi Bamidele, Tayo Abdul, Samson Ajadi and Seyin
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Adejorin) feel strongly that the GOFAMINT should be moving in the direction of
reaching people outside the Nigerian community. This thinking has resulted in some
changes in the way GOFAMINT U.S. is doing church. Indeed, Pastor Yemi Bamidele
(interview#50) of the GOFAMINT in Duluth, Atlanta lamented that for too long
GOFAMINT has been satisfied with taking care of its members in diaspora. He pointed
out that he is fed up with this approach to mission and is advocating for change of
direction. Yemi expressed his fmstration further with the following words:
My problem is that I do not like the way our people (GOFAMINT)
congregates as an association ofNigerians/Africans America. It is tuming
to be a Nigerian clique that is not open to outsiders. The leaders wanted to
keep doing the Nigerian "style" of church (which is easy to do anyway).
They are not willing to evangelize or move out of their comfort zone and
meet the people to evangelize them at the level of their needs. When I
started feeding the hungry and homeless, the GOFAMINT leadership did
not appreciate it, but I decided to launch out and do something different,
otherwise I will still be part of the old way of thinking and doing church
(interview #50).
So, a shift is taking place within GOFAMINT; a movement from a mission
model that has focused on preservation ofmembers to reaching other groups in its
community in Atlanta. While the Church continues to emphasize a mission of
preservation to its members, the emerging leaders also look to its vision statement to
justify the need for reaching its community in Atlanta. To repeat Tayo Abdul's words,
(interview #54) the mission to GOFAMINT means to preach, teach and live out the word
of God in our daily lives:
Mission means to evangelize, convert and disciple people to become
citizens of the kingdom. Mission is bringing people to the knowledge of
Christ. To open their eyes to the benefit that is in Christ and the reality of
being a doer of the word.
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Tayo said further that "GOFAMINT church should not be a cultural church that
serves mostly Nigerians but a place where people's needs are being met." She feels
strongly that this should be the direction that GOFAMINT in the U.S. should follow
(Interview #54).
Tayo thinks that one of the major challenges facing the GOFAMINT U.S. is the
conservation of visitors from other cultural backgrounds who visit the church from time
to time. She pointed out that since the inception in Atlanta, many white Americans and
people from other cultural backgrounds have visited the church from time to time during
Sunday worship and special programs but often do not stay. This has become a major
challenge for GOFAMINT U.S. She reasoned in the following manner:
Perhaps we are not doing enough to make our church comfortable so that
non Nigerians could decide to worship with us or even think of joining us;
and perhaps, we are too busy with preserving our Nigerian members
without any time to focus on outsiders.
Tayo therefore suggested that one way of finding a solution to this difficult
problem is for GOFAMINT to "make the church relevant" within the American context,
which she is convinced they have not done. Tayo explains further:
The Church must make itself relevant in the America context. People need
to improve on the way they speak (accent). Communicafion is the key to
connecfing with people. Personal hygiene is important and needs to be
improved upon. The worship style should also be tailored to meet the
needs of people. Time management and professionalism is lacking among
our leaders and ministers. Things are still done the Nigerian way without
taking the needs of visitors into consideration (Interview #54).
Tayo's insights and perspective on the status and challenges facing the
GOFAMINT mission in the U.S. are important because she strikes a familiar theme that
keeps surfacing in this research, and that is the felt need to make Nigerian-led churches in
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Atlanta relevant within the American context while at the same time holding to biblical
tmth. When viewed in terms of its mission statement, obviously, this statement in is an
admission of the failure ofGOFAMINT to achieve their own missional ideals.
Samson Ajadi, a GOFAMINT U.S. national evangelist and pastor in an Atlanta
branch (interview #55), is also deeply concemed with the overconcentration of
GOFAMINT U.S. churches containing mostly Nigerians and Afiicans in diaspora. He
said the following in respect to this concem:
This is a burning concern for GOFAMESfT leadership in U.S and to some
extent in London. The Church in the Philippines is 99.9 percent
indigenous, and so is the new church in Australia where we have a
resident missionary from Nigeria" (Interview #55).
Notwithstanding the present composition of the Church in America, and Europe,
the goal of the U.S. is not to build a purely Nigerian church. He feels strongly that some
of the reasons for this state of affairs in the U.S could be a lack of commitment to reach
others beyond the Nigerian community. Seyi Adejoring (interview #58) said that for the
church to have a breakthrough in reaching beyond the Nigerian community in Atlanta, it
should focus on the following:
Translating printed materials from Nigeria, such as Sunday school and
workers' training manuals, introduce changes in the worship style, and
make the preaching and the music relevant to the context of ministry in
Atlanta.
Seemingly, the process of contextualization in GOFAMINT must have been very
slow or non-existent because, as stated earlier, its entrance into the American scene was
primarily for the preservation of its members.
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Seyi feels that one of the drawbacks ofGOFAMINT's mission in the U.S. is the
older members and leaders who fmd it difficult to embrace new ideas and do things
differently, are in most cases, out of touch with the realities of doing ministry in a new
context. He also related that some of the visiting preachers from Nigeria seem to be out
of touch with developments in America and can barely communicate in ways that speak
to the context. He sees the future ofGOFAMINT in the youth and the second generation
ofNigerian bom Americans who understand the American context better and can engage
it with the gospel. This raises the question then of the "transnational" nature of the
Church, because American-bom Nigerians may not feel comfortable in Nigeria.
GOFAMINT Outreaches in Atlanta
GOFAMINT is presently introducing some programs aimed at introducing the
Church to the local community. These programs include a monthly family movie night
that features a family friendly movie. Dinner is also provided. Pastor Ebenezer (interview
#57) expressed that so far they have had good attendance from the Nigerian, Latino and
African American communities in the Jonesboro area of Atlanta. The Church is also
introducing contemporary worship styles during its worship sei-vices; and providing
transportation to those who need help.
The above analysis reveals the shift in emphasis that is taking place in
GOFAMINT in order that it can reach other cultural groups in context ofministry. The
analysis shows that some of the leaders are concerned about the Nigerian composition of
church membership. This has led to the introduction of some programs aimed at reaching
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out to the community. This move is already yielding some results as we can see in the
following discussion of the ministry ofPastor Yemi and his wife at Duluth in Atlanta.
Community and Social Engagement
GOFAMINT Atlanta is just now beginning to reap the benefits ofplanning
ministry based on the needs of the community. The ministry ofPastor Yemi Bamidele
and his wife Julie (Interview #50 and 51) in Duluth is a pointer to the new directions that
GOFAMINT's mission in Atlanta is headed. Yemi has been one of the leaders of the
GOFAMINT branch at Forest Park, Atlanta. His wife grew up in Califomia with her
parents who migrated from Nigeria and served as frill time pastor for a GOFAMINT
Church in Califomia. Yemi said that he and his wife became dissatisfied with the
concentration of church activities on mostly Nigerians of the Yomba extraction. He and
his wife had been members at Forest Park Assembly but relocated to Duluth in order to
start a ministry in a homeless shelter." At the time ofmy field research their church
which they started about seven months previously, grew to 35 members (made up of
ninety-eight percent African American and one British lady). The pastor, his wife and
two other adults are the only Nigerians in the congregation. GOFAMINT Headquarters,
Atlanta provides a bus service that transports people from the shelter to the church every
Sunday. The new church meets presently in a hotel room and the GOFAMINT branch at
Jonesboro is also providing needed support.
Yemi's wife prepares meals every Sunday to provide lunch for the worshippers
after church service. When I interviewed Julie (interview #51), she told me that she
enjoys seeing these people come to church every Sunday and that she loves preparing
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meals for them. She sees it as a valuable ministry that gives her the opportunity to serve
God through meeting the needs of these people. She believes ministry should be done to
meet people's needs. She expressed her feelings fiirther in the following way:
In America today, there are many people who need help and someone
have to move closer to them to show them the love of Jesus and provide
needed friendship because people who have needs and also need
friendship with tmsted individuals in a world that has marginalized them.
Churches that are making a difference are those who will get closer to
people who are hurting in their in their context ofministry and minister to
them from a position of need (interview #51).
Yemi is convinced that America is a mission field that should be re-evangelized.
Mission should be geared towards reaching un-churched people in the community and the
scope ofmission should be the whole world. Yemi described their church as composed
mostly ofNigerians who act as a "religious clique" or "social club." He said the reason
for this composition is partly due to the coziness of the GOFAMINT leadership with
most of the Nigerian membership. Also exists is the lack of energy to move outside of
self and do things differently. He expressed the key of effective outreach in his area
should be "for the leadership to allow the Holy Spirit to help us locate the needs of
people and then to build ministry/church with a goal ofmeeting people's needs."
Yemi and his wife feel strongly that the Church must break the barrier and open
its doors for many to come and enjoy the rich teachings that GOFAMINT provides.
The people need to be loved. They need a church that understands their
problems and is willing to become a solution. The church should be a
positive influence in the community. My view of church is that it should
be people focused and not self focused. (Interview #51)
Yemi said that the future ofGOFAMINT U.S is strong, to the extent that it
reorders its priorities and engages people in the context through love and purposeflil
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evangelism. He explained GOFAMINT, Atlanta is redefining its mission differenfiy -
from a paradigm ofproclamation and preservation ofmembers to include ministering to
people out of their needs, with the intention of leading them to Christ. He expressed his
senfiments as follows:
The GOFAMINT Church has always understood mission as teaching the
Word and bringing people to the saving knowledge of Jesus Christ. And to
that we have to add the care for the physical needs of people as a way of
opening their hearts to the gospel.
Josh Imodele (interview #52) concurred with Yemi when he said that building
"GOFAMINT church in the U.S. can no longer be business as usual. We should move out
of the sanctuary and take the gospel to the marginalized and hurting in our community."
The story ofpastor Yemi shows that Nigerian-led churches can make a difference
only when the church decides to do things differenfiy and minister to people at the point
of their felt needs. It also reveals that some radical steps need to be taken in many of
these types of churches in order to reverse the cuiTcnt trend. In summary, the story of
pastor Yemi and his wife brings to mind three important lessons. First, Nigerian-led
churches must be willing to do things differently. Second, people should be ministered to
from a sense of need and they will respond to churches that are genuinely concemed with
their needs. Third, addressing the economic concerns of people will open doors for them
to receive Christ- that is, to respond to the love of Christ. Lasfiy, believers should be
willing to do church differently from their noim in order to achieve Kingdom results.
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Picture 8: Child Dedication at GOFAMINT, Duluth, Atlanta
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Potentials of the Second Generation
Thinking exists within the GOFAMINT circle that the younger and second
generation (ofAmerican bom Nigerians) has the potential to reach beyond the Nigerian
diaspora community. Some of the leaders, such as Tayo Abdul and Samson Ajadi
(Interview #54 & 55), reported about a strong focus by GOFAMINT U.S. on preparing
the second generation ofAmerican bom Nigerians so that they can indeed assume
responsibility from the present leadership of the Church. Thus special youth programs are
organized in order to involve youth in Sunday services and other aspects of church life. A
strong belief exists in the leadership that the youth holds the key to the future of the
church; therefore, the Church must invest in their training and development. A youth
conference is held every summer to train, prepare and empower the youth. They are
required to invite their friends from other cultural backgrounds to the conference
(interview #54 with Tayo Abdul).
Regular Travel and Impact on GOFAMINT U.S. Mission
Regular travel has afforded leaders of the Church the opportunity to leam about
other cultures, the need for openness, and the importance of emphasizing the core of the
gospel. Clement Ohonigbo (interview #17) Assistant General Overseer, Training and
Special Duties, and fomier Resident Pastor of the Washington, D.C. branch from 1987-
1990 justifies GOFAMINT's mission in the U.S. by saying that
The Westem world in general has watered down the Christianity which
they brought to us in Nigeria and other places in Africa and it is now time
for Christians from Africa to pay their dues by bringing back the gospel to
America and other parts of the world. (Interview #17)
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GOFAMINT's U.S. mission in the U.S can now be viewed in the following two ways:
First, it is reaching out to the people who have not known Christ. Second, it is providing a
church platform to follow-up many on members who are migrating, thus, insuring they
"do not get lost." Joseph Kayode, the GOFAMINT Assistant GO in charge ofMission
and Church Planting also noted that regular travel also provides the traveler with a
broadened perspective of the gospel and global outlook conceming the spiritual
conditions of the tribes and nations of the world (Interview #13).
Challenges Facing GOFAMINT Mission in Atlanta
GOFAMINT still faces some important challenges in order to make the Church
and its message relevant in the American context in Atlanta. The church should study and
adapt its message more to make it acceptable. Also some leaders pointed out that
GOFAMINT U.S. still stmggles with the lack of commitment, and lack of available
workers and members who are busy with secular employment having little time for the
Church. Poor communication exists among leaders, workers and members. Intemal
conflicts between the newer and older members of the Church can also hinder the
mission. Historically, the Church has predominantly been dominated by the Yomba tribe,
because it started among the Yomba in southwestem Nigeria, but the Church in America
should work hard to overcome this problem by intentionally reaching across ethnic lines.
Mathew Salako (interview #16, 18) adequately explained that making their message
relevant within the American context is indeed the key to GOFAMINT growth. It should
be understood that GOFAMINT and indeed all of this research's case study churches,
developed primarily during the Aladura Movement in southwestem Nigeria, which is
predominantly a Yomba speaking area ofNigeria. These churches have enjoyed
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significant patronage among the Yoruba tribe, and from there it spread to other parts of
Nigeria, and then reached other Nigerian tribes. Yet, the Church still remains Yomba in
leadership and membership. Thus the tendency to develop tribal loyalty and leanings is
often very strong among these churches.
As noted earlier, respondents such as Tayo (interview #54) rightly observe these
tribal leanings could give newcomers the impression that they are not part of the church.
The above analysis reveals that at the inception of its U.S. mission, GOFAMINT
was focused on a ministry of preserving its members in the faith. The Church has been
more inwardly focused to preserve its own by providing fellowship for them in their new
status as immigrants within the American context. It was a diaspora church for Nigerians
that provided spiritual, emotional and psychological fellowship for new immigrants.
However, the joumey of reclaiming its mission statement evolved over time, and
considerable attention has been given to its first mission statement. The Church is just
now finding ways to bring people to Christ. The situation seems to be one of a
generational stmggle, with the old generation wanting to maintain the status quo, and the
younger generation clamoring for change and relevance in the American public space in
Atlanta. The outreach of Pastor Yemi and his wife is a good example of the change
taking place in the Church.
The Mission of the RCCG in Atlanta, USA
Prophecy and the Mission of the RCCG to Atlanta, U.S.
RCCG leaders interpret the presence ofRCCG in the USA and other parts of the
world as a fulfillment ofprophecy that was given to its founding leader by God, that the
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Church would spread all over the world. The prophecy conceming the worldwide spread
of the RCCG has been employed by the present leadership of the Church to explain,
justify and rally members for the transnational mission of the church. Odekhian
(interview #1) views the presence of the "RCCG in America as the fulfillment of
prophecy given by God to the former leader of the Church that the Church will spread all
over the world" who was Josiah Akindayomi. Brown Oyitso tells a piece of the history
as follows:
The vision to reach out to the U.S. goes back to the 1970s when the fomier GO
and leader of the church visited the U.S. and an American preacher prophesied as
follows: old man, your church will cover the whole world. The former GO
understood the prophecies to mean that the Redeemed Christian Church ofGod
will take the gospel back to those (the Westem World) who brought them
(Africans) the gospel (interview #2).
Thus the vision to reach other countries is anchored to this divine vision or
mandate from the founder. This prophecy also ties into the Church's understanding of
being on a reverse mission in Europe and America. Brown spiritualized his understanding
of reverse mission when he said the following:
I believe that we are at the end time of harvesting souls for the kingdom
from every part of the world, and Africans are to be the last to carry the
gospel back to the Westem worid just like Simon of Cyrene was the last
(and the first) African to carry the Cross of Jesus before his cmcifixion.
While we may dispute Brown's assertion that Africans are to be the last to can-y the
gospel back to the Westem worid, we should not miss the idea of reverse mission that he
is conveying.
Fred Odekhian also believes that Nigeria occupies an important place in the end
fime salvation plan of God and that the move ofRCCG is part of a global phenomenon
that should be understood within the context of the Great Commission that involves
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reaching the entire world with the gospel, and that the move to establish churches in the
U.S. is not only a Nigerian event, but a global phenomenon. Obviously, the Church
makes a close connection between the prophecy of the founder and the reverse mission to
the U.S.
Restatement of the RCCG Mission with further explanation
Besides anchoring its U.S. mission on prophecy given to its founder, the RCCG
has also articulated its mission statement and made it the centerpiece of its foreign
mission. The RCCG mission statement states the following points:
To make heaven ([sic] This means to make it to heaven).
To take as many people as possible.
To have a member of the RCCG in every family in all nations.
To accomplish the above first statement, holiness will be our lifestyle
To accomplish the second and third statements above, we will plant
churches within five minutes walking distance in every city and town of
developing countries and within five minutes driving distance in every city
and town of developed countries.
We will pursue these objectives until every nation of the world is reached
for Jesus Christ. (RCCG North American Convention Program Booklet
2009:8; see also www.rccgna.org).
The first point in the mission statement explains the commitment of the Church to
help believers ready for the second coming ofChrist, either through the rapture or death.
The mission is anchored in God. Thus the eschatological hope of being ready for heaven
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is closely connected with the present ministry ofbelievers in the world. While preparing
to make the trip to heaven, believers are required to live holy lives on earth and engage in
the ministry of evangelism and the planting of churches for new believers. The RCCG
places emphasis on the planting of churches because it is believed that the Church is
divinely appointed to reach the lost and to conserve believers through its ministry of
teaching. The mission statement of the RCCG may be criticized for being too ambitious
but the point to note here is that the vision has served to motivate the Church at the local,
national and intemational scenes in its self-acclaimed mission to reach the entire world
for Christ. I observed during my field research that almost all the parishes ofRCCG in
Atlanta are guided by a well articulated mission and vision statement that is connected to
the overall vision of the Intemational Headquarters and it has served the purpose of
keeping the parishes focused on pursuing its acclaimed U.S. mission. For example, the
vision statement ofKings Court Parish at Roswell, Atlanta, reads as follows:
We are detennined to make it to heaven, taking as many people as
possible with us, utilizing all our resources to provide a Christ centered
setting where people in our community can be redeemed to a personal
relationship with God." (Fulfillment 2009:7)
Similarly, its mission statement reads as follows:
We are committed to excellence because we serve an excellent God. We
are committed to using our unique cultural background as a people to
minister the word of God, influencing generations by the power of our
vision, treating each other with dignity and respect. We are committed to
providing serves and fellowship that will improve the well-being of all
those connected to the church and the surrounding community. We are
committed to seeing people enjoy wholeness in all areas of their lives
(Fulfillment 2009: 7).
A second example of how the parishes are driven by a vision and mission
statement is demonstrated by the vision statement of the Family Praise Chapel, which
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states that its vision is to "strengthen famihes, encourage Cliristian fellowship, to
evangelize the lost around us with resources God has blessed us"(Family Praise Chapel
2010 Planner). In addition, almost all RCCG leaders and members interviewed for this
research work in both Nigeria and the U.S., clearly understood the vision and mission of
the RCCG and the parishes to which they belong. They understand that the RCCG holds
a divine mission to which they are committed in order to give support with their time,
talents and resources. Truly, having a vision and mission statement does not translate to
achieving stated goals, but as explained earlier, a well crafted mission statement can be
of immense value and serve as a predictor of organizational success. Moreover, a mission
statement can also serve as a theoretical map that unites a church in the pursuit of its
mission here on earth.
From the above, one can deduce that RCCG has a mission statement that clearly
spells out the mission and vision of the Church in the U.S. The mission emphasizes
teaching believers, and preparing for outreach and ministry aimed at winning souls thus
preparing them for heaven. Planting of new churches is clearly delineated in such a way
that RCCG can measure its progress. When viewed in temrs of the defmition ofmission
as used in this study it will be observed that the mission of the Church includes the
following ideas: (1) The mission originates from God through a prophetic message given
to its leaders. This prophecy is connected to outreach in America. (2) The ministry
involves reaching people in order to redeem them and make them ready for heaven, and
(3) the arena ofministry is to "every nation," although is not clear if nation is
synonymous with people group. From the above one can also observe that, RCCG has a
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clearly articulated vision statement conceming its existence. However, it success in
achieving its vision statement remains to be seen.
My interview with most RCCG leaders on their understanding ofmission reveals
a different understanding ofmission and presence of the Church in the U.S. Pastor
Obanure (interview #4) gave the following explanation:
RCCG mission in the U.S. is being motivated by two factors. The first is
the prophecy of the founder that the Church will spread throughout the
world, so it is a divine mandate. Second, the Church is spurred by a vision
statement and missionary zeal to reach the lost with the gospel.
Obanure fiirther said the following conceming the Church's views on mission:
mission,as reaching the local people. Mission is not complete until we
touch the lives of the local people holistically, and that the Church is in
America because of the realization that the USA is a mission field with
many to be reached with the gospel ofChrist (Interview #4).
Ezekiel Oduyemi sees the ministry ofRCCG in the U.S. as a mission to reach other
Africans as well as the different groups people in America. He asserted that the
following:
The outreach to Africans and Nigerians is considered as mission because
it fulfills the purpose of bringing the lost to the kingdom of Christ. The
tmth is that most people in these parishes would not have attended any
church, and were not really attending church, until RCCG came to their
cities. These parishes are fulfilling a purpose that the established churches
in the U.S were not, and could not fulfill. (Inteiview #5).
The statement ofOduyemi indicates that the RCCG mission in the U.S. is also to
reach Africans as well as other people in the American context. Brown Oyitso supported
this view when he said that RCCG views mission as the heartbeat ofGod and that the
church is called to be in mission anywhere in the world. Mission is understood differenfiy
as "spreading the church all over the world," "reaching the lost with the gospel,"
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"reaching the local people," "reaching people holistically" and "reaching out to the
Africans in diaspora." He explained the situation thus:
mission of RCCG in America cannot be explained or judged only by the
number of Africans or Nigerians in particular congregation because the
church is doing a lot to reach out to different groups providing counseling
related services to families.
As the zonal coordinator for Georgia Zone 1, Jolinson Adefila (interview #21)
pointed out the following conceming how RCCG in Atlanta believes:
...believes mission is to help people make heaven and take others with
them. Mission is figuring out the needs of the community and finding out
scriptural ways to meet such needs. ...the goal of RCCG is to minister to
the spiritual, physical and emotional needs of people and to lead them to
decide for Christ (interview #21).
He explained that Matthew 28:19 and Acts 1 :8, fit RCCG understanding of
mission because the material involves the sending of qualified and spirit filled
Christians to take the gospel to every nafion on earth. The goal of the Church still
remains that of reaching everyone with the gospel, and in order to reach people we have
to minister to their physical needs and remove barriers that may hinder them from
accepting the gospel. Finally, he said that the Great Commission also entails ministering
to the needs ofpeople in our community. Conceming the composition of the RCCG in
Atlanta, Adefila said that the Church is made up of a majority ofmembers from Nigeria
and other African countries but added that the Church is mindful of the fact that other
gi-oups should be part of the church, but that it seems the RCCG's efforts in this direction
have not yielded the desired result. There is an admission here that majority of the
members are Nigerians, and that the church is yet to make progi-ess in reaching out to
others. As reported earlier in chapter three, of the more than 3,000 RCCG members in
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Atlanta, 98 percent are from Nigeria and African countries. Reaching beyond the
Nigerian community still remains a modest goal or aspiration.
Deaconess Nwankwo (interview #27) noted that mission to the church means
attempts to minister to people's physical needs with the hope that because of this action
they will open up their hearts to receive the message of redemption through Christ. Tony
Odunwa (interview #46) also observed the following about mission: "Mission is more
than proclamation; the Great Commission requires that we employ every available means
and methods to present the gospel to people. The focus is not just to bring people to
RCCG Church."
From the statement of these leaders, it can be observed that the view ofmission
presented by leaders of the RCCCG have expanded to include other social and
community responsibilities that will open the minds of the people to the gospel. Almost
all of the RCCG Parishes in this research are engaged in some kind of community and
social work as an outreach to their immediate community. This is significant because it is
a marked departure from the practice at the RCCG Intemational Headquarters, which
until recently never engaged in social projects in the community. This researcher
discovered that the motivation to participate in community and social projects may have
come as a result of the impact of the transnational activities of the Church in Europe and
North America. This has resulted in RCCG in Nigeria playing a leading role in such areas
as HIV/AIDS, medical mission, financial empoweiment schemes, and short term loans
for agricultural purposes. Johnson Adefila (interview #21) rightly observed the situation
in the following quote:
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The RCCG in Atlanta now have an established arm on community
outreach focused on redeeming spirit, soul and body. A lot is going on in
this direction such as community outreaches to the homeless, opening
GED training and tutorial centers, MLK day. Fair for Nigerian made
clothing, food bank, ministry to singles and lesbians (Interview #21).
The Kings Court Parish at Roswell is also involved in community outreach to the
homeless. They own a tmck that goes to the homeless shelter in downtown Atlanta every
Sunday moming to sei-ve hot breakfast. Presently, they serve about one hundred people
every Sunday. After serving breakfast they invite the people for a worship service at the
Church in Roswell (see interviews #s 32 & 34).
RCCG Outreaches in Atlanta
RCCG parishes in Atlanta are involved in the following social and community
outreach (see interviews #29 and #35):
Feeding the homeless, providing food baskets for needy families during
Easter and Christmas celebrations and operating food pantries.
Various educational activities.
Sports outreach, such as the Upward Basketball Program for Youths and
building a football field to cater to the many Hispanic families and young
men/women who love football.
School Outreach.
Medical outreach with in local community in order to provide free medical
diagnosis.
Annual picnics at the Church's expense.
Embarking on community projects that are original to the environment so
as to meet felt needs of the community.
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These are programs that the RCCG in Atlanta is engaging in with the intention of
attracting other gi-oups in its context ofministry. As Adefila (interview #21) explained, so
far these programs have succeeded in creafing awareness about the ministry of the
RCCG, but have not resulted in reaching out to new converts beyond the Nigerian
constituency in diaspora.
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Picture 9: Alter at RCCG, King's Court Chapel, Roswell, Atlanta
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Dynamic leadership and Mission of RCCG
The research data suggests that leadership provided by the Church has contributed
to sustaining the mission of the RCCG in America, and particularly in Atlanta. First, the
GO, Enoch Ajare Adeboye, continues to serve as a central figure who rallies and unites
the Church to pursue its mission in the United States. As Kunle (interview #24) explains,
the motivation to multiply the planting of churches in the U.S. started two years ago, due
in part to his motivation and vision. Similarly, the Chairman of the U.S. Board of
Coordinators, the Zonal Coordinators and Parish Pastors in the U.S. are responsible for
growing the RCCG churches.The leaders are given the freedom to use their unique
talents, gifts, personality and training in building the churches. Kunle Akinjodu
(interview #24) described the situation as follows: "to understand the success of the
RCCG parishes it is also important to note that RCCG churches are unique and different
because of the pastors and what they stand for." He said that the pastors are allowed to
use their knowledge and gifting to achieve stated goals. This researcher observed that
each RCCCG Parish, Atlanta is being driven by the vision of the pastor. The pastor is
seen as the head of the Church and is charged with providing pastoral oversight for the
parish. This point is important because this has been one of the identifying marks of
Pentecostal Churches in Nigeria Plus; their dynamic leadership has been successful in
keeping the RCCG members in the U.S. and has promoted mission outreach to Nigerian
and African communities.
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Impact of Transnational Travel and Network
One of the significant findings of this research is the fomiation of transnational
networks and alliance between the RCCG churches through which personnel and
resources are being shared in Europe, North America and Africa for the purpose of
supporting the vision ofRCCG. For example, RCCG members and leaders from some
European countries attend the North America Annual Convention. They also provide
short term ministerial supply to the U.S. churches. The Nigerian Intemational
Headquarters raises funds from individual members in Europe and America for the
support of special programs and projects in Nigeria. Some members are still connected
who provide financial support to their home parish in Nigeria. RCCG parishes in Atlanta
join other parishes in the U.S., Canada and Europe to raise fiinds for the support of
African Vision, an initiative of the wife of the GO, Pastor Fola Adeboye, which is meant
to evangelize and empower RCCG churches in African countries.
Transnational travel has contributed in helping RCCG leaders appreciate the
enormity of the Great Commission and the fact that no single nation can achieve the
Great Commission. All the pastors and leaders interviewed indicated that moving back
and forth has greatly impacted their sense ofmission and the need for the gospel in
America and other parts of the world. Odekhian (interview #1) explains as follows:
It is difficult to be traveling between Nigeria and U.S and vice versa and
become impervious to the needs of the world. My regular travel has
convinced me that the gospel is indeed universal and should be taken to
every parts of the world.
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Making RCCG Ministry Relevant in the American Context
Many of the church leaders interviewed in Nigeria and Atlanta feel strongly that
an urgent need exists to make the Church and its message relevant to its context in
Atlanta. Odekhian adopts the term "repackaging of the gospel" to describe the nature of
change he expects from by the RCGG churches before they can be relevant. Oduyemi
also said that sensitivity to the context ofministry in the U.S. is very important and will
go a long way to determine the extent to which RCCG can reach out to others. He
suggested that the Church should be sensitive to the host culture, improve on its
communication and manage time during church services wisely, moving the Church in
the direction of social responsibility and relevance to the needs of host communities.
These are voices within the RCCG that are pushing for the message and ministry of the
RCCG to be made relevant in the American context.
Some within the RCCG leadership explain that many of the members in these
parishes may not have attended any other church without the deliberate outreach of the
RCCG. Oduyemi (interview #5) affimied that these parishes are fulfilling a goal that
established churches in the U.S. were not, and certainly are still not flalfilling to
immigrants. Oduyemi pointed out that most of the RCCG members who migrated to the
U.S. fmd it difficult to be assimilated into other churches. The Church today serves as a
surrogate parent to counsel and encourage their members to live out their Christian
virtues in a culture that could be oppressive and discriminatory against them. Pastor
Adeofi (interview #1 8) justifies the Nigerian composition ofRCCG churches in Afianta
by pointing out that mission should always start from somewhere to go somewhere. He
drew my attention to a Yomba proverbial description that states the following:
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To reach somebody from outside you must first start from your home. You have
to win the people you know first - people who can relate with you and share your
vision. Reaching Nigerians and Africa is the first phase; the next phase is to move
out to the local community, which is what the church is doing right now. This
phase is slow, painstaking and gradual but RCCG in America will surely get there
going by all the outreaches they have started doing in the community (interview
#18).
While there may be some sense in the statement ofAdeoti, one can also argue that
these churches have continued to maintain their Nigerian composition for many years.
So, this is a mute argument that may not stand the test of time. The facts remains that the
goal ofmaking the RCCG a church whose mission and ministry extends beyond the
Nigerian community is yet to be realized. That does not mean that its mission to
Nigerians in diaspora is not mission. But Adeoti 's statement also reveals some ignorance
and misconceptions conceming the complexity of doing mission in the American context.
Kunle Akinjodu is among the RCCG pastors who claim that just because the
RCCG congregations in Atlanta are made up ofmostly Nigerians and other Africans, this
does not mean that they are doing anything differently from mission in the biblical sense
of the word. According to Akinjodu (interview #32), "My view ofmission is rooted in
the fact that we should reach people where ever they are. 1 also belief it is best to pastor
people whom we understand and can interact with at the same cultural level." He gave
the following description:
The Church is open to as many people as would love to come but 1 may not feel
bad (or lose sleep) because people from other cultures do not come to the RCCG
church at Roswell, because I am convinced I am doing mission by reaching out to
Nigerians who would not have been reached with the gospel (interview #23)
To be sure, Akindoju does not discriminate against anyone who wants to worship
with the RCCG at Roswell because as indicated earlier, the Roswell Parish mns a
different ministry outreach. What he is emphasizing here is the fact that even ministry to
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only Nigerians and Africans in Atlanta should be seen as mission because it is an
outreach to people in the population who would not have been reached. Kunle seems to
be in support ofpastoring a culturally homogeneous church as opposed to a multicultural
church. Going by his assertion, it therefore means that the RCCG in Atlanta is still very
far away from building a multicultural church. This view ofmission is not in line with
the view ofmission presented in this research and even the mission ideals of the RCCG
because it is mono-cultural, inclusive, and limited to Nigerians in diaspora. It is not a
universal mission that seeks the redemption of all ofGod's people. Its planned activities
and goals are focused only on a selected group. Contributing to this discussion, Paul
Ayieyomi (interview #32) asserts that "mission must be to every people- whether they are
whites, blacks or browns," although he feels the reason why the RCCG has not been able
to attract members outside the Nigerian community is due to the fact that, for too long the
Church has been an enclosed church known mostly to RCCG members in the Nigerian
and African diaspora and the Church is just now making efforts to introduce itself to the
American public in Atlanta. Ayieyomi seems to identify lack of effective marketing of
the (Nigerian Headquarters), Church in America. Perhaps this might explain why the
RCCG U.S. headquarters set up a department of communication and marketing.
The president of the Nigerian Ministers Fomm in Atlanta, Tunde Adepoju
(interview #39) explains that evangelizing other groups in the U.S. has been a
challenging and daunting task, not only to RCCG, but to many Nigerian-led churches in
Atlanta. He said that some of the reasons for this state of affairs include lack of education
and understanding of the American way of life by the leadership ofNigerian-led churches
in Atlanta. Also, very few of the pastors are informed enough on how to ministry across
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cultures. Another reason is some of the Nigerian-led churches like to flock and flow
together in order to maintain their Nigerian identity. Also the problem of lack ofplanned
evangelism exists among these churches beyond the Nigerian/African communities.
Because they serve the same population always, growth has been mostly through member
exchange via migration and transnational movement ofmembers. According to Tunde, if
new believers are not won, it will be difficult for change to take place, because the older
leaders and members continue to stick to their old cultural pattems. Tunde and his wife
noted that to cross culture can be a daunting task. The problem of ethno-centrism is high
among the leaders. So the problem becomes that of dealing with ingrained cultural
pattems. This is a major hindrance that the leadership must deal with, and the education
of the ministers remains the key to opening these churches to the American public.
Finally, other RCCG leaders idenfify several other factors militafing against its
outreach beyond the Nigerian community. Some of the factors include the inability to
break through the racial and religious divide in Afianta, the lack of commitment of
Nigerian immigrant churches in reaching beyond their comfort zone, and competition
among churches. This reminds me that RCCG as well as the other two churches in this
case study are going through the stmggles and pains of doing ministry in a new cultural
context because even to do effecfive ministry among Nigerians and American-bom
Nigerians requires many of skills.
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Introducing RCCG to tiie American Public
The RCCGNA and Atlanta have been pursuing aggressive public relations to
introduce the Church to the American public and into the religious map. From time to
time, the U.S. Headquarters invites important personalities, such as religious and
govemment officials from across the country, to some important events in the church.
One such event that has attracted some personalities is the Annual North American
Convention, which is held every June at the church campground at Floyd, Texas. For
example, the Governor of Texas, Rick Perry and First Lady, Anita Perry were invited as
special guests to the Thirteenth Annual RCCG North American convention held June 17-
19, 2009, at its Greenville Headquarters and Convention Center. Although the Governor
was unable to attend the convention he sent his greetings, which were published on the
convention program (RCCGNA Convention 2009: 5). Similarly, the Hunt County Judge,
John L. Hom, was also invited as a special guest to the 2009 Convention and he also sent
a special message to the convention (RCCGNA Convention 2009: 6). In order to put the
activities of the RCCG in the U.S. at the center stage, the GO now holds an Annual
Festival of Life Conference in selected cities in the U.S. such as Houston, Baltimore, and
Washington DC. The Festival of Life is a gathering ofbelievers from different
backgrounds that usually features Nigerian and American preachers. The festival also
features prayers for spiritual renewal in America and the success of the nation. The
Administrator of the RCCGNA, Pastor Patrick Mejeidu (interview #37), spoke on this
important issue as follows:
The church is intentionally joining some social and community
organizations with the aim of breaking barriers and penetrating the
community and that the GO and other ministers organize special programs
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such as the Festival of Life to introduce the church to the American public
because people need to know that the church has come to stay and make
spiritual impact.
The impact of these efforts still remains to be seen but the idea of introducing the
RCCG to the American public is a step in the right direction.
The RCCG at Atlanta is also making efforts to maintain regular communication
with the govemment. For example, Tony Odunwa (interview #35), pastor of the RCCG
parish at Lake City told me he visits regularly with county officials in order to register the
presence of the Church in the city and is discussing with the mayor how the Church can
assist the county's various community projects. The plan of the RCCG is to plug into
what the county is already doing that is proving helpfiil to the people. The goal here is
for the Church to partner with the county in addressing important needs of the people.
Important to note is that the Lake City Parish is located adjacent to the county
headquarters. Johnson Adefila (interview #21) also said that the Atlanta Central Parish is
working with the Decatur County and Georgia State officials to secure approval for the
opening of a GED training and tutorial center to be located on the Church office block.
These are actions employed by the Church that does not immediately bring people into
the physical building of the church, but it should be noted here as an important innovation
and strategy adopted by the Church to reach opinion leaders of the community. Diffusion
of innovation has been proven to be a very helpful strategy in diffusing inforaiation.
Development ofWorship and Convention Centers as Religious Space
As noted in chapter two ofmy research, one of the characterisfics ofRCCG and
indeed all three churches in this case study is the creation of a religious space (for
worship and retreat) that provides members with a spiritual space where they can meet
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with God. The massive stmctures built by these three churches (Prayer Mountain for the
MFM, Redemption Camp for RCCG and Gospel Village for the GOFAMINT) are for
public and private prayer meetings, personal retreat and annual conventions. In the
American scene, the RCCG is developing a similar stmcture at 120 Archers Property at
Gainesville in Floyd, Texas. This has a very symbolic meaning; because the RCCG
mission statement emphasizes the importance of church stmcture in its mission outreach
to the world. It is this same belief that is motivating the Church in Atlanta to develop
worship centers. One of the positive developments with the RCCG in Atlanta is the
building/purchase of new worship centers that are meant to serve as religious space for
new converts and members.
I am aware of the concept of the Emerging Church Movement popularized by
Eddie Gibbs and Ryan Bolger. The Emerging Church Movement is a major shift in the
way Christians understand and do church. The direction of the changed is from a
centripetal (flowing in) to a centrifugal (flowing out) dynamics. It seeks to deemphasize
the creating of space that would seek to attract people into a church culture and
emphasizes a church stmcture that steps into the world and meets people in their own
territory.'^ The emerging church concept will not work for Nigerian-led churches
because it is an American based cultural approach that was created to address the needs
of churches in the American context.
(See Eddie Gibbs and Bolger Ryan, Emerging Churches: Creating Religious Communities in
Postmodern Cultures, 1996.Zondervan.Grand Rapids, MI. p.50-51). See also Kimball Dan, 2003, The
Emerging Church: Vintage Christianity for the New Generations. Grand Rapids, MI, Brazos.
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Picture 10: Pastor Tony Odunwa of RCCG Lake City, Atlanta with
William Udotong
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Leadership Conflict and Tension
Control in the RCCCG comes under the leadership of the GO, Chainnan of the
Board of Coordinators and Parish Pastors, together with their respective committees. Fred
Odekhian (Interview #1) said there is a fresh campaign and stmggle between the liberal,
classical and conservative anns of the Church to present a church stmcture and leadership
that will attract and show sensitivity to people from different nationalities (interview #1).
As pointed out in chapter two, the introduction ofmodel parishes in the RCCG has been a
source ofblessing, in that it has resulted in an increase in the number ofRCCG parishes.
But it has also been a source ofwony and conflict within the more conservative wing of
RCCG leadership, since they tend to move in the direction of either being autocratic and
controlling.
Second Generation of American Born Nigerians
The research also indicates that among RCCG leadership (as in the other two
churches in this case study) generally the belief is held that it is possible for the second
generation ofRCCG members in Atlanta to do a better job of outreach than those before
them have done. Thus, RCCG in Atlanta is being intentional in preparing the second
generation to assume leadership of the Church. The second generation refers to Nigerian
bom Americans who probably hold American or dual citizenship. Since the second
generation are bom and raised in the U.S., they will not have the limitations in language
and culture experienced by their parents. This may depend on whether or not they have
been raised in an exclusive/inclusive community and exclusive church. Rather, they may
be in a more advantageous position to engage the culture. This point may sound
simplistic and could be viewed as playing on the challenges and difficulties of doing
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mission in the American context by Nigerian immigrant churches, yet it is a significant
finding that needs further research.
Central Fund for the Support ofMission
In order to support its transnational mission in Europe, America and other parts of
the globe, the RCCG Intemational Headquarters set up a central mission frind to which
churches in Nigeria contribute to execute the mission of the church. These are in addition
to fiinds that flow from different RCCG parishes in Nigeria to the U.S. for various
outreaches, particularly at the start ofU.S mission. As RCCG churches become
established in Europe, Asia and North America they are also required to contribute to this
central flmd for the pursuit ofministry transnationally. For example, newly established
RCCG parishes in the U.S. are given a refundable take-off grant (interview #37 with
Patrick and #21 with Adefila) of $10,000. According to Adefila and Patrick (interview
#24 and #37 respectively) through the central mission funds, the RCCG mission in
different parts of the world is supported financially. Thus through transnational
networking, the RCCG have been able to put together a financial stmcture for the
continuous support of its mission initiatives in different parts the world.
Emphasis on Prayer, Fasting and Evangelism
The RCCG ministry in Atlanta has continued to give priority to individual and
corporate prayers and fasting as a strategy for waging spiritual warfare against the powers
that hinder individuals and the community from responding to the gospel message. The
month of January is devoted to fasting and prayers in all the RCCG churches worldwide.
The guidelines and direction on how to conduct these prayers comes from Headquarters.
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Each of the RCCG branch in Atlanta holds a monthly Holy Ghost Night that is usually
accompanied with fasting and prayers. Also, weekly prayer meetings are held for all
members of the Church. Evangelism is given priority attention, although it is constantly
readjusted to fit into the American culture at Atlanta.
Making the Ministry RCCG Relevant to the U.S Context
Some of the changes being introduced by RCCG in Atlanta include the following;
Changing the Nigerian perception of Church by introducing professionalism and
business principles in the mnning and management of church.
Changing the Nigerian perception ofChurch membership and formation ofmembership
classes.
Ensuring financial accountability.
Emphasis on the training of leaders to understand American culture and values of the
community.
Editing publications from Nigeria such as Sunday school and training manuals.
Planting churches in predominantly white communities.
Involving white American preachers (from different backgrounds) in training and re
training of RCCGNA pastors.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE THREE CASE STUDY
CHURCHES
This section provides information based on the presentation and analysis of data
undertaken in chapters 3-5.
First, the historical analysis has traced the historical development of churches in
the U.S., with emphasis on the three case study churches in Atlanta. The data reveals that
these churches are founded mostly through the efforts ofmembers and leaders who have
been part of the Church in Nigeria, Europe and African countries before relocating to the
U.S. for study, employment or other reasons. These are not people who are sent primarily
as missionaries. These churches usually start mainly through a house fellowship in the
home of one of its members. The house church continued to grow until a time arrives
when they meet the guidelines of their intemational headquarters conceming the starting
of a new church.
A second pattem for the emergence of these churches is through special outreach
programs that are usually evangelistic in nature. Through these outreach programs the
church is started with those new who decide for Christ, and Nigerians who been Christian
back home and are looking for a church family. This pattem shows clearly in the outreach
pattem adopted by the MFM in starting its branch church at Norcross in Atlanta. The
' See RCCG guidelines for planting Churches in North America at
http://www.rccgna.org/manuals.aspx
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pattem also reveals that these churches start through transfer ofmembers to new
locations.
Second, this study reveals that the three Nigerian-led churches in the case study
maintain varying degrees of relationships with their intemational headquarters, with
much control from the headquarter church. Both the MFM and RCCG have firm control
of the churches and make significant input on the vision, mission and direction of the
church. The U.S. GOFAMINT Church still maintains relationship with the Intemational
Headquarters but is given enough flexibility to allow the U.S. Church to be self-
goveming, self-propagating and self-financing. Nevertheless, the GOs of the three
churches influence and provide the vision, direction and supervision of the work. They
are also involved in the teaching ofmembers and leaders. The study also shows that the
oldest of the churches (as in the case ofGOFAMINT) tends to relax control in their
relationship with the U.S. Church.
Third, this study identifies two main types of transnational networks among
Nigerian-led churches. The first is the fonnal network between the (Nigerian
Headquarters), Intemational Headquarters in Nigeria and the U.S. Headquarters. The
second is the informal network of family, friends, pastors and church members.
Communication, infomiation and religious products flow through these formal and
informal channels. However, official church communication does not flow through
informal channels. Mostly printed materials such as daily devotional guides, Sunday
school manuals, books by the GO, video and audio CDs, personal letters and food stuffs
move through infonnal channels. Also ideas and infonnation conceming the Church in
Nigeria and vice versa also flow through informal networks. Vasquez (2008:168)
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supports this finding when he argues for a re-conceptualization of networks from the
usual closed, linear perception. He is making the case for infonnal as well as the formal
network approach in studying transnational lives and religion of immigrants. Adogame
(2005a:443) emphasizes the importance of local and global networking among the
Churches in Africa and in diaspora. He defines this in the following:
The transnational linkages between them, in the "home" (Africa) and
"hosf societies are assuming increasing importance for African migrants.
The range and nature of these ties include intra-religious network and new
economical affiliation.
Olupona and Gemignani (2007:7) said that transnational practice ofAfrican immigrant
religion in America connects them with Europe, America, and Canada.
This study shows that money also flows between the Nigerian Headquarters and
the immigrant churches in Atlanta, Georgia to cover the travels of short term ministers,
settling full time pastors in the U.S., and assists in the purchase ofproperty. The religious
products that flow from the Nigerian Headquarters to the U.S. are mostly books written
by the GOs and senior ministers, CDs, Video tapes, Sunday school and workers training
manuals, daily devotional guides, and one case, sand from the sacred ground or retreat
center of one of these churches in Nigeria. Money also flows from Nigeria to the U.S and
vice versa. Adogame (2005a:443) found out that the import of local and global network
among churches in Africa and in diaspora cannot be overemphasized.
Fourth, this research discovered that the people who move regularly between
Nigeria and the U.S. mostly at the top level and middle management of the Churches, and
include such people as the GOs and their wives. Assistants and Deputy GOs, District
Pastors/Overseers and Directors of Mission and Evangelism. The movement ofpeople
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between the Nigerian headquarters and their branches in Atlanta is more intense among
the RCCG and MFM. The next group of people who move regularly are professionals
and business men and women who work in oil and constmction companies. The third
groups are those who move occasionally- that is either annually or every other year. The
purpose of travel to the U.S. is to preach and teach at the U.S. Annual Conventions and
branch churches, evangelistic programs, pastors' and leadership conferences, and the
commissioning of new branches of the Church in the U.S.
Fifth, the study also shows that few of the pastors are sent as, or are, full time
career missionaries/pastors in the U.S. Rather, most of the pastors are bi-vocational - i.e.
they combine secular employment with their pastoral responsibilities. The immigrant
churches in the U.S. rely heavily on volunteers to mn the church secretariat in the U.S.
The RCCG seems to have a greater number of its pastors in Atlanta who are hired fiall
time when compared to the GOFAMINT and the MFM.
The literature on transnationalism seems to support the findings of this study
conceming the number and frequency of people who live transnational lives. For
example, Levitt, DeWind and Vertovec (2003:567) identify the following different levels
of transnational involvements: (1) those who engage in comprehensive transnational
practices, and (2) those who engage in selective transnational practices
Sixth, this study indicates an intensified use of the intemet by these churches for
communicating with members in Atlanta and other branches in the U.S. Through the
intemet the messages of the GOs and special programs are transmitted live from the
Headquarters to other diaspora churches. Also, through the intemet, members can access
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materials such as Sunday school manuals, leadership training manuals and devotional
materials. The websites also provide online bookstores that members can purchase books
and CDs and video tapes. Increased communication is through email, faxes and social
networking sites such as Facebook. For example, all three leaders of these churches are
on Facebook and also have followers. Through the web pages the churches have been
able to raise funds and keep in touch with members. Landzelius (2006) has edited a
volume on cyber activism of indigenous people in the virtual age. The articles in this
book focus on five facets of online engagements on behalfofpeople conventionally
distanced from the mainstream. This work confirms the activism of the churches in this
case study in the use of the intemet.
Seventh, the missional practices of the case study churches - that is the type of
ministries they are doing in American religious space in Atlanta include the following:
1) These churches are presently reaching out mostly to Nigerians/Africans in
diaspora. There are very few African Americans and Hispanic members. However, many
leaders of these churches also argue that their outreach to Nigerian/African communities
in diaspora should be seen as valid mission work since they are reaching people who
would not have been reached with the gospel. Thus they maintain that this is a valid part,
but not the full scope of their mission in the U.S. Kalu (2008:284) alluded to these
findings when he said different types ofAfrican presence are in the Global North, but
they are primarily serving the African community. He fiirther commented that the
situation is very different in the U.S. where African churches mesh neatly into the
African American and Latino spirituality. Kalu (2008:284-5; Handles 2008:364-65) and
Tie-on (2008:165) however, added that "a missiological ideal to evangelize the whole
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world motivates some of these congregations to reach for multicultural and multiethnic
status," and that they show evidence of reaching beyond the Nigerian community.
2). These churches are driven by their vision and mission statements and claim to
be on reverse mission for the purpose of fulfilling the Great Commission in American
religious space. But, these churches seem to have achieved more in preserving their
members who have migrated to the U.S. An expression of the desire seems to be on the
part of these churches that their mission includes reaching beyond the Nigerian
community and the building a multicultural church. The realization of this expressed goal
still remains to be seen. This study shows that these churches raise money to send mostly
short terai missionaries, and in some cases full time missionaries. Adogame (2010:56)
also found out in his study that many African Pentecostal Churches are now consciously
engaged in sending missionaries to evangelize Europe and other parts of the world. These
missionaries are commissioned by their home churches and provided with financial
resources.
3). The study also shows that these churches are making efforts through planned
programs and outreach events such as cmsades, pizza parties and movie nights. At this
stage difficult to evaluate is the success of these programs since some of them are fairly
new. Need exists therefore, for follow up studies in order to discover how effective these
programs have been.
4). One of the outstanding findings of this study is the involvement of these
churches in community and social work as outreach. These churches are increasingly
moving in the direction of understanding mission and evangelism as social engagement.
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This has resuhed in using social work to create a bridge between the community and the
Church by ministering to people in homeless shelters through providing hot breakfasts
and inviting them for church services; providing accommodation the homeless; and the
health and wellness fairs. This is significant because it is a deviation from the practice of
indigenous and foreign Pentecostal Churches in Nigeria. Social work has never been part
of their strategy; rather a biftircation has always been present. While the impact of this
strategy remains to be flilly evaluated, we can note that it is already producing positive
results in bringing in some African Americans into GOFAMINT and the RCCG branches
in Atlanta. This is a reminder that if these churches can do things differently by meeting
the felt needs ofpeople they will have positive response. This finding seems to support
Miller and Yamamori's (2007:4:29-31) description as "progressive Pentecostalism" being
found mostly within independent neo-Pentecostal Churches. Progressive Pentecostalism
emphasizes an "integral" or "holistic" gospel. They are engaged in societal
transformation by attempting to build upward from the ground.
5). The study consistently shows that transnational travel and movement of the
leaders of these churches to and fi-om Nigeria and America have greatly impacted their
sense ofmission and also helps them to appreciate the enormity of the task and the
challenges of doing ministry in the American context. The leaders' perception of spiritual
decline in the U.S. Church seems to make them to want to protect the Nigerian identity of
these churches.
6). The findings of this study also revealed that pastors and leaders are in
desperate need ofmulticultural education to help them understand the context and
develop bicultural skills that will enable them to reach out to the different groups in
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Atlanta, while at the same time reaching out to members. The RCCG is investing in this
effort, and is also very aggressive in introducing the Church to the community.
7). This study shows that these churches have foraied transnational networks
between Nigeria, Europe and North America, through which human, financial and
material resources are pulled together and distributed for the purpose ofpursuing reverse
mission in Europe and America. Thus, networks serve as an important stmcture for the
continuous support of the mission initiatives of these churches. Adogame (2000:404-
406; 2005b) in his study ofAfrican Churches in Europe leamed that the media plays an
important role in stimulating transnational religious activities. He observed that African
Churches have appropriated technologies, such as the intemet website, television, and
interactive technologies in the transmission of their religious ideology, as a recmitment
strategy for new members, and as a way ofmaintaining links with branches and members
transnationally. Jenkins (2007:90) commented on the abundance of "transnational
Christian networks in one of the great missionary nations of the modem world, such as
Brazil, Nigeria, the Congo, the Philippines, or South Korea."
8). lastly, all three churches have a vision of reaching people beyond the Nigerian
community in America. They view themselves and ministry as intemational, but in actual
practice, it is the RCCG that is vigorously making effort to realize its vision by
introducing itself to the American public in Atlanta and making the place ofworship
conducive for people from other race. MFM is fairly new on the American scene; its
practices are still very similar to what was obtained from the Church in Nigeria. They are
opening new branches but their ability to reach beyond the Nigerian community still
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remains to be seen. The challenge facing MFM is its ability to make the Church relevant
in the American context.
This study also noted the following differences in the pattem and flow and doing
ministry among these churches. Both the quantity and quality flows differ. The MFM
pattem reveals that the flow of persons, money and products comes from one way- that is
direct from Nigerian. The only exception is the movement of people going to Nigeria for
training and conferences.
The pattem of flow in GOFAMINT shows that the flow ofpeople and money is
from both directions, although the flow of people from GOFAMINT U.S.A to Nigeria
has reduced over the years. A development of network in partnerships has occurred
among GOFAMINT Nigeria, U.S.A. and Europe.
The pattem of flow in the RCCG and Nigeria shows that the flow is in both
directions, and that the RCCG has moved beyond that in order to establish a network of
partnership among its branches in the U.S.A, Nigeria, South America, Europe and Asia.
Free exchange ofpeople, ideas, and money exists. Indeed, RCCG has done a better job in
this regard when compared to the MFM and GOFAMINT.
The pattem of relationship reveals that control of the MFM U.S.A is directly from
Nigeria. A strong authoritarian leadership comes from the Nigerian headquarters. The
MFM U.S.A headquarters operates a monitoring unit that monitors and supervises the
MFM churches and regularly reports back to Nigeria. This is unique to MFM when
contrasted with RCCG and GOFAMINT.
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The pattem of relationship in GOFAMINT shows that control is indirect. While
control comes from the Nigerian Headquarter Church, a strong leadership exists in the
U.S.A Church because it has been empowered by the GO ofNigeria. The reason for this
is because the leadership ofGOFAMINT U.S.A has eamed the confidence of the GO.
Moreover, the goal of the GO is to build a church that is self-supporting and self-
financing.
The RCCG data shows that the Church has developed a strong network of
partnership. The U.S.A leadership and pastors are allowed to use their unique gifts in
growing the church, while at the same time recognizing the leadership role of the GO
over the RCCG Churches in the U.S.A.
The three case studies in this research reveal three different pattems that might
reveal three different pattems in the development of transnational process among
Nigerian-led Pentecostal churches. MFM represents stage one, GOFAMINT represents
stage two, while RCCG represents stage three. A fourth or fifth stage might develop (or
already exist) that might create a contextualized and/or multicultural church. This
developing phase could be described as reverse contextualization because it would be
rooted in the American context while at the same time remaining tme to biblical
Christianity.
GOFAMINT has a vision for its U.S. mission. However, the Church faces a
number of challenges, one ofwhich is the inability to transfomi itself from a tribal
Yomba Church that has primarily served the GOFAMINT members from Nigeria into a
contextual church for Americans. The Church in Atlanta still faces a financial challenge
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which can hmit its abihty to execute important outreach programs hke the RCCG and
MFM are. GOFAMINT Atlanta can continue to make an impact only to the extent that it
can reposition itself in order to reach beyond the Nigerians in Diaspora.
The three churches in this study have important roles to play among Nigerian and
African immigrant communities in diaspora in the U.S. The ability to reach beyond the
Nigerian community still remains to be seen. But they are not giving up on this vision
either, because by their nature these Pentecostal Churches have the potential to
contextualize their message. Afe Adogame (2007) also confirms some of the findings of
this research. In his research entitled African Christian Initiatives in Diaspora, Adogame
(2005a:440) emphasizes that the relevance of these churches is not only located in the
unique expression of African Christianity, because they also constitute intemational
ministries and groups that have implications on a global scale. He said further that the
import and impact of the "exportation" of African churches driven by a vision ofwinning
converts offers a unique opportunity to analyzing its impact at local levels, such as in the
diaspora. Conceming outreach by African churches in diaspora, Adogame says the
following:
African churches are yet to make remarkable incursions into the European,
Euro-American or Euro-Austral ian populations. This lack of cross cultural
appeal and wherewithal, coupled with a myriad of contextual factors such
as accommodation problems, language barriers, hostility of neighbors,
poor economic base, fluid membership, status of churches in host context,
immigration regulations are largely responsible for this trend. (2007a:440)
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CHAPTER SEVEN
TRANSNATIONALISM: WHAT NEXT IN MISSION?
EMERGING PATTERNS AND CONCLUSION
Introduction
This study investigated the transnational migration and the reverse mission of the
Nigerian-led Pentecostal Churches in Metro Atlanta, Georgia in the U.S. This research is
an attempt to extend the study ofNigerian Immigrant Pentecostal Churches from a
bounded time and space in diaspora communities to the present reality of de
territorialized, globalized and transnational communities. The focus is on the history, and
interactions or links forged between the founding churches in Lagos, southwestem
Nigeria and the daughter churches of diaspora in Atlanta, Georgia, and how these
interactions affect the daughter churches' understanding and practice of the self-professed
"reverse mission" in Atlanta.
In order to answer these questions, I conducted multi-site field research at the
intemational headquarters of the selected churches in Lagos, Nigeria, and Atlanta,
Georgia, in order to gather needed infoimation, the results ofwhich have been presented
and analyzed in chapters three through five. The task of this chapter therefore is on the
presentation ofmy findings, implications of findings, conclusion, and the fliture direction
of this study.
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Emerging Patterns/Findings of this Research
The following are the emerging pattems identified from this study:
History of the Selected Churches
The history of these churches in Atlanta reveals that that they emerged through
the efforts of leaders and members from Nigeria who came to the U.S. for further studies
and started gathering together for prayers. This pattem could be seen in the establishment
of the GOFAMINT Church in Atlanta through the efforts of one member who started a
house fellowship that later developed into a full-fledged church. The second pattem in the
establishment of these churches is through evangelistic outreach programs such as
"Power Must Change Hands," organized by the MFM as a path for lunching the church in
Atlanta. The converts from this program were the founding members ofMFM in Atlanta.
The third pattem is the sending of short term missionaries from the intemational
headquarters of the church in Nigeria with a clear mandate to start a church. This pattem
is seen in the establishment of the RCCG in Atlanta, where a pastor's visit coincided with
the 1 996 Olympic Games in Atlanta, so the occasion was used to start the RCCG in
Atlanta. The fourth pattem used in starting new congregations is a process of
decentralization or "break out" whereby some members of an existing branch of the
church move to a new location to start a branch. This pattem is seen in all three churches
in this case study.
The findings of this study also show that these churches have indeed been
maintaining relationships with the founding churches in Nigeria. The intemational
headquarters continues to supervise, control, direct and give general oversight conceming
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the vision and mission of its branches in Atlanta through its national leaders and pastors
in the U.S. The U.S. leaders also continue to send regular reports and also visit the
Nigerian Headquarters in order to report back to the leadership on its progress. The study
also shows that older churches tend to relax control and supervision. This is tme in the
case of the two older churches in this case study, GOFAMINT and RCCG, where
although control comes from Nigeria, some kind of shared leadership also exist between
the Nigerian headquarter and the branch in U.S. Whereas, in the case ofMFM, the
youngest of the three case study churches, strong authoritarian control still comes from
the Nigerian headquarters.
Channels and Flows
The study identifies two channels of transnational flow between the founding
Church in Nigeria and its branch in Atlanta, which are fonnal and informal.
Formal Channels
This study reveals that infonnation, communications, and religious products flow
through formal or official channels to its branches in the U.S. For the RCCG, the fonnal
channel of flow is from Lagos to Floyd, Texas, the U.S and North American headquarters
of the RCCG. From there, the flow continues to the State Coordinators in the U.S (and
zonal coordinator in Canada) and then to the parish pastors and the members. The reverse
channel is also followed from the U.S. to Nigeria. Another channel through which
religious products (particularly video and tapes) flow is from Lagos to Atlanta and from
Atlanta to different states in the U.S. and Canada.
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For the GOFAMINT, information, communication and rehgious products flow
from the intemational headquarters in Lagos to the U.S. national office in Maryland, from
where the fiow moves to the senior pastor in charge of the state and the assembly pastor.
The same channel of reverse flow is used from the U.S. to the Lagos- infonnation flows
from assembly pastor to the national overseer and from there to Lagos.
The MFM channel flows from the intemational headquarters in Yaba, Lagos to
the U.S. national office at Houston Texas, where the office of the AGO is located. The
AGO then moves the information to the region overseers and from the region overseers to
the branch/location pastors. The channel of fiow from the U.S. is from the local pastor
through the region overseer to the intemational headquarters in Lagos, Nigeria. A second
official channel where products fiow for the MFM is from Lagos to New York and to the
different states in the U.S.
The Use of Internet
The findings show that the use of the World Wide Web is also a recognized
channel for the flow of infonnafion, ideas, communication and preaching to members of
those existing between the intemafional headquarters and its members and churches in
diaspora. Through the intemet, regular news and infonnation meant for members is
communicated. Also, the audio and video recordings and in some cases, written sennons
and daily devotions can be accessed by members. The GOs of all three churches embark
on online fiand raising from its members in disapora via the World Wide Web. Through
the web, members can watch live coverage of events, such as intemational conventions
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and other special progi"ams. Finally, Sunday school, baptismal and workers' training
manuals can be downloaded.
Informal Channels
The infonnal or unofficial channel of flow is through pastors, friends, and family
members. This channel is very important and it flows from the intemational headquarters
in Lagos to members in different branches of the three selected churches in the USA.
Information, religious products, ideas, finance flow through infonnal routes from Lagos
to the cities in the U.S. ofAtlanta, New York, Houston, Baltimore, and Minneapolis.
From these hubs it follows to members in other cities in the U.S. Multiple flows from the
different cities in the U.S. move to these hubs and back to members in Nigeria. Infonnal
flows also occur from the U.S. to London and from the U.S. to Halifax or Toronto,
Canada. Infonnal flows also take place between the U.S. and the Caribbean Islands.
Flows from Intemational Headquarters to its branches in the U.S. and Atlanta
include:
The Flow of Persons
The study reveals that the persons who move regularly between Lagos
headquarters and the U.S. branches are mostly from the top and middle management
levels of these churches. This is comprised of the GOs, Assistant/Deputy Overseers,
District Pastors/Region Overseers and Directors ofMissions. These leaders visit
primarily as short tenn ministers to preach and teach in the U.S. branches. They are also
guest speakers during the U.S. annual convention, minister's conference, workers'
training programs, and commissioning of new branches of the church.
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Regular movement of senior and middle level leadership occurs from the U.S. of
persons who visit the Nigerian headquarters regularly to attend pastors and leadership
training conferences, and intemational conventions (where they present reports of the
state of the work in the U.S.). The regularity of travel to Nigeria depends also on the
position of the leader. The top leadership such as the U.S. National Region and state
Overseers tends to travel back and forth more frequently.
The second group of persons who move regularly are members who are
professionals who work in the oil industry and visit either to attend or represent his/her
church branch in the U.S. at the intemational convention, anniversary celebrations and
special workers' training at Lagos.
The third group consists of those who travel or move occasionally. Here,
occasionally means they travel annually or every other year. Sometimes they are
appointed to represent their local church during church conventions, anniversary
celebrations, and other special programs.
The study shows that most pastors in Nigerian-led churches in the U.S. are bi-
vocational, i.e., they caiTy on with their secular jobs while simultaneously serving as
pastors. A very small percentage of the pastors are serving as full time pastors in the U.S.
This trend is understandable given the difficulties in securing visas/resident pemiits.
The Flow of Religious Products/Ideas
Along with religious ideas flow religious products in the forni of the physical
media, such as the following: books published by the GO and senior ministers, CDs,
video tapes, church baptismal and training manuals. Religious ideas also flow from the
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intemational headquarters to the U.S. Books such as Bible and religious ideas that can be
as comprehensive as a subject such as the involvement in social work, move between the
U.S. and the intemational headquarters in Nigeria. These religious products are produced
at the printing press and recording studio of the intemational headquarters of these
churches in Lagos, Nigeria. These products move through formal routes from the
intemational headquarters to the U.S. national office at Greenville, Texas, for the RCCG;
to Houston, Texas, for MFM; and to Brentwood, Maryland, for GOFAMINT. These
products also move from Lagos via Atlanta or New York to some regional centers in
areas such as New York, Califomia, Georgia and Minnesota. For example, the RCCG
U.S. national office has an arrangement conceming master copies of audio and video s of
the RCCG intemational convention. The convention is recorded in Lagos, Nigeria. Then
the recording is taken to Georgia, where it is duplicated and distributed to other states in
U.S. and Canada. The major impact of this material is that it connects the selected
denominations to the spirituality of the home church by providing them with preaching,
singing and programs from Nigeria.
The Flow ofMoney
The study also indicates that money does flow from the intemational headquarters
to the branches in the U.S; particularly during the early stage of the U.S mission, and
when an urgent need ofmoney exists for the purchase of land, property, or buildings. On
the other hand, money also flows from the U.S. church to the Nigeria headquarters in the
form of donations to support mission in Africa and special programs at the headquarter
church.
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The Mission ofNigerian Led Churches in Atlanta, U.S.
Most of the churches are for the time being, reaching out mostly to
Nigerians/Africans and are primarily comprised Nigerian and African membership. These
churches tend to demonstrate strong Nigerian Pentecostal identity in worship, preaching,
mode ofBible study and prayers. These churches provide support for Nigerians in
diaspora. Thus, these churches have focused their ministries in presemng their members
in the U.S., and reaching out to Nigerians/Africans in the diaspora.
The findings of this research point to the fact that these churches are driven by a
vision and mission statement, and that they are in American religious space on a reverse
mission to fulfill the Great Commission. The idea of reverse mission articulated by these
churches is "taking back the gospel" to Europe and America. These churches are driven
by the perception that America is also a mission field that needs to be evangelized with
the gospel. Regular transnafional travel between the U.S and Nigeria has contributed
immensely in enlarging their vision and understanding of leaders from Nigeria
conceming the unreached in America and the need to participate in the Great
Commission. So far the mission and ministry of these churches have focused mostly on
Nigerians and Africans in diaspora. However, that should not be interpreted to mean that
they have no vision to reach other groups beyond the Nigerian community. To the
contrary, these churches have demonstrated, through some of its outreach and programs
that they have a global vision that is beyond the Nigerian community in Diaspora. This
desire has been illustrated with the progress made by the GOFAMINT and the RCCG
churches in reaching out to the homeless, which has resulted in a church that is made up
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ofmostly African Americans. As stated earlier, the prospects and future of this kind of
ministry is yet to be evaluated.
This study also reveals that many of the church leaders still view their mission to
Nigerians and African communities in the U.S as a valid ministry since they are reaching
out to people who would not have been reached with the gospel. However, they do
recognize that reaching out only to Nigerians in diaspora is limited in scope.
Another theme emerging from this study is that Nigerian-led Pentecostal
Churches are progressively embracing social and community work as part of the gospel.
Bifurcation of evangelism and social work has been a hallmark ofPentecostalism in
Nigeria but this study shows that this view is progressively being giving way to a new
understanding that defines social work as part of evangelism. So, in the process of
mission and contextualization, the Nigerian-led churches are themselves changing.
This research shows that these churches are developing transnational networks
extending from Nigeria into Europe and North America for the purpose ofpursuing their
reverse mission agenda in the Westem Hemisphere. The transnational network is seen as
a viable stmcture ofmission that enables these churches to pull together human, material
and financial resources that can be mobilized for pursuit of its mission in any country of
the Westem World.
Reverse Mission Revisited
Reverse mission developed in the context of the Moratorium debate in Africa
during the 1970s. Questions were raised then as to whether cross cultural mission was a
biblically mandated monopoly of the whites; and whether Christians from the Global
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South also possess the mandate to evangelize the Global North. Mission was seen then as
one way traffic coming from the Westem to the non-Westem countries. The flow of
persons, religious products, money and Christian culture was essentially from the West.
The power and control also flowed from one direction. The churches from the Global
South were merely passive recipients since the relationship was void of any sense of
partnership. Although the term 'reverse mission' was not mentioned by my respondents,
the idea of reverse mission was fully expressed. Respondents used different terms such as
'coming back,' 'movement back' and 'flow ofpreachers' to describe the movement of
ministers and ministries to the U.S. When viewed from the background and motivation of
reverse mission, one can argue that reverse mission has shattered the myth ofmission as
coming from one direction only. Thus reverse mission can be seen in teims of the flow of
ministers and ministries from the Global South to the Global North (in this case the U.S.).
Although progress is slow in reaching other ethnic groups in the U.S., obviously the cross
cultural mission is not the exclusive privilege of the Global North. Indeed, transnational
migration has contributed in no small measure in the efforts by Christians from the
Global South to take the gospel message to the diaspora and the Global North. This
research has focused primarily in the American context ofAtlanta, Georgia, but evidence
from my field work shows that this is a general trend across the U.S. Reverse mission is
taking place because the three selected churches are fulfilling their goal of reaching out to
Nigerians/Africans in the Diaspora. Second, these churches have a clear vision and
mission to reach beyond the Nigerian community. Admittedly, progress in reaching
beyond the Nigerian community has been slow, but some progi'css has also been made
among African Americans by the RCCG and the GOFAMINT.
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The success of reverse mission should not simply be evaluated by the number and
color of those who show up for church sei-vices on Sunday moming, because this is only
one aspect of the ministry ofNigerian immigrant churches. Important to keep in mind
are the different types ofAfrican/Nigerian Christian presence in the U.S. This study has
looked at three Pentecostal Churches and has analyzed the various ministries that these
churches are doing in the context ofAtlanta. These churches are not just relaxed and
happy with what they are doing. They keep asking questions, planning and praying for
God to direct them to reach their community. My point is, that reverse mission is indeed
happening even with the slow progress in out-reach. In evaluating the mission of these
churches, important to observe, is how they account for their vision, mission and what
they are doing presently in their context ofministry. We should not only evaluate these
churches on the basis ofwhat they are unable to do, but also by what they have done -
that is a more accurate measure of the progress they are making.
This study suggests that the concept of reverse mission, and indeed the
understanding ofmission among Nigerian/African-led immigrant churches need to be re
defined in the American context. At this phase of reverse mission, the situation appears to
be that these churches are still stmggling in order to define themselves and theirministry
in their new context in America. This is not an easy task because migration to the U.S has
suddenly thmst these believers into the American religious space, and they are still
wrestling with what this means for them. From my interviews with the leaders of these
churches in Nigeria and Atlanta, I can hear a deep concem and desire on the part of these
churches to impact their new context with the gospel. But I also hear some voices of
caution because of their belief that something seems to be wrong with the brand of
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Christianity that these leaders have observed in America- a brand that they claim is not
too close to the world of the Bible. Thus these churches are stmggling to define
themselves in light of the fact that through migration, God has divinely brought them into
the American religious scene, and they have to define who they are so that in the process
of doing ministry they do not lose their unique identity.
However this situafion develops remains to be seen, but certainly the mission that
is coming back to America from the Global South cannot be in the same form that it went
out to Africa. The categories for defining who is a missionary would of necessity require
change also. For the Nigerian/African-led Pentecostal churches, the Gospel that was
brought to them has undergone significant changes because it was contextualized and
made relevant to the African context. That Gospel must also be contextualized and made
relevant to the American context without losing its essential characteristics. The pattem
this would take still remains a stmggle for some of these churches, especially the RCCG.
The evidence from this study also suggests that the understanding of reverse
mission among the case study churches evolves over time as these churches engage the
America context. For example, the GOFAMINT that came in with the intension of
reaching out to its members by foraiing an extension of the Church soon caught the
vision to reach beyond its consfituency to the larger community. Churches that have a
clear vision of reaching out beyond their Nigerian communities (such as the RCCG) tend
to make faster progress. The implication, if all of the outreaching churches move in the
direction of going beyond the Nigerian community, they will obviously have a larger
effect on interested or targeted Americans as a whole.
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Transnationalism: What Next in Mission?
Mission Studies
This research work has made missiological contributions to the literature on
Reverse Mission in particular and mission out of Africa or the Global South in general. It
has analyzed the historical development of a Nigerian indigenous Pentecostal church, the
nature and scope of its mission and ministry forged between the founding churches in
Nigeria and the branches in American religious space in Atlanta, Georgia, U.S. This
study is significant because it has shown the kinds ofmission practices emerging among
these churches in the context of diaspora and transnationalism.
Migration and Diaspora Studies
This study has also contributed to the literature on migration from the Global
South to the Global North in that it has analyzed the transnational practices ofNigerian
believers with a view to understanding how an indigenous Pentecostal movement from
Nigeria is forging ongoing connections with its daughter churches in the American
religious space of diaspora. The study has provided valuable infonnation on how the post
1965 Immigration Act in the U.S. along with the improvement in the technology of
transportation and communications has brought these churches into the American
religious space. The study shows how these churches remain connected with the home
church in Nigeria, and how they transform religious space into something similar to their
indigenous space in their style of singing, worship, food, hospitality, the religious books
and prayers.
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Intercultural/Multi-Cultural Education
This study has also contributed to the literature on cross cultural studies/education
in that it has highlighted the challenges and struggles of doing ministry cross culturally.
Crossing cultures in order to do ministry requires that Nigerian pastors in the field need
cross cultural education in order to effectively do ministry among Nigerians/Africans and
other groups in the American context. Nigerian-led Pentecostal Churches in the U.S. are
dealing with cross cultural issues as a result of their embededness in two locations must
constantly negotiate between the two contexts ofministry
Anthropological Studies
This research has contributed to the literature on anthropology and missionary
anthropology by demonstrating that that the selected Nigerian Pentecostal Churches are
indeed embedded in two worlds and that they should not only be studied as such, and not
be studied only as immigrant communities that are bounded in time and space in diaspora
communities in the U.S. without any links to Nigeria. To be effective in research they
must be studied as transnational communities who are simultaneously embedded in two
locations, because they do indeed carry forged and sustained links and interactions in two
contexts ofministry.
Anthropology of Christianity
This research has further contributed to the new field of the anthropology of
Christianity because it has explored and analyzed the ethnography of indigenous Nigerian
Christianity as experienced within transnational space between Lagos, Nigeria and
Atlanta, Georgia by the three Pentecostal churches selected for this study.
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The Future of Transnational Mission
One ofmy conclusions from this research is the suggestion that transnationalism
may be transitional in nature. I make this suggestion cautiously because 1 am aware that
Christianity is migratory in nature. My suggestion is that the ability of these churches to
remain transnational will depend on many factors. In the fiiture, these churches might
either become diaspora churches with little or no transnational connections with the
founding churches in Nigeria. In the future, these churches might either become diaspora
churches that serve mostly the Nigerian community, or they will contextualize and
become multicultural churches that reach beyond the immigrant communities. But by
doing so, they may lose their transnational connections. Several reasons from this
research lead me to this line of thinking. First, the future of this type of church will
depend on the ability of future leaders to have vision and sustain transnational ties with
the founding churches. Second, transnationalism may depend on the ability of the second
generation ties to assume leadership role in these churches. The findings of this research
show that all the churches have strong expectations in the ability of the second generation
to continue with the transnational practices. They argue that the second generation stands
a better chance, and has the potential to reach beyond the Nigerian community.
However, this thought remains to be seen because my observation is that the
second generation of American bom Nigerians rarely travels home due to the high cost of
air travel. Indeed, traveling is mostly done by the top leadership, so it might be very
challenging for them to transition into this role and become effective. Moreover, since
they are bom in America they are becoming more Americanized in the way they think
about church. For example, some of the pastors I interviewed expressed concem that
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some of the youth are already complaining about "too much church attendance" (meaning
that they go to church quite often, more than is expected of young people in American
churches). They are imbibing in the culture that sees church as what we do on Sundays
and Wednesdays only. Second, my research shows that the older churches tend to
maintain weaker ties with the founding churches. They may also lack enough money to
pursue transnational travel, thus slowing the pace of flow and movement. Third, closely
connected to the previous point is the feeling that some of the preachers in Nigeria lack
understanding of the context and language of communication to Nigerians in America.
This group advocates for minimal interaction with preachers from Nigeria. This group
also advocates that teaching materials from the Nigerian headquarters such as Sunday
school manuals, daily devotions and others are poorly printed and lack connections with
the reality ofwhat the immigrants are facing in America. Lastly, the increasing use of the
intemet and modem technology by immigrant churches to stay cormected raises questions
as to whether transnational practice will be maintained.
One final thought concerning the future of transnafionalism concems the question
about whether or not the new emphasis and involvement ofNigerian led-Pentecostal
Churches to do outreach through social engagement might reverse the reverse flow and
make it back to Nigeria? The answer is not presently obvious now but this important
trend deserves further observation and study.
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Evaluation of the Study
Theoretical Evaluation
Three theoretical frame-works guided this research that all proved valuable in
helping me execute this study. The three theories are the following: social network
analysis/perspectives, migration systems theory and social movement framing. Social
network analysis was helpflil in exploring the ways in which the selected immigrant
churches forged and constmcted social relationships in time and space. This theory was
useful in my understanding and identification of important linkages in the migration
network between Atlanta, Georgia and Lagos, Nigeria. Social network is important
because it provides the channels for the migration process.
A migration system theory focuses on both ends of the migration flow. It
examines one flow in the context of other flows-one destination in relation to altemative
destinations, and highlights the diverse linkages between places, including flows of
information, ideas, services, as well as people. Migration system theory suggests
comparison between places, thus calling attention to disparities.
Social movement framing was useful in enabling me investigate and analyze the
ways in which these Nigerian-led immigrant churches collectively understand, justify,
interpret, attribute and constmct their ministries in the American context in Atlanta,
Georgia. This framing also explores how these churches define and legitimize their
ministries, and what motivates their collective religious practices between Lagos, Nigeria
and Atlanta, Georgia. Finally, exploring how these churches negotiate their identity in a
transnational space was aided by this framing.
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Evaluation of the Research Procedure
The data gathering instrument was very helpftil. The use of interview protocol
was well received by respondents in that they were free to express themselves by their
stories. The interview protocol gave me enough room to frirther probe respondents'
answers. The use of contact summary was also useflil because it helped me to keep track
of the main points after every interview sessions. Ethno-history proved to be a valuable
tool in this research because it afforded respondents the opportunity to tell their life
stories, particularly, the history of the flow of persons, ideas, and information of
immigrants and their embeddedness in multi-locality.
Lastly, a need exists for caution in generalizing the findings of this research
beyond the case study churches because the study has so far idenfified emerging pattems
and themes in Nigerian-led immigrant churches. This phenomenon is just now unfolding,
the findings are tentafive, and the need is evident for further research among these and
other type of churches from Nigeria/Africa and perhaps the Global South to test the
reliability and generalizability of emerging patterns. This study only sampled a few
churches from a plethora ofNigerian/African-led churches in metro Afianta, and the long
term significance of these churches to evangelize beyond the Nigerian community
remains to be seen.
Conclusion
This research work invesfigated the transnational practices ofNigerian-led
Churches in Metro Atlanta. This research work has suggested some emerging pattems in
the churches of this case study that require further invesfigation. Because the
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transnational activities of these churches are still at the developmental stage, a need exists
for research to be extended to other Nigerian/African-led churches in the U.S. in order to
validate these emerging pattems, and to investigate further into the activities of these
churches in the American religious space so as to better understand the mission.
This research contributes to knowledge about transnational practices ofNigerian-
led Churches by examining the relationship and linkages between the founding church in
Nigeria and the daughter churches in the American religious space in Atlanta, Georgia.
The contribution of this research to knowledge is that it has investigated the history of
these churches and demonstrated that ongoing transnational relationship exists between
the intemational headquarters of these churches in Nigeria and its branches in Atlanta,
Georgia. It has shown the transnational flow of persons, religious products, infomiation
and ideas. The study has further explored the transnational missional activities of these
churches in Atlanta.
These churches face various challenges in carrying out their missions in Atlanta
such as lack of education, and coming into a social environment in Atlanta in which
racial ideology, racism, and strong "social Darwinism" still dominates the American
narrative. As pointed out by many respondents, this social environment has had a
negative impact on the acceptance ofNigerian churches in Atlanta and the U.S.
This study observes that Nigerian-led Pentecostal Churches have yet to fmd
fellowship or the ability to work together with the American Pentecostal Churches.
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Future Direction of tliis Researcii
Need exists to further investigate other Nigerian-led Indigenous Pentecostal
Churches in the U.S. for a comparative analysis of the emerging pattems identified in
this research in order to discover if a consistency exists in the emerging pattems. This is
very important because the phenomena of African immigrant churches in the U.S. are
still fairly new. Moreover, I discovered that approximately 150 ofNigerian-led
Pentecostal Churches are in the Atlanta area. More research is therefore needed to
understand these churches.
Need exists for a research that will throw more light on how these churches can
contextualize in America in order to achieve the expressed interest ofmany of these
churches to do outreach to people beyond the Nigerian community. If these churches are
to make an impact beyond the Nigerian/African community, they must re-contextualize
their message in order to be relevant in the American context.
Research is fiirther needed on the nature of in-house ministerial and cross cultural
leadership education that focuses on the particular needs of these pastors in order to
prepare them to effectively engage in the American context. My field research reveals
that many of the pastors, workers and leaders of these churches are lacking in basic cross
cultural skills. This will include researching into some of the identity issues that trans
migrants face as a result of embeddedness in two contexts.
More research is also needed to investigate the preparation and prospects of the
second generation ofAmerican bom Nigerians be responsible for the leadership in many
of these Nigerian-led Churches. This is an important area because many of the case study
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churches have high expectations in the second generation and are seeking ways to
prepare them for future ministry in these churches.
The role of the media and technology in sustaining transnational practices of
immigrant churches begs for fiirther research. How has the media and technology
impacted the way we practice transnational churches? I believe the media and modem
technology will definitely influence the future of transnational practice among these
churches.
This research did not examine non-Pentecostal churches. Therefore the need still
exists for research to be done conceming the transnationalism of other Nigerian Churches
in the U.S. A.
Also, research is needed conceming the future of these churches. What do their
fiiture hold? How transnational can they continue to be? What broader impact might they
make in American society? These questions are of the utmost importance and hopefully
will be addressed in order to help these churches understand their role in the world.
Lastly, reverse mission from the South to South has been neglected in research.
My research shows that the three churches in my case study (and 1 suspect other
Pentecostal churches) are expanding their outreach to other countries in Asia, Australia
and the Middle East. In some of these countries, the composition of these churches is
taking a different shape in these contexts and is different from what we have in Europe
and America. For example, the GOFAMINT in the Philippines is mostly comprised of an
indigenous membership. Research is needed to document this aspect of reverse mission
as well.
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Concluding Reflections
Following are a few ofmy concluding reflections conceming this research work
in general. First, the Pentecostal movement from Nigeria has the potential to fiilfill the
Great Commission ofChrist in order to carry the gospel to the unreached. The fact that
more than one hundred and fifty Nigerian-led Pentecostal Churches are in Atlanta is
significant and has promise for the growth of the Chrisfian movement from Africa,
because these churches see themselves as intemational ministries and state their vision as
that of reaching out to the world and preparing their members to see themselves as
missionaries in whatever context they find themselves.
Second, this is a Nigerian story-the story of the emergence, gi^owth and spread of
the church from Africa. This is not the first time that Africa has evangelized the West.
They have been on reverse mission to the West before and they are now on a reverse,
reverse mission. This fime the story has moved from North to West Afiica, with
indigenous Pentecostal Churches from Nigeria. This is a story of the changing face of
Chrisfianity and world mission today. This study reminds me that the buzz word for
Global Chrisfianity today (and I believe this was also tme of the early church) is
CHANGE, and with change comes diversity in the composifion ofmissionaries. Mission
can no longer be a one way traffic - the field is wide open. Our composifion ofwho a
missionary is also changing as more and missionaries give way to missionaries who
engage in their secular job and at the same time serve Jesus Christ as pastors and leaders
in the church.
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Third, also important for me is the implication of the findings of this research for
the Global Church. Instead of seeing any part of the Church as being more important than
the other - that is the Church of the Global South basking in "spiritual pride" and
superiority a reminder ofmission during the age of colonialism and enlightemnent) and
the Church in the Global North pitched in academic pride and superiority that makes her
to brand the mission coming out from the South as exofic and uncultured, we should see
ourselves as members of God's family and submit ourselves to what God is doing in His
world as He guides and leads the church in mission. It is His mission, and He is the one
who invites us to join Him. Our loyalty should not be to the Global North or to the Global
South, but to God who has appointed us ambassadors and entmsted us with the ministry
of reconciliation. The Church from the Global North must remain humble and willing to
leam from the vibrancy of the Southem church. Similarly, the Church from the Global
South should also be willing to leam from the long experience of the Northem Church in
world mission. In this way we can tmly glorify Jesus as Lord and Savior. As Rose
(2003:167) writes, "Mission as God's spiral of renewal can only take effect as we
recognize the changing reality; open ourselves to engagement with the other." I will end
my point by asking the American Church a question asked by the Nigerian professor of
religion, Afe Adogame regarding the reaction of the church in Europe to African
immigrant churches in Europe. Adogame asks the following:
If and when European churches finally decide to 'see' or 'discover' the new
Christians in their midst, what will be their attitude towards them: 'Fellow
Laborers for Christ
'
or as 'Strange and Exotic Bedfellows'}
Finally, I am excited with the progress these Pentecostal Churches are making in
establishing stmctures for the furtherance ofmission work. The transnational network
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developing among the continents ofAfrica, Europe and North America is encouraging
and has resulted in pulling together human, material and financial resources for the
support of reverse mission. This study has shown that money and religious products
flows from Nigeria for the building of the Church in the U.S. and other parts of the world.
This is significant because the fiow has often been one way - from the Global North to
the Global South. Moreover, that money is fiowing from the segment of the Church
considered to be in the "periphery," the "marginalized" and "poor" is something that calls
for rejoicing. My prayer is that the "blessed refiex" soon arrives as referred to by Kermeth
Rose (2003:162-167), ofwhich nineteenth century mission leaders spoke, and anticipated
as the time when the so-called sending of churches in the West would be challenged and
renewed by churches then springing up in Africa, Asia and Latin America. As we enter
this new era of doing mission in the context ofworld Christianity, the Global Church
must recognize the importance to be spiritually open in order understand God is doing
through ministries and missions coming from the Global South.
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Chart 3: Showing Patterns of Flow in RCCG
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APPENDIX H
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR BRANCH CHURCHES IN
ATLANTA
L Personal Profile
(a) Name (optional):
(b) Age: (optional):
(c) Gender:
(d) Occupation:
(e) Denomination:
(f) Church location:
(g) Responsibilities in the Church:
(h) Email address:
(i) Phone number:
(i) Would you want me to email you the findings of this research?
2. How long have you been in your present position?
3. How long have you been living in the USA?
4. What is the primary reason for your stay in America?
5. In your capacity as pastor/leader how often do you travel to
Nigeria for Church programs (please state whether annually, monthly.
etc).
6. Does your church in Nigeria sponsor missionaries to the USA?
7. Does your church provide financial support for its nussionaries in
the USA
8. In what cities have your denomination been established in the
USA?
9. Does your church maintain constant links with its Int'l headquarter
church in Nigeria?
10. How does information move from your headquarter church in
Nigeria to your branches in the USA?
1 1 . How do you maintain communicate with your headquarter church in Nigeria?
12. What are the particular things that flow between your church in
Nigeria and the USA?
13. How often do you, your pastors and members attend conferences
and leadership training programs in Nigeria?
14. Can you give a brief history of the founding of your church at
Atlanta?
15. Why your Church established in America is (is there a need they
are fulfilling)?
16. How would you define mission?
17. How does your church define Mission?
18. Would you say that establishing churches made up primarily
Nigerians membership in the USA is mission?
19. To what extent is the relationship and linkages with your
headquarter Church in Nigeria support or promote your mission in the
USA?
20. What do you consider to be the future of your Churches in USA?
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APPENDIX I
Interview Protocol for Nigeria Headquarter Churches
1. Personal Profile
(a) Name (optional):
(b) Age: (optional):
(c) Gender:
(d) Occupation:
(e) Denomination:
(f) Church location:
(g) Responsibilities in the Church:
(h) Place of origin in Nigeria
(i) Email address:
0) Phone numbers:
(2) How long have you been in your present position?
(3) How often do you travel to the United States (state whether
annually, monthly, etc)?
(4) What is the purpose of your visits to US?
(5) What other countries do you have your churches?
(6) Do you visit these countries? How often?
(7) Does your church in Nigeria sponsor missionaries to the USA?
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